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ABSTRACT
The increasing popularity of wireless communication and multimedia applications
yields a growing demand for radio spectrum. However, most of the commercially in-
teresting spectrum has been assigned to various services and allocating further spec-
trum is a cumbersome process. Some authors claim that current policies are ineffi-
cient and cause an artificial spectrum scarcity. Recent measurements support these
statements by showing that significant amount of spectrum is underutilized.
Secondary use of licensed but vacant spectrum has been proposed as solution to
this problem and several architectures for Dynamic Spectrum Access (DSA) have been
studied. The most popular one assumes prioritized Primary Users (PUs), who often
possess the spectrum license, and Secondary Users (SUs) that opportunistically access
spectrum bands left idle by the PUs. The SUs search for vacant spectrum bands, so-
called spectrum sensing, and may exploit these as long as the secondary emissions do
not cause harmful interference to the primary system.
Most measurement activities have been carried out in the USA and there is a lack of
comparable results from Europe. Additionally, the scope of most campaigns has been
limited to selected spectrum bands or the sole estimation of the duty cycle. Similarly,
only simplified models focused on single aspects of spectrum use are available that
prevent a more complete study. We address these shortcomings in this thesis and
present an integrated approach to spectrum modelling and evaluation of DSA.
The empirical work spans from the careful design of two flexible measurement
setups to the execution of extensive spectrum measurements in various scenarios and
two European countries. We confirm that considerable amount of spectrum is under-
utilized and verify further analytical results on cooperative sensing.
Based on the gathered measurement data, we identify main properties of spectrum
use and present models that reproduce almost all determined characteristics. In this
process, special care is taken to develop a generic modelling methodology not spe-
cific to our measurement scenarios but still provide realistic model parameters. As
example for model applications we study adaptive spectrum sensing using a renewal
theory based problem formulation. Exploiting knowledge on spectrum use statistics
enables performance enhancements although we also point out that the gains com-
puted in previous analytical studies can hardly be accomplished under more realistic
conditions. This result shows the importance of accurate and comprehensive spec-
trum modelling as put forward in this thesis.
Recent spectrum regulatory decisions to allow for secondary access in selected
spectrum bands and the increasing number of standardization activities demonstrate
the wider interest in DSA. However, most existing work has been limited in scope and
focused on single system components. We believe that the presented modelling me-
thodology and the listed parameters provide a valuable basis for further DSA research
under well justifiable assumptions.
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KURZFASSUNG
Die steigende Popularität von drahtloser Kommunikation und Multimediaanwen-
dungen führt zu einem wachsenden Bedarf an Funkspektrum. Der Großteil des kom-
merziell sinnvoll nutzbaren Spektrums wurde jedoch bereits diversen Diensten zuge-
wiesen und die Zuteilung von weiterem Spektrum ist ein komplizierter und langwie-
riger Prozess. Einige Autoren bezeichnen das derzeitige Vergabeverfahren für Funk-
spektrum als ineffizient und behaupten, dass es künstlich eine Verknappung von Spek-
trum verursacht. Diese These wird durch die Ergebnisse jüngster Messungen unter-
stützt, da erhebliche Mengen an ungenutztem Spektrum aufgezeigt wurden.
Als Lösung für diesen Widerspruch wurden die Sekundärnutzung von lizenzier-
tem aber ungenutztem Spektrum vorgeschlagen und verschiedene Architekturen für
dynamischen Spektrumszugriff (Dynamic Spectrum Access, DSA) untersucht. Die be-
kannteste geht von priorisierten Primärnutzen (Primary Users, PUs), die über die Li-
zenz zur Nutzung eines Spektrumbands verfügen, und Sekundärnutzern (Seconda-
ry Users, SUs) aus, die opportunistisch Spektrum nutzen, das von den PUs frei ge-
lassen wird. Die SUs suchen nach ungenutzten Spektrumsbändern, das sogenannte
spectrum sensing, und verwenden sie für Sekundärübertragungen, sofern diese keine
schädliche Interferenz für das Primärsystem verursachen.
Die meisten Messungen wurden in den USA durchgeführt und es fehlen vergleich-
bare Ergebnisse aus Europa. Zusätzlich waren die meisten Kampagnen nur auf einzel-
ne Bänder oder die ausschließliche Abschätzung der Auslastung konzentriert. Ähn-
lich limitiert sind die verfügbaren Modelle für die Spektrumsnutzung, die eine voll-
ständigere Untersuchung verhindern. In dieser Dissertation wird ein umfassender
Ansatz für die Modellierung von Spektrum und die Leistungsbewertung von DSA
vorgestellt, der diese Beschränkungen aufhebt.
Der empirische Teil der Arbeit umfasst den sorgfältigen Entwurf von zwei fle-
xiblen Messaufbauten und die Durchführung umfangreicher Spektrumsmessungen
in verschiedenen Szenarien und zwei europäischen Ländern. Die Ergebnisse bestä-
tigen, dass beachtliche Mengen an Spektrum nicht vollständig genutzt werden, und
verifizieren weitere analytische Ergebnisse im Bereich des kooperativen sensing.
Mit Hilfe der gesammelten Messdaten werden die Haupteigenschaften der Nut-
zung von Spektrum ermittelt und Modelle eingeführt, die beinahe alle vorher be-
stimmten Charakteristiken reproduzieren. Bei diesem Unterfangen wird besonders
darauf Wert gelegt, eine generische Methodik für die Modellierung zu entwickeln,
die nicht spezifisch für die untersuchten Szenarien ist und dennoch realistische Para-
meter liefert. Adaptives spectrum sensing wird als Beispiel für Modellanwendungen
untersucht und mit Ansätzen aus der Erneuerungstheorie als mathematisches Pro-
blem formuliert. Es wird gezeigt, dass die Auswertung von Informationen über die
statistischen Eigenschaften von Spektrumsnutzung Leistungsverbesserungen ermög-
licht. Es muss aber berücksichtigt werden, dass vorherige theoretisch bestimmte Stei-
gerungsraten unter realistischeren Bedingungen kaum erreicht werden können. Die-
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ses Ergebnis belegt die Bedeutung von präziser und umfassender Modellierung von
Spektrum, wie sie in dieser Arbeit eingeführt wird.
Kürzliche Regulierungsentscheidungen erlauben den Sekundärzugriff in ausge-
wählten Spektrumsbändern und auch die steigende Anzahl an Standardisierungs-
vorhaben zeigt das erweiterte Interesse an DSA. Die meisten verfügbaren Untersu-
chungen sind jedoch auf einzelne Komponenten konzentriert und berücksichtigen
nur einen Teil des gesamten Systems. Die Methodik zur Modellierung und die abge-
leiteten Parameter, die in dieser Arbeit beschrieben werden, bilden eine unerlässliche
Basis für weitere Forschung im Bereich DSA und liefern einen sinnvollen Rahmen mit
wohl begründeten Annahmen und Vorgaben.
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1INTRODUCTION
This thesis deals with the empirical modelling of radio spectrum use and the evalua-
tion of Dynamic Spectrum Access (DSA) systems using the developed models.
We discuss the motivation for the presented work in Section 1.1 and summarize
the contributions of this thesis in Section 1.2. We close this chapter with a concise
description of the outline of the thesis in Section 1.3.
1.1 MOTIVATION
The demand for radio spectrum for wireless communication has been constantly gro-
wing during the recent years due to multiple reasons. First, the number of users has
increased significantly. Second, data and multimedia services have become more po-
pular and the data rate used by each node has gone up. Third, the introduction of
new techniques, e.g., multi-carrier modulation, has allowed for more flexible wide-
band systems that enable broadband communication.
At the same time, the process of allocating spectrum to new wireless systems has
become slow and cumbersome. International coordination is required and the inter-
ests of various stakeholders have to be taken into account. Additionally, almost the
complete spectrum with the commercially most interesting propagation characteris-
tics has been allocated to one or more services or licensees.
These trends have led to a spectrum scarcity highlighted by the enormous prices
that have been paid for spectrum licenses during recent spectrum auctions in several
countries [1, 2]. However, discussions have started asking if the spectrum scarcity is
real and all spectrum bands are heavily used or artificial in nature and several spectrum
bands are underutilized due to inefficient spectrum regulations [3]. The latter claims
have been strongly supported by early spectrum occupancy measurements carried
out in the United States of America (USA) stating that significant amount of spectrum
has been left vacant [4, 5].
Motivated by these measurement results, more flexible use of spectrum has been
advocated and the vision of DSA has been introduced, see [6,7] and references therein.
Several scenarios have been proposed how different entities may share spectrum and
may coexist in the same frequency band. One of the most popular frameworks as-
sumes so-called Primary Users (PUs)1 to possess the official license to use a spectrum
band and Secondary Users (SUs)2 to access the same spectrum band opportunistically
when the PUs do not transmit. Secondary access has to be transparent to the PUs and
must not cause harmful interference to any primary system.
1Primary Users are also referred to as incumbent or licensed users.
2Secondary Users are also referred to as rental users.
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It is crucial for the SU to reliably identify idle spectrum bands, which are also
known as spectrum white spaces or spectrum holes. The process of searching for
spectrum holes is usually known as spectrum sensing or simply sensing. The outcome
is a binary decision indicating if the spectrum band under test is available for secon-
dary use or actively used by a PU. Based on single occupancy samples we can define
an ON-period as a sequence of consecutive busy samples and an OFF-period as a time
period consisting only of vacant samples.
Nearly all of the spectrum measurements that motivate the DSA paradigm have
been conducted in the USA and there has been a lack of comparable results taken
under other regulatory regimes. Additionally, most of the measurements have been
targeting at an accurate estimation of the spectrum occupancy but have not investiga-
ted how spectrum use changes over longer time spans3.
Partially due to the lack of more extensive spectrum measurement data there has
also been a lack of good models for spectrum use in the time, frequency, and spatial
domain, e.g., the distributions of ON- and OFF-period durations have been unknown
for multiple systems. In several analytical studies, certain assumptions have been
taken but it has been unclear if the determined gains could also be achieved under
more realistic conditions. In the spatial dimensions, previous work carried out in the
context of cellular networks has been reused and has turned out to be very valuable.
However, the focus on cellular systems and frequencies used for cellular networks
has limited the wider applicability to further DSA problems. Hence, more flexible
spectrum models are required.
The ability to dynamically select the working frequency has been one of the cha-
racteristics attributed to so-called Cognitive Radios (CRs) that are aware of their envi-
ronment and capable of learning how and when to adapt to changing conditions [8].
In the literature, the term CR is also sometimes used as synonym for a node that can
perform DSA. Although nodes capable of DSA have to be aware of their radio envi-
ronment and may also exploit further information on their surroundings we will not
talk about CRs in this thesis because we do not consider the learning-component in
detail. Instead, we will limit our discussion to the DSA-terminology, which is also
more precise and less ambigious.
Additionally, the benefits of spectral agility can be exploited without cognition but
only require a certain flexibility of the deployed radio platform. Such improvements
could be achieved by implementing some radio features in software following the
Software Defined Radio (SDR)-paradigm but none of the three visions DSA, CR, or
SDR depend on each other.
1.2 THESIS CONTRIBUTIONS
The main contribution of this thesis is an empirical study of how spectrum use chang-
es in the time, frequency, and spatial domain. This is to the best of our knowledge the
first comprehensive and quantitative evaluation taking into account the DSA frame-
work. The previous work has mostly been based on simplified models focused on
single aspects of spectrum use lacking a holistic approach for spectrum modelling and
3We use the term spectrum occupancy when referring to the binary information if a spectrum band is
busy or idle. The term spectrum use describes more generally the utilization of a spectrum band.
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evaluation of DSA systems. We introduce accurate spectrum models that we extract
from our extensive measurement data and point out that some of the gains derived in
analytical studies using existing spectrum models can hardly be achieved in practice.
The presented work takes, in contrast to most of the related work, a systema-
tic approach. We start from a careful measurement system design and validation
and introduce novel measurement techniques with multiple synchronized Spectrum
Analysers (SAs). We have conducted two comprehensive measurement campaigns
at multiple locations and present an innovative and flexible modelling methodology.
To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to successfully apply spatial statistics
to spectrum modelling and to provide realistic model parameters that can be directly
used by other researchers. Additionally, we use the developed models to show first
time that gains accomplished by adaptations in the spectrum sensing process heavily
depend on the statistics of spectrum use and elaborate on techniques enabling increa-
sed spectrum awareness.
The investigation of our measurement data verifies findings of American studies
on underutilized spectrum also for multiple locations in Europe. We also first time
confirm several analytical results on cooperative spectrum sensing in realistic scena-
rios with real-life PU signals. Furthermore, we extract key properties of spectrum use
in the time, frequency, and spatial dimensions that are almost all reproduced well by
our spectrum models. The presented modelling methodology as well as the detailed
parameters are a valuable basis for examining the performance of DSA networks and
allow for increased environmental awareness, which is a key contribution towards the
CR paradigm.
1.3 THESIS OUTLINE
This thesis is structured as follows. We identify spectrum regulatory aspects and stan-
dards relevant for DSA systems in Chapter 2. We also point out the properties of the
present spectrum regulations that lack flexibility and may have caused the artificial
spectrum scarcity. In Chapter 3, we discuss the system architecture that we assume
in the remaining thesis and elaborate on different spectrum sensing algorithms and
related problems. Additionally, each of the latter chapters also includes a specific and
concise section referring to further related work.
The designed measurement setup and the results of the empirical assessment of
the spectrum use in a static scenario are presented in Chapter 4. We review other
measurement campaigns and discuss our results taking into account the regulatory
background as well as important properties of the measurement setup. Afterwards,
we focus on the spatial aspect of spectrum use and present the distributed spectrum
measurement setup and the gathered results in Chapter 5. We also introduce a spatial
spectrum model which is based on spatial statistics techniques.
In Chapter 6 we come back to the results of the static measurement campaign and
investigate the properties of spectrum occupancy in the time and frequency domains.
We highlight the main characteristics and describe our time-frequency spectrum mo-
del that successfully reproduces most of the identified properties. As application of
the developed model, we evaluate adaptive sensing schemes in Chapter 7. We start
with examining the potential for enhanced scheduling of spectrum sensing using mul-
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tiple methods and continue with the analytical formulation and simulation-based eva-
luation of selected adaptive sensing algorithms. Throughout the whole thesis, we al-
ways consider the impact of accurate spectrum modelling on the determined system
performance and on reasonable conclusions for DSA system design taking advantage
of our extensive spectrum use measurement data. Finally, we summarize the thesis
and give an outlook on future work in Chapter 8.
2SPECTRUM REGULATION
Spectrum regulations provide the rulebook for running wireless networks and offe-
ring services to users. The responsible regulatory agencies balance the needs of va-
rious parties taking into account technical developments and innovations. For com-
mercial operators of wireless networks, radio spectrum is an essential asset in order to
run their businesses successfully. However, also public entities, most notably military
and public safety organizations, require reliable access to spectrum. Additionally, not
primarily safety-relevant but government-controlled services such as media broadcas-
ting have to be considered. Finally, licensing may not be a viable option for all types
of services and other regulatory measures may be adequate in order to enable efficient
service provision.
In this chapter, we do not provide a comprehensive review of spectrum regula-
tions. Instead, we give a summary of the present status. We focus particularly on
aspects related to the current artificial spectrum scarcity and developments to solve it.
We start with a brief history of spectrum regulation in Section 2.1 and discuss
the concepts of spectrum access barriers and spectrum access models in Sections 2.2
and 2.3, respectively. Additionally, we review recent regulatory developments to-
wards more dynamic use of spectrum that show the supportive position of the re-
gulators in Section 2.4. Finally, in Section 2.5 we discuss related standardization of
systems that enable or implement dynamic use of radio spectrum.
2.1 HISTORY
Spectrum regulations have their origin in 1912 when the first bill on radio spectrum
regulations was introduced by the Congress of the USA [9]. Previously, any interested
party could build up a station and emit radio signals. The sinking of the Titanic and
the hundreds of lives that were saved because another ship received the SOS-signals
sent by the sinking Titanic showed the potential of wireless communication and the
importance of controlling interference among transmitters [9].
The first tables of spectrum regulations in the 1920’s specified use of frequencies
up to 60 MHz although the range above 23 MHz was marked as experimental [10]. In
contrast, today’s regulations, e.g., the Frequenznutzungsplan maintained by the Bun-
desnetzagentur (BNetzA) in Germany, specify radio spectrum use up to 275 GHz [11].
De Vries has stated in [12] that the “difference between 20th and 21st century com-
munications is like the difference between farming, and managing a large and diverse
ecosystem” and has called for appropriate improvements in spectrum administration
and regulation. He has proposed to apply insights from the complex system theory
and “regulate through guiding principles than prescriptive rules”. Weiser has pointed
out that a strategic agenda, a commitment to transparency, and data-driven decision-
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making should be underlying principles of a spectrum regulator in order to properly
address the changed conditions [13].
These statements are two examples for the recent discussions on how spectrum
regulations should be dealt with in the 21st century. Among others, three main trends
can be identified that show how the regulatory space changed and why spectrum
regulations have to evolve: First, technical advances allow for radio hardware with si-
gnificantly increased flexibility and regulations should provide the framework for ap-
plications that benefit from these improvements. Second, the great success of license-
exempt devices shows how easy access to spectrum can foster innovation [14]. Finally,
the high prices that governments earned from recent spectrum auctions in several
countries highlighted the increased value of spectrum [1, 2]. Keeping the balance bet-
ween the interests of different stakeholders is significantly more complicated when
single parties may save billions of Euros when a decision follows their proposal.
The discussions started with the introduction of the idea of DSA by Mitola in
1999 [8] as part of the more comprehensive concept of CR. We review the CR vision
in Section 3.1.6. Afterwards, the proposal gained momentum in the USA through the
work of the Spectrum Policy Task Force (SPTF) that has been a seminal initiative in the
debate on improved spectrum regulations [15]. Weiser has also commended the SPTF
as an example for strategic agenda setting for foresighted spectrum regulation [13].
The SPTF has stated that “in many bands, spectrum access is a more significant pro-
blem than physical scarcity of spectrum, in large parts due to legacy command-and-
control regulation that limits the ability of potential spectrum users to obtain such
access.”
Given the fact that almost all prime spectrum had been assigned to various ser-
vices or licensees the SPTF has advised to develop policies for more flexible spectrum
access. Additionally, the SPTF has strongly argued for a more market-driven approach
to spectrum regulations. More radical approaches towards very open spectrum regu-
lations have also been put forward. Here, Lessig is one of the most prominent propo-
nents. The proposed policy relies on a significantly increased amount of unlicensed
spectrum, see, e.g., [16].
Some of the proposals of the SPTF have since then been or are currently being
implemented at the time of writing. Some others are waiting to be put into practice
and are under continuous evaluation in the research and policy-making communi-
ties [17]. The discussion on possible reforms of the spectrum regulations has reached
an international level and is on the agenda of numerous spectrum regulators across
the world [17].
2.2 SPECTRUM ACCESS BARRIERS
The limited flexibility of previous spectrum management policies can also be inter-
preted as barriers that hinder more efficient use of spectrum. Some of these may
have lately been lowered or removed by enhanced spectrum regulations in some geo-
graphical areas but may still be in place in other regulatory regimes. Buddhikot has
identified five spectrum access barriers and we adopt in the following discussion the
terminology that he introduced in [18]:
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• Flex-Use barrier: Spectrum licenses often specify the technology1 to be used in
the assigned spectrum band. Although the licensee may be able to provide an
improved service with a different technology he is bound to the license specifi-
cations and cannot freely switch to another technology.
• Service-Silo barrier: The service-silo barrier is related to the flex-use barrier. The
mapping of services to spectrum bands is fixed and cannot be easily changed.
Successful services that fully use their spectrum cannot be extended to other,
underutilized bands.
• License-Scope barrier: Licenses are issued for large geographical areas and long
time periods. If the demands for spectrum change inside the geographical scope
of a license or during its lifetime the limited flexibility of the license will prevent
rapid adaptation to the change. The entities in charge of the service provisioning
cannot appropriately address the varying demand. Additionally, often the initial
design of the licenses does not match the demands and spectrum may be unused
without other entities having the possibility to access it and benefit from it.
• License-Granularity barrier: In addition to the scope, the granularity of licenses
often prevents a more flexible use of spectrum. Licenses for small amounts of
spectrum in the frequency or the spatio-temporal dimensions are rarely assigned
and traffic peaks cannot be accommodated using additional licenses of small
granularity. Due to the increasing popularity of bursty data traffic the variability
of the distribution of traffic in the network increases and traffic peaks become
more common. Fine-grained licenses could help to cope with these changes.
• Secondary-Usage barrier: Only the devices under control of the spectrum licen-
see are permitted to access the assigned spectrum band. Although secondary
access without any harmful interference to the primary system may be possible
it is not supported by the spectrum license. The spatial variation of spectrum
use may also allow for reliable secondary use but the secondary-usage barrier
prevents such network installations.
In addition to the listed barriers, spectrum trading may not be permitted and spec-
trum licensees cannot allow other spectrum users to access their spectrum when recei-
ving appropriate compensation in return. Thus, spectrum regulations do not change
during the lifetime of a license and spectrum bands may lie fallow if spectrum de-
mands or business plans change.
2.3 SPECTRUM ACCESS MODELS
In the literature, four different models for granting spectrum access rights are dif-
ferentiated. We introduce each of these in the following. Further details are given
in [17, 18]. In addition, Peha describes a more fine-grained classification focused on
different models for spectrum sharing in [3].
1The flex-use barrier describes scenarios where the technology and/or the service are specified in a
spectrum license. We will not differentiate these cases and, for convenience, may name only one of them
without excluding the other.
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2.3.1 Command and Control
The command-and-control regulation has been traditionally the most common approach
to spectrum regulation adopted by regulatory agencies. The regulator specifies detai-
led rules for the use of the spectrum in the license and assigns it to an entity for exclu-
sive use. Additionally, further conditions such as obligations on the network roll-out
may be given.
This is the most restrictive approach and has often been combined with a beauty
contest in order to assign the license. The regulator sets up a list of criteria and how
these will be evaluated. Each party interested in receiving the license is required to
provide sufficient information and the regulator evaluates the submitted applications.
The applicant that best fulfils the defined criteria receives the license. Due to the dif-
ficulties to name perfectly objective criteria, the beauty contest is seen as open for
lobbying and does not ensure transparency throughout the licensing process.
Examples for spectrum bands assigned using the command-and-control approach
are more or less all bands used by government, military, radio astronomy, or aeronau-
tical applications. Due to its lack of flexibility it is not of further interest in the DSA
context.
2.3.2 Exclusive Use
In the exclusive use model, regulators issue licenses in order to grant exclusive access
rights to a spectrum band to the licensee. If the license owner and the duration of
the license do not change we will refer to this model as long-term exclusive use mo-
del. It may specify a fixed type of service or enable flexible selection of the deployed
technology. The flex-use barrier describes the difference between these two cases.
In the dynamic exclusive use model, only one entity has an exclusive spectrum ac-
cess right, specified by the tuple of time, frequency, polarization, transmit power, and
space, but the identity of the owner and the offered service may change across any
of the listed dimensions. The dynamic exclusive use model generally includes a me-
chanism called a secondary market where spectrum usage rights are traded between
entities. Several aspects have to be considered when classifying secondary markets:
The spectrum licensee may sell the spectrum access right; possibly connected to
an agreement to buy it back at a fixed point in the future. The latter scenario is also
known as de facto transfer of a spectrum right. The buyer of the spectrum access right
does not only purchase the exclusive right to execute the spectrum access right but is
also in charge of ensuring compliance with any rules or further license terms specified
by the spectrum regulator.
If the license owner leases the spectrum access right to another party he will still
be the legal owner of the spectrum access right and be responsible for compliance
to the license terms and reporting towards the spectrum regulator. Finally, a license
spectrum owner may use a spectrum access right as collateral for a loan, similarly as
when taking a mortgage on an apartment or a house.
The trade itself may also be implemented using several different mechanisms.
Buyer and seller may agree on the terms of the trade during direct negotiations without
being subject to constraints set by any third party, e.g., the regulator. Different buyers
may compete for acquiring the offered spectrum access right in the framework of a
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spectrum auction after the underlying rules have been agreed upon. Similarly, in-
volved parties may choose an external broker to mediate between the buyer and the
seller. Finally, a complete exchange for spectrum access rights similar to a stock mar-
ket may be set up where spectrum trades take place following the initially defined set
of rules.
Depending on the grade of freedom granted in the licenses issued by the regu-
lators, different spectrum access barriers can be overcome using secondary markets.
If the buyer may freely select the technology the flex-use barrier will be removed. If
the seller does not have to sell the whole spectrum access right but may divide it in,
e.g., geographically smaller pieces the license-scope and the license-granularity bar-
riers can be broken. Additionally, the service-silo barrier may be removed if spectrum
can be traded in a timely fashion with small granularity and without specifying the
technology to be deployed. However, the secondary use barrier is independent of
spectrum trading.
2.3.3 Shared Use
The shared use model removes the secondary use barrier and allows for unlicensed
access to primary licensed spectrum. The secondary communication must not cause
harmful interference to the PUs and appropriate measures such as spectrum sensing
and signalling protocols have to be deployed. Depending on the approach how the
harmful interference to the PU is prevented we differentiate between spectrum under-
lays and spectrum overlays.
The spectrum underlay is the more conservative approach to the shared use mo-
del. Any SU ensures a transmission power below the noise level that primary de-
vices expect for correct operation. The best example for spectrum underlays are Ultra-
Wideband (UWB) systems that compensate for the very low transmission power by
using an extremely wide bandwidth. However, the low transmit power still limits the
applicability of spectrum underlays to short-range applications.
In spectrum overlays, SUs perform spectrum sensing in order to identify vacant
spectrum bands available for secondary use. The additional degree of freedom in
terms of flexible selection of the working frequency poses additional network mana-
gement problems. Nodes have to find each other, possibly exchange their sensing
results, and coordinate on which spectrum band to use, a task usually referred to as
spectrum rendezvous. If the PU returns to the band the SUs will have to quickly and
synchronously release the band and switch to another frequency without severely de-
grading the secondary Quality of Service (QoS). The required signalling implies that
a spectrum hole has to provide a minimum amount of capacity in order to make its
exploitation worthwhile for the SUs. The spectrum overlay is one of the most often
investigated scenarios in the DSA context.
2.3.4 Spectrum Commons
In the case of spectrum commons, multiple users share the spectrum while different
amount of management and access control is applied. Often the three options uncon-
trolled, managed, and private commons are differentiated:
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Uncontrolled commons allow any user to actively exploit the commonly used
good with a minimum set of rules. In the wireless communication context, typi-
cal examples are the Industrial, Scientific, and Medical (ISM)-bands at 2.4 GHz and
5 GHz. The regulator defines rules that limit, e.g., the maximum transmit power but
does not specify details of the technology or methods for coexistence. The example of
the 2.4 GHz ISM-band shows the advantages and disadvantages of the uncontrolled
commons approach. On the one hand, the easy access to spectrum without license fees
or complex compliance tests enabled rapid growth of small networks using mostly
Bluetooth (BT) or Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) 802.11-based
Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) technologies. On the other hand, co-located
systems suffer from two kinds of interference. Inter-system interference will occur
if networks implementing different standards are installed in the interference range
of each other. Intra-system interference originates from the broadcast nature of the
wireless medium when multiple neighbouring links are active at the same time.
Both types of interference are examples for the situation termed as tragedy of com-
mons [19] that refers to a scenario where too many nodes over-exploit the common
good and degrade its quality2. The described risk of decreased QoS is commonly seen
as the most important reason against large-scale commercial deployments using un-
licensed bands. From the regulatory point of view, the reversion of the decision to
release a band for unlicensed access is very difficult due to the high number of uncon-
trolled devices.
In managed commons the group sharing the common good attempts to solve the
tragedy of commons problem by controlling the access to the common good in a co-
operative manner. Two aspects are crucial for this approach to work in practice. First,
a good and technology-agnostic commons management protocol has to be in place.
Second, scalable mechanisms are required that control rule conformance and enforce-
ment, and that would execute punishment if the rules were violated. The design of
such a management framework is hard. In comparison to other models, which issue
exclusive rights, no single entity has the opportunity of reward in the case of rule vio-
lation because all participants have equal rights in the managed commons scenario.
In the case of suboptimal system design, managed commons still suffer from the
risk that the tragedy of commons may not be successfully overcome. Further discus-
sion including guidelines for the design of protocols for managed commons is avai-
lable from [18, 20, 21].
Private commons describe a mixture of the shared use access model and the ma-
naged commons approach. An exclusive license holder may allow for secondary use
of the spectrum and cooperate to certain extend. The PU may specify requirements
or device validation mechanisms that any SU has to fulfil and pass before access to
the private commons is granted. The PU may also signal the availability of white
spaces in order to prevent the risk of malfunctioning spectrum sensing units. In the
extreme case, the primary license holder may not use the spectrum band but focus on
efficiently managing the private common. The PU would generate its revenues from
granting non-exclusive spectrum access rights to SUs.
2The core of Hardin’s paper dealt with non-technical problems and some of his conclusions are de-
batable. However, the illustration of the tragedy of commons is appropriate for the mostly technical
problem of spectrum regulations.
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2.4 REGULATORY TRENDS
Several recent regulatory decisions show the trend towards more dynamic use of spec-
trum and how regulators enable more flexible use of spectrum. Most of these have
been pursued by the American regulator Federal Communications Commission (FCC)
as partial result of the recommendations given by the SPTF. We review some of the
changes in this section.
We have harmonized the terminology used throughout the thesis and some of the
original publications may use slightly different expressions. In particular, we continue
to use the terms Primary User and Secondary User where appropriate although the
described roles are sometimes named differently in the specific context.
2.4.1 Dynamic Frequency Selection
Several technologies support features that enable limited spectrum sharing in selec-
ted spectrum bands. These functionalities were developed in order to address spec-
trum regulations that mandate protection of specific legacy services. These PUs do
not continuously transmit and do not have full spatial coverage leaving significant
amount of capacity vacant. Typical examples are aeronautical radars working in the
5 GHz band.
Several standards define Dynamic Frequency Selection (DFS) features in order to
efficiently avoid interference to the primary systems and maintain secondary network
synchronization. Signalling messages enable client devices to announce the detection
of a PU and network entities to control the synchronous switch to another channel.
The IEEE 802.11h standard [22, 23] is an example for such frame format definitions.
In the case of UWB systems, several DFS schemes have been developed in order
to improve coexistence with Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access (Wi-
MAX) networks [24, 25] and are referred to as Detect and Avoid (DAA).
2.4.2 Technology- and Service-agnostic Regulation
The heart of technology- and service-agnostic regulation is to remove the flex-use and
the service-silo barriers introduced in Section 2.2. In the legacy command-and-control
approach, the spectrum regulator specifies the technology to be deployed and/or the
type of service to be offered. The license holder cannot switch to another technology or
service although it may be better to do so due to technical developments, innovations,
or a changed market environment.
The trend towards less command-and-control but more exclusive use spectrum
regulations goes along with a technology- and service-agnostic regulation in order
to enable market competition between different Radio Access Technologies (RATs)
and services. In Europe the Wireless Access Policy for Electronic Communications
Services (WAPECS) initiative is a prominent example for this trend [17]. Another one
is the recent decision to allow network operators to deploy other technologies than
the Global System for Mobile communications (GSM) in the 900 MHz-band. Case stu-
dies have shown that the operation of an UMTS900 network3 may reduce deployment
costs by 50-70 % compared to UMTS2100 [26].
3Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS).
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Although technology- and service-agnostic regulation seems natural it is not ac-
cepted and implemented by all spectrum regulators. In contrast, the Chinese regulator
Ministry of Industry and Information Technology (MIIT) has specified the technology
to be used with each of the three Third Generation Mobile Radio (3G) licenses issued
in January 2009 [27]. The market leader China Mobile has received a license for the
Time Division Synchronous Code Division Multiple Access (TD-SCDMA) standard
while China Unicom and China Telecom received licenses for operation of Wideband
Code Division Multiple Access (WCDMA) and CDMA2000 systems4, respectively.
Networks based on the two latter ones are in operation in multiple countries across
the world enabling China Unicom and China Telecom to benefit from previous expe-
riences with these technologies and possibly cheaper network deployment costs. In
contrast, besides extensive field tests in China the TD-SCDMA standard has not been
deployed before the issuance of the license. It seems likely that this an example for
closely managed regulation that is tied with larger trade- and technology-policies of
the country.
2.4.3 TV White Spaces
The most important regulatory trend in the context of DSA is the unlicensed access
to vacant Television (TV) white spaces, which has been most actively pursued in the
USA. The adopted rules allow for secondary use in an opportunistic fashion and
remove the secondary-use and partially also the service-silo barrier.
One of the recommendations given by the SPTF was to promote spectrum access
by increasing the amount of unlicensed spectrum [15]. Additionally, first measure-
ments indicated that the TV bands are underutilized in space and time and significant
amount of capacity is unused. The American regulator FCC published in 2004 a notice
of proposed rule making and requested comments on the unlicensed operation of White
Space Devices (WSDs) in TV bands [28]. Further studies have confirmed that consi-
derable amount of TV white spaces exists [29, 30]. For instance, in metropolitan areas
such as the San Francisco bay area ≈37 % of the TV spectrum has been found idle [29].
Due to the good propagation characteristics of frequencies in the TV bands, provi-
ding broadband Internet access has been identified as one of the possible applications.
Additionally, home networking and multimedia streaming applications have been
discussed. Different industry consortia, such as the White Spaces Coalition or the Wire-
less Innovation Alliance have been formed recently and have started working towards
commercial exploitation of TV white spaces [31]. Additionally, the IEEE has started
the 802.22 Working Group (WG) for Wireless Regional Area Networks (WRANs), see
Section 2.5.5 for details.
In TV bands in the USA, several types of PUs are active. Most notably there are
TV transmitters of multiple type. After the transition to digital TV has been finali-
zed on June 12, 2009, all full service transmitters emit signals based on the Advanced
Television Systems Committee (ATSC) standard, the American equivalent to Digital
Video Broadcasting - Terrestrial (DVB-T). However, few low power TV transmit-
ters may continue to emit analog signals based on the National Television System
Committee (NTSC) standard. Wireless microphones are allowed to use vacant TV
4Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA).
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channels and can be seen as legacy SUs [32]. Additionally, few further services such
as offshore radio telephony services are allocated to the TV bands [33].
In the initial notice of proposed rule making three different techniques have been
proposed for coexistence between PUs and SUs. Active PU cooperation by transmit-
ting information on available TV channels has not been investigated in greater detail
but the two other options have been evaluated and prototyped successfully. First,
WSDs may know about their geolocation by means of positioning techniques, such as
Global Positioning System (GPS), and retrieve the list of available TV channels from
a centrally hosted database. Second, SUs may perform spectrum sensing in order to
identify any PU active in the surroundings. The database in the former option com-
pares the provided coordinates of the WSD to the known service contours of all PUs in
order to determine the available channels and maximum Effective Isotropic Radiated
Power (EIRP) at the requested location.
Several test systems have been developed for research and demonstration pur-
poses and the FCC has held two extensive test series in order to evaluate their per-
formance in terms of the probability of PU detection failures and subsequent harmful
interference to the primary service. In the first round, all devices have relied on spec-
trum sensing and have not successfully passed all defined test scenarios [34]. Also in
the second round, some devices have applied spectrum sensing but further devices
have used the geolocation database as main source for TV channel availability. Ad-
ditionally, they have adopted spectrum sensing in order to also detect PUs such as
wireless microphones that may not be listed in the database. The prototypes using the
database have passed all FCC tests successfully. The best spectrum sensors have pas-
sed nearly all tests but have turned out to be less reliable in few specific scenarios [35].
Starting from the test results and further discussions with multiple interest groups
the FCC has adopted rules for unlicensed operation of WSDs in the TV bands in
2008 [33]. These rules require WSDs to rely on a geolocation database. However, the
FCC has not completely closed the door for spectrum sensing. The option of further
testing and extension of the rules has been left open. Interested parties may submit
further prototypes for evaluation and certification.
2.4.4 USA 700 MHz Auctions
The 700 MHz auctions held in the USA in 2008 are interesting in multiple respects.
First, the auction generated in total 19.1 billion US Dollars showing the increased value
of spectrum [2]. Second, an approach has been undertaken in order to remove the
secondary-use barrier. Among other spectrum bands the so-called D-block was offered
during the auction with a set of specific rules attached to it [2, 36]. The intent of the
D-block was to be spectrum shared between a private party and the Public Safety
Broadband Licensee (PSBL), which is a non-profit organization comprised of various
public safety bodies.
The private party would have had the opportunity to use the spectrum for com-
mercial purposes but the spectrum would have had to be shared with public safety
traffic. The spectrum licensee would have had to build up a nationwide network and
to give priority to public safety traffic dynamically, in real-time, and with a guarantee
of no degradation of the public safety service.
However, the D-block did not sell because no party bid the minimum reserve price
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of 1.3 billion US Dollars [2]. The most important reason has been the great amount of
uncertainty and the connected risk of insufficient return on investment. After the D-
block license would have been awarded a Network Sharing Agreement (NSA) would
have to be agreed upon between the licensee and the PSBL within six months but no
detailed description of the foreseen content was available at the time of the auction.
On the technical side, it has been unclear how and to which extend interoperability
with other public safety networks would have had to be implemented. The properties
of the prioritization of the public safety traffic has also not been completely speci-
fied. Additionally, multiple different public safety entities have provided partially
inconsistent lists of functional requirements that have not been detailed in technical
specifications.
On the economic side, the possible licensee has been lacking reliable information
on how much capacity would have been available for commercial use. The network
could have been overtaken completely or partially for public safety services at any
time and for any duration [2].
These uncertainties increased the economical risk involved in the undertaking of
building the envisioned public-private partnership. Additionally, due to the need
for nationwide build-out only large corporations or a consortium of several smaller
companies could have accomplished the complex task successfully. Since the reserve
bid was not reached during the auction the FCC has decided to review the provided
information and possibly auction the D-block at a later point in time under improved
and clarified conditions [2].
The initial plan of secondary use over public safety spectrum bands is still pursued
and continues to be valid and promising. However, the problems that have emerged
during the process of the D-block auction show that further policy as well as technical
work is required before such innovative use of spectrum can be achieved in practice.
Similar dual-use proposals have been put forward by Vodafone in Germany as
alternative to a Terrestrial Trunked Radio (TETRA)-based network. Public safety con-
nections would have been prioritized using appropriate enhancements to the existing
GSM network [37], but the proposal was not selected due to security concerns and the
contract was awarded to a TETRA-based system [38].
2.4.5 World Radiocommunication Conference 2011
Possible improvements to the spectrum regulations in order to enable more flexible
use of spectrum have also been recognized during the World Radiocommunication
Conference (WRC) 2007, the most important discussion forum on international coope-
ration and coordination for spectrum regulation. Preliminary discussions on DSA-
related topics have resulted in the addition of an explicit agenda item for the next
WRC 2011:
1.19: to consider regulatory measures and their relevance, in order to enable the
introduction of software-defined radio and cognitive radio systems, based on the
results of ITU-R studies, in accordance with Resolution 956 (WRC-07);
We will discuss the terms SDR and CR in more detail in Section 3.1.
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2.5 RELATED STANDARDIZATION
Several standardization activities work on technical specifications for more dynamic
use of spectrum and improved spectral coexistence of multiple wireless systems. In
the following, we list these standards and focus on the DSA-related features.
2.5.1 IEEE 802.11h
The IEEE 802.11h standard [22, 23] specified DFS and Transmit Power Control (TPC)
features for IEEE 802.11-based WLANs. Both features enable a better coexistence of
WLANs with other systems. The standard has been initially developed in order to
fulfil requirements on spectral agility and TPC specified by the European Telecommu-
nications Standards Institute (ETSI) [39].
When operating in the frequency ranges from 5250 MHz to 5350 MHz or 5470 MHz
to 5725 MHz WLANs have to apply detection mechanisms in order to prevent co-
channel operation with legacy systems, such as radar devices, and achieve close to
uniform loading of the spectrum. The IEEE 802.11h standard specifies the required
frame formats in order to enable signalling between stations for synchronous fre-
quency switching and TPC.
2.5.2 IEEE 802.11k
The objective of the IEEE 802.11k standard [40] is to enable WLAN devices to collect
information about various aspects of the radio environment and neighbouring sta-
tions. Frame formats for requesting and reporting radio resource measurements have
been specified while mechanisms of radio resource management have been left for
development and implementation by the device manufacturers.
The described measurements provide information on other Access Points (APs),
the link qualities to neighbour stations, the interference level at each station, and me-
dium load statistics [31]. Several reports and their exchange have been specified and
allow for improved understanding of the network status at any participating station.
Additionally, they provide a valuable basis for network adaptation and optimization.
One possible application is enhanced frequency selection in order to mitigate interfe-
rence from hidden nodes or other WLANs in the surroundings.
2.5.3 IEEE 802.16h
The IEEE 802.16h task group develops coexistence mechanisms for networks based
on the IEEE 802.16-2004 standard when deployed in license-exempt regimes [31]. The
efforts include enhancements to various parts of IEEE 802.16 systems but also under-
lying policies. Additionally, not only the interworking of multiple IEEE 802.16 net-
works but also heterogeneous scenarios with PUs and hierarchical spectrum sharing
are in the focus of the task group.
The proposed coexistence protocol specifies functions such as neighbourhood dis-
covery, inter-network negotiation of spectrum sharing, and support for local data-
bases that facilitate sharing information on spectrum use between cooperative net-
works.
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2.5.4 IEEE 802.19
The Coexistence Technical Advisory Group IEEE 802.19 develops and maintains a set of
policies for improved coexistence of new and existing standards. New standards can
be evaluated against the introduced rules in order to guarantee sufficient interopera-
bility and avoid severe inter-system interference [31]. The group could also be seen as
a mediator between other standardization groups that are focused on specific techno-
logies or scenarios.
The participants also consider spectrum issues and deal with signal detection and
interworking issues. The coexistence of different types of WSDs that all access the
TV bands and fulfil the FCC requirements but are based on different standards is one
example for discussed work items.
2.5.5 IEEE 802.22
The IEEE 802.22 WG specifies the building blocks, protocols, and technologies for
operation of WRANs in TV bands as SUs. The development of the standard was
started before any spectrum regulator had decided to allow for secondary use of the
TV bands in any country worldwide. Therefore, the adoption of the final rules for
unlicensed operation in the TV bands by the FCC in the USA has triggered further
adaptations of the draft standard that have, at the time of writing, not been finalized,
yet. See Section 2.4.3 for details on the regulatory situation.
Several details of the system architecture and operation have been described in [41,
42] and most of the latest additions have been reported in [43]. The system reuses
several components from the IEEE 802.16 standards with appropriate enhancements
focused on the specific scenario of secondary use of the TV bands. The WG specifies a
point-to-multipoint architecture with one Base Station (BS) communicating with up to
255 stations, which are called Customer Premise Equipment (CPE) in the IEEE 802.22
context.
The system supports a communication range of up to 30 km with specific Medium
Access Control (MAC) additions to allow operation up to 100 km if advantageous pro-
pagation conditions facilitate the operation at such distances. At the edge of the cove-
rage area the peak throughput will be 1.5 Mbps in the Downlink (DL) and 384 kbps in
the Uplink (UL).
At the Physical layer (PHY), IEEE 802.22 uses Orthogonal Frequency Division Mul-
tiple Access (OFDMA) as implemented in IEEE 802.16 with appropriate pilot subcar-
riers and scheduling mechanisms. The system applies Time Division Duplex (TDD)
but a Frequency Division Duplex (FDD) mode may be added later.
Due to the unlicensed operation, SUs should be able to differentiate between other
SUs and PUs. The IEEE 802.22 standard specifies an interworking protocol in order
to enable exchange of information between neighbouring WRANs and to guarantee
efficient coexistence.
The main adaptations of the PHY compared to IEEE 802.16 are better support for
longer communication ranges and increased tolerance of multipath excess delay and
the addition of all required features for reliable detection of PUs. Additionally, the
system will not use multiple antennas per node due to the physical size of antennas
at the lower frequencies.
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The operation in secondary fashion is facilitated through the addition of three buil-
ding blocks, namely the Spectrum Sensing Function (SSF), the geolocation function,
and the incumbent database access function. The latter one is only required at the BS.
The other two components have to be available at the BS and each CPE.
The BS has a spectrum manager component that retrieves information on the loca-
tion of the BS and all associated CPEs and provides those to the incumbent database.
In return, the BS receives a list of available TV channels at the requested locations with
a maximum EIRP for each channel. The WRAN must not operate on any channel not
given in this list or at a transmission power exceeding the provided maximum. Aug-
mented with the outcome of the local sensing results collected at the BS and all CPEs,
the spectrum manager can choose the working frequency and possibly trigger a syn-
chronous channel switch. All required information such as the location and the latest
sensing results are exchanged between CPEs and the BS already during the network
association process and periodically thereafter.
The IEEE 802.22 standard does not define specific sensing algorithms although
example approaches will be described in an appendix to the standard. Instead, the
standard only defines minimum sensing reliabilities for different types of PUs.
In order to further improve the incumbent user detection, the IEEE 802.22 WG also
works on a standard for “enhanced protection of low-power, licensed devices opera-
ting in the television broadcast bands”. The IEEE 802.22.1 standard defines devices
that could be set up close to, e.g., wireless microphones and that emit a well defined
beacon signal. Nearby IEEE 802.22 devices can detect the beacon with high reliability,
extract information on the wireless microphone, and may switch to another channel if
they cause harmful interference [43, 44].
Although the work on the IEEE 802.22 standard started in October 2004 no final
standard has been ratified, yet. The most important reason is certainly the recent
change in the regulatory framework for unlicensed access to TV white spaces, but
there are also technical issues to be overcome. Additionally, not a single product has
been announced by any of the committed companies. The decision of the FCC against
spectrum sensing, see Section 2.4.3, and the ongoing discussion on what is the most
effective technique to prevent harmful interference to wireless microphones are two
examples showing that there are still open problems to be solved before first devices
can be deployed commercially.
2.5.6 IEEE SCC 41
The IEEE Standards Coordinating Committee (SCC) 41, formerly known as P1900,
develops the IEEE 1900 series of standards in the area of dynamic spectrum manage-
ment [45]. The discussed topics include improvement of spectrum use, DSA, interfe-
rence management, coordination of wireless technologies, network management, and
information exchange across heterogeneous networks [31]. The committee is subdivi-
ded into several WGs, which we introduce in the following:
• IEEE 1900.1 Terminology and Concepts for Next Generation Radio Systems
and Spectrum Management: The IEEE 1900.1 WG has developed a standard
giving precise definitions of all terms relevant to the work of IEEE SCC 41 [46].
Since the field of DSA is quickly evolving and different definitions for important
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terms are available from the literature, the provided standard is an important
foundation for the success of the subsequent WGs.
• IEEE 1900.2 Recommended Practice for Interference and Coexistence Analy-
sis: Interference is the most important problem when dealing with the coexis-
tence of multiple wireless networks in the same spectrum band. Diverse scena-
rios may result in interference and quantifying its effects is a non-trivial task.
The IEEE 1900.2 WG has specified measurement scenarios designed for evalua-
tion of interference and coexistence problems [47]. The WG results provide a
common basis for studying the performance of proposed interference mitiga-
tion methods and coexistence mechanisms in the other WGs.
• IEEE 1900.3 Recommended Practice for Conformance Evaluation of Software
Defined Radio (SDR) Software Modules: The flexibility of DSA-capable de-
vices will partially be accomplished by implementing a larger fraction of the
supported functionality in software following the SDR paradigm. The IEEE
1900.3 WG develops recommended practices for validation and conformance
testing of software modules in SDR-based network operator equipment and ter-
minal devices. The provided guidelines will include formal mathematical me-
thods as well as concepts for quality control and assurance of operation within
prescribed regulatory and operational limits.
• IEEE 1900.4 Architectural Building Blocks Enabling Network-Device Distri-
buted Decision Making for Optimized Radio Resource Usage in Heteroge-
neous Wireless Access Networks: Multi-mode terminals capable of connecting
to various different Radio Access Networks (RANs) such as second and third
generation cellular networks, WLANs, and short range communication systems
become more and more commonplace. The introduction of DSA adds another
degree of flexibility. At the same time, further features such as adaptive antennas
for dynamic resource use are being added on the network side. The IEEE 1900.4
WG [48,49] deals with the definition of all required components, interfaces, and
protocols in order to enable coordinated decision making considering both the
network and the terminal in an interoperable fashion. The WG has started with
specifying architectural building blocks and their functions and has considered
three use cases: dynamic spectrum assignment, dynamic spectrum sharing, and
distributed radio resource usage optimization.
After the approval of the IEEE 1900.4 standard in January 2009 and its publi-
cation in February 2009 [50] the WG has continued with the work on two fur-
ther standards. The IEEE 1900.4a project specifies an amendment to the IEEE
1900.4 standard and will focus on specific conditions of white space operation.
Additional interfaces or architecture components may be needed if IEEE 1900.4-
compliant devices operate in spectrum white spaces and these will be defined
in the IEEE 1900.4a standard amendment. The second new standard project,
named "Standard for Interfaces and Protocols Enabling Distributed Decision
Making for Optimized Radio Resource Usage in Heterogeneous Wireless Net-
works" is IEEE 1900.4.1 and will provide a detailed description of interfaces and
service access points defined in IEEE 1900.4 in order to ensure interoperability
between terminal and network equipment.
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• IEEE 1900.5 Policy Language and Policy Architectures for Managing Cogni-
tive Radio for Dynamic Spectrum Access Applications: The IEEE 1900.5 WG
works on the definition of a policy language or multiple of them in order to fa-
cilitate vendor-independent control of DSA functionality. The WG has started
with defining the features that a policy language has to offer when used in va-
rious DSA scenarios. Afterwards, the realization of the derived functionality
will be studied taking into account interoperability aspects specifically.
• IEEE 1900.6 Spectrum Sensing Interfaces and Data Structures for Dynamic
Spectrum Access and other Advanced Radio Communication Systems: Most
DSA systems have been designed in an integrated approach comprising spec-
trum sensing as well as spectrum management functions and protocols. The
purpose of the IEEE 1900.6 WG is to specify interfaces and data formats for effi-
cient information exchange between spectrum sensors and other system compo-
nents interested in spectrum sensing information. If sensing and management
are decoupled but use the same interfaces and data model separately developed
components can be integrated effectively. The IEEE 1900.6 WG does not limit the
considered sensing technology and aims at general definitions of data structures
and interfaces for exchange of sensing related information.
The work performed in IEEE SCC 41 is together with the IEEE 802.22 WG the most
important industry initiative in the DSA area. However, most of the ratified standards
or approved recommendations lay only the basis for subsequent development of spe-
cific technical solutions. The IEEE 1900.4 WG is a good example because the finalized
IEEE 1900.4 standard has identified and specified use cases and architectural compo-
nents, but complete systems cannot be built based on the current specification, yet.
The newly started activity towards IEEE 1900.4.1 is the proof because it is intended to
provide more detailed interface and service access point descriptions.
We certainly support the holistic approach taken in IEEE SCC 41 because common
terminology and a good understanding on use cases are essential building blocks for a
successful engineering project but the status of IEEE SCC 41 at the time of writing also
shows that considerable number of research problems are still open and commercial
products are not to be expected in the near future.
2.5.7 Further Activities
In addition to the work carried out in the IEEE few further standardization boards are
working on DSA or closely related topics. We shortly list the most important of these
and refer to, e.g., [31] for more thorough reviews.
The SDR Forum is a non-profit industry organization, founded in 1996, and pro-
vides services to the wireless industry on advocacy, opportunity development, com-
mercialization, and education in the area of SDR. The Forum does also perform
standardization work although the adoption of third-party standards is the prefer-
red choice. The focus of the work is promotion of SDR-related technologies in order
to increase the acceptance of SDR-based systems and to identify new market domains.
Additionally, technical tasks such as device certification and further development of
SDR technologies are its interests.
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The Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) deals with all standards speci-
fying 3G cellular networks and their further developments towards Long Term Evo-
lution (LTE) and LTE Advanced. Until now the major focus has been on work assu-
ming the exclusive use spectrum access model. However, further enhancements may
be taken into account during the work on LTE Advanced. Additionally, the 3GPP
has started detailed work on self-configuring and self-organizing networks that may
further evolve towards DSA.
The ETSI has recently established the technical committee on Reconfigurable Ra-
dio Systems (RRS) which at first aims at studying the feasibility of standardization
activities related to RRS including SDR-, CR-, and DSA-topics. The committee col-
lects requirements for the initiated standardization work from relevant stakeholders
and identifies gaps where existing ETSI standards do not fulfil these requirements and
new standards are needed.
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We have discussed policy proposals and ongoing standardization work that aim at
more efficient use of spectrum in Chapter 2. In this chapter, we continue with revie-
wing technical solutions for the DSA vision. The goal of these systems is to improve
spectrum utilization by making the systems more flexible and adaptive in multiple
respects. All systems are frequency agile and can dynamically change their working
frequency and/or their bandwidth. Additionally, they support some form of spec-
trum management in order to decide upon which spectrum band to use and when to
initiate a channel switch.
The scenarios that could benefit from DSA are manifold starting with SUs that
opportunistically fill spectrum holes left unused by legacy PUs, via scenarios with PUs
that actively signal spectrum opportunities and rent their licensed spectrum to SUs, to
sharing among equals such as implemented by cellular operators that rent spectrum
from each other. We present different system architectures for these scenarios and
discuss their main properties in Section 3.1.
Similarly diverse will be the solutions to the problem of identifying spectrum holes
if the PU does not cooperate. Since the SU is not allowed to cause harmful interference
this task is crucial for reliable system operation. The SU may possess detailed informa-
tion on the primary signal structure that can be exploited for more sensitive spectrum
sensing. The SUs may also cooperate in order to reach higher sensing reliability when
combining the sensing results measured by multiple nodes locally. We introduce the
main sensing techniques and alternative approaches in Section 3.2.
If multiple SUs are interested in exploiting the same white space, protocols for
resolving possible contention will be required. The scenario of a PU returning to a
spectrum band is another example in which efficient coordination between the invol-
ved entities is needed. In Section 3.3, we briefly list some of the published approaches
and protocols that solve these challenges.
3.1 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
Several different system architectures for various DSA use cases have been proposed
and they mostly differ from each other by the amount of information that is exchanged
between the PU and the SU or, in other words, by the willingness and capability of the
PU to cooperate. In this section, we use the terms Primary User and Secondary User
in a rather wide sense. The PU may have purchased the spectrum access right through
an auction, he may be the operator of a secondary market selling access rights that he
previously acquired, or he may be a license-holder that is unaware of any secondary
access. Essentially, the PU is the party possessing the spectrum access right for the
spectrum band under study and having priority over the SU.
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The SU is interested in accessing the spectrum band the PU holds the license for.
He has to respect the PU and must not cause harmful interference although the dif-
ferentiation between acceptable and harmful interference may drastically vary between
spectrum sharing scenarios. The spectrum sharing does not have to be hierarchical.
Instead, parties with equal rights may also trade spectrum among each other with the
seller being the PU and the buyer being the SU but possibly changing roles for each
new spectrum trade.
Most of the described system architectures implement the exclusive use spectrum
access model with secondary access. However, the SUs may either coexist or cooperate
with each other [3]. In the former case, they implement features, such as listen-before-
talk, in order to prevent harmful interference across different secondary platforms.
In the latter case, each SU has to support a common signalling protocol that is used
for coordination of the secondary spectrum access. When also taking into account
various forms of PU cooperation several solutions can be designed for the scenario
of exclusive use with secondary access. Additionally, some of them are similar to a
managed or private commons spectrum access scenario.
3.1.1 Opportunistic Spectrum Access
In the opportunistic spectrum access scenario any secondary access is fully transpa-
rent to the PU and the whole spectrum management is conducted by the SUs. At
present the most important practical examples are the unlicensed access to TV white
spaces, as described in Section 2.4.3, and first military applications as discussed in this
section below. In regulatory terms this architecture is also known as spectrum overlay
as it has been introduced in Section 2.3.3.
The SU may exploit spectrum holes in the time, frequency, or spatial domain and
requires a very reliable technique to identify white spaces. In the following, we as-
sume that the SUs apply spectrum sensing. We comment on the special conditions of
other techniques in Section 3.2.5 below.
In the time and the frequency dimension, the SU may jump between detected spec-
trum holes as shown in Figure 3.1 in order to exploit as much white space as possible.
In the spatial domain the classical problem of interference in wireless communications
becomes highly relevant: Interference occurs at the receiver and not at the transmit-
ter. If the interfered node does not provide any feedback the interfering node cannot
adapt its behaviour in order to stop the interference. Since we do not assume any
PU cooperation in the opportunistic spectrum access scenario, no information from
the primary transmitters or receivers is available. If the SU is located close to a pri-
mary node that does not transmit the SU can only detect the presence of the primary
transmitter. However, his own transmission causes also interference at the primary
receiver.
Without any additional information on the primary communication the only re-
maining solution is to consider an additional margin in order to avoid any harmful
interference to the primary system. The SU can either decrease his own transmission
power in order not to interfere with nearby primary receivers or he improves the sen-
sitivity of the spectrum sensing in order to increase the detection range of the primary
transmitter. Both approaches result in a larger area around the primary transmitter
where no interference is caused, the so-called no-talk area, as shown in Figure 3.2. If
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FIGURE 3.1: The SU opportunistically switches between white spaces and adapts its
bandwidth in order to exploit the available spectrum holes. The figure shows the
ideal case without considering any delay for channel switching or detection of the
presence/absence of the PU. In the given example the SU does not exploit non-
continuous white spaces using, e.g., multi-carrier techniques.
all SUs are located outside the no-talk area they will not cause harmful interference to
any PU and can opportunistically access the primary spectrum.
Weiss et al. have discussed the opportunistic spectrum access architecture using
the term spectrum pooling in [51]. Their special focus has been on the application of
Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) to spectrum pooling because
of two advantages: First, the multi-carrier property of OFDM enables to null out inter-
mediate subcarriers that may otherwise cause harmful interference to the primary sys-
tem. Thus, OFDM allows for the exploitation of non-continuous white spaces without
the need for additional components. Second, the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) ope-
ration performed by the OFDM receiver can also be used for PU detection in each
channel, with one channel being the spectrum band covered by a single subcarrier.
Cˇabric´ et al. have elaborated on the spectrum management aspect of an opportu-
nistic spectrum access system in [52]. They have proposed to combine several nar-
rowband channels to form one SU link but to spread the used channels across the
spectrum bands licensed to multiple PUs. If a single PU returns only a fraction of his
spectrum will be interfered by the SU link and also the QoS of the secondary commu-
nication will not rapidly drop if single channels have to be vacated.
Since SUs have to release a channel upon the return of the PU, spectrum sensing
has to be repeated periodically. Additionally, all SUs must stay silent during the sen-
sing in order to enable the detection of weak primary signals. If each SU has only one
radio interface available for secondary communication, they will have to pause for
spectrum sensing resulting in degraded secondary QoS. Alternatively, every SU may
deploy two radio interfaces and perform data communication and spectrum sensing
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FIGURE 3.2: If the SU does not account for an additional margin it may cause harmful
interference to a primary receiver that is located closer to the SU than the primary
transmitter. The additional margin translates to an additional area around the primary
transmitter where the SU must not transmit, the so-called no-talk area.
in parallel, as has been proposed in [53]. When applying a clever frequency hopping
scheme and cooperation between co-located secondary networks the SUs may use all
but one idle spectrum channel. By the price of additional hardware and signalling for
cooperation the system can prevent the degraded secondary QoS.
In addition to the commercial DSA applications such as secondary access to TV
bands, extensive research on DSA has been performed in military domain [54]. The
motivation has been twofold: First, as on the commercial side spectrum use efficiency
is of concern and broadband applications that require more spectrum are also being in-
troduced in the military. Second, military operations that span multiple countries are
significantly complicated by the fact that spectrum regulations differ between coun-
tries and cannot be easily changed. Systems that can flexibly adapt to local spectrum
regulations and that may dynamically implement different spectrum policies help to
solve these problems.
The most important work on DSA in the military context has been done in the
Next Generation Communications (XG) and Wireless Network after Next (WNaN)
programs of the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA). Advanced
spectrum sharing technologies have been developed and prototyped. In August 2006
the first large scale demonstration of the opportunistic spectrum access architecture
was conducted as part of the XG program [55–57].
The researchers have successfully shown that the proof-of-concept system has ful-
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filled the previously specified requirements. The system has released any channel
upon the return of the PU within 500 ms what the researchers have described as “XG
nodes cause no harm”. The system has also been able to keep connected and quickly
re-establish connection upon spectrum switches without pre-assigning any spectrum
bands. The third major result has been that “XG adds value” because 70 % of the avai-
lable white spaces have been filled offering more capacity to the running applications.
Additionally, specific spectrum sensing prototypes have also been developed and
evaluated in the military context [58, 59]. These approaches also rely on secondary
devices that deploy two radio interfaces, the first one being optimized for sensitive
spectrum sensing and the second one implementing the data communication func-
tions.
3.1.2 Primary-assisted Spectrum Access
We have discussed the problem of detecting only the primary transmitter and not also
the primary receivers in the previous section. The primary system may signal infor-
mation on the location of primary receivers or the exact spectrum use in a geographical
area in order to prevent the need for the additional no-talk area and to improve spec-
trum reuse efficiency. Several different approaches for such primary-assisted spectrum
access have been proposed in the literature.
Hulbert has proposed in [60] to add a beacon transmitter to every primary receiver
and a beacon receiver to any secondary transmitter. Using the beacon the primary
receiver signals which frequencies it listens to and enables the secondary transmitter
to adjust its transmission power to a level that does not cause harmful interference.
The secondary transmitter estimates the channel conditions between the secondary
transmitter and primary receiver from the received beacon. The beacon frequency is
chosen to be close to the primary working band in order to ensure reliable secondary
channel estimation results.
Hulbert has addressed several further issues on how the beacon system should be
designed in order to achieve greatest flexibility and efficient spectrum sharing. He has
assumed that the additional costs for the installation of the beaconing hardware at the
primary receivers could be covered by revenues generated from the spectrum freed
up for secondary use.
Mangold et al. have extended the beaconing concept in [61] and have called their
approach operator-assisted spectrum sharing. They have used two types of beacons
and have considered centralized PU networks. The grant beacon is sent by the pri-
mary base station in order to enable secondary access to a certain spectrum band. In
contrast, the denial beacon is transmitted to prevent secondary access to a frequency
that is actively used by the primary system. The SUs will not access a spectrum band
if they do not receive a grant beacon and no denial beacon at the same time.
The authors have pointed out that their dual-beacon approach compensates for the
disadvantages of the sole use of either of the two types of beacons. The SU may miss a
denial beacon due to shadowing or signal fading and may cause harmful interference
if only denial beacons are used. If the SU is located at the edge of the reception area
of the grant beacon relying only on grant beacons will be insufficient. The SU may
also be close to another PU that uses the frequency for which the grant beacon allows
access.
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The dual-beacon concept can further be improved if primary receivers send addi-
tional low-power denial beacons in order to protect their operation from interference
at locations close to the edge of the reception area of the denial beacon.
The dual-beacon concept is well suited for enabling secondary access to under-
utilized spectrum in areas with fully deployed primary infrastructure. However, it is
inapplicable for spectrum bands with large spatial variations of spectrum use because
SUs cannot exploit spectrum holes if no infrastructure is available that is in charge of
transmitting grant beacons.
A practical concept of beaconing applied to spectrum sharing has been the work on
the IEEE 802.22.1 standard aiming at an improved detection of wireless microphones
in the TV bands, as discussed in Section 2.5.5. The proposed solution uses denial
beacons emitted close to wireless microphones.
Further background on primary-assisted or operator-assisted spectrum sharing
has been given in [31].
3.1.3 Cellular Scenario
The motivation for the application of DSA to cellular scenarios is twofold. First, dy-
namically assigned spectrum can provide additional capacity to network operators.
They may use the additional spectrum in order to absorb peaks in traffic load. Se-
cond, the more futuristic approach envisions a spectrum broker that controls all cel-
lular spectrum and network operators that lease spectrum for limited time-periods
from the broker in a dynamic fashion. This solution is assumed to lower market en-
trance barriers for new network operators, increase market competition, and foster
innovation.
In the first scenario that focuses mostly on providing additional capacity on de-
mand, the spectrum renting entity may either be another network operator or a third-
party focusing on spectrum management. The first case is considered, e.g., in the
standardization work carried out by the IEEE 1900.4 WG (see Section 2.5.6). An ope-
rator may rent part of his licensed spectrum to another operator to make additional
revenue of otherwise unused spectrum. At the same time, the renting operator can
address the additional capacity needs of his customers that he could not satisfy with
its licensed spectrum.
Measurements reported in [62] have shown that peaks in traffic demands will oc-
cur mostly in parallel if the same service is considered. If different services are com-
pared traffic loads will be less correlated over time. Additionally, traffic demands are
highly variable over time and dynamic spectrum assignment may enable an automatic
adaptation of the leased spectrum to the required amount.
The spectrum broker based approach has been introduced in [63]. Buddhikot et al.
have considered multiple use cases and discuss the whole architecture under the term
Coordinated Dynamic Spectrum Access. The aim has been to make frequency assignment
more dynamic and to adapt it to the given capacity demand.
Base stations and mobile devices are capable of dynamic reconfiguration in order
to support various frequency bands and possibly also multiple wireless technologies.
Each network operator runs a Radio Access Network Manager (RANMAN) that mo-
nitors the traffic demands of all users, compiles the complete need for spectrum, and
negotiates the lease of the required amount of spectrum with the spectrum broker. If
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the lease is successfully obtained the reconfiguration of all network entities will be
triggered.
The same architecture may apply also for the second scenario in which network
operators do not possess exclusive licenses for spectrum but lease all needed spectrum
from the spectrum broker. Additionally, Buddhikot et al. have allowed for dynamic
assignment of spectrum to wireless backhaul links. Different options for the spectrum
allocation algorithm run by the spectrum broker have been studied, e.g., in [64].
3.1.4 Considered Scenario
The primary-assisted spectrum access model and the cellular scenario assume support
of the PU or a third party in order to lower the requirements on the SU in terms of
spectral awareness and local decision making. In contrast, the opportunistic spectrum
access architecture does not limit the secondary use of spectrum in any fashion and
ad-hoc type of spontaneous use of spectrum is envisioned. The requirement of not
causing any harmful interference to the primary system results in the need for the SU
to be aware of his spectral environment and continuously update his view through
spectrum sensing or comparable techniques.
One of the goals of the thesis at hand is to enable a better understanding of how
spectrum use changes in time, frequency, and space and to provide the basis for such
improved spectral awareness through introduction of spectrum models and measure-
ment results. Thus, the opportunistic spectrum access model is the most relevant
architecture for our work and we focus our discussion around the clear roles of the
prioritized PU and the SU that can freely access spectrum in secondary fashion as
long as he reliably prevents any harmful interference to the PU.
Nevertheless, we believe that many of the presented results have larger applicabi-
lity and provide insights also for other DSA scenarios.
3.1.5 Software Defined Radio
Devices capable of DSA have to be able to work in various different frequency bands.
Although the required flexibility can be achieved by deploying specific components
for each supported frequency band it is commonly assumed that DSA will be imple-
mented using SDR [65]. Recent results show that the SDR-vision can be realized and
that SDR can enable operation in very wide frequency ranges, e.g., from 800 MHz up
to 5 GHz [66]. Additionally, a DSA-capable node may be able to communicate using
waveforms based on different standards and support for multiple standards can be
achieved in a more flexible manner when using an SDR-based solution [67].
For the remaining thesis the detailed implementation solution does not matter and
the achieved results will be valid for conventional as well as for SDR-based receivers.
3.1.6 Cognitive Radio
Often DSA-capabilities are seen as the main differentiating property of CRs compared
to other types of radios. However, Mitola has defined a CR in his original paper [8] as
“a goal-driven framework in which the radio autonomously observes the radio envi-
ronment, infers context, assesses alternatives, generates plans, supervises multimedia
services, and learns from its mistakes.”
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Similarly, the definitions standardized in IEEE 1900.1 specify a CR as a “type of
radio in which communication systems are aware of their environment and internal
state and can make decisions about their radio operating behavior based on that infor-
mation and predefined objectives” and DSA as the “real-time adjustment of spectrum
utilization in response to changing circumstances and objectives”.
These definitions show that the concept of a CR comprises DSA features but in-
cludes a variety of further aspects. The cognition cycle introduced by Mitola in [8, 68]
can very well be matched to DSA. However, the learning component, which is in the
core of Mitola’s vision, is not required to implement reliable DSA but could, of course,
augment it.
The work presented in this thesis contributes to the goal of environment aware-
ness that is seen as a prerequisite for a CR to perform smart decisions and adap-
tations. A rudimentary form of DSA can be implemented by relying solely on just
collected spectrum sensing information. A node performing a more advanced ver-
sion of DSA, which implements parts of the CR idea, improves its understanding of
spectrum use over time and enhances its decisions based on these past experiences.
Such understanding of spectrum use requires appropriate spectrum models, efficient
ways of classifying spectrum use, and an understanding how spectrum use changes
over time, frequency, and space. The spectrum models introduced and evaluated in
this thesis are valuable building blocks for such a scenario. Additionally, the adaptive
spectrum sensing evaluated in Chapter 7 is one example for adaptations benefitting
from increased environmental awareness.
Nevertheless, the main focus of this thesis is on various aspects of DSA that could
be applied to CRs but should be also applicable to other types of radios. Therefore,
we follow Buddhikot’s recommendation given in [18] that “DSA research literature
should benefit [from] avoiding [the] use of this term [(Cognitive Radio)] and focus on
it as a standalone problem.”
For further study of the CR concept, we recommend the recent paper written by
Mitola himself [69] and the references therein.
3.1.7 World Model
The CR vision requires each node to possess or have access to extensive information
describing various aspects of the surroundings. Without this vast data the descri-
bed superior situation- and environmental awareness cannot be achieved. However,
diverse types of context information can be differentiated and structuring those is a
complex task. Different approaches for building and maintaining such a world model
have been proposed in the literature.
Most notably, the Radio Environment Map (REM) [70] concept has been designed
having the machine learning and artificial intelligence focus of CR in mind. The REM
describes a solution utilizing network support. The REM is a database-like structure
that includes numerous data specifying different aspects of the environment. This
structure is maintained by the network either in distributed or centralized fashion
and each node that participates to the network can query the REM for those pieces of
information that are relevant for its currently performed task or optimization. Archi-
tectural and implementation aspects have not been fully addressed, yet. Instead, only
selected aspects such as the overhead of information dissemination from the REM
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to participating nodes have been evaluated [71]. Additionally, the combination with
artificial intelligence techniques has been a field of detailed study, e.g., in [72].
The REM is focused on radio aspects but also takes into account additional infor-
mation. Namely, the REM includes information on:
• Geography, terrain, buildings, etc.
• Offered services, present networks, and regulations
• Policies
• Locations and capabilities of infrastructure and mobile radio devices
• Memories from past experiences
The idea of the world model is of special importance for the thesis at hand because
efficient spectrum use in a dynamic fashion will require that radio devices improve
their understanding on how spectrum use changes and how it could be optimized.
Therefore, the spectrum models developed and discussed in this thesis would be very
valuable components of any world model.
3.2 SPECTRUM SENSING
Spectrum sensing is one of the most important functionalities in the opportunistic
spectrum access architecture. Efficient sensing is essential for reliable system ope-
ration. Several different sensing algorithms have been proposed in the literature. We
review the important ones in this section, see [73,74] for more comprehensive surveys.
The main property that differentiates the approaches is the available amount of a
priori knowledge on the PU signal that is to be detected. If no information, which
could be exploited for enhanced sensitivity, is available the energy detector will be the
only option left. After we introduce the general problem formulation in Section 3.2.1,
we investigate the characteristics of the energy detector in detail in Section 3.2.2. The
other extreme, the coherent detection requires perfect knowledge on the primary wa-
veform and we discuss its structure in Section 3.2.3. We examine feature detection in
Section 3.2.4 that is the compromise and uses limited information on specific features
of the PU signal. We list further sensing schemes run locally at each spectrum sensor
in Section 3.2.5.
Multiple nodes may collaborate in order to improve the sensing performance. We
present cooperative detection in Section 3.2.6 and point out some important properties
that we use when studying spectrum use in the spatial domain in Chapter 5. Finally,
we shortly discuss alternatives to spectrum sensing for detecting the presence of PUs
in Section 3.2.7.
When designing a spectrum sensing system for a DSA network the spectrum re-
gulations have to be taken into account. If the characteristics of the PU are closely
regulated and several properties are well defined the SU will be able to exploit the
knowledge on the PU system. However, if the PU is only loosely regulated and may
change over time the SU can either not rely on any a priori information or will have
to support an update mechanisms in order to learn about the properties of newly de-
ployed PUs.
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The spectrum regulator also specifies the rules for secondary access, e.g., certain
performance metrics that any SU has to fulfil in order to pass device certification. The
most important of these metrics are [33, 41, 75]:
• Detection sensitivity: The regulator defines a minimum signal strength at which
a PU signal has to be reliably detected. The sensitivity is often derived from the
typical sensitivity of a primary receiver accounting for an additional margin. For
some detectors it also corresponds to the detection threshold.
• Channel move time: If the PU returns to a spectrum band currently in use by
the secondary network the SUs will have at maximum the channel move time
to switch to another vacant channel or, if none is available, stop the commu-
nication. The channel move time specifies how often the SU has to pause the
data transmission in order to sense the currently used channel for a possibly
returned PU. The same concept of a maximum time period during which in-
terference may be caused to the primary system has also been defined under
slightly different names, e.g., channel leave time.
• Probability of missed detection pmd: The probability pmd specifies at which pro-
bability the SU may fail to detect a primary signal. Since the SU has to periodi-
cally sense the channel also during active secondary communication a single
missed detection causes harmful interference to the PU at maximum for the
channel move time.
The performance of a spectrum sensing algorithm is often described using the Re-
ceiver Operating Characteristics (ROC), which include pmd and the probability of false
alarm pfa. In the case of a false alarm, the spectrum sensor declares the sensed channel
as busy although no PU is active. The spectrum regulations usually do not include
guidelines for pfa. Naturally, any reasonable system engineer will try to decrease pfa
as much as possible while still fulfilling the other spectrum regulations because any
false alarm results in an unused spectrum hole. Often, pmd and pfa can be traded off
against each other. Lowering the detection threshold means less missed detections,
but typically causes also an increased number of false alarms.
3.2.1 Problem Formulation
In the literature, the spectrum sensing problem is usually formulated as binary hypo-
thesis testing problem, see, e.g., [74, 76–78]:
H0 : y(n) = w(n),
H1 : y(n) = x(n) +w(n),
(3.1)
where n is the discrete sample index, y(n) are the received signal samples at the SU,
x(n) are the samples of the PU signal of interest, andw(n) are the samples of the back-
ground noise process, that is assumed to be Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN).
The hypothesis H0 describes a vacant channel and the hypothesis H1 indicates the
presence of a PU. We focus here on those aspects that are important for the main
properties of spectrum sensing or the aspects discussed in more detail in the latter
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chapters. A more complete formulation of the problem that also considers the impact
of channel fading is available for example in [78].
We further define Ω(t, f) as giving the binary spectrum occupancy at the discrete
time index t and the discrete frequency index f:
Ω(t, f) =
{
0, H˜0,
1, H˜1,
(3.2)
where H˜0 or H˜1 is the output of the deployed spectrum sensing algorithm and may
not always be correct1.
If Ω(t, f) = 1 we will refer to the channel as being busy and if Ω(t, f) = 0 we
will call the channel state idle, respectively2. We use the term spectrum occupancy for
the binary status of the studied frequency and apply the term spectrum use in a more
general context in order to differentiate high or low traffic load in the channel. The
Duty Cycle (DC) is one of the most commonly used metrics to specify the load of a
channel in mathematical terms:
DC(f) =
1
Nt
Nt∑
t=1
Ω(t, f), (3.3)
where Nt gives the number of binary occupancy samples3.
3.2.2 Energy Detection
The energy detector is also known as radiometer and is the most important case of
noncoherent detection. We study the energy detector in more detail because it is the
detection technique that we apply throughout the remaining thesis.
Figure 3.3 shows the structure of two implementation options of the energy de-
tector [76, 77]. The processing in the time domain, shown in Figure 3.3a, requires an
analog pre-filter that matches the bandwidth of the searched signal or the studied
channel. However, designing the filter is challenging because the bandwidth may not
be known or is very narrow in the case of a sine wave. The processing in the frequency
domain, shown in Figure 3.3b, allows for more flexibility. The incoming baseband si-
gnal is sampled and transformed to the frequency domain using the FFT. Afterwards
the power spectrum is averaged over multiple FFT blocks.
1In this section, we use n as main discrete time index although we use t in the remaining thesis.
We differentiate the time index on a sample level n and the time index on a sensing-decision level t
counting sensing intervals. Additionally, we use small letters for the sampled signals but use capital
letters for vectors of binary sensing decisions. Since the remaining thesis deals almost exclusively either
with binary sensing decisions or with continuous values averaged over one sensing interval the notation
using small letters is confined to this section.
2We use the terms busy and occupied as well as idle, vacant, and free interchangeably.
3Similarly as in the case of the sample vectors, we also differentiate two time scales for the number of
samples taken. The valueNn gives the number of measured samples that are combined to a single binary
occupancy sample and Nt describes the number of occupancy samples. We may also use the variable
Nt to specify the number of continuous samples, but these are taken with the same rate as the sensing
decisions. For example, a longer sensing process may take Nn measurement samples per occupancy
sample but performsNt sensing actions throughout the observed time period. There would beNt binary
occupancy samples and there could be Nt average values of the sensing metric each computed over Nn
initially measured samples.
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FIGURE 3.3: Schematic of two implementation options of the energy detector [76, 77].
In the first case, the test statistic T(y) is computed as
T(y) =
1
Nn
Nn∑
n=1
(
y(n)
)2, (3.4)
where y is the vector of incoming samples y = [y(1),y(2), . . . ,y(Nn)] and Nn is the
number of the considered samples. In this section, we focus on the detection in a single
frequency channel and omit the additional dependence on the frequency index f for
presentation clarity reasons. The test statistic is compared to the detection threshold
of the energy detector δP in order to decide upon the binary occupancy:
Ωenergy(t) =
{
1, T(y) > δP,
0, T(y) < δP.
(3.5)
We can exploit the distribution of T(y) in order to specify the performance of the
energy detector. In [79] it has been shown that T(y) will have a central χ2-distribution
if the primary signal is not present. If hypothesis H1 applies the test statistic will fol-
low a non-central χ2-distribution. If we assume a sufficiently high number of samples
Nn we can approximate both cases by a normal distribution [76–78]:
T(y)|H0 ∼ N
(
σ2w,
2
Nn
σ4w
)
,
T(y)|H1 ∼ N
(
σ2x + σ
2
w,
2
Nn
(σ2x + σ
2
w)
2), (3.6)
where σ2w is the noise variance and σ2x is the average power of the primary signal
of interest. The normal distribution N(·, ·) takes its mean and its variance as two
parameters.
Using these approximations we can specify the above probabilities based on the
test statistic
pfa = prop
(
T(y) > δP |H0
)
= Q
(
δP − σ
2
w√
2
Nn
σ2w
)
, (3.7)
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where Q(·) is the standard Gaussian Complementary Cumulative Distribution Func-
tion (CCDF) given as
Q(x) =
1√
2pi
∫∞
x
e−t
2/2dt. (3.8)
The other case of a malfunctioning spectrum sensor is given by
pmd = prop
(
T(y) < δP |H1
)
= 1 − Q
(
δP − (σ
2
x + σ
2
w)√
2
Nn
(σ2x + σ
2
w)
)
. (3.9)
We can combine (3.7) and (3.9) by eliminating δP and determine the relation between
Nn and the Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) at the secondary receiver SNR =
σ2x
σ2w
as
Nn = 2
[
Q−1(pfa) − Q
−1(1 − pmd)
SNR
− Q−1(1 − pmd)
]2
, (3.10)
which shows that the required sensing time in order to fulfil a given set of maximum
pfa and pmd scales with O(1/SNR2).
Until now we have assumed perfect knowledge of the background noise power
which is unrealistic. Instead, we extend the noise model to σ2u ∈ [ 1ρσ2w, ρσ2w], where
σ2u is the uncertain noise power and ρ > 1 is a parameter that quantifies the un-
certainty on the noise power [78]. The energy detector has to fulfil given spectrum
regulations and we have to account for the worst case of all possible noise powers.
Using the new noise model we rewrite (3.7) and (3.9) to
pfa = max
σ2u∈[ 1ρσ2w,ρσ2w]
Q
(
δP − σ
2
u√
2
Nn
σ2u
)
= Q
(
δP − ρσ
2
w√
2
Nn
ρσ2w
)
, (3.11)
and
pmd = 1 − min
σ2u∈[ 1ρσ2w,ρσ2w]
Q
(
δP − (σ
2
x + σ
2
u)√
2
Nn
(σ2x + σ
2
u)
)
= 1 − Q
(
δP − (σ
2
x +
1
ρσ
2
w)√
2
Nn
(σ2x +
1
ρσ
2
w)
)
. (3.12)
We repeat the above steps in order to eliminate δP and get
Nn = 2ρ
(
Q−1(pfa) −
1
ρ(SNR+
1
ρQ
−1(1 − pmd)
SNR− (ρ− 1ρ)
)2
. (3.13)
If we decrease SNR towards (ρ− 1/ρ) the required number of samplesNn →∞. Fur-
ther increasing the sensing time does not improve the sensitivity any more. Instead,
we hit a so-called SNR wall [78] because the energy detector is not capable of differen-
tiating between the PU signal and noise. The existence of the derived SNR wall has
also been validated through carefully calibrated measurements by Cˇabric´ et al. [76,77].
We have seen that increasing the sensing time can improve the reliability of the
energy detector to a certain extend. Noise uncertainty poses a limit to the enhance-
ments in form of an SNR wall below which no reliable detection is possible.
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We based our analysis on a given set of the probabilities pfa and pmd. However,
in realistic scenarios the spectrum regulator will probably specify the probability of
missed detection pmd and the minimum sensitivity meaning the detection threshold
δP.
If not stated otherwise, we use the detection threshold δP = −107 dBm/200 kHz
that has initially been proposed in the IEEE 802.22 WG for detection of wireless mi-
crophones in TV bands [43, 80]. The FCC has specified a lower threshold of δP =
−114 dBm/200 kHz in the final rules for operation of WSDs [33]. As discussed in Sec-
tion 4.2.1, our measurement setup is not sensitive enough to work with an acceptable
pfa when applying this more sensitive threshold. We rely on the initially proposed
higher threshold throughout the thesis because it ensures a very low false alarm rate
and gives realistic occupancy estimates for the configured sensing time.
3.2.3 Coherent Detection
After we have discussed the radiometer as the case without any a priori knowledge
on the PU signal, we continue with the other extreme case: detection with perfect
knowledge of the PU signal. Coherent detection using a matched filter gives optimal
detector performance [81].
The test statistic using the matched filter is given as
T(y) =
1
Nn
Nn∑
n=1
(
y(n)xmf(n)
)
, (3.14)
where xmf(n) is a unit vector in the direction of the PU signal of interest.
Under both hypotheses the test statistic is a linear combination of Gaussian distri-
buted random variables giving also normal distributions for the test statistic [76]:
T(y)|H0 ∼ N
(
0, σ2xσ
2
w
)
,
T(y)|H1 ∼ N
(
σ2x, σ
2
xσ
2
w
)
.
(3.15)
Using the distributions of the test statistic under both hypotheses we derive for co-
herent detection
pfa = prop
(
T(y) > δP |H0
)
= Q
(
δP
σxσw√
Nn
)
, (3.16)
and
pmd = prop
(
T(y) < δP |H1
)
= 1 − Q
(
δP − σ
2
x
σxσw√
Nn
)
. (3.17)
We eliminate δP and get
Nn =
[
Q−1(pfa) − Q
−1(1 − pmd)
]2
SNR
, (3.18)
and see that the sensing time scales with O(1/SNR) for the coherent detector.
The gain achieved by coherent detection is limited by the coherence time of the
fading process of the channel between primary transmitter and the spectrum sensor
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and similarly as for the energy detector an SNR wall can be derived [78] and has been
empirically validated in [77].
Due to its superior performance the coherent detector is the method of choice
when sufficient information is available on the primary user signal. Communication
signals often include deterministic pilot tones or preambles that are known before-
hand. Primary receivers use them in order to synchronize to the incoming signal and
spectrum sensors can exploit them for significantly improved sensing reliability.
3.2.4 Feature Detection
Most communication signals exhibit periodic elements that cause correlations bet-
ween widely separated spectral components. These are added by the transmitter on
purpose in order to enable the intended receiver to properly synchronize and decode
the signal. Additionally, these can also be exploited by a spectrum sensor for impro-
ved detection. Examples of signal characteristics that cause such features are cyclic
prefixes, sine wave carriers, fixed symbol rates, or hopping sequences.
The main technique for detection of signal features is cyclostationary feature de-
tection as introduced by Gardner [82,83]. The sensing is focused to the specific feature
and other parts of the signal can be used for noise calibration lowering the impact of
noise uncertainty and giving improved detection performance. However, similarly as
in the case of the coherent detector, the limited coherence time of the channel between
primary transmitter and secondary receiver causes an SNR wall also for feature detec-
tors. The gain of feature detection compared to energy detection is dependent on the
channel coherence time, but will always be lower than the coherent processing gain
achievable by the coherent detector [84].
From an implementation point of few, measurements have shown that cyclostatio-
nary feature detection is prone to sampling clock offsets that may cancel the sensitivity
gains compared to the energy detectors. The offsets can be compensated for by increa-
sing the sensing time and designing appropriate averaging stages [85].
Another feature detection technique is pilot location detection [42]. The pilot emit-
ted by a primary transmitter stays roughly at the same frequency in the used PU spec-
trum band. The spectrum sensor computes the FFT of the primary spectrum band for
multiple subsequent time blocks and tracks the FFT bin giving the maximum power.
If the bin does rarely change over multiple FFT blocks the sensor will conclude that
it detected the pilot of an active PU signal. If the bin changes between subsequent FFT
blocks the channel will be declared as idle. When applied to the ATSC digital TV si-
gnal the pilot location detection has been shown to outperform cyclostationary feature
detection although the TV signal exhibits multiple features that could be exploited for
cyclostationary detection [42].
3.2.5 Further Local Detection Schemes
In addition to the discussed schemes several further algorithms have been proposed in
the literature for spectrum sensing. Some researchers have suggested to perform spec-
trum sensing in two stages. The first stage uses coarse but fast energy detection and
selects spectrum bands for more detailed subsequent feature detection in the second
phase [75]. Parsa et al. assume that the occupancy state has once been determined ac-
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curately and track any change of state by searching for events that indicate the return
or leave of the PU such as a rapid increase in the detected signal power [86].
In [87, 88] the authors have studied approaches investigating multiple spectrum
bands in parallel and exploiting either knowledge on the occupancy of certain spec-
trum bands or the frequency diversity of the wideband operation. In the former solu-
tion, nodes could be classified by, e.g., their capability to receive the GPS positioning
signals. If a node fails to decode enough GPS signals it will be classified as less reliable
sensor because it may be located indoors. Such information could be used to locally
calibrate the detection thresholds or during cooperative sensing as discussed in the
next section.
Instead of sensing for active PU transmissions, Wild et al. have proposed to sense
for local oscillator leakage of primary receivers. Due to the weakness of such leakage
signals they have proposed to install a sensor network close to the primary receivers.
Each sensor that detects an active primary receiver signals this information to the
secondary network in order to prevent interference to the primary network [89].
More comprehensive reviews of the presented and few further detection algo-
rithms are available from [73, 74].
3.2.6 Cooperative Detection
There are several properties of wireless channels due to which a SU may miss a PU
signal and mistakenly classify a spectrum band idle and available for opportunistic
use [90]. Cooperative sensing has been proposed as solution to this problem [91–94].
If one SU receives a very weak signal due to a deep fade another SU may experience
better channel conditions and successfully sense the presence of the PU. If both nodes
collaboratively share their sensing results they can improve the reliability of the sen-
sing process.
Cooperation can be applied to any type of sensing and may be implemented in
centralized as well as distributed architectures. In the latter case, a node is selected
as fusion centre in an ad hoc fashion. It collects the sensing results of all participa-
ting nodes, combines them, and determines the final sensing decision. In order not
to overload a single node, the role may be filled by different nodes over time. Col-
laborative sensing has been analytically [91–93] and experimentally [76, 77] shown to
improve the sensing performance. Additionally, the requirements on the sensitivity
of single spectrum sensors can be lowered in collaborative settings [95]. See [94] for a
discussion of the wider context of cooperation in DSA networks.
The problem of low PU signal levels due to fast fading can be very often compen-
sated for by user collaboration because fast fading is correlated only over distances in
the order of the wavelength [96]. Instead, shadowing may be correlated over larger
distances and the shadowing correlation may lower the cooperation gain. If two SUs
are located behind the same building that blocks the Line Of Sight (LOS) to a primary
transmitter they will receive a similarly attenuated PU signal and may both fail to
detect the primary transmission.
In the context of cellular networks, extensive measurement studies and modelling
activities have been performed in order to gain a better understanding of shadowing
correlation and develop appropriate models, see, e.g., [97–102]. When applying these
results to DSA networks several drawbacks have to be considered: First, the cellular
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base stations, which take the role of PUs in the DSA scenario, have been under full
control of the researchers. Second, in most studies only one or two base stations have
been considered and their locations have been known. In DSA networks this informa-
tion may not be available and more PUs may be active in parallel. Third, the studies
have been focused on cellular use cases. Hence, only few spectrum bands have been
examined, which severely limits the wider applicability to DSA scenarios.
Nevertheless, the most often used model for shadowing correlation [97] has turned
out to be also very useful for the first analytical studies in the DSA context. It gives
the normalized autocorrelation function ρ(h) of the shadow fading as
ρ(h) = e
− log 2
dcorr |h|, (3.19)
where h is the change in distance, log is the natural logarithm, and dcorr is the decor-
relation length (ρ(dcorr) = 0.5) which depends on the environment. Through fitting
measured data, Gudmundson has determined dcorr to be 347 m in a suburban envi-
ronment at 900 MHz and to be 5.76 m in an urban environment at 1700 MHz [97]. The
model has been specified for distances up to 500 m in the suburban areas, but only in
the range of 10–15 m in the urban environment.
Several researchers have used the Gudmundson model in order to calculate the
cooperation gain under spatially correlated shadowing. It has been shown that sha-
dowing correlation, experienced by multiple secondary users, lowers the cooperation
gain, see, e.g., [91–93]. Additionally, Ghasemi et al. have shown that the cooperation
gain will be maximized, if the cooperative users are located as far away from each
other as possible. Such locations ensure the least correlated measurements and lo-
wer the reduction in cooperation gain [103]. Following a similar rationale, Mishra et
al. [93] have stated that the cooperation gain is limited by the cooperation footprint,
which corresponds at maximum to the primary transmitter’s coverage.
Further continuing this work requires more flexible models for spatial spectrum
use that also cover a wider frequency range and more than a single spatial dimension.
Additionally, only a subset of the analytical results has been confirmed using practi-
cal measurements and these have been carried out in laboratory environments with
emulated PUs. Therefore, further experiments in more general and realistic setups are
well motivated and we present our novel approach to this challenge in Chapter 5.
When designing a cooperative sensing system, two main questions are how much
information should be exchanged and how should the collected information be combi-
ned. Regarding the first question, each sensor could decide locally upon the presence
of the PU and share only its binary sensing result, usually referred to as decision fusion
or hard decision making. Instead, data fusion or soft decision making could be applied and
each sensor transfers the sensing metric to the fusion centre. Quantization of the mea-
surement results is the compromise between sharing a single bit or the full decision
metric.
Visotsky et al. have shown that soft decision making is superior compared to hard
decision making [92]. Mishra et al. have pointed out that the gains of soft decision
making can only be achieved with well synchronized SUs and the dominating factor
limiting the performance of the sensing process may often be local noise uncertainty
which is only partially compensated for by user cooperation [93]. In this case, the
added overhead of exchanging soft decisions may not be worth it.
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The second question asks for the fusion rule. Ghasemi et al. have shown that the
OR-fusion rule is the best tradeoff between signalling overhead and cooperation gain
in many cases [95]. If a single SU reports a detection in a spectrum band the whole
network will not access the evaluated frequency. The authors of [104, 105] have pro-
posed to exploit the local SNR at each of the cooperative nodes in order to weight the
shared sensing results during the fusion process and have shown that such adaptive
combining improves the sensing performance.
3.2.7 Alternatives to Spectrum Sensing
In addition to spectrum sensing, few further approaches for preventing harmful in-
terference to the primary system have been studied. We list important schemes in
this section. We do not consider any solution that assumes active PU cooperation as
discussed in Section 3.1.2 or Section 3.1.3.
The most notable alternative to spectrum sensing is the solution exploiting know-
ledge of the geolocation of some of the SUs and access to a central PU database. It
is the currently preferred architecture for secondary access to the TV white spaces in
the USA as presented in Section 2.4.3 and we use the TV white spaces as underlying
example in the following.
The architecture assumes at least each base station in a secondary network to pos-
sess geolocation functionality such as GPS reception capability. After locating itself,
the base station contacts a central database via the Internet and asks for the set of avai-
lable channels at its location. Based on the retrieved list and negotiation with nearby
base stations it selects the working channel for the network.
The information in the database has been precomputed using the known locations
of all registered PUs. The service contour of each PU is determined using specific
propagation models. Registration is reasonable for TV transmitters, for which the
locations are known, but wireless microphones, the other main type of PUs in the TV
bands, may be mobile or not registered in the central database. In order to prevent
interference towards these PUs, the current architecture relies on spectrum sensing
showing the limited applicability of the database approach. Nevertheless, the first
tests of prototype systems have shown superior PU detection performance for the
database systems [35].
Other researchers have proposed to forecast the activity of the PU and access spec-
trum opportunistically based on the computed spectrum occupancy patterns. We ca-
refully study relevant approaches and their characteristics in Chapter 7 in the context
of adaptive spectrum sensing.
The main disadvantage of spectrum sensing is its possibly limited reliability be-
cause it has to cope with the variations and characteristics of the wireless channel [90].
In contrast, its main advantages are low cost and flexibility. No change is required to
the primary system and also no detailed information such as the PU locations is re-
quired. Additionally, SUs do not need geolocation capability or database access and
no resources have to be spent for primary-secondary signalling, e.g., no beaconing
frequencies are required [75]. The importance of these characteristics has to be ba-
lanced during the policy decision upon allowing secondary access and designing the
regulatory rules of secondary operation.
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The conditions in DSA-capable networks change more frequently than in legacy wire-
less systems. In addition to the known challenges of mobility and the unstable nature
of wireless channels, the spectrum use may change and force a secondary network to
switch to another spectrum band or to coordinate with other secondary networks in
order to prevent QoS degradation.
However, most of the DSA-related work has been focused around spectrum sen-
sing and the design of the network architecture without investigating protocol details,
yet. This statement applies also to this thesis. Thus, we focus our review on the most
important challenges and protocols that have been proposed.
We start with evaluating the field of spectrum management among secondary
users in Section 3.3.1. Since DSA networks may not have dedicated spectrum avai-
lable the question of how signalling is to be implemented deserves special attention.
Several researchers rely on the concept of a Common Control Channel (CCC) as we
discuss in the context of MAC layers for DSA networks in Section 3.3.2. Finally, we
close the section with presenting the idea of a Cognitive Pilot Channel (CPC) that is
not only applicable to DSA scenarios but takes a wider view and addresses also multi-
standard environments and the generic problem of wireless network selection.
3.3.1 Spectrum Management
Spectrum management can be split into four steps [106]: spectrum sensing, spectrum
decision, spectrum sharing, and spectrum mobility.
The first task is spectrum sensing, already discussed in Section 3.2 in detail. Spec-
trum decision, as second aspect, describes the process of selecting the spectrum band
to work with based on the collected sensing information. Akyildiz et al. point out
in [106] that better metrics for comparing spectrum bands are required and the work
reported in this thesis provides a valuable basis in this regard.
The third aspect is spectrum sharing and deals mainly with the coexistence of
multiple secondary networks in close proximity. Several aspects of spectrum access
have to be synchronized and negotiated between co-located secondary networks. For
example, the data transmission has to be stopped during quiet periods that are used
for spectrum sensing. Thus, not only nodes belonging to the same secondary network
have to agree upon sensing times but inter-network agreements are required for sen-
sing weak PU signals. Also the spectrum decisions should be exchanged in order to
ensure efficient load balancing across all available spectrum holes.
The intra-network coordination may be achieved with the existing solutions such
as MAC layer signalling but inter-network coexistence requires specific protocols. The
use of group structures and protocols has been proposed in [52] and Chou et al. have
also investigated multiple different protocol aspects in [107]. They have presented a
management structure how secondary user groups can synchronize and coordinate
their spectrum use. Additionally, they have shown a clear advantage of DSA compa-
red to both random channel assignment and planned channel allocation in multiple
scenarios. They have concluded that DSA should be applied as long as the PU chan-
nels are not heavily loaded. In the latter case, the achieved improvement has not been
sufficient to justify the involved overhead.
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Finally, the fourth step is spectrum mobility. If the PU returns to a spectrum band
that is currently used by SUs a spectrum handover will be required. Additionally, SUs
may move between different spectrum environments also potentially triggering the
need for switches between frequencies.
3.3.2 Medium Access Control and Common Control Channel
Most proposals for MAC layer protocols in DSA networks have been influenced by
previous MAC-designs for multi-channel operation [108]. Existing MAC-protocols,
such as Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA)/Collision Avoidance (CA) used in
IEEE 802.11 WLANs, have been extended by the addition of further signalling mes-
sages for spectrum reservation and management, see, e.g., [109, 110]. Depending on
the underlying architecture such spectrum allocation tasks may alternatively also be
implemented as part of higher layer protocols, see, e.g., DSA in cellular networks as
presented in Section 3.1.3.
Often, the MAC is not only in charge of scheduling the access to the spectrum
for data transmission but also for spectrum sensing. Multiple researchers have inves-
tigated clever algorithms for adaptive spectrum sensing that decide upon at which
time which channel should be sensed. We introduce the most important proposals in
Chapter 7 when presenting also our approach for scheduling of spectrum sensing.
One essential protocol characteristic is the implementation of signalling tasks. Net-
works capable of DSA may not have access to dedicated spectrum and may need to
use other resources for coordination or management. Several research groups rely on
a CCC in order to solve, e.g., the synchronization problems among multiple SUs. If
the PU returns all SUs will have to synchronously switch to another frequency band
in order not to interrupt the secondary communication. This problem is also often
referred to as rendezvous problem. One example for solutions using a CCC is the TV
white space prototype developed by Microsoft Research (MSR), Kognitive Networks
Over White Spaces (KNOWS) [109]. In [111] the use of a CCC has been proposed in
the emergency networking context.
The CCC is often implemented using spectrum bands that allow for unlicensed
access such as ISM-bands. However, if the frequency difference between spectrum
bands used for data transmission and frequencies used for control channel traffic is
too wide a range diversity problem may occur. For example, the transmission range
achieved in TV white spaces may be significantly larger than what can be accompli-
shed in the ISM band at 902–928 MHz because the signal attenuation is lower at lower
frequencies. The effect may be compensated for by using higher transmission powers
or more robust modulation and coding schemes for the communication implemen-
ted at the higher frequencies. Further implementation options for CCCs have been
compared in [108].
3.3.3 Cognitive Pilot Channel
Modern wireless networks are expected to be more and more heterogeneous. This
trend is not only present in short range systems such as WLANs or Wireless Personal
Area Networks (WPANs) but also in cellular networks that integrate infrastructure
and devices belonging to multiple system generations. In a heterogeneous scenario,
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the task of network selection is significantly more complicated due to the need for
retrieving extensive information on the available and supported RANs.
Usually, a Mobile Station (MS) has to scan through the complete supported fre-
quency range and search for available RANs. Due to the involved scanning time and
power consumption such actions should be avoided. In [112] the CPC is proposed as
a solution, which has been developed in the European End to End Reconfigurability
(E2R) and the End to End Reconfigurability, phase II (E2R II) projects. It is based on a
system architecture similar to present cellular networks and their evolution towards
DSA capabilities. Similar architectures have also been discussed in Section 3.1.3.
The CPC enables MSs to quickly retrieve detailed information on networks avai-
lable at their current locations. The included information lists the operator, the de-
ployed RAT, and the working frequency for each available RAN. It supports an ad-
vanced selection process choosing to which network to connect to.
Different implementation options for the CPC have been investigated. First, it
can be implemented using a reserved and, if possible, world-wide unique frequency
band enabling a MS to quickly synchronize and receive all the provided information.
Second, its transmission could be done through existing RANs. The first approach,
usually known as out-band CPC, has the obvious drawback that a world-wide regula-
tory agreement on a certain frequency band and transmission technology is required.
Additionally, new infrastructure for emitting the CPC has to be deployed. The second
solution, referred to as in-band CPC, requires that MSs do support the RAT used for
CPC transmission. The latter may not hinder deployment of the CPC since the cove-
rage of GSM networks is clearly superior compared to any other wireless technology
and the GSM would be the natural choice for transmitting the CPC. Third, hybrid
solutions could be implemented splitting the information between out-band and in-
band channels. The dependence on a world-wide regulatory agreement is still present
but possible concerns on the required bandwidth can be solved.
Instead of broadcasting the information on available RANs in the covered area, an
on-demand approach has been examined in [113]. The presented evaluation shows
that the on-demand solution is more efficient and also supports additional applica-
tions of the CPC. Future SDR-based MSs may not support all RATs offered at their
location but could be reconfigured to do so. The required software components could
be received via the CPC in an on-demand fashion enabling the MS to reconfigure and
communicate through the new RAN. Providing such services does also provide a
business case for installing the required CPC infrastructure extensions. Additionally,
the direct link between individual MSs and the CPC transmitter enables closer control
over the MSs by the network operator or the regulatory agencies allowing for impro-
ved reliability and efficiency of the reconfigurable devices and networks.
In the DSA context, the CPC is interesting in order to enable more flexible spectrum
and technology assignments. If RANs frequently switch their working frequencies
and RATs MSs that newly join the network will need an efficient way to find them. The
on-demand CPC is a possible solution to this challenge since the provided information
reflects any reconfigurations performed by the BSs.

4MEASUREMENTS OF SPECTRUM USE
Detailed knowledge of and accurate models for spectrum use are main requirements
for successful design of efficient DSA systems. In this context, high quality spectrum
measurements are crucial for improved understanding of how spectrum use changes
in time, frequency, and space. In this chapter, we discuss different spectrum mea-
surement campaigns and their results, most notably, the campaign performed at the
RWTH Aachen University, in the following called RWTH campaign. It was conducted
mainly from December 2006 to July 2007 at two locations in Aachen, Germany, and
one location in Maastricht, Netherlands.
Most of the tables listing the currently valid spectrum regulations provided by
national regulatory bodies give the impression that nearly the whole radio spectrum
from tens of kHz up to hundreds of GHz is allocated for various types of radio com-
munication, see, e.g., [11]. This situation is often referred to as spectrum scarcity.
However, other statements claim that the spectrum scarcity problem is artificial in
nature and has been caused by inefficient spectrum regulations [3, 15]. The main goal
of spectrum measurements is to provide more facts and results to this discussion and
carefully review these claims through empirical measurements.
Spectrum regulations differ between countries. Additionally, the geographical
characteristics and the social environment have impact on the spectrum use. For
instance, spectrum assigned for inter-ship communication will most probably not be
used in areas far away from large rivers or the sea. Due to the diversity of spectrum
use, single measurement activities will not be sufficient. Instead, multiple campaigns
in various environments are required. Especially, measurements evaluating the spec-
trum occupancy situation outside the USA have been missing until recently. The mea-
surements that we present in this chapter made a significant contribution to fill this
gap and provided a very useful basis for more detailed analysis and modelling work
of spectrum use and several DSA system properties.
We start with reviewing other spectrum measurement campaigns in Section 4.1.
The latter half of the chapter focuses on the RWTH campaign in Section 4.2. First, we
introduce the measurement setup and discuss the reasons for the most important de-
sign choices in Section 4.2.1. Second, we shortly describe the measurement locations
in Section 4.2.2 and provide general results in Section 4.2.3. We close the chapter with
a more thorough discussion of the advantages and disadvantages of the type of spec-
trum measurements we performed in Section 4.2.4 as background for the following
chapters.
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4.1 RELATED WORK
During the recent years, researchers have performed several spectrum measurement
projects all over the world. Additionally, selected regulators have conducted studies
or continuously run spectrum observation stations. The following discussion roughly
follows the time at which the activities have been carried out. Most of them have
either been implemented in parallel or after the RWTH campaign. Thus, some of the
proposed enhancements to the measurement methodology have not been available
when the measurement setup for the RWTH campaign has been designed.
Regulators have done few spectrum occupancy studies also before the idea of DSA
has gained momentum in the research community. For example, Sanders and his
team at the National Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA)
have performed extensive measurements at multiple locations in the USA using a
mostly bespoke measurement setup. They have found significant amount of unused
spectrum and have determined that spectrum occupancy is clearly higher in coastal
cities due to the presence of naval radars [114]. Similar results have been determined
during preliminary spectrum measurements conducted in the context of the work on
policy reforms by the SPTF in the USA [4].
The Shared Spectrum Company (SSC) performed the first and most influential
large scale spectrum occupancy measurement study funded by the National Science
Foundation (NSF) in the USA from January 2004 to August 2005 [5, 115]. The project
consisted of the design of a high dynamic range measurement setup, the development
of a measurement data analysis software, and carrying out measurements at six dif-
ferent locations in the USA. The SSC engineers based the measurement setup on a
hand-tailored preselector for filtering out the investigated band and an SA. Additio-
nally, they deployed appropriate antennas and preamplifiers. They used the latter also
in order to compensate for the loss due to the cabling between the antennas, which
they usually installed outdoors, and the measurement instrument, which they located
indoors or inside a truck in a shielded enclosure during most of the campaigns.
The researchers configured detailed SA settings such as sweep time or input atte-
nuation on a per spectrum band basis in order to enhance the dynamic range and to
avoid overloading the instrument with strong adjacent signals. Most of the measure-
ments lasted about one hour. They determined the occupancy using energy detection
and also configured the threshold on a per spectrum band basis. The SSC team compu-
ted the average occupancy across all six measurement locations to be 5.2 % with New
York City showing the highest occupancy of 13.1 % and the measurement location at
a National Radio Astronomy Observatory giving the lowest occupancy of ≈1 % [5].
The summary plot showing the occupancy averaged over all locations per spec-
trum band has probably been one of the most often shown graphs in any presenta-
tion given on the topic of DSA during the recent years, especially, in North America.
The study suffers from the typical disadvantages of an SA based measurement setup,
which we investigate in detail later in this chapter, and the controversial informative
value of a single occupancy percentage. However, the campaign has certainly been
done with great engineering care and nearly all of the subsequent spectrum measure-
ment campaigns have decided for similar choices during the measurement system
design. Additionally, the basic conclusion that significant amount of spectrum is un-
derutilized has been proven for the USA. Investigating selected bands in great detail
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in order to propose regulatory changes has not been possible due to the too small
amount of collected data per frequency band but it has never been the goal of these
early studies.
The final project summary points out that more long-term measurements would
be well motivated in order to study changes in spectrum use over longer time pe-
riods. Roberson has made similar claims in his paper calling for a structural support
of DSA research [116]. Therefore, as a follow-up activity to the initial SSC measure-
ments a permanent measurement setup has been developed at the Illinois Institute
of Technology (IIT) in Chicago, Illinois, USA. The setup has been called Chicago spec-
trum observatory and has been operational since approximately April 2008 [117]. Until
now only limited results have been published that show measurement results across
multiple days for selected spectrum bands. For example, single outage events of TV
transmitters have been identified using the spectrum observatory.
The researchers plan to extend the system using a mobile truck-based measure-
ment setup to investigate also the spatial domain of spectrum use. Additionally, the
SA should be replaced by a bespoke spectrum sensor developed in the context of the
DARPA XG program [59]. The Chicago spectrum observatory has been installed after
the first RWTH campaign was completed.
Do et al. have studied the spectrum occupancy in selected spectrum bands in the
San Francisco bay area, California, USA [118]. They have focused on three spectrum
bands, namely the GPS band, another band allocated for an electronic news gathering
service used by TV news vans, and the ISM-band at 2.4 GHz. They have not found
strong signals in the GPS band since the satellite transmissions are significantly at-
tenuated due to the far distance to the satellites. This result has been expected and
the main motivation has been to confirm that no additional interference is present in
the GPS band. The second band has shown intermediate usage at the urban measure-
ment sites but no usage at the rural sites. In the ISM-band at 2.4 GHz significant use
has been detected at all measurement locations.
Petrin et al. have performed spectrum measurements at an urban and a subur-
ban location in Georgia, USA, and at a rural site in North Carolina, USA [119, 120].
The developed measurement system has covered the frequency range of 400 MHz up
to 7.2 GHz using multiple different antennas. Petrin et al. have also used a bespoke
preselector and preamplifier design in order to improve the sensitivity of the whole
measurement system. They have also used an SA as main measurement instrument.
Additionally, the system has allowed for separate analysis of horizontally and verti-
cally polarized signals and six different azimuth settings. Due to the high number of
different measurement setup configurations only 50 samples have been taken for each
setting.
They have developed a multi-parameter detection method mostly exploiting the
fact that both polarization planes have been measured. Using the improved detection
technique they have determined the spectrum occupancy in the evaluated frequency
range to be only 6.5 % at the urban measurement site in Atlanta, Georgia, USA. At the
suburban and the rural location they have measured the occupancy to be only 5.33 %
and 0.8 %, respectively. They have detected at all sites more than 5 GHz of completely
vacant spectrum.
Further measurement campaigns have been conducted at multiple locations across
the world. Nearly all studies have used an SA as measurement device and have co-
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vered rather wide spectrum bands of hundreds of MHz or several GHz. However,
all campaigns have limited the measurement time to few hours or at maximum one
or two days. Since the measurement systems differ in multiple hardware properties
and the locations represent a very diverse set of environments, measurement results
cannot be reasonably compared between studies.
All campaigns have shown significant amount of unused spectrum confirming
that the current spectrum regulations are at least partially inefficient and motivating
further research work on improved spectrum utilization. The investigated locations
have included Columbus, Ohio, USA [121], Auckland, New Zealand [122], Karlsruhe,
Germany [123], Singapore [124], and Barcelona, Spain [125].
Blaschke et al. [123] have carried out measurements during the Football Worldcup
2006 in Germany. They have focused exclusively on GSM bands and have evaluated
the change in occupancy on a usual weekday without a game, during a game, and
shortly before a game but always at the same measurement sites. The GSM band has
been close to being fully loaded only during the game. Also at another measurement
location, that Blaschke et al. have assumed to be rather popular before the game, signi-
ficant amount of unused GSM network capacity has been detected. Also when taking
into account that cellular networks are designed to cope with certain peak usage the
study has shown that also the spectrum assigned to one of the most popular wireless
services has been underutilized for considerable time periods.
Recently, the British regulator Ofcom has also contracted a specialized company
to perform large scale spectrum measurements [126]. The campaign has been carried
out in 2008 and has been to the best of our knowledge the only one investigating a
very wide frequency range from 10 MHz up to 5 GHz across a very large geographical
area. Up to 15 vehicles have been equipped with measurement hardware and data
has been collected during 65 000 km of driving covering a large fraction of the mostly
populated areas of the United Kingdom (UK).
The gathered data has confirmed the results of other studies and has shown a lot
of underutilized spectrum. It has also provided insights that some bands have been
used only in limited geographical areas showing the potential of spatial spectrum sha-
ring. Additionally, the researchers have concluded that vehicular-based measurement
setups are appropriate for such large-scale spectrum surveys. However, no detailed
measurement results or raw measurement data have been published.
4.1.1 Shortcomings of Existing Campaigns
The discussed spectrum occupancy measurement campaigns have provided very use-
ful results and a more factual basis for discussion on spectrum regulations and its ef-
ficiency. However, there are still several open questions that motivated our additional
measurement campaign.
When we started the work on the RWTH campaign, most of the published spec-
trum measurement activities were focused on the USA and there was a lack of detailed
results for the situation in Europe. Only very limited laboratory tests have previously
been published in the DSA context without specifying detailed measurement configu-
rations, see, e.g., in [51]. Similarly, several of the American activities have been very
limited in scope and focused on single services or locations. Also the measurement
methodology has rarely been designed taking a holistic approach but has been more
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focused on the results without sufficient validation of the measurement setup.
The American campaigns conducted in the context of the spectrum policy reform
discussions by the SPTF [4] and the SSC work [5, 115] have been two exceptions in
the DSA domain. However, these have been focused exclusively on answering the
question if the claim that spectrum scarcity is an artificial problem and is not present in
reality is true or not. Thus, the main objective has been to provide accurate occupancy
estimates that prove the potential of DSA or other types of more flexible spectrum
regulations. Although this goal has been successfully accomplished the limited scope
prevents the use of the data also for other purposes.
One of our goals was to gather measurement data as empirical basis for building
spectrum use models. In order to achieve this, direct access to raw measurement traces
is required and to the best of our knowledge none of the early campaigns has publi-
shed more than summary data sets or concise evaluation reports. The same is valid
for the spectrum use monitoring systems run and maintained by public regulators.
The measurement work conducted by cellular operators would most probably en-
able a very detailed study of spectrum use in the cellular bands but is hardly publicly
available and is also solely focused on the bands assigned for cellular services. Since
regulatory changes towards more flexible and dynamic spectrum management be-
come more important and realistic also the cellular industry has been more interested
in DSA-related research [127].
Another shortcoming of the first spectrum measurement studies has been the limi-
ted durations of each single measurement. The question how spectrum use changes
over time and how well the taken snapshot represents these developments cannot be
answered reliably without taking significantly longer traces. Additionally, it cannot
be fully confirmed that spectrum use does not radically change between days when
the available traces cover only several hours or single days. Drastic changes are not
to be expected but also reliable investigation and description of obvious changes such
as the diurnal cycle or differences between weekdays and weekends require sufficient
amount of data. Similarly, also the number of studied services or the frequency band-
width has been strictly limited in most cases.
4.2 RWTH CAMPAIGN
In this section, we describe the RWTH Aachen University spectrum occupancy mea-
surement campaign, in short RWTH campaign, in more detail. It addressed several of
the discussed shortcomings by providing measurement traces of significantly longer
durations, by considering measurement locations in two European countries, and by
making the measurement data publicly available for use by other interested resear-
chers, see Appendix C for details. Additionally, it was to the best of our knowledge
the first campaign to take a systematic approach to spectrum measurements without
focusing on the sole aim of estimating the spectrum use as a single percentage. Several
aspects of the measurement activity have been previously described in [128–130].
4.2.1 Measurement Setup
We started the design of the measurement system from a set of requirements that we
derived from the discussed shortcomings of existing work and the goals of our study:
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1. The measurements should capture the properties of spectrum use across a very
wide bandwidth of few tens of MHz up to multiple GHz.
2. The spectrum occupancy should be evaluated over long time periods of multiple
days up to possibly few weeks.
3. In order to detect as many PU signals as possible the sensitivity of the setup
should be high.
4. The system should support sampling rates that are realistic also for SU devices
and allow for timely detection of returning PUs.
5. The frequency resolution should allow for identifying popular systems such as
Frequency Modulation (FM)-radio or GSM but does not need to enable differen-
tiating very narrowband legacy analog services.
6. The system does not need to support detailed signal inspection for applications
such as signal classification or feature detection.
7. The system should not allow for analysis of the detailed signal structure or even
the communication content in order to prevent any privacy issues from the be-
ginning and allow for publication of the raw measurement data at the end of the
research project.
8. No emissions of the different components of the measurement setup should alter
the measurement reliability.
9. The setup should be capable of working autonomously in outdoor environments
without access to communication facilities.
10. The measurement control software should allow for detailed offline testing and
enable quick and flexible adaptation of the measurement configuration at the
measurement site. Additionally, the performance of multiple measurements one
after another should be automatic if no hardware changes are required.
11. The setup should be deployable at different locations without requiring complex
installations or having other special demands.
Throughout the design of the measurement setup for the RWTH campaign all of
the above requirements were taken into account and successfully fulfilled.
The most important decision was the selection of the type of measurement device.
Several options existed such as an SA, a vector signal analyser, an SDR-platform, a
technology-specific receiver, or a combination of these. The first requirement more or
less narrowed down the selection to an SA because neither a vector signal analyser nor
an SDR-platform support wideband analysis in the range of hundreds of MHz. Since
the envisioned spectrum range included a very large variety of different services a set
of technology-specific receivers was also not sufficient. A combination of an SA and
a second measurement instrument would have fulfilled the above requirements and
also enabled a more detailed study of a selected subband. As stated above, we did
not aim at detailed investigation of single signal types and focused on an SA-based
installation.
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The frequency and time resolution are the most important parameters and limit
the space of possible SA settings. They affect the minimum bandwidth of wireless
services that can still be differentiated and specify the inter-sample time. They have
also impact on the span that the SA can seamlessly measure because the number of
measurement points is not freely configurable.
Requirement 5 gave FM-radio and GSM as important examples for interesting
services and we chose a resolution bandwidth of 200 kHz as compromise between
frequency resolution and the maximum supported span. The high-performance SA
Agilent E4440A that we deployed during our measurements supported at maximum
8192 measurement points. We decided to evaluate four different subbands of each
1.5 GHz bandwidth, which gives a small overlap between adjacent measurement chan-
nels. The detailed SA configuration used throughout the RWTH campaign is listed in
Table 4.1.
The resolution bandwidth of 200 kHz prevented our setup from identifying very
narrowband services. Most of these services were working at comparably low fre-
quencies and were often based on analog transmission such as legacy public safety
radios. Several other spectrum occupancy studies have been focused on the goal of
providing detailed estimates of the spectrum occupancy at the investigated location
on an accurate per-service level. Our very general settings did not allow to generate
such detailed statistics, but quite optimally limited the number of different configura-
tions to be evaluated during one campaign.
We believe that DSA-capable nodes will not be interested in white spaces of few
tens of kHz bandwidth but will be broadband in nature. Multi-carrier techniques
may allow for exploiting multiple narrowband white spaces with one transmission.
However, these approaches are certainly good candidates when the goal is to spread
the transmission across few underutilized TV channels but are less realistic when sub-
bands have to be combined that are spectrally far away from each other.
After the subband centre frequencies and the span were specified further system
components, most notably, antennas could be selected. The number of available an-
tennas that support wideband measurements with 1.5 GHz span was limited also be-
cause certain cost limitations had to be taken into account. Most off-the-shelf antennas
have been optimized to possess very good transmission characteristics in specific fre-
quency bands such as cellular frequencies or the spectrum allocated for digital TV
broadcasting, but do not give good results over wider bands.
We carefully selected three broadband antennas to cover the four defined sub-
bands. We used a large discone antenna of type AOR DA-5000 to investigate the lo-
west frequency band between 20 MHz and 1.52 GHz. We deployed a smaller discone
antenna of type AOR DA-5000JA to receive signals in the next subband from 1.5 GHz
up to 3 GHz. Finally, a radom antenna of type Antennentechnik Bad Blankenburg AG KS
1-10 specified up to 10 GHz covered the frequency range between 3 GHz and 6 GHz.
All antennas were vertically polarized, had an omnidirectional characteristic in the
horizontal plane, and were slightly directive in the vertical plane.
Several other researchers have either evaluated both polarization planes or have
used directive antennas in order to enable measurements with different azimuth set-
tings. Directional antennas are also often more sensitive compared to omnidirectional
components. Our main reason why we did not select these devices was the focus
on long measurement periods without change of configuration. The more parameter
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TABLE 4.1: SA configuration used throughout the measurements.
Centre frequency Band 1: Fc = 770 MHz
Band 2: Fc = 2250 MHz
Band 3: Fc = 3750 MHz
Band 4: Fc = 5250 MHz
Frequency span 1500 MHz
Resolution bandwidth Br = 200 kHz
Number of measurement points 8192
Sweep time 1 s
Measurement duration About 7 days per subband
Detector type Average detector
Preamplifier Up to 3 GHz: 28 dB gain,
above 3 GHz: none or > 24 dB gain
Instrument Agilent E4440A SA
Typical DANL -169 dBm [131] at 1 GHz and 1 Hz resolution
(Displayed Average Noise Level) bandwidth using the inbuilt pre-amplifier
settings were to be investigated, the shorter would have been a single measurement
when assuming a fixed overall campaign duration per measurement location. Thus,
we tried to strictly limit the number of different measurement configurations through-
out the whole system design.
The time resolution specified by the sweep time of 1 s was a compromise. The
noise variance of all samples measured during the observation time of a single mea-
surement point and the number of sweeps performed throughout one complete mea-
surement decrease with an increased sweep time. A shorter sweep time increases the
time resolution and enables to track shorter PU transmissions. Additionally, a mini-
mum sweep time is given by the SA specifications because the resolution bandwidth
filter has a minimum rise time. We argue that the chosen value of 1 s was a good
compromise.
In addition to the sweep time, further aspects have impact on the resulting inter-
sample time. The SA was configured to auto-calibration mode and ran several cali-
bration tasks on an on-demand basis. During the calibrations the measurement was
paused causing longer inter-sample times. Additionally, the data were saved by a
laptop and the data transmission from the SA to the computer also delayed the be-
ginning of the next measurement sweep. The achieved inter-sample time was ≈1.8 s
which resulted in ≈ 1000 samples taken in 30 min.
In the DSA context, this sampling frequency was acceptable when taking into ac-
count possible applications. Also a DSA-capable radio device will spend most of its
time with data transmission and perform spectrum sensing only on a periodic basis.
The frequency will by and large depend on the system sensitivity and the required
reliability in terms of, e.g., the probability of missed detection. The former could be
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FIGURE 4.1: Sensitivity of the whole measurement setup as deployed throughout the
RWTH campaign evaluated using a fitted 50Ωmatch.
enhanced when improving the detection algorithm or the hardware noise properties.
The latter is given by regulatory bodies.
The FCC has specified a channel move time of 1 min for unlicensed access to TV
white spaces in [33]. The channel move time is the maximum time after which a
WSD has to leave the channel when a PU returns, see also Section 3.2. Previously,
also 10 s [33] and 2 s [41] have been proposed. Our inter-sample time of 1.8 s enables
production of statistics for all these values. Besides, white spaces of shorter duration
are not very valuable because of the involved channel switching overhead.
Most of the measurements ran for seven days. Few measurements for the higher
spectrum bands were partially shortened to few days and one measurement in the
second spectrum band lasted more than 14 days allowing for detailed comparison
of weekdays and weekends. To the best of our knowledge no previous spectrum
occupancy study in the DSA context has been run for similarly long periods. Roughly
100 GB of final measurement data was collected at the three measurement locations.
Between the measurements of the first three subbands the connected antenna was
changed by hand in order to prevent the need for an additional switch.
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FIGURE 4.2: Schematic showing the main components of the static measurement se-
tup.
The SA deployed in all measurements included a preamplifier capable of ampli-
fying signals up to 3 GHz. We always used it for the measurements of the first two
subbands. For two of the three measurement locations we added an additional exter-
nal preamplifier also for the highest two subbands in order to improve the sensitivity
of the measurement setup.
The detector type is another setting that had impact on the measurement sensiti-
vity. Some spectrum occupancy studies have used peak detectors in order to estimate
the maximum spectrum occupancy at the measurement site. We used an average de-
tector because we were interested in typical properties and wanted to limit the num-
ber of false alarms triggered by strong noise samples. The achieved sensitivity of the
whole measurement setup over the whole investigated frequency range is shown in
Figure 4.1.
The overall measurement setup without the additional preamplifier is shown in
Figure 4.2. The laptop ran a program specifically developed for this thesis work. The
tool was integrated with the MATLAB framework taking advantage of the MATLAB
instrument control toolbox for remote control of the measurement instrument
via Ethernet and Transport Control Protocol (TCP)/Internet Protocol (IP) networking.
We deployed an additional Virtual Instrument Software Architecture (VISA) library
provided by Agilent in order to access the device functions on a higher abstraction
level and conveniently transfer the measurement results from the device to the laptop.
The developed Graphical User Interface (GUI) tool enabled the user to easily configure
different measurement campaigns and to quickly review the settings before starting
the measurements. If it was to be used with another instrument a single function
handling the communication with the device would have to be adapted to the possibly
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FIGURE 4.3: Static measurement setup as it was deployed on the roof of the Interna-
tional School Maastricht, Maastricht, Netherlands.
different programming interface.
Figure 4.3 shows a photo of the final setup as it was deployed on the roof of the
International School Maastricht in Maastricht, Netherlands. The laptop as well as the
SA were installed in a custom-made weather-proof shielded box in order to address
also the requirements of outdoor operation and a shielded environment. Special care
was taken to ensure that strong rain or other precipitation did not ingress into the box.
The box lasted different types of rain and snow during the different measurement
campaigns without any problem.
The temperature and humidity was monitored using a Telos mote [132]. During
summer the temperature inside the box increased to values out of the SA specification
and we added further holes and fans in order to ensure reliable system operation. The
snow changed the reception characteristics of the antennas but did not cause further
problems. Additionally, the snow melted after rather short time and no additional
actions were taken.
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TABLE 4.2: Measurement locations.
Name Short name Short description
Aachen, IN Modern office building in Aachen, Germany
indoor Latitude: 50◦ 47’ 24.01" North
Longitude: 6◦ 3’ 47.42" East
Netherlands NE Rooftop location in a mostly residential
area in Maastricht, the Netherlands
Latitude: 50◦ 50’ 32.34" North
Longitude: 5◦ 43’ 14.93" East
Aachen, AB Third floor balcony of a residential building
balcony in a rather central housing area of Aachen, Germany
Latitude: 50◦ 46’ 8.90" North
Longitude: 6◦ 4’ 42.59" East
We did not add lightning protection to the measurement setup. Such components
are usually connected to the lightning protection system of the building where the
measurement setup is installed. Since some of the measurements were conducted at
buildings not belonging to the RWTH Aachen University, access to lightning protec-
tion systems was limited and we did not include these components. In danger of
thunderstorms we would have taken down the measurement setup and would have
postponed the planned campaign.
4.2.2 Measurement Locations
We report about measurements taken at three different locations1. The first measure-
ment site was indoor in a room located in the ground floor of a modern office building
in Aachen, Germany. In order to investigate also other frequency regulations we selec-
ted a location in the Netherlands as second site. We installed our measurement setup
on the roof of the main building of the International School Maastricht, Maastricht, the
Netherlands. We chose the third location as an example for locations where end-user
devices capable of DSA may work in real scenarios. We measured the spectrum usage
on a third-floor balcony of an older residential building in a rather central housing
area of Aachen, Germany. For reference, we list all locations in Table 4.2.
4.2.3 Results
We split the discussion of the measurement results into three larger pieces. First, we
present results for the lower two subbands. Second, we evaluate the data collected
in the upper two spectrum bands. Third, in Section 4.2.4, we discuss the measure-
1Measurements at two further locations were taken as part of the RWTH campaign but we limit the
following analysis to the described three locations.
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FIGURE 4.4: Impact of the detection threshold δP on the DC for the complete first
subband and the whole measurement data collected at AB.
ment results taking into account certain shortcomings of the measurement setup and
elaborate on conclusions that can be drawn from the raw measurement data.
Figure 4.4 shows the DC over the frequency and the energy detection threshold
δP. Since theDC and the CCDF are equal, Figure 4.4 can also be interpreted as CCDF.
The shown plot enables to describe theDC independently of a single threshold value.
Several popular services can clearly be identified: The strongest signals were emit-
ted by FM-radio transmitters at F ∈ [87.5, 108]MHz. The GSM DL signals at F ∈
[935, 960]MHz were also very strong. Several TV transmitters can also be identified.
The measurements were taken during the transition from analog to digital TV and
both types of spectrum masks exist in Figure 4.4. Analog transmissions were present
at, e.g., F ≈ 510 MHz or F ≈ 620 MHz, recognizable from the uneven distribution of
the transmission power across the 7 MHz wide channels. Digital transmitters based
on the DVB-T standard were also active, e.g., at F ≈ 580 MHz. Some of the allocated
TV bands were vacant, e.g., at F ≈ 600 MHz. Without additional measurements it can-
not be decided if those have been temporarily left vacant during the transition or will
also not be used after the transition has been finalized. Due to the geographical posi-
tion of Aachen close to the borders to the Netherlands and Belgium several privately
owned TV stations decided not to cover these areas with terrestrial TV because of too
high costs. Thus, most probably some of the TV channels that we found idle during
our measurements may be good candidates for secondary use.
During the measurement period a test network based on the TETRA standard was
running in Aachen for public safety services. The DL signals were emitted at F ≈
395 MHz and were also clearly detected by our measurement setup.
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FIGURE 4.5: Impact of the detection threshold δP on the DC for the complete first
subband and the measurement data collected throughout a selected 12 hour period
(11:00-23:00) during a normal weekday at AB.
Figure 4.4 shows that most use is present at frequencies F < 1 GHz although vacant
subbands can also be identified at intermediate frequencies. When taking into account
the sensitivity of the measurement setup, shown for the first subband in Figure 4.1a,
several frequency bands can be identified as being most probably idle.
Figure 4.5 shows a very similar plot but all considered samples were taken during
the daytime, namely 11:00-23:00, of a normal weekday. Both graphs look very similar
and, as expected, a small tendency to slightly higher DC-values is present for the
daytime plot. We do not investigate the impact of the time during the day in detail
in this chapter but return to this question later during the detailed model parameter
extraction in Chapter 6.
Figure 4.6 shows the corresponding plot for the second subband again using the
data measured at AB. Only very few active transmissions were present and most
of them can be unambiguously assigned to popular services. At frequencies F ∈
[1820, 1880]MHz GSM1800 DL transmissions were active. The UMTS DL signals of
5 MHz bandwidth at F ∈ [2110, 2170]MHz are also visible. The first two active chan-
nels at adjacent channels were both allocated to Vodafone. All other three operators
that deployed UMTS networks in Germany used only one channel to cover the area
around our measurement site AB.
The ISM-band at 2.4 GHz also shows significant use while the three most often
used WLAN channels 1, 6, and 11 at F = 2412 MHz, F = 2437 MHz, and F = 2462 MHz
can partially be identified. The strong narrowband signal at the lower end of the
ISM-band cannot be unambiguously identified but it was probably an analog audio
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FIGURE 4.6: Impact of the detection threshold δP on the DC for the complete second
subband and the whole measurement data collected at AB.
or video transmission system for inhouse signal distribution. The Digital Enhanced
Cordless Telecommunications (DECT) systems active at F ∈ [1880, 1900]MHz use the
whole DECT band evenly. This is due to the fact that each system periodically selects
the working channel in order to achieve load balancing and to avoid interference.
The use in all cellular uplink bands (GSM1800 UL: F ∈ [1725, 1780.6]MHz and
UMTS UL: F ∈ [1920, 1980]MHz) was very limited. All further active signals are very
weak and multiple possible systems may have been active during our measurements.
For the band at F ≈ 1540 MHz military, satellite, and public safety services were allo-
cated. Additionally, the detected signal could also be the first harmonic of an analog
TV transmitter that was still active at F ≈ 770 MHz. The situation is similar for the
band at F ∈ [2.7, 2.9]GHz. In addition to few other services, airplane radar as well
as military applications were allocated to this band but only few weak transmissions
were detected.
Figure 4.6 shows clearly that significant amount of spectrum was not in use during
our measurement period at AB.
Figures 4.7 and 4.8 show the results for the other two measurement locations and
the first evaluated subband. The results gathered at IN show slightly less use com-
pared to AB because the measurement setup was placed indoor and the walls of the
office building further attenuated the emitted signals. This effect is stronger for higher
frequencies. The use at NE is much higher compared to the other two locations due
to the more open and exposed rooftop measurement location used in Maastricht, Ne-
therlands. A similar set of services can be identified on all graphs showing the results
for the first subband.
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FIGURE 4.7: Impact of the detection threshold δP on the DC for the complete first
subband and the whole measurement data collected at IN.
FIGURE 4.8: Impact of the detection threshold δP on the DC for the complete first
subband and the whole measurement data collected at NE.
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FIGURE 4.9: Impact of the detection threshold δP on the DC for the complete second
subband and the whole measurement data collected at NE.
Figure 4.9 shows the results for the second subband as measured at NE. The more
exposed location also results in higher detected use in the second subband. For ins-
tance, significantly more traffic was detected in the aeronautical band, which is assi-
gned to F ∈ [2.7, 2.9]GHz, compared to the indoor and the balcony location.
Figure 4.10 shows the PDF of the PSD, which we also refer to as Amplitude Pro-
bability Distribution (APD), as extracted from measurement results taken at all three
locations. For the first subband shown in Figure 4.10a all distributions are asymme-
tric and can be described as consisting of two components. First, a large fraction of
all samples belongs to a background noise process that has the expected normal dis-
tribution. Active PU transmissions build up the second component and cause the
asymmetry of the whole density function. Both components differ between the three
locations.
Due to the more exposed position atNE both components are stronger in the results
collected in the Netherlands. The comparison of the two other locations gives slightly
higher use for the balcony location but the highest PSD values are similarly probable
for both sites in Germany.
The second subband shown in Figure 4.10b exhibits a more dominant background
noise process indicating less occupancy in the investigated band. The whole PDF
looks more like a normal distribution for the two calmer locations and the asymmetry
is significantly less pronounced.
Figure 4.11 shows the CCDF of the PSD as extracted from measurement results
taken at all three locations. The statistic takes into account the whole subband and
enables to provide single occupancy percentages for the whole first and second sub-
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FIGURE 4.10: Comparison of the PDF of the PSD samples collected in the first two sub-
bands at all measurement locations over twelve hours (11:00-23:00) during different
normal weekdays.
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(b) F ∈ [1500, 3000]MHz
FIGURE 4.11: Comparison of the CCDF of the PSD samples collected in the first two
subbands at all measurement locations over twelve hours (11:00-23:00) during dif-
ferent normal weekdays.
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FIGURE 4.12: Inverse CDF of 0.98 over the evaluated frequency for the measurements
in the third subband. All three investigated locations are shown and the complete
measurement traces have been taken into account.
band. Although such metrics have to be carefully analysed they give first rough in-
dications on the overall spectrum occupancy at the evaluated locations. The Figures
show an additional grid mark at δP = −107 dBm/200 kHz, the energy detection thre-
shold, which was initially proposed for detection of wireless microphones in 200 kHz
channels in the TV bands (see Section 3.2.2 for details).
The occupancy was lowest at IN with ≈33 % in the first subband. The occupancy
at AB and NE was ≈42 % and ≈70 %, respectively. The occupancy in the second sub-
band was only ≈6 % at both IN and AB. At NE the occupancy in the second subband
was ≈24 %. All numbers are significantly lower than the high spectrum occupancy
that could be expected when focusing only on the regulatory tables. Therefore, also
our measurement campaign confirms the finding that considerable amount of spec-
trum was underutilized during our measurement time.
Figure 4.12 shows the value of the inverse CDF at 98 % over the frequency for
the third subband, which means that only 2 % of the measurement samples taken at
each frequency have been stronger than the shown values. The comparison with Fi-
gure 4.1c shows that the measured values are close to the measurement sensitivity and
active transmissions were detected only in very few bands. For instance, the slightly
higher PSD values given at F ∈ [4.2, 4.4]GHz were very weak signals emitted by aero-
nautical radars used by airplanes to measure the flying altitude. The CDF−1(0.9995)
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FIGURE 4.13: Inverse CDF of 0.98 over the evaluated frequency for the measurements
in the fourth subband. All three investigated locations are shown and the complete
measurement traces have been taken into account.
in this frequency band was ≈-105 dBm/200 kHz showing that also the strongest re-
ceived samples were still very weak signals and the DC in the band was very low.
Figure 4.13 shows the same plot for the fourth subband. Again, nearly no PU
transmissions were detected and we can conclude that the higher two subbands are
almost completely vacant.
Since we detected nearly no active PUs in the two higher subbands we can use
these frequencies to investigate the background noise process in more detail. Fi-
gure 4.14 shows the PSD measured at F = 4 GHz throughout five days of measure-
ments. Additionally, the figure shows the thermal noise based on the temperature
inside the weather-proof box measured using the Telos mote during the same time
period2. Both curves show a clear diurnal cycle but the amplitude of the measured
PSD curve is higher compared to the thermal noise. Although we received only very
weak signals at such high frequencies we can still identify man-made background
noise.
2The data transfer from the mote to the laptop failed for few samples but the slowly changing tem-
perature is sufficiently described.
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FIGURE 4.14: Comparison of the measured PSD and the thermal background noise at
F = 4 GHz as measured at NE. The measured PSD was smoothed over 2000 samples
(about one hour of measurement time) in order to enable a clear visualization of the
underlying trend. The thermal noise was moved up by 3.5 dB in order to enable more
direct comparison. Each tick on the x-axes marks midnight.
4.2.4 Discussion
The above results indicate significant amount of underutilized or even completely
vacant spectrum at all three evaluated locations. However, certain properties of the
deployed measurement setup result in an underestimated occupancy and have to be
taken into account when drawing final conclusions.
First, we applied energy detection which is less sensitive compared to other detec-
tion algorithms. Very weak signals such as satellite transmissions or other low-power
transmissions that exploit, e.g., spread spectrum technologies to improve the reliabi-
lity of the communication, can often not be detected using our measurement setup.
Second, several spectrum bands are on purpose left idle and allocated to passive ser-
vices such as radio astronomy. Third, various wireless systems have been designed
in order to cope with peak traffic that occurs only at limited times during the day or
week. Such peak network load did most probably occur only temporarily during our
measurements. Fourth, some services do not provide full spatial coverage for each of
the used frequency channels or use very directive antennas. Fifth, our antennas do
not have a perfect dipole characteristic. Instead, they have a slight vertical directivity
that weakens signals transmitted at far higher positions such as airplane or satellite
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signals. These reasons explain why we did not detect active transmissions in some
spectrum bands, such as the GPS band. However, they do not change the basic result.
Although the low occupancy ratios that we extracted from our measurement data are
most probably too low there are still various spectrum bands that are strongly under-
utilized without good reason and could possibly be regulated more efficiently.
Naming specific bands is nevertheless not simple. Our spectrum measurement se-
tup was designed to cover wide bandwidth with broadly applicable settings but was
not meant to investigate single services on a very detailed level. Reasonable proposals
for improved regulations can hardly be given without further evaluation using more
specialized measurement setups or configurations. Additionally, a deep understan-
ding on the underlying regulatory policies and processes is inevitable. For example,
political decisions have been taken in order to allocate some spectrum bands for spe-
cial services, e.g., military or public safety applications. However, these facts can nei-
ther be measured nor are they listed in the spectrum allocation tables published by
the regulators. Certain regulatory inefficiency is accepted in order to ensure highest
reliability of these services during the occasions when they are needed.
Additionally, several spectrum bands are vacant due to well known reasons, e.g.,
parts of the UMTS band that are left empty by those operators who initially acquired
licenses but never deployed a complete network. The process of reallocating these
bands to other parties may be ongoing or the parties who possess the licenses may
not have started, yet, to deploy the network but plan to do so. Thus, for some bands
appropriate actions to improve the spectrum utilization have already been taken.
However, there are few spectrum bands that can be named and that do allow for
better spectrum regulation. For instance, we have seen several TV channels that were
not in use and for which the TV stations also announced that they do not plan to use
these bands in the near future. Other examples are application specific allocations for
inter-ship or inter-airplane communication that are underutilized in areas far away
from rivers, the sea, or airports, respectively. In such scenarios, DSA or more flexible
regulation using spectrum access rights of smaller granularity may improve the spec-
trum utilization.
The reliability of the occupancy values given in the previous section highly de-
pends on the energy detection threshold. Therefore, we have not listed single numbers
in large tables but have always provided the full graph that has shown the relation bet-
ween δP and the detected occupancy. Other studies such as [5] have listed such tables
but have also chosen specific measurement configurations and threshold values per
spectrum band. Our generic settings are less suitable for extracting reliable occupancy
numbers and can only provide estimates.
In the following, we differentiate between few selected services and the characte-
ristics of the spectrum use detected in the allocated spectrum bands. We do not use
measurement traces of very short duration and ensure that we select representative
subtraces. Afterwards, we compare different services in order to point out the com-
mon and differing properties across the investigated spectrum bands. Furthermore,
we focus on very popular services in order to guarantee sufficient amount of PU ac-
tivity. For less popular services only limited use or very weak signals may have been
captured during our measurements making it more complicated to provide generic
results.
During the following evaluation we distinguish between measurement and tech-
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nology channels. The former one describes the 200 kHz channels that we used during
the complete RWTH campaign. The latter one is specific for each technology, has a
bandwidth that is usually specified in the standard, and may not be equivalent to
a specific group of measurement channels. Where appropriate we name the type of
channel after the underlying technology and refer to a GSM channel or discuss the
properties of a DECT channel. The former one would be of 200 kHz bandwidth while
DECT uses wider channels of ≈1.7 MHz bandwidth.
Finally, there is the issue of measurement location selection which is very impor-
tant when discussing spectrum occupancy. Only very few wireless services provide
full spatial coverage and indoor coverage is significantly lower compared to outdoor
locations. We selected representative locations for different scenarios in which DSA
capable nodes may work but our limited number of sites is only a small spatial snap-
shot. The strong dependence of the spectrum occupancy on the measurement site is
another reason why we have not focused on single occupancy ratios but presented
more generic results. In order to develop a better understanding of how spectrum
use changes in the spatial domain we developed a spatial spectrum model using the
results of a distributed spectrum measurement campaign as we describe in the next
chapter.

5SPECTRUM USE IN THE SPATIAL DOMAIN
In the previous chapter we have seen that spectrum is underutilized in the time and
frequency domains. We continue with the spatial domain and investigate how spec-
trum use changes over space and what are the consequences on DSA systems and
their design.
Cooperative sensing, as introduced in Section 3.2.6, has been proposed as solution
to the problem of insufficient sensitivity of single sensors to detect also very weak PU
signals. However, correlations between measurements of cooperating nodes may se-
verely lower the cooperation gain and limit the sensitivity of the cooperative sensing
system. Furthermore, cooperation requires a certain amount of signalling between the
nodes inducing a trade-off on how much cooperation is worth to be performed. Addi-
tionally, the question arises how the correlation between spectrum measurements can
be assessed and described in a practical system.
We start from the latter aspect and describe our distributed setup and measure-
ment results gathered on the performance of cooperative sensing in Sections 5.1.1
to 5.1.3. Next, we investigate different correlation metrics to reliably detect correlation
between cooperative nodes when sensing various types of PU signals in Section 5.1.4.
After having shown that correlated measurements can be assessed in practice, we
continue with the problem of how to represent spatial spectrum data efficiently avoi-
ding the need to exchange large amounts of measurement data. We review related
work in Section 5.2.1 and introduce spatial statistics as an efficient methodology for
modelling spatial spectrum data in Sections 5.2.2 and 5.2.3. We compare a determinis-
tic modelling approach starting from a system model to a measurement-based solu-
tion. The former allows to examine single impact factors as shown in Section 5.2.4 and
the latter enables us to present realistic spatial spectrum model parameters extracted
from our measurement data in Section 5.2.5.
Finally, we close this chapter with elaborating on how the introduced modelling
concept could improve cooperative spectrum sensing and other applications in Sec-
tion 5.3.
5.1 EMPIRICAL ASSESSMENT OF SPATIAL SPECTRUM USE
Most of the work on cooperative sensing has been theoretical in nature, see Sec-
tion 3.2.6 for details. However, these analytical results have not been empirically va-
lidated even in the limited sense of that word. Therefore, one of our goals has been
to test the analytical results using real-life measurements. In particular, we aimed at
verifying the following results:
• Cooperation gain in spectrum sensing is limited by correlated spectrum measu-
rements.
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• Such correlations decrease over space.
• Cooperation can compensate for less sensitive single sensors.
In addition to the goal of validating previous theoretical results, we investigate
how the correlations could be assessed in practical systems and how they could be
described reliably. Most of the following discussion and results have been published
previously in [133].
5.1.1 Measurement Setup
The development of suitable measurement methodology in order to achieve the above
goals started from the experience gained with the static measurement setup, described
in Section 4.2.1, and a set of requirements:
First, we wanted to evaluate cooperative sensing in different frequency bands that
are used for different wireless technologies. This flexibility narrows the selection of
sensing techniques down to energy detection because it is the only method that does
not rely on any a priori knowledge of the primary user technology. Second, since other
detection techniques usually outperform energy detection, see Section 3.2, we needed
a very sensitive energy detection setup in order to ensure useful results. These two
requirements are the same as in the static case.
Third, supervising multiple cooperative spectrum sensors is impractical because
of the equipment and personal costs. Instead, we decided to use only two setups and
investigate multiple locations one after another. In order to guarantee that both setups
evaluate the same frequency in parallel, both setups had to be time-synchronized with
high precision. Fourth, the setup had to be waterproof for outdoor operation. Since
we planned to examine multiple locations, each setup had to be mobile and able to
operate autonomously without access to power supply or wireless communication
capabilities.
In order to fulfil these requirements, we selected portable Rohde & Schwarz FSL6
SAs with inbuilt pre-amplifiers as basis for our two identical setups. We enabled di-
rect current power supply for the instruments and added Absorbent Glass Mat (AGM)
leadacid accumulators in order to allow for the autonomous operation throughout a
full day. We used ruggedized laptops for the instrument control via Ethernet and for
data saving purposes. Similarly as for the static setup, the software is based on the
instrument control toolbox of the MATLAB software package, appropriate ins-
trument drivers, and significant bespoke extensions. All hardware components were
enclosed in wooden weatherproof boxes and installed onto two carriages in order to
enable mobility. We used the same two types of discone antennas as successfully tes-
ted in the static campaign, described in Section 4.2.1, in order to cover the frequency
range from 20 MHz to 3 GHz. Figure 5.1 shows both measurement setups next to each
other1.
We achieved time-synchronization using GPS devices. We deployed Garmin GPS18
LVC receivers and fed their pulse-per-second signals to the external trigger inputs of
the SAs. We configured the sweep time to be 250 ms, which is the exact time spent
1The photograph also shows the radom antenna which we used to investigate frequencies above
3 GHz. Since only few popular services work on such high frequencies we do not present these results
here.
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FIGURE 5.1: Two cooperative sensing measurement setups as they were deployed in
Hanover, Germany, during the CeBIT industry fair in March 2008.
for measurements. However, the time spent when switching from one frequency to
the next one is not fixed and may vary depending on other operations run in parallel
by the multitasking capable operating systems of the instruments. In order to limit
the impact of these operations, that may cause loss of synchronization, we selected
a span of 200 MHz and 2001 measurement points after extensive testing. The resolu-
tion bandwidth was configured to 100 kHz accordingly. Finally, we used an average
detector in order to limit the noise variance. All settings are summarized in Table 5.1
including the selected spectrum bands and the most popular services for each band.
We evaluate only two locations in parallel although cooperative sensing systems
will probably consist of more nodes. We compare the data gathered at different loca-
tions and different times assuming a suitable stationarity property of the underlying
process. We validated this assumption by keeping one setup stationary at a single
location as a reference system and by moving only one setup around. The changes in
DC throughout our measurement time (around 8:30 in the morning to around 17:30 in
the afternoon) were rather small and were generally in the order of 5-8 % for all tested
services. More drastic changes could be observed when investigating single chan-
nels but averaging over the whole band used by a selected service allows reasonable
comparison of results taken at different locations and times.
There is only limited amount of work in the literature, which is comparable or
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TABLE 5.1: Spectrum analyser configuration used throughout the cooperative sensing
measurements.
Band 1: 370-570 MHz TETRA, DVB-T, analog TV
Band 2: 800-1000 MHz GSM900, DVB-T
Band 3: 1720-1820 MHz GSM1800, DECT
Band 4: 1920-2170 MHz UMTS, span = 250 MHz
Band 5: 2350-2550 MHz WLAN, BT
Frequency span 200 MHz
Resolution bandwidth Br = 100 kHz
Number of measurement points 2001
Sweep time 250 ms
Detector type Average detector
Typical DANL -160 dBm (1 Hz) at 1 GHz
(Displayed Average Noise Level) using the inbuilt pre-amplifier [134]
aims at related goals. Researchers at the John Hopkins University have developed
a similar but less generic measurement setup and have conducted spectrum activity
measurements [135]. They have also used GPS-clocks to time-synchronize two spa-
tially distributed systems. Limited comparison of the measurement results has been
done which indicates that strong signals have been detected at both measurement lo-
cations. However, out of the 23 channels in the investigated public safety system in
the USA only few channels have been solely used at a single location. The authors
detected the latter situation when they compared measurements taken at a distance
of 3.8 km. The detailed correlation analysis mentioned in the paper as planned future
work has not been published, yet.
Additionally, the study performed by Cˇabric´ et al. on laboratory evaluation of
various sensing techniques has to be mentioned [76, 77] because it has been more or
less the first practical evaluation of cooperative spectrum sensing. The experiments
have been carried out solely in indoor environments and the emulated PU has been
under full control of the researchers. The results presented here are to the best of our
knowledge the first ones collected using multiple types of real-life PU signals.
5.1.2 Measurement Scenarios
We performed our measurements in three different scenarios. First, we had the op-
portunity to measure at the CeBIT industry fair in March 2008 in Hanover, Germany.
Additionally, we run two campaigns in the city of Aachen, Germany, also in March
2008. Each campaign took approximately eight to nine hours.
The CeBIT industry fair is certainly not a typical example but it represents an ex-
treme case in terms of the usage of wireless services and the density of users. How-
ever, even in such a scenario a significant amount of unused spectrum could be found.
In parallel, a very high use of the most popular systems, such as GSM or WLANs,
could be observed. We focused most of our measurements on the ISM-band at 2.4 GHz
where WLAN stations were the dominating type of transmitters. We performed these
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measurements indoors in the connected halls 14 and 15 because of the installed GPS-
repeaters that enabled live demonstration of new navigation devices. We used these
signals for synchronization of our setups. We placed one setup, in the following cal-
led the stationary, at a central location in the hall 15 and moved the other setup, the
mobile one, throughout the halls 14, 15, and parts of 16. We covered an almost regular
grid with 70 points and a step size of ≈12.5 m. We gathered 200 samples per location,
meaning that we took 200 sweeps before moving the mobile setup to the next grid
point and starting the next measurement. Further results of the measurements taken
during the CeBIT campaign including studies of the detected spectrum occupancy are
available from [136].
We applied a similar grid in both other scenarios in the city centre of Aachen. For
short range services such as WLAN or DECT, we selected 60 locations with a step size
of ≈15 m. For mid-range services such as GSM or UMTS we selected 52 locations
with a coarser step size of ≈250 m. These distances were compromises between the
number of different locations and the overall covered area. The latter is strictly related
to the number of primary transmitters deployed in the area. In order to limit the
measurement time we lowered the number of samples taken at each location to 150.
Prior tests showed that sufficient statistics could still be computed.
5.1.3 Evaluation of Cooperative Spectrum Sensing
The goal of any spectrum sensing system is to correctly decide upon the presence
of a PU signal. In a cooperative system the local detections have to be combined in
order to get the sensing result. Although it has been shown that soft decision making
may perform better in some situations [92, 95] we focus on hard decision making and
a simple OR-fusion rule. Applied to our scenario the two binary decisions of the
stationary and the mobile SAs result in four different possible combinations, listed in
Table 5.2. As previously, f denotes the frequency index and t denotes the time index.
The variables Ωsta(t, f) and Ωmob(t, f) describe the spectrum occupancy detected by
the stationary SA, index sta, and the one determined by the mobile SA, index mob,
respectively.
We are interested in the cooperation gain in our simple two node network. Those
samples that led to the detection of the PU signal at both nodes or none of them do not
provide additional information through cooperation. Instead, those samples that were
detected only by a single SA represent the cooperation gain. The latter is described by
the exclusive detections EXmob or EXsta and their sum XOR.
We can express the cooperation gain by the probabilities of the elementary events
listed in Table 5.2 when comparing the two vectors of samples taken at a pair of mea-
surement locations. More precisely, the probabilities are specific for the location of
the mobile SA because we do not move the stationary SA throughout one campaign.
However, we omit additional indices u = (x, y) for clarity since all metrics discussed
in the following are specific for one measurement location pair.
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TABLE 5.2: Combinations of detection events at the stationary and the mobile SA.
Elementary Detection at Detection at
detection events mobile SA stationary SA
Ωmob(t, f) Ωsta(t, f)
NO 0 0
AND 1 1
EXmob 1 0
EXsta 0 1
Combined Corresponding set of
detection events elementary events
XOR EXmob + EXsta
OR AND+ EXmob + EXsta
We define the AND-ratio as
η(f) =
1
Nt
Nt∑
t=1
Ωmob(t, f) ∧ Ωsta(t, f)
=
1
Nt
Nt∑
t=1
ANDmob, sta(t, f),
(5.1)
where the constant Nt denotes the number of samples taken at the investigated loca-
tion. Similarly, we define the XOR-ratio as
ξ(f) =
1
Nt
Nt∑
t=1
Ωmob(t, f) ⊕ Ωsta(t, f)
=
1
Nt
Nt∑
t=1
XORmob, sta(t, f).
(5.2)
A high value for η(f) indicates a high number of samples that triggered detections at
both measurement setups. In that case, the cooperation does not improve the sensing
reliability significantly. On the other hand, a high XOR-statistic ξ(f) describes the
more important case of high cooperation gain, since often only one setup successfully
detects the PU signal.
We have stated earlier that the DC determined in a single channel may change
significantly during our measurement periods. Additionally, we are not interested
in results specific for single channels or network operators. Instead, we can afford
averaging the results over all Nf channels that belong to the same spectrum band or
service. We define the averaged probabilities
ηservice =
1
Nf
fservice−1+Nf∑
f=fservice
η(f), (5.3)
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and
ξservice =
1
Nf
fservice−1+Nf∑
f=fservice
ξ(f), (5.4)
where fservice denotes the index of the first channel belonging to the band of interest.
In order to quantify which node benefits more from cooperation we define two
more ratios:
ζsta, service =
1
Nf
fservice−1+Nf∑
f=fservice
∑Nt
t=1 ¬Ωmob(t, f) ∧ Ωsta(t, f)∑Nt
t=1Ωmob(t, f) ∨ Ωsta(t, f)
=
1
Nf
fservice−1+Nf∑
f=fservice
∑Nt
t=1 EXsta(t, f)∑Nt
t=1 ORmob, sta(t, f)
,
(5.5)
and
ζmob, service =
1
Nf
fservice−1+Nf∑
f=fservice
∑Nt
t=1Ωmob(t, f) ∧ ¬Ωsta(t, f)∑Nt
t=1Ωmob(t, f) ∨ Ωsta(t, f)
=
1
Nf
fservice−1+Nf∑
f=fservice
∑Nt
t=1 EXmob(t, f)∑Nt
t=1 ORmob, sta(t, f)
.
(5.6)
The metric ζsta, service describes the probability that the mobile SA received new in-
formation from the stationary SA and ζmob, service gives the opposite case when the
stationary SA benefited from the sensing result shared by the mobile SA. For instance,
if the mobile SA is located much closer to the PU a high ζmob, service is to be expected
because the stationary SA will receive a weaker PU signal.
Results
After introducing the evaluation metrics that we applied to our measurement data
we continue with presenting first results focused on the WLAN measurements in the
ISM-band at 2.4 GHz that we carried out at the CeBIT in Hanover, Germany, and in
the Aachen city centre, Germany. The deployed portable SAs are slightly less sensitive
than the high-performance instrument used for the static campaign. Although we
chose a narrower resolution bandwidth of 100 kHz we had to also slightly increase
the energy detection threshold δP in order to guarantee meaningful results.
We require a more concise scheme in order to visualize the extensive amount of
data and the main insights. In the following, we describe the novel representation
format that was developed for this thesis keeping in mind the DSA focus.
We computed for each measurement location pair the tuple (ηISM, ξISM) and grou-
ped them based on the distance between the two SAs to distance bins. We defined ra-
ther wide distance bins in order to guarantee a high enough number of tuples per bin
that allowed us to plot a meaningful two dimensional probability density p(ηISM, ξISM)
for each distance bin. If ηISM is high and ξISM is at the same time low AND-events are
more probable and the cooperation does not significantly improve the sensing reliabi-
lity. The opposite, a low value for ηISM but a higher one for ξISM, yields the situation
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FIGURE 5.2: Probability distribution p(ηISM, ξISM) as determined from the measure-
ment results gathered for the ISM band (2400–2483.5 MHz). The distances towards
the stationary SA are grouped into distance bins. All shown metrics are normalized.
with significant cooperation gain. Figure 5.2 shows the probability densities for three
different cases and enables one to determine under which conditions cooperative sen-
sing helps most.
Let us start with Figure 5.2d that explains the relation between the two statistics
ηservice and ξservice and two possible interpretations, the DC and the cooperation gain.
The probabilities ηservice and ξservice scale as shown with the two axes in each plot. The
DC and the cooperation gain can also be read directly from the graphs when using
two additional not-shown axes. The DC would be described using a vertical axis and
the cooperation gain increases along a horizontal axis from left to right.
If at least one SA detects a PU signal the detection event will belong either to the
AND- or the XOR-category and increase the DC. Since both are exclusive the sum of
both is equal to the DC reported by the cooperative sensing process:
DCservice = prop(OR) = prop(AND) + prop(XOR) = ηservice + ξservice. (5.7)
A point close to the origin of the 2D-graph means low probabilities for both AND- and
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XOR-events and describes low usage of the band. A point further to the bottom of the
graph indicates more PU communication giving a DC that increases along the virtual
vertical axis from top to bottom.
If the maximum of the probability density p(ηservice, ξservice) is more on the left, the
AND-events will be more probable and the cooperation gain will be low. If ξservice is
higher and the maximum is on the right side of the plot the XOR-events will occur
more often and cooperation will improve the sensing reliability significantly. Follo-
wing the virtual DC/cooperation gain coordinate system, all points on a horizontal
line result in the same DC but the cooperation gain increases from left to right.
The next dimension that we add to our consideration is the distance between the
measurement locations. As said above, we group location pairs to bins of similar dis-
tance and compute the probability density for all pairs belonging to the same bin.
Having the full two-dimensional density for each bin we stack those densities to inte-
grated graphs with increasing distances from bottom to top as shown in Figure 5.2.
Figure 5.2a shows the described probability densities for five distance bins. First
observation is that the ISM-band at 2.4 GHz has been heavily used in the examined
CeBIT exhibition halls. Second, the maximum of p(ηISM, ξISM) moves clearly from
points further left to values further right with increasing distance. This fact confirms
the theoretical result that cooperation gain will improve if nodes are located further
apart [93, 103].
Figure 5.2b is based on the same measurement data but we increased the applied
energy detection threshold δP by 10 dB. Thus, each sensor is assumed to be less sen-
sitive. Naturally, the number of detections decreases and the DC is lower compared
to the previous case. Additionally, the trend towards a higher cooperation gain starts
earlier and is more pronounced. Thus, the higher cooperation gain at least partially
compensates for the worse sensitivity of the single sensors. Figure 5.2b validates ano-
ther analytical result as derived, e.g., in [93].
Figure 5.2c shows the results extracted from the measurement data collected in the
Aachen city centre. The amount of detected WLAN activity was significantly lower
than at the CeBIT and no further reasonable conclusions can be drawn. Thus, the
simple binary probabilities cannot reliably describe such low-DC scenarios.
Figure 5.3 shows in more detail how the cooperation gain changes over space using
the CeBIT data. The stationary SA was deployed at (x, y) = (0, 0) and the mobile
SA was moved between the remaining grid points with a step size of ≈12.5 m. All
locations with y 6 12.5 m lie in the halls 14 and 15, which continues further in negative
y-direction. Measurements at locations with y > 12.5 m were taken in the passage to
the hall 16 or the hall 16 itself. Concrete walls separate the combined halls 14 and 15
and the hall 16.
The gain achieved from cooperating with the mobile SA, shown in Figure 5.3a,
clearly increases when the mobile SA is further away from the stationary SA. Howe-
ver, although the locations in hall 16 (y > 40 m) are furthest away from the location of
the stationary SA the information gained by the stationary SA from cooperation with
the mobile SA is comparably low. TheDCwas much lower at these locations limiting
the amount of new information that the mobile SA could share with the stationary
SA. In contrast, the mobile SA benefits especially much from cooperation at these far
away locations as shown in Figure 5.3b. The locations in the middle of the combined
halls 14 and 15 (y ≈ −50m) result in highest values for ζmob, ISM because transmissions
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FIGURE 5.3: Comparison of the two metrics ζmob,ISM and ζsta,ISM as extracted from
the measurement data gathered in the CeBIT exhibition halls. The stationary SA was
located at (x, y) = (0, 0) and is marked with a cross. The statistic ζmob,ISM describes
how much new information the mobile SA could provide to the stationary SA. The
metric ζsta,ISM shows how much the mobile SA gains from the cooperation with the
stationary SA. The circles without filling were added for value-comparison purposes.
from WLAN nodes deployed all over halls 14 and 15 can be detected.
We found similar clusters during our Aachen campaign. DECT systems are de-
ployed mostly in residential areas and around the Aachen cathedral and the city hall
less DECT signals could be detected. Since the stationary SA detected much more
DECT traffic ζsta, DECT is especially high for those locations close to the Aachen cathe-
dral and the city hall.
5.1.4 Correlation Metrics
We have shown that correlated measurement results may have a negative impact on
the cooperation gain. An adaptive system should be capable of identifying sensors
with correlated measurements and exploit the correlations to lower the sensing load
on selected nodes. In order to do so we need a reliable metric to evaluate the degree
of correlation between two spectrum sensors2.
We start from the basic definition of the cross-correlation R(U, V) between two
independent processes:
R(U, V) =
1
Nt
Nt∑
t=1
U(t) · V(t), (5.8)
whereNt is the number of samples, U and V are the vectors to be compared, andU(t)
and V(t) are their components, respectively. Applied to our problem, U and V are the
vectors of all samples collected at the two locations of a measurement location pair.
The main drawback of the bare cross-correlation is its dependence on the duty
cycle and the absolute received power. If signals with high DC or high received po-
2Although strictly speaking the measurement results gathered by two spectrum sensors are correla-
ted we also directly talk about correlated sensors in the following.
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wer are examined the cross-correlation will also be high. However, both facts do not
indicate that the measurements done by the two spectrum sensors gave very similar
results.
We may compensate the dependence of the absolute power by subtracting the ave-
rage received power. We get the covariance
cov(U, V) =
1
Nt
Nt∑
t=1
(U(t) − U) · (V(t) − V), (5.9)
where U and V denote the average power received by the two secondary users. We
also apply normalization and end with the normalized cross-covariance
ρ(U, V) =
1
Nt
Nt∑
t=1
U(t) − U
σU
· V(t) − V
σV
, (5.10)
where σU and σV are the standard deviations of the received power vectors.
The cross-covariance metric cov(U, V) is independent of the absolute received po-
wer due to the mean correction. However, in some cases this is also not desirable.
For example, UMTS employs CDMA for user separation and UMTS base stations at
minimum continuously transmit the broadcast channel to announce their presence to
stations trying to join the network. Since no feedback is available for the broadcast
channel only limited power control can be applied. The received power measured
at a spectrum sensor looks similar to a noise-signal although received with a higher
power. However, if it is corrected by its mean the spread spectrum signal will look
hardly different than noise. Therefore, also the cross-covariance is suboptimal for our
application.
Instead, we further develop the metrics introduced in Section 5.1.3. The AND-
and XOR-events consider only the binary decision if a PU signal has been detected or
not. The absolute received power does not matter as long as it is above the detection
threshold. However, the power has significant impact on how similar two measure-
ment results are. The binary metrics provide also misleading results when different
detection thresholds are applied or the primary system DC changes.
If one of the received signals is slightly too weak to trigger a detection and the
signal measured at the other node is slightly above the detection threshold, the sen-
sors may still be highly correlated. In order to solve this dependence on the DC and
the detection threshold δP we base the correlation metric on ∆Prx(t, f), the absolute
difference in received power received at both nodes:
∆Prx(t, f) =
∣∣Prx, sta(t, f) − Prx, mob(t, f)∣∣, (5.11)
where Prx, sta(t, f) is the power received at the stationary SA and Prx, mob(t, f) denotes
the power measured by the mobile SA, respectively. The received power can be com-
puted from the PSDrx as
Prx(t, f) = PSDrx(t, f) · Br, (5.12)
where Br is the resolution bandwidth configured during the measurements. We set
Br = 100 kHz for the distributed measurements.
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FIGURE 5.4: Weighting functions.
We can use ∆Prx(t, f) in order to implement the following desired behaviour of our
correlation metric: If ∆Prx(t, f) is high but both sensors trigger a detection the corre-
lation should not be increased significantly. If ∆Prx(t, f) is low the correlation should
increase more in the case of two detections. The XOR-scenario should be handled ac-
cordingly. The combination of low ∆Prx(t, f) but different detection decisions should
not lower the correlation metric considerably. In contrast, large ∆Prx(t, f) should de-
crease the metric significantly when the sensing results differ.
We realize these characteristics using exponential weighting functions for each
AND- and XOR-event as shown in Figure 5.4. We define
ωAND(t, f) = exp
[
−
1
2
(
10 log10(
1
W∆Prx(t, f))
10 log10(cAND)
)2]
, (5.13)
and
ωXOR(t, f) = 1 − exp
[
−
(
10 log10(
1
W∆Prx(t, f))
10 log10(cXOR)
)2]
, (5.14)
where we multiply ∆Prx(t, f) by 1W in order to switch to a numerical equation. The
normalization constants cAND and cXOR were chosen in order to realize the goals just
described above and are given in Figure 5.4.
In order to describe the correlation between two sensors with a single metric we
combine AND- and XOR-events in a single metric. We apply the discussed weights
and define the weighted AND/OR-metric
Φ(f) =
∑Nt
t=1ωAND(t, f) · ANDmob, sta(t, f)∑Nt
t=1 ANDmob, sta(t, f) +ωXOR(t, f) · XORmob, sta(t, f)
. (5.15)
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FIGURE 5.5: Comparison of the correlation metrics. Each one is averaged over the
complete spectrum band and grouped based on the distance to the stationary setup.
The errorbars show the standard deviation over the locations in each distance bin. The
results are based on the measurements with finer grids.
The AND-events represent the correlation in our scenarios and the higher the proba-
bility of these events is the higher is the introduced metric Φ(f). The denominator of
(5.15) corresponds to a weightedOR (see Table 5.2). TheAND-term in the denominator
is not weighted in order to ensure appropriate behaviour also in the case without any
XOR-event. The correlation metric Φ(f) should still evaluate ∆Prx(t, f) and provide a
high value only if the received power values are similar at both sensors.
Finally, we average our correlation metric over a whole spectrum band in order to
improve its robustness against changes in single channels:
Φservice =
1
Nf
fservice−1+Nf∑
f=fservice
Φ(f). (5.16)
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FIGURE 5.6: Comparison of the correlation metrics. Each one is averaged over the
complete spectrum band and grouped based on the distance to the stationary setup.
The errorbars show the standard deviation over the locations in each distance bin. The
results are based on the measurements with the coarser grid.
Results
Figure 5.5 shows how the different correlation metrics change over distance when ap-
plied to the data collected for short range services such as WLAN and DECT. Again,
we grouped the measurement location pairs in distance bins and averaged the correla-
tion statistics over those data sets. Additionally, we computed the standard deviations
shown as error bars. Figure 5.5a is an example showing the dependence of the cross-
correlation R(U, V) on theDC. In the Aachen measurements we detected more DECT
than WLAN traffic. Although both technologies have similar communication range
their correlation properties seem to be very different. Moreover, the very high cor-
relation determined for the CeBIT-data cannot be fully explained by the more open
propagation environment in the exhibition halls but is also caused by the higher DC.
Additionally, the drop in correlation is underestimated for all three graphs.
The cross-covariance ρ(U, V) and the weightedAND/OR-metricΦservice both show
adequate results for the investigated short range services. Their results are rather si-
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milar. Figure 5.6 shows the same type of results for mid-range cellular technologies.
Additionally, we include DECT for comparison. The cross-correlation suffers again
from the dependence on the DC and gives unreliable results. The cross-covariance
ρ(U, V) gives good results for the GSM DL and also correctly results in quickly de-
creasing values for the short range technology DECT. Mobile phones emit signifi-
cantly less power than base stations. Hence, the correlation characteristics of the GSM
UL are also expected to decrease rather quickly.
However, the CDMA-based UMTS signal should show similar correlation proper-
ties as the GSM DL signals because the measurements were taken in a city centre
scenario, in which the cell sizes of these technologies are not drastically different.
The mean-correction applied during the computation of the cross-covariance ρ(U, V)
causes the too low results. The weighted AND/OR-metric Φservice also provides re-
liable results for the spread spectrum case showing its general applicability. Additio-
nally, its dependence on the received power is also lower. The cross-correlation results
shown in Figure 5.6a give the impression that GSM DL is more correlated over dis-
tance than the UMTS signals. We detected only very little UMTS UL traffic showing
that the DL signal was most probably mainly the broadcast channel, for which the base
stations did not employ power control adaptations. Therefore, the emitted transmit
power was rather constant and we assume higher correlation over distance compared
to the GSM case. The weighted AND/OR-metricΦservice confirms this expectation.
Our introduced metric is the only one that gives reliable results for all investigated
types of wireless systems. Additionally, it avoids any dependence on the DC or the
received signal power. Its generality makes it appropriate to evaluate the correlation
between two spectrum sensors.
5.2 SPATIAL SPECTRUM MODEL
We have confirmed major analytical results and have proven that the correlation bet-
ween spectrum sensors can be assessed in practical scenarios. However, the discussed
approach requires the exchange of detailed measurement data. That may be worth
doing for initialization and rare reconfiguration of infrastructure nodes but is less fea-
sible for mobile nodes due to the loss in network capacity and battery power, both
spent for the involved overhead. Instead, we investigate in this section more efficient
ways how to describe spatial spectrum data. In particular, we introduce spatial statis-
tics as promising methodology.
The underlying motivation is twofold. First, as we have seen, there is a need for an
efficient technique to exchange spectrum data between cooperative nodes during sys-
tem runtime. Second, the research on cooperative spectrum sensing and other spatial
aspects of wireless communication requires accurate and flexible spectrum models
that describe how spectrum use changes over space and that enable simple genera-
tion of realistic spectrum data, e.g., for simulation. The analytical results showing the
impact of sensor correlations on cooperative sensing performance have mostly been
derived using a simple correlation model [97]. Further progress also requires more
advanced spectrum models that enable modelling of more than one spatial dimension
and that are validated using data collected in various spectrum bands. Although the
existing correlation models have turned out to be very useful also in the DSA context,
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they have been developed with a clear focus on cellular systems that prevents a wi-
der applicability to DSA systems. We fill this gap taking advantage of our extensive
measurement data.
We do not only introduce a specific model that reproduces our measurement data.
Instead, the discussed modelling approach has been selected on purpose in order to
enable very flexible generation of spectrum scenarios without fixing numerous para-
meters and properties of the radio environment. The methodology can be applied
to measured as well as simulated data and does also not require the application of
specific sampling patterns or other measurement- or simulation-specific settings. Ne-
vertheless, we still provide full parameter sets that can readily be used to generate
spectrum data and that have been carefully fitted to our empirical measurement data.
Most of the following contributions have been previously discussed in [137, 138].
Further results, not presented here, have been published in [139].
5.2.1 Existing Spatial Spectrum Models
Before commenting on existing work that is related to our goal of providing a flexible
spatial spectrum model we list in more detail requirements for a spatial spectrum
model:
It has to provide the binary spectrum occupancy at each location of the conside-
red area and at the studied frequency or for a whole spectrum band. More accurate
models provide a continuous power value instead of only the binary occupancy infor-
mation. Our model belongs to the second category.
Further extensions model the named properties over frequency and over time. In
this chapter we address only the frequency dimension by examining different services
separately. We describe the characteristics of spectrum occupancy over frequency and
time in more detail in Chapter 6 using a separate model. To the best of our knowledge,
no model has been published that integrates all three dimensions and our one is the
only proposal that specifically addresses DSA scenarios. However, several related
types of models have gained significant interest from the research community.
The most well-known type of models that are relevant for modelling spectrum
use over space are propagation models. They describe the received power conside-
ring multiple different impact factors such as the distance between transmitter and
receiver, the frequency, the transmit power, and the type of environment. They ap-
ply either stochastic modelling and describe the statistics of the received power under
certain circumstances or are empirical models, perform detailed ray-tracing, and be-
nefit from a very accurate model for the terrain and buildings in the described area.
However, all propagation models require detailed knowledge on the location of the
transmitter and its characteristics. In a DSA scenario both are often not available. The
locations of PUs could possibly be estimated as proposed, e.g., in [140]. However,
estimating the transmit power is significantly more complicated. Therefore, propaga-
tion models can play an important role during the validation of new spatial spectrum
models but can rarely be applied for runtime optimization of secondary networks.
Further background on propagation models is presented, e.g., in [96].
Another type of existing models describes shadowing correlation (cf. Section 3.2.6).
They have been applied to selected problems in the DSA context, but have been origi-
nally designed only for accurate reproduction of shadowing characteristics in cellular
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networks. Since shadowing correlation depends on the working frequency further
parameters would have to be extracted for other spectrum bands than the cellular
bands. Additionally, estimation of these parameters requires detailed knowledge of
the transmitter location which complicates online estimation as explained above.
Limited modelling work has been done with DSA networks in mind. These studies
have aimed at a better understanding of the network surroundings following Mitola’s
cognitive radio paradigm. Different aspects of the radio environment have been inves-
tigated in order to provide building blocks for the world model of CRs. In [141,142] the
topologies of existing wireless communication networks have been studied showing
that those are not completely random but show certain structure. The underlying goal
of these studies are CRs that are able to classify the topology they are in in order to
adapt their behaviour appropriately. The models proposed to generate more realistic
network topologies could also play a role in the validation of spectrum models but are
not sufficient because they do not take into account key factors such as the transmit
power or the activity pattern of single nodes.
Finally, approaches have been published that describe evaluation and applications
of the all-emcompassing world models, as introduced in Section 3.1.7. The spatial
spectrum model, discussed here, is another building block for these world models.
5.2.2 Spatial Statistics
Spatial statistics have been applied to a variety of different topics ranging from social
and medical sciences to engineering and technology. We use two selected methods
from the extensive field of spatial statistics. Namely, we apply the theories of random
fields and point processes to the problem of spatial spectrum modelling. We focus our
short introduction, which partially follows [143], on these two aspects and refer to the
existing literature for a more thorough review of related techniques [144].
Random Fields
Random fields have often been applied to problems in the area of geostatistics, a sub-
field of spatial statistics, in order to describe various aspects of soil, e.g., the concen-
tration of ore. In most scenarios only a limited number of samples is available for
modelling. Additionally, the variation of soil is complex and a deterministic specifi-
cation of the phenomenon is hardly possible. Instead, we use a statistical approach
and describe the examined characteristic as random field Z(u) based on the following
model
Z(u) = µ+ (u), (5.17)
where µ is the average over the whole random field and  is a random residual. The
point u ∈ D is located inside the domain of interestD, which depends on the sampling
process and the modelling approach and is a part ofR2 orR3. We keep the relationship
between a multi-dimensional random field and an one-dimensional random process
by naming random fields also with capital letters.
The aim of geostatisticians has been to describe soil properties also at locations that
have not been sampled due to, e.g., too high costs for examining further locations.
They have developed multiple metrics to describe the correlation properties of the
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random residual (u). Together with the sampled results these enable the estimation
of the soil properties at additional locations.
One of the most important metrics is the semivariogram defined as
γ(u, v) =
1
2
Var(Z(u) − Z(v))
=
1
2
E
[
(Z(u) − Z(v))2
]
=
1
2
E
[
((u) − (v))2
]
, with u, v ∈ D,
(5.18)
where Var denotes the variance and E signifies expectation. Sometimes γ is also refer-
red to as variogram although this term is usually defined without the additional factor
1/2. The last simplification in (5.18) will not apply if the model of the random field is
extended to allow also a location dependent average µ(u). This step is often done in
order to describe trends present in the data. Here, we focus on the case with µ being a
single scalar. If we further assume Z to be (intrinsically) stationary the semivariogram
γ will only depend on h ≡ v − u. If Z is also isotropic γ(h) ≡ γ(h = ‖h‖). In the case
of second order stationarity we can show the relation to the spatial autocovariance by
rewriting (5.18) as
C(h) = E
[(
Z(u) − µ
)(
Z(u + h) − µ
)]
= C(0) − γ(h),
(5.19)
where C(h) is the autocovariance at lag h and C(h = 0) denotes the autocovariance at
lag zero, which corresponds to the variance of the process. The spatial analogy to the
autocorrelation is ρ(u) = C(h)/C(0), which is sometimes simply known as correlation
function but is usually referred to as correlogram.
The semivariogram is also formulated as
γ(h) = τ2 + σ2
(
1 − ρ0(h/φ)
)
, with τ2 ∈ R+0 andσ2,φ ∈ R+, (5.20)
which allows for a more descriptive interpretation of the different parameters. The
so-called nugget variance, τ2, represents a sampling error and has got its name from
the deviations caused by the rare discovery of ore nuggets in the soil. For most phe-
nomena the nugget variance should be zero or have a low value. The definition of the
correlogram is slightly extended to ρ(h) = ρ0(h/φ). The newly introduced variable φ
is called range because it is a scaling parameter and may stretch or compress the whole
semivariogram. Additionally, the phenomena measured at two locations at distance
φ from each other are from the modelling point of view uncorrelated3. Two specific
samples may still be similar but such similarities are coincidence and do not emerge
from the characteristics of the studied random field. The correlogram is a normalized
metric and for all cases, that we consider, lim‖h‖→∞ ρ0(h/φ) = 0. Thus, γ converges
to lim‖h‖→∞ γ(h) = τ2 + σ2. If we assume τ2 = 0, γ converges to lim‖h‖→∞ γ(h) = σ2,
which is the sill of the semivariogram, that also corresponds to the variance of the
process C(0) = σ2.
3If the semivariogram is only asymptotically silled two points will only be spatially uncorrelated
in the limit as ‖h‖ → ∞. In this case, let us denote φ as the effective range, which is not uniquely defi-
ned [145] but is often set to the distance at which the semivariogram reaches 95% of its sill. Additionally,
non-stationary processes may result in semivariograms that are not asymptotically silled but we do not
consider these models here.
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FIGURE 5.7: Meaning of the semivariogram model parameters and their impact on
the shape of the semivariogram based on the example of the Mátern model.
The three parameters τ2, σ2, and φ have specific impact on the shape of the se-
mivariogram as shown in Figure 5.7. The nugget variance τ2 is the y-axes intercept.
Together with the sill it also describes the asymptote of the semivariogram τ2+σ2. The
third parameter φ scales the whole curve over distance. The final component of the
semivariogram formulation introduced in (5.20) is the type of function used to imple-
ment the correlogram ρ0(h). Several different ones have been successfully applied4:
The exponential model
γexp(h) = τ
2 + σ2
(
1 − exp(−h/φ)
)
, (5.21)
and the Gaussian model
γG(h) = τ
2 + σ2
[
1 − exp
(
−(h/φ)2
)]
, (5.22)
are two popular examples that only rely on the described three parameters. The very
general Matérn model
γM(h) = τ
2 + σ2
(
1 −
1
2κ−1Γ(κ)
(
h
φ
)κ
Kκ
(
h
φ
))
, (5.23)
4In the following we assume the random field Z(u) to be isotropic and concentrate on the depen-
dence on the distance: γ(h) ≡ γ(h = ‖h‖).
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FIGURE 5.8: Comparison of the impact of different values for selected parameters of
the Mátern model on the shape of the semivariogram.
is a very flexible model, where κ ∈ R+ is introduced as a fourth model parameter.
It is also the basis for the graphs shown in Figure 5.7. Furthermore, Γ is the gamma-
function, and Kκ is the modified Bessel function of the second kind. If κ = 1/2 or
κ → ∞ the Matérn model will reproduce the exponential and the Gaussian model,
respectively. Additionally, we consider the Cauchy model
γCau(h) = τ
2 + σ2
[
1 −
(
1 + (h/φ)2
)−κ] , withκ > 0, (5.24)
as one example for models with power-law correlation characteristics.
Figure 5.8 compares the impact of the parameters φ and κ in more detail, again,
using the Matérn model as example. The stretching of the semivariogram with higher
φ is clearly visible in Figure 5.8a. The fourth model parameter κ may also change the
basic shape of the graph by causing the addition of another inflexion point as shown
in Figure 5.8b. If such additional modelling freedom is required the increased model
complexity may be acceptable. Naturally, we try to minimize the number of required
parameters in our modelling.
Point Processes
The second spatial statistics technique that we apply is based on point processes. A
point process provides random points in the investigated space, that we limit in our
case to R2. The number of points as well as the coordinates of the points are ran-
dom variables, the latter ones often not being independent. One of the simplest point
processes is the Poisson point process that results in a Poisson distributed number of
points with both coordinates being uniformly distributed over the considered area.
Due to its simplicity and complete randomness it is often used to generate node loca-
tions in simulation scenarios. Hence, it can be seen as a reference case. Another point
process, which is also often used in the wireless communication area, is the grid pro-
cess that generates points with fixed inter-point distances in both spatial dimensions.
The Thomas process is the third point process that we consider. Points are grou-
ped in clusters and both the number of clusters and the number of points per cluster
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are Poisson variates although generated from distributions with different means: The
average number of clusters is µC and µM denotes the average number of points per
cluster. Thus, the average number of points generated by the process is the product of
these two values µC · µM. The locations of the cluster centres are uniformly distribu-
ted over the area since the process generating the cluster centres is a normal Poisson
process. The locations of the cluster members follow a two-dimensional symmetric
normal distribution with a given variance σ2T . Thus, the Thomas process is fully des-
cribed through the three parameters µC, µM, and σ2T .
We interpret each point as node location in a wireless network and use the point
processes to generate different type of network topologies. The Poisson process re-
sults in a totally random topology and the grid process is the opposite providing a
highly structured network. We chose the Thomas process as third alternative because
it has been shown to resemble node distributions in real-world wireless communica-
tion networks much better, but is still quite easy to construct [142].
5.2.3 Spectrum Modelling using Spatial Statistics
We have introduced random fields as a promising technique for building accurate spa-
tial spectrum models. The proposed methodology is not specific to our measurement
or simulation scenarios, but can flexibly be applied to any spatial spectrum modelling
use case. We apply it in order to describe the received PSDrx at a certain location in
the investigated area while reproducing the correlation characteristics of the spectrum
use over space.
Using the model for performance evaluation or system analysis requires realistic
model parameters. We compare two different approaches how to determine these pa-
rameters for different wireless networks. First, we evaluate our spatially distributed
measurement data and fit the proposed models to reproduce the measured characte-
ristics. Since real-world data is used, the realism of the resulting model is inherently
guaranteed. In the following, we call this approach the empirical model.
Second, we construct a system model of all relevant aspects of a wireless network
and simulate the spectrum use at different locations. If all components are accurately
modelled the system level results will also be very accurate. Additionally, we may
change single components and examine their detailed impact on the spectrum use
and the estimated model parameters. However, the price of the extended evaluation
options is the higher model complexity. We refer to this solution for parameter extrac-
tion as the deterministic model. In the following, we discuss both approaches in more
detail starting with the empirical model.
Sampling the Spectrum
We want to reproduce the average PSDrx measured over space. Thus, we are not
interested in how it changes over time. Consequently, we do not require the time-
synchronization initially ensured during our distributed measurements but use only
the PSDrx averaged over all samples taken at each measurement location PSDrx(u).
We interpret PSDrx(u) as random field and aim at fitting model parameters for the se-
mivariogram. Although we focus onD = R2 with u = (x, y) the following discussion
applies also to higher order spaces.
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Different model estimation techniques have been applied in the literature. The
most popular ones are least squares fitting [144, 146] and Maximum Likelihood Esti-
mation (MLE) [147]. Additionally, more advanced approaches such as Bayesian in-
ference have been proposed [145]. Here, we apply the least squares approach due
to its simplicity and popularity. In more detail, we use the Weighted Least Squares
Estimation (WLSE) as introduced by Cressie [144, 146].
The MLE determines the model parameters from the measurement data directly.
Instead, the WLSE requires an intermediate estimate of the semivariogram that is fit-
ted in a second step. We use the empirical semivariogram introduced by Matheron [148]
since it is by far the most often used semivariogram estimator. Its popularity origi-
nates from its simplicity, robustness, and the fact that it is unbiased. It is also known
as the method of moments. Further estimators are given in [144, 146].
The algorithm estimates the semivariogram at discrete distances that correspond
to predefined distance bins. Let L(h) denote the set of pairs (u, v) such that h − ∆ 6
‖(u − v)‖ < h + ∆, where u, v ∈ D and ∆ ∈ R+. The case u ≡ v should not be
considered either by sorting out self-matches explicitly or by setting the low end of the
first distance bin to be > 0. Using the determined sets we can estimate the empirical
semivariogram as
γˆ(h) =
1
2 |L(h)|
∑
L(h)
(
PSDrx(u) − PSDrx(v)
)2, (5.25)
where |·| denotes the number of elements in the set.
The semivariogram estimates can be improved by enhancing the binning process.
Each semivariogram estimate is set to the middle of the examined bin. However,
the distances between the grouped measurement location pairs may not be uniformly
distributed over the bin width. Instead, the estimate can be set to the average distance
h. Since the WLSE does not rely on equidistant binning we can also use γˆ(h) as input
to the parameter fitting. The bin width may also be varied over the bins, but we focus
on a fixed bin width for all distance bins. Further details on improvements to the
binning process are discussed in [149].
Starting from γˆ(h), the WLSE estimates the semivariogram parameters while ta-
king into account the number of measurement location pairs per distance bin. If less
pairs have been grouped to a bin it will be weighted less during the computations.
Therefore, single outliers at distances with a small number of sample pairs cannot si-
gnificantly alter the fitting process. The quality of fit metric Q given as result of the
parameter fitting can be used to compare the accuracy of different semivariogram mo-
dels such as the Matérn or the Gaussian model. However, the metric cannot be used
to compare models across multiple data sets because it is not normalized.
System Model
In the deterministic case, we replace the measurements by simulations and determine
the received PSDrx(u) using a system model. Since we also get a field of PSDrx va-
lues the latter steps of estimating the empirical semivariogram and parameter fitting
would be the same. However, we focus here on the changes in the semivariogram
that single impact factors can cause and do not aim at an accurate simulation of the
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whole system, that would allow for accurate parameter fitting. Instead, we evaluate
how the semivariogram changes with each component of the system model. When
comparing the deterministic and the empirical results we can partially explain which
characteristics may have caused the measured behaviour.
The system model consists of the following components:
• Transmitter location distribution and density,
• Transmit power and operating frequency,
• Receiver and transmitter antenna characteristics and installation heights,
• Propagation environment and terrain, and
• Transmitter activity model.
The transmitter location distribution has significant impact on the coverage area
of a network. Additionally, it may change the intra-system interference conditions
since more clustered distributions cause more interference at locations with multiple
transmitters close by. The locations of transmitters may be planned such as in the
case of a cellular network or may be more random as for, e.g., WLAN systems. Using
different distributions for the transmitter locations allows for detailed analysis of its
impact on the spectrum use. Similarly, the transmitter density changes the coverage
and interference characteristics of a radio network.
Transmit power, operating frequency, antenna characteristics, and antenna instal-
lation heights describe the capabilities of the nodes participating to the studied net-
work. Together with the propagation environment and terrain they define the com-
munication range of a single transmitter and how these conditions change over space.
Varying those enables us to compare, e.g., rural or urban environments as well as
long-range systems such as broadcasting networks to very short-range networks such
as WPANs.
Finally, the activity model differentiates simple broadcasting systems and more
complex transmitters that apply, e.g., distributed MAC protocols. Additionally, the
activity of transmitters may be correlated. Taking into account the deterministic frame
structure of several present wireless systems and the similar habits of human users
such correlations are very likely as shown, e.g., in [62].
Figure 5.9 summarizes the modelling methodology based on spatial statistics using
both approaches. Each of the first steps may be adapted to the investigated scenario
without any need to change the subsequent model parameter fitting steps. Additio-
nally, also other metrics than PSDrx may be modelled showing the flexibility of the
presented framework.
Online Modelling
Although we limited our discussion to offline analysis of measurement and simu-
lation data, the same two options could be applied by CRs for online modelling of
their environment. The described world model may include statistics of the spectrum
use without providing detailed information on which nodes occupy which band etc.
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FIGURE 5.9: Flowchart to be followed when extracting model parameters using either
the empirical or the deterministic approach.
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Those estimates could be extracted from recent spectrum measurements carried out
in a cooperative and distributed manner.
Again, the other solution is to track each transmitter in the surrounding, the cha-
racteristics of the propagation environment, and all other components of the system
model listed above and use those to estimate the spectrum use in an online fashion.
The same trade-off between model accuracy and model complexity has to be decided
upon also when designing a system for online modelling.
The Radio Environment Map (REM) technique has been proposed with the de-
terministic approach in mind. However, it has been mostly applied to very specific
scenarios, such as the enhancement of WRANs, as discussed in [150]. For more gene-
ric applications the complexity of the deterministic approach may not be manageable
or we may simply lack accurate models for some of the components, e.g., the activity
models for all types of nodes in the surroundings.
5.2.4 Deterministic Model
After we have elaborated on the modelling methodology we present results for both
approaches. We start with the deterministic model. The discussion is adapted from
a previous version published in [138]. The advantage of the deterministic approach
is the possibility to separate the impact of different components of the system model.
Additionally, not all of them have to be modelled very accurately. Instead, some of
them can be described on a more abstract level. In the following, we introduce the
assumptions that our system model is based on.
We examine typical broadcast applications that do not require an activity model
because they continuously transmit. This assumption is justified since access to TV
white spaces is one of the most studied applications of DSA systems, see Section 2.5.5.
We also simplify the propagation conditions by neglecting hills and buildings and
focusing on flat terrains. Antennas are all set to be omnidirectional and isotropic.
Extending our model in order to consider one of these components is straightforward.
For the remaining parameters we mimic a GSM system and use the frequency F =
915 MHz, the transmit power Ptx = 80 W, transmitter antenna height htx = 30 m,
receiver antenna height hrx = 2 m, and a simulation scenario size of 5 km by 5 km.
We vary four system model components and investigate their impact on the semi-
variogram. Namely, we examine the transmitter location distribution, the propagation
model, the transmit power, and the transmitter density. The applied tool chain starts
with the spatstat package [151] for the R environment [152], that we use to create
the transmitter locations. We model the propagation using the specialized propaga-
tion simulator WinProp [153] and, at the end, compute the empirical semivariogram
using MATLAB.
Transmitter Location Distribution
We model the transmitter location distribution using the three different point pro-
cesses introduced above. The Poisson process describes a completely random deploy-
ment. The grid process is the opposite with fixed inter-node distances. Finally, the
Thomas process describes a clustered network. We configured the grid to a 6 x 6 node
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FIGURE 5.10: Impact of the underlying point process on the semivariogram based on
system parameters configured to resemble a GSM network.
arrangement, set the average number of nodes in the Poisson case to 40 and set the
parameters for the Thomas process to (µC, µM, σ2T ) = (3, 13, 500 m).
Figure 5.10 shows the semivariogram as simulated for the different transmitter lo-
cation distributions. The semivariogram for the grid structure is a wave-like shape
with the distance between two maxima being the configured inter-node distance.
Nodes that are located at the same relative position inside the grid are highly correla-
ted but nodes located at exactly half the inter-node distance are least correlated. When
neglecting border effects the regular structure of the grid causes a periodic behaviour
of the semivariogram. Additionally, it limits the maximum difference that may occur
between two arbitrary locations and results in a lower sill compared to the other two
processes. Since transmitters are never placed close to each other the correlation at
short distances is lower than in the other cases.
Short inter-node distances may occur in the scenario with Poisson distributed
transmitter locations but do not happen often. Thus, the semivariogram at close dis-
tances is similarly high as in the grid case. Since no distances guarantee high corre-
lations the semivariogram steadily increases with the distance. Additionally, the uni-
form distribution of the transmitters over space limits the variance of the underlying
process, which corresponds to the sill of the semivariogram.
The characteristics of the clustered process can be clearly identified in the semi-
variogram. The correlation at short distances is high since it is probable that other
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FIGURE 5.11: Impact of the propagation model on the semivariogram based on system
parameters configured to resemble a GSM network.
transmitters are close by. Outside the clusters the differences in simulated PSDrx may
be very high as shown by the highest semivariogram at further distances. Such a net-
work offers very good coverage inside the transmitter clusters but coverage may be
poor outside of them.
Propagation Model
As second impact factor we examine the propagation model. The available types
range from simple free space modelling to very complex raytracing-based approaches.
We do not investigate a specific scenario and limit our evaluation to deterministic mo-
dels that describe the PSDrx at a given distance from the transmitter. We compare the
fundamental free space model to the more realistic model that has been originally de-
veloped by Hata [154] leveraging the work by Okumura and his colleagues [155]. We
refer to this model as Hata propagation model or, simply, Hata model.
Figure 5.11 shows the semivariogram for all three point processes simulated for
both considered propagation models. The correlation is significantly lower for the
Hata model since the computed path loss is higher. The semivariogram can also be in-
terpreted as variance-measure and the higher variance also confirms that the received
PSDrx varies faster over the distance when using the Hata model. The other charac-
teristics of the semivariograms such as their basic shapes did not change and depend
only on the transmitter location distribution.
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FIGURE 5.12: Impact of the simulated transmit power on the semivariogram based on
further system parameters configured to resemble a GSM network.
For the further simulations we focused our evaluation on the Hata model since it
has been developed for our case of cellular networks and on the Poisson distribution
due to its popularity in the wireless communication community.
Transmit Power
The third system model component, which we examine, is the transmit power. Fi-
gure 5.12 shows that it has negligible impact on the semivariogram. The slight diffe-
rences between the shown graphs are due to the random nature of the applied Poisson
process but are not caused by the transmit power changes.
If we simulate a single transmitter the shape of the PSDrx random field will look
like a cone with the propagation model deciding upon the slope of the cone. At a
certain distance the received PSDrx will be too low and the thermal noise floor will be
hit. However, depending on the size of the simulated area and the other configuration
parameters that may never happen. In the case the thermal noise floor is not hit, a
change in transmit power will cause an up- or downshift of the whole cone but it will
not change the correlation between any two points. The empirical semivariogram, as
defined in (5.25), is based on the difference between the PSDrx measured at the two
compared locations and will not change if the absolute PSDrx changes.
Our considered scenario corresponds to a urban scenario and the thermal noise
floor is never hit. Therefore, the impact of the transmit power is negligible.
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FIGURE 5.13: Impact of the node density on the semivariogram based on system pa-
rameters configured to resemble a GSM network.
Transmitter Density
Finally, we simulate our scenario with different number of transmitters. Since we keep
the same scenario area we change the transmitter density.
Figure 5.13 shows that the transmitter density changes the shape of the semivario-
gram. If the transmitter density is higher the probability that other transmitters are
close by will increase. Thus, the correlation between locations at short distances is hi-
gher as shown in Figure 5.13. Additionally, more nodes will in general provide better
coverage lowering the variance of the received PSDrx random field.
5.2.5 Empirical Model
Using the deterministic model, we have examined selected components of the system
model and their impact on the semivariogram. Now, we evaluate our measurement
data and fit model parameters to the empirical semivariograms estimated from the
data. Before discussing these results we explain preprocessing steps, which we ap-
plied, in order to improve the parameter fitting process. The results of the empirical
approach have been previously published in [137, 138].
We perform two preprocessing steps. First, we sort out noise samples. Most
wireless systems do not transmit continuous signals due to their MAC-protocol or
the simple fact that there is no information to transmit. In the former case, it may
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also occur that the SA sweeps through the band during an intermediate silent pe-
riod such as a backoff time or unused time slots. We are interested solely in the spa-
tial statistics of the primary user network and do not want to investigate the under-
lying noise process. Therefore, we apply energy detection using a fixed threshold of
δP = −105 dBm/100 kHz, which is slightly lower than used in Section 5.1.3 in order
not to filter out too many weak PU signals. The number of false alarms triggered
by strong noise samples is still acceptable as previous tests with a 50Ω fitted match
showed.
The second preprocessing step combines measurement results that have been col-
lected at different frequencies that all belong to the same spectrum band, which is allo-
cated to a single type of service. We start by averaging over all samples that were taken
at a single frequency sequentially. In the second step, we average over all samples that
belong to the same channel of the examined technology. For instance, in the case of
UMTS we averaged 50 samples in the frequency domain because UMTS uses a band-
width of 5 MHz and we configured the resolution bandwidth of the SAs to 100 kHz.
Third, we compute the empirical semivariogram per channel and, finally, average over
these semivariograms in order to determine the input for parameter fitting for the stu-
died technology. Additionally, we also apply the adapted binning process that we
have discussed in Section 5.2.3.
Although we have fitted parameters for all four correlogram models introduced in
Section 5.2.2 we focus on the Matérn model because of its high accuracy and flexibility.
We provide model parameters for all good fits in the Appendix B.1.
We start with the data collected in the coarser grid with step size of≈ 250 m in Aa-
chen. The major goal was the evaluation of cellular technologies but we also conduc-
ted measurements for TV broadcasting and other services at lower frequencies.
Figure 5.14 compares UMTS, DVB-T, and a pager service. The estimation of the
empirical semivariograms and the parameter fitting have been performed as descri-
bed above. Since all three services transmit continuous signals, we did not apply the
threshold decision but applied the other preprocessing steps. The pager system works
at F = 466 MHz and is a narrowband service. Due to the lower signal attenuation at lo-
wer frequencies we expect a slowly increasing semivariogram. However, Figure 5.14
shows that the fitted semivariogram increases radically over very short distances until
it reaches the sill. We got a very similar result for the DVB-T case. The WLSE failed
for both services because the geographical area (≈ 1750 m × 1000 m) covered during
the measurements is too small. Further sampling locations or a wider sampling grid
are required to capture the spatial characteristics of these lower frequency services.
Further details on the design of sampling grids are given in [144].
In contrast, the sampling grid is appropriate for the UMTS DL example, one of
the cases the sampling grid was originally designed for. The graph fits well to the
empirical semivariogram and the effective range is ≈ 800 m, which is reasonable for
a cellular network in an urban area. The sill is significantly higher than for the two
other services due to two reasons. First, the working frequency of the UMTS system
is significantly higher causing higher signal attenuation over distance. Second, UMTS
base stations emit clearly less power than broadcasting stations. Both effects result in
a higher variance of the investigated random field.
Figure 5.15 shows the impact of the preprocessing steps using the data gathered in
the DECT- and WLAN-bands in downtown Aachen, Germany, and the WLAN data
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FIGURE 5.14: Fitted semivariograms based on the Matérn-model and estimated em-
pirical semivariograms for the UMTS DL (5 MHz per channel, average over five chan-
nels at frequencies F ∈ [2110, 2170]MHz), a pager-service (200 kHz bandwidth at
F = 466 MHz), and DVB-T (6 MHz bandwidth per channel, average over three chan-
nels at F1 = 490 MHz, F2 = 498 MHz, and F3 = 514 MHz). The size of the markers
corresponds to the number of measurement location pairs grouped to each distance
bin.
collected at the CeBIT in Hanover, Germany. We compare the two WLAN campaigns
first. The preprocessing lowers the sill of the semivariogram in the CeBIT case. By ta-
king out the values below δP we lower the difference between the extreme values and
lower the variance of the distribution. However, in the Aachen scenario the applica-
tion of the threshold does not change the sill. In Aachen, we detected significantly less
traffic in the ISM-band and a high fraction of all samples is below δP. If we apply the
threshold we make the distribution over all samples more uniform since the highly
probable values around the noise floor are sorted out. The more uniform distribu-
tion has a higher variance and compensates the effect of the smaller range of different
values.
Although at both locations WLAN-traffic was the clearly dominant type of traffic
detected in the ISM-band, the two graphs look different. We can explain the difference
by coming back to the insights we gained from the deterministic model. We have seen
in Section 5.2.4 that both an environment with higher pathloss and a lower transmitter
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FIGURE 5.15: Fitted semivariograms based on the Matérn-model for the unchanged
and the preprocessed input data sets for DECT networks (≈ 1.7 MHz bandwidth
per channel, average over ten channels at frequencies F ∈ [1880, 1900]MHz) and the
WLAN system (20 MHz bandwidth per channel, average over the most popular chan-
nels 1, 6, and 11 in the 2.4 GHz ISM-band).
density can cause a higher sill. When we compare the CeBIT and the Aachen city
centre scenarios, both differences can be confirmed. The exhibition hall at the CeBIT is
a rather open environment but the different buildings in Aachen cause higher signal
attenuation. Additionally, the density of active WLAN transmitters was significantly
higher at the CeBIT. Thus, the characteristics of the two locations and our results from
the separate analysis of single impact factors based on the deterministic model can
explain the determined differences.
We continue with the discussion of the DECT results. The preprocessing lowers
the sill as in the CeBIT case due to the lower range of different values that occur after
the application of the detection threshold δP. Sill and range are higher compared to
both WLAN data sets because the DECT working frequency is lower and the trans-
mit power is higher. Both differences enable a further communication range and a
higher range-parameter. Additionally, higher power values could be measured close
to transmitters giving a higher difference between the extreme values and, finally, a
higher sill. The estimated range of 60 m is realistic for the DECT case.
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The very high nugget variance cannot be easily explained. One possible reason
is the lack of sufficient number of measurement location pairs at close distances. Al-
though the WLSE takes the number of pairs in each distance bin into account, it may
still have weighted few outliers too much. The variation of PSDrx is larger at close
distances due to fading effects and the higher absolute signal strength. During the
measurements we applied mostly an equidistant grid, but added few locations closer
to the stationary SA. However, the number of these closer locations may not have
been sufficient because few outliers in the first distance bin could still cause a very
high nugget variance in the DECT scenario.
In order to possibly avoid these cases of partially failing parameter extraction and
enable generation of artificial random fields also with nugget variance τ2 = 0 we pro-
vide also parameter sets without nugget variance in Appendix B.1. In the following,
we elaborate on possible causes of a nugget variance in the case of wireless commu-
nication as basis for reasonable selection between the parameter set with and without
nugget variance.
We averaged over all samples taken at a single location sequentially before we
switched to the random field interpretation. We take a step backwards and assume
a random field having a vector of measurement results at each location. In the initial
definition of the semivariogram in (5.18) all available samples are compared to each
other. If we assume a time-invariant process that shows random behaviour only over
space we will get γ(u = v, v) = 0 although such a process may still exhibit a nugget
variance. Therefore, we extend the definition of the semivariogram:
γ(h) =
{
0, if ‖h‖ = 0,
τ2 + σ2
(
1 − ρ0(h/φ)
)
, if ‖h‖ > 0, with τ2 ∈ R+0 andσ2,φ ∈ R+.
(5.26)
The above definition allows for a discontinuity at ‖h‖ = 0 since lim‖h‖→0 γ(h) 6= 0
although γ(h = 0) = 0.
We have to differentiate between location-dependent and location-independent
random processes that both contribute to the random characteristics of the residual
(h) whose spatial statistics we are interested in. The location-independent random
processes affect whole areas in a similar manner. Typical examples in the area of wire-
less communication are power control or thermal background noise. If a base station
lowers its transmit power the received power in the whole coverage area will decrease.
Similarly, if the temperature increases all thermal noise processes in a large geographi-
cal area will get stronger. The impact of some of these factors can be averaged out over
time. Only if the number of samples is insufficient they may cause a nugget variance.
In the limit towards an infinite number of samples their impact is negligible.
Location-dependent effects cannot be averaged out. Examples are different types
of propagation effects or deterministic hardware characteristics such as directive an-
tennas. These conditions cause system inherent differences in the PSDrx measured at
nearby locations. Accurate reproduction of some of these characteristics may require
the addition of a nugget variance.
Investigating some of these aspects in greater detail is certainly an interesting op-
tion and measurements with more locations and at closer distances between adjacent
locations could provide the required extended data sets. Additionally, also the deter-
ministic model could be enhanced to consider these aspects. Until now our system
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model does not show any nugget variance because we did not consider any of the
random processes mentioned as possible reasons.
5.3 MODEL APPLICATIONS
We have discussed multiple aspects of spectrum use and spectrum occupancy in the
spatial domain. The introduced metrics and models have multiple applications. First,
we discuss cooperative spectrum sensing as one major application area in DSA net-
works in Section 5.3.1. Second, we shortly comment on the broader applicability of
the proposed concepts to other aspects of wireless communication systems in Sec-
tion 5.3.2.
5.3.1 Enhanced Cooperative Spectrum Sensing
Cooperative sensing has been introduced in more detail in Section 3.2.6. It has been
pointed out that correlations between the spectrum measurements conducted by co-
operative nodes can lower the cooperation gain. We have confirmed and practically
quantified these theoretical results in our measurement campaign. There are multiple
ways how the present correlations could be exploited to improve the efficiency of the
DSA system.
First, we may distribute the sensing task over space. Only a selected subset of
nodes performs sensing while the other nodes save the energy. If we appropriately
select the nodes for active sensing the lowered number of sensors will not drastically
alter the performance of the collaborative sensing process. Second, we could distri-
bute the sensing task over time. Nodes with highly correlated measurement results
may take care of the sensing task in a time division manner. No single nodes sense all
the time and we achieve a load balancing and lower load on all nodes. Third, we could
split the sensing task over frequency. Instead of each sensor investigating the whole
band of interest, we divide it into smaller subbands and highly correlated nodes sense
different subbands and exchange the results later on. If we assume a linear relation
between the amount of spectrum sensed and the required sensing time the frequency
division approach will enable a significant reduction in the required sensing time. If
the SUs possess only a single radio interface they will have to stop data transmission
for sensing and any reduction in sensing time automatically means increased system
capacity due to prolonged time for data transmission. Even if each node has more
than one radio interface available as proposed, e.g., in [53], we save energy spent for
sensing tasks that do not provide new information due to the high degree of correla-
tion.
Finally, we should not evenly distribute the sensing task across nodes but focus
the sensing task on those nodes that have the highest probability to detect PU signals.
Multi-band sensing has been proposed as one technique to identify nodes that have
higher probability to detect PU signals [87]. If a node cannot successfully decode the
GPS signal it may be located indoors and may also miss other signals that are emit-
ted outdoors. Although this is a drastic example we may still apply the underlying
idea. We could select better located nodes out of a highly correlated group and save
resources at the nodes located at less exposed positions.
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For all these enhancements we need to know which nodes are correlated. We have
shown that we could assess this information by direct comparison of the measurement
results gathered by the single nodes. However, it is clear that such strategy does not
scale to a large number of nodes and exchanging whole measurement vectors adds
significant amount of overhead to the system.
Instead, we have proposed to exploit spatial statistics in order to use a more com-
pact representation of key characteristics of the radio environment using a few model
parameters. The stochastic nature of the introduced model implies that its accuracy is
lower than detailed node-by-node comparisons of measurement results. However, we
need only three to four parameters to describe the full model and can compute these
parameters from the average PSDrx measured at a manageable number of locations.
Fusing the measured average PSDrx to a single node and broadcasting the computed
parameters back is a reasonable scenario.
The comparison of detailed measurement results was very useful to validate the
basic concepts in real scenarios and the semivariogram enables us to build practical
systems that assess the characteristics of the radio environment and adapt the coope-
rative sensing process accordingly.
Using the semivariogram the nodes can estimate the type of topology they are in.
In a clustered environment, the probability is higher that nodes are close by that are
highly correlated. Additionally, the range parameter describes the distance at which
a node most probably finds another node that is not correlated any more. Further
correlation metrics, that are also based on the spatial statistics formulation, could also
be computed [139] and improve the reliability of the estimation of a correlation distance.
Based on these estimates, the nodes could apply algorithms and heuristics such as
proposed by Selén et al. [156] in order to select the nodes to cooperate with.
The detailed type of cooperation or distribution of the sensing task across correla-
ted nodes is a protocol matter and independent of the understanding of the radio en-
vironment. The spatial statistics based modelling can always be applied and provides
a good basis for performance evaluation and comparison of competing solutions. It is
also independent of the detailed measurement techniques and can also be applied in
heterogeneous networks.
5.3.2 Further Applications
We can also estimate from the semivariogram the type of propagation environment
and the transmitter density. A mobile node could adapt its protocol parameters when
moving from an open environment with a low number of transmitters to an urban area
with a high transmitter density. It may, e.g., change its MAC parameters and increase
its contention window in order to lower the probability of frame collisions [157]. In
this scenario the mobile node needs access to the semivariogram estimate. It could
collect measurement results from other nodes and estimate the semivariogram itself.
A more efficient way could be that the network provides this type of information
through a REM-like data structure. In this context, it will not be crucial if the REM is
implemented in a centralized or distributed fashion as long as each interested node
has access to it.
The network topology has not only impact on the efficiency of the MAC protocol.
Also the configuration of other protocol layers, e.g., the physical layer and its power
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control settings, could be enhanced. Finally, the semivariogram could also be used
on a larger scale. It describes differences between radio environments that regulatory
agencies may exploit for further development of their policies. Same goes for the
network planning teams of large wireless network operators.
We could potentially apply the spatial statistics-based modelling methodology and
our fitted model parameters in various areas and more detailed studies of these di-
verse applications are well motivated. Following a similar rationale, e.g., Ghasemi
et al. stated that “it is of particular interest to characterize the performance [of col-
laborative sensing] based on the spatial distribution of the users and the correlation
structure of the shadowing” [95]. We have listed realistic model parameters that pro-
vide the needed basis for such work.
6SPECTRUM USE IN THE TIME AND FREQUENCY
DOMAINS
There are different aspects of spectrum occupancy that have to be taken into account
when designing an accurate spectrum model. After we have introduced a model for
spectrum use in the spatial domain in the previous chapter, we focus in this chapter
on the time and frequency domains. We apply a divide-and-conquer approach and in-
vestigate and develop models for each dimension separately while also discussing the
implications of this decomposition. The statistics of spectrum use in both dimensions
have direct impact on the efficiency of a DSA network.
If white spaces are fragmented in the time domain they will be less attractive
for SUs because they will regularly have to switch between spectrum opportunities.
Instead, longer vacant periods prevent the involved signalling overhead of channel
switches.
In the frequency domain, more clustered white spaces allow for transmissions over
wider continuous bands. Narrower subbands could also be used by taking advantage
of multi-carrier transmission schemes. Those subcarriers that may cause interference
on channels that are currently in use by the PU would be nulled out and only those
subcarriers that are part of vacant subbands would be used for data transmission [51,
74]. However, continuous bands are always preferable due to the need for additional
guard bands in the non-continuous case.
These two small examples show the importance of the properties of spectrum oc-
cupancy in the time and frequency domains.
We review existing time and frequency spectrum models in Section 6.1. After-
wards, we elaborate on characteristics of spectrum use in the time domain in Sec-
tion 6.2 and continue with the frequency domain in Section 6.3. Finally, we validate
the accuracy of our proposed model in Section 6.4 and discuss possible reasons for
correlation effects that we determined during our analysis in Section 6.5.
Most of the discussed results have been previously published in [129,130,158,159].
6.1 EXISTING TIME AND FREQUENCY SPECTRUM MODELS
Before naming important results from the literature we shortly introduce two pro-
perties of spectrum occupancy that other researchers evaluate in their work as well
as that we examine in this chapter. There are the distributions of ON-/OFF-period
lengths that describe how long a single channel stays in the state with the PU being
present (ON-state) or the PU being not active (OFF-state)1. The other property is the
1The two different states have been given various names in the literature. Usually, those reflect
the behaviour of the primary user: ON-/OFF-state or idle/busy periods or the state of the channel:
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distribution of the DC over frequency.
In addition to measurement and subsequent modelling work, several more theo-
retical papers have taken certain assumptions on how spectrum occupancy behaves
over time and over frequency. We do not analyse those studies in detail here because
several of them deal with enhancements to the scheduling of spectrum sensing and
related protocols. We discuss these publications in further detail in Chapter 7. Addi-
tionally, several of the taken assumptions have aimed at simplifying the system model
and at enabling careful analysis but lack sufficient justification through measurements
or other type of validation.
The distributions of ON- and OFF-period durations have been studied for different
signals. Geirhofer et al. have examined the ISM-band at 2.4 GHz and have focused
on WLAN-signals [160, 161]. They have collected measurements and have performed
distribution fitting later on. They have used locally installed WLAN equipment taking
out the problem that the PU may be too far away and that the spectrum sensor may
not be sensitive enough. Instead, both the measurement instrument and the primary
network have been co-located and the received SNR at the measurement instrument
has been sufficient in order to perform reliable energy detection.
They deployed a vector signal analyser enabling a very high sampling rate that
allows also for detailed feature detection. Since the primary network and the mea-
surement setup have been located close by the results achieved by both the feature
and the energy detection have been very similar. Additionally, the high sampling
rate supports the detailed tracking of the MAC protocol behaviour and identifying
different MAC-states in the trace.
The main distinction between the results gathered by Geirhofer et al. and our work
is the different measurement methodology. Their approach has been clearly focused
on WLAN systems in fully controlled laboratory environments. In contrast, we in-
vestigate multiple PU technologies and measure live signals. Furthermore, they have
sampled the examined signals fast enough in order to identify technology-specific as-
pects such as spreading codes or the detailed MAC-timing. A large fraction of their
modelling has been aiming at reproducing such technology specific features that our
setup could not capture.
Accurate reproduction of the WLAN MAC-behaviour requires differentiation bet-
ween two types of idle times. A node may either not transmit for a short time because
it has to defer its transmission during channel contention. It may also not transmit
simply because its transmit queue is temporarily empty. In the latter case the OFF-
period length may easily exceed typical backoff durations. Geirhofer et al. have shown
that a hyper-Erlang distribution or a mixture of different distributions can capture
these two types of OFF-periods accurately.
Our time resolution is significantly lower due to the deployed spectrum analyser.
Thus, we cannot reproduce the same details from our measurement data. If a secon-
dary sensing process should be able or should even be required to achieve this level of
detail is still an open research question and will depend on various other system pro-
perties. However, the modelling methodology followed by Geirhofer et al. is certainly
free/occupied periods. Additionally, the term run has been used for a spectrum opportunity and the
term burst refers to a period of an active PU transmission. The latter terms have been chosen in order to
highlight the relation of the spectrum occupancy state to the binary error state of a wireless channel and
how it can be described. Here, we focus on the terms ON- and OFF-state.
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also valuable in our case.
Motamedi and Bahai have also empirically investigated the OFF-period durations
in WLANs [162]. Instead of using a spectrum or a vector signal analyser, they have
used a standard WLAN interface and a WLAN software packet sniffer as measure-
ment environment. It provides detailed timing of each frame and also supports a
promiscuous mode capturing information of erroneously received frames. However,
if the interface fails to match the frame preamble it will not initiate the reception pro-
cess, the Clear Channel Assessment (CCA) will continue to signal an idle channel, and
no statistics for the frame will be collected.
The smallest considered time unit in [162] has been a discrete time slot without
specifying the duration of a single time slot. Since different flavours of IEEE 802.11
standards use different time slot lengths, the duration, that has been used by Mota-
medi and Bahai, cannot be unambiguously determined.
In contrast to Geirhofer et al., they have successfully fit their traces to geometric
distributions. The main reason why their result differs from the previously discus-
sed insights is the different time resolution. Additionally, the focus of Motamedi and
Bahai has been on multi-channel MAC-design and the provided description of the
measurement scenario and methodology has been slightly superficial.
Pawełczak et al. have used measurements done by the Dutch Radio Regulatory
Body [111] conducted in a band assigned to TETRA-services. The inter-sensing time
has been 10 sec, which has been more than five times slower than in our setup. Ad-
ditionally, they have described that they use a subset of their measurement data for
distribution fitting but have not described which subset or how it has been selected.
They have fitted their traces to exponential distributions, the continuous analogue to a
discrete geometric distribution. Since the model building has not been the main focus
of the described research, appropriate level of details has not been given in order to
reasonably explain why their results may be different from others.
Datla et al. have generated artificial spectrum occupancy data for the analysis of
an adaptive scheduling of spectrum sensing [163]. They have applied exponential
distributions to model the ON- and OFF-period durations and have used a uniform
distribution for the DC over different channels that may be used by SUs. The presen-
ted study is a very good example for the types of research that clearly benefit from
a more realistic and thoroughly validated spectrum model as we present it in this
chapter.
We close this section with referring to the work of Acharya et al. on proactive
spectrum sensing [164]. They explicitly highlight the importance of accurate spectrum
models and the direct impact of the model accuracy on the protocol and algorithm
development. Having pointed out the wider acknowledgement of the problem we
continue with presenting the details of our findings in this area in the next section.
6.2 CHARACTERISTICS OF SPECTRUM USE IN THE TIME DOMAIN
We start with examining the properties of spectrum use in the time domain. Most of
the following results have been previously presented in [158].
We rely in the whole chapter on measurement results that we collected throughout
the static spectrum use measurement campaign, as it has been described in Section 4.2.
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However, the modelling methodology can be applied to any spectrum trace and is
not specific to our measurement scenarios. We applied energy detection in order to
switch to binary occupancy data, denoted by Ω(t, f) as defined in Section 3.2. Also
the model that we introduce later in this chapter focuses on binary occupancy. We
applied the threshold δP = −107 dBm/200 kHz which has initially been proposed by
the IEEE 802.22 WG [43, 80]. Further details on IEEE 802.22 have been introduced in
Section 2.5.5.
Starting from the binary occupancy data, we define an ON-period as a series of
continuous PU detections, namely Ω(t, f) = 1. We denote the uninterrupted number
of PU detections by LON(l) and refer to it as ON-period length or ON-period duration.
We define an OFF-period as a series of vacant samples,Ω(t, f) = 0, and the OFF-period
duration as LOFF(l), respectively. Furthermore, denote as NON and NOFF the numbers
of ON- and OFF-periods in a whole measurement trace. The index l ∈ [1, NON] or
l ∈ [1, NOFF] identifies specific ON- or OFF-period lengths as individual components
of the vectors LON or LOFF.
The ON- and OFF-period durations have significant impact on the performance
of DSA systems. A spectrum opportunity may be spread around multiple short OFF-
periods but it may also consist of one long OFF-period. In both cases, the DC may
be exactly the same but the latter case enables a longer connection without having
to switch to another channel in order to avoid harmful interference to a PU system.
Therefore, reproducing only theDC of a channel is not sufficient for accurate spectrum
modelling.
Before we investigate in detail how long typical ON- and OFF-periods last, we
examine how the ON- and OFF-period durations change over time. We extend the
definition of the DC to be applicable also for shorter time periods or separate parts
of a complete measurement trace. In order to keep the formulation slightly simpler,
we omit the dependence on the channel index f. We focus in this section only on the
occupancy statistics of a single channel before investigating the frequency dimension
in Section 6.3. Let us define
DCm(f) = DCm =
∑S1,...,m−1+Sm
t=S1,...,m−1+1
Ω(t)
Sm
, m ∈ [1, M], (6.1)
where Sm is the number of time samples in the time periodm. By S1,...,m−1 we denote
the cumulative number of time samples in all previous time periods andM is the total
number of time periods. We do not define a time period by specifying the number of
included time samples. Instead, we define the duration of a time period Tm. Since the
time between two adjacent time samples is not constant, see Section 4.2.1 for details,
the number of time samples that belong to different time periods may differ. Sum-
marizing, Sm may change with m but Tm does not vary with m. The sum over the
numbers of time samples per time period is the number of all time samples collected
in the examined channel:
M∑
m=1
Sm = S1,...,M = Nt, (6.2)
where Nt is the overall number of gathered time samples as defined previously.
Figure 6.1 shows how DCm changes with m for time periods of Tm = 1 h. The
shown data has been collected in a GSM1800 DL channel with intermediate traffic
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FIGURE 6.1: The DC measured over time periods of Tm = 1h during two weeks in a
selected GSM1800 DL channel at AB.
load at the location AB. The daily cycle over 24 h is clearly visible for each of the 14
days. Additionally, a weekly cycle can be identified because the traffic load on the
weekend is slightly lower compared to the weekdays. Furthermore, the minimum
DC is higher during the nights from Friday to Saturday and from Saturday to Sunday.
On each day, around noon the traffic load reaches its first peak but the highest traffic
load occurs usually around 20:00. On the weekend, the traffic load is slightly more
evenly distributed with a peak during Sunday afternoon. Both, the weekdays’ peak
at 20:00 and the high traffic load during Sunday afternoon are probably specific cha-
racteristics of a measurement location in a residential area. Figure 6.1 shows a very
high dependence of the spectrum use on the time of day. The shown load distribution
over time indicates that also the ON- and OFF-period lengths may feature periodic
behaviour. If this is the case single ON- or OFF-periods should not be modelled as
independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.). Although these cycles are well known
in telecommunications, they have often been omitted in previous activities in the DSA
area mostly due to too short measurement or simulation durations.
6.2.1 Correlations of the ON- and OFF-Period Durations over Time
In order to investigate possible periodicities of the ON- or OFF-period lengths over
time, we examine the correlation properties of both vectors LON and LOFF. Therefore,
we extend the definition of the covariance given in (5.9) for the autocovariance case
U ≡ V as follows:
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FIGURE 6.2: Autocovariance of the OFF-period durations ρLOFF, LOFF(k) over time ba-
sed on a GSM1800 DL-trace of two weeks length measured at AB. The investigated
channel carried intermediate traffic load (DC ≈ 30 % during the whole measurement
duration).
FIGURE 6.3: Autocovariance of the ON-period durations ρLON, LON(k) over time ba-
sed on a GSM1800 DL-trace of two weeks length measured at AB. The investigated
channel carried intermediate traffic load (DC ≈ 30 % during the whole measurement
duration).
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cov(U, U) =
1
Nt
Nt∑
t=1
(
U(t) − U
) · (U(t) − U),
⇔ covU, U(k = 0) = 1
Nt − |k|
Nt−k∑
t=1
(
U(t− k) − U
) · (U(t) − U). (6.3)
With
σ2U = covU, U(k = 0) =
1
Nt
Nt∑
t=1
(
U(t) − U
)2, (6.4)
and (5.10) we end with
ρLON, LON(k) =

1
NON−|k|
· 1covLON , LON(0)
∑NON−k
l=1
(
LON(l+ k) − LON
)
×(LON(l) − LON), k ∈ [0, NON],
ρLON, LON(−k), k ∈ [−NON, −1],
(6.5)
as normalized and symmetric autocovariance function of the ON-period lengths with
LON denoting the average ON-period length. We define the normalized autocova-
riance function for the OFF-period lengths accordingly. In the following, we refer to
ρLON, LON(k) simply as autocovariance.
Figures 6.2 and 6.3 show the autocovariance of the ON- and OFF-period lengths
over time extracted from the measurement trace of another GSM1800 DL channel. The
24 h cycle can be clearly seen because the autocovariance will be highest if the lag k
is roughly a multiple of the number of ON-/OFF-periods per day. Also the weekly
cycle is visible because the autocovariance will be higher when all five weekdays are
compared to five weekdays, which will happen if the lag k corresponds to the number
of ON-/OFF-periods detected during seven days. The DC of the examined channel
was below 50 % and the OFF-periods were on average longer than the ON-periods.
These facts are the main reasons for the difference between the autocovariance of the
ON-period durations shown in Figure 6.2 and the autocovariance of the OFF-period
durations illustrated in Figure 6.3.
Detailed reproduction of the periodic behaviour could be achieved using Auto
Regressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) models [165, 166]. We do not inves-
tigate this solution in more detail in order not to significantly increase the required
number of parameters for the spectrum model.
Until now we have evaluated the complete measurement traces that cover several
days and include the peak times during the day as well as the calmer time periods
during the night. A spectrum model should describe typical spectrum occupancy
situations and, as expected, those occur only during the day. Therefore, using the
whole measurement traces of multiple days may induce wrong results such as too
low average channel loads. We examine if parts of the whole subtraces that were
taken during the daytime show additional periodicities or short term correlations. If
that is not the case these subtraces can be used as reference for the spectrum model
building.
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FIGURE 6.4: Autocovariance of OFF-period durations ρLOFF, LOFF(k) over time based on
a DECT-trace of selected time periods of different length. We collected the underlying
measurement data at AB. The investigated channel carried typical traffic load for a
DECT-channel (DC ≈ 50 %).
Figure 6.4 compares the autocovariance evaluated over subtraces of different du-
ration. We selected Tm = 4h, Tm = 8h, and Tm = 12h. The 4 h period lasts from
12:00 to 16:00 and both the period of Tm = 8 h and the 12 h period started at 11:00 and
covered most of the daytime. The 12 h period covered also the evening. We studied
data from a measurement channel in the DECT band.
The DECT technology applies load balancing over all ten DECT channels by pe-
riodic channel switching. Since it chooses the channel to switch to randomly under
certain constraints the occupancy over time has slightly more random characteristics
compared to several other wireless technologies.
When deciding upon the randomness of a process the autocovariance is often com-
pared to a threshold [167]:
τTm =
1.96√
NON/OFF,Tm
, (6.6)
where τTm is the threshold to compare to and NON/OFF,Tm is the number of ON- or
OFF-periods extracted during the time periodm of length Tm. SinceNON/OFF,Tm may
vary significantly between technologies no generic threshold value can be specified.
All three chosen time periods are shorter than one day. The previously seen peri-
odicities over one day and one week cannot be present any more. The detailed study
of the autocovariance shows that also no shorter periods are present in the data. Ho-
wever, there may still be correlations between adjacent ON- or OFF-period lengths or
between durations that occurred with only few other ON- or OFF-periods in between.
In order to evaluate such correlations in more detail, Figure 6.4 shows only the first 45
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FIGURE 6.5: Autocovariance of the OFF-period durations ρLOFF, LOFF(k) over time ba-
sed on a GSM1800 DL-trace of selected time periods of different length. We collected
the underlying measurement data at AB. The investigated channel carried low traffic
load (DC ≈ 14.4 %).
lags. The computed autocovariance values are significantly lower than those shown
in Figures 6.2 and 6.3.
The autocovariance does rarely exceed the determined thresholds. Additionally,
the number of lags that slightly pass the threshold is very similar for the different
tested time durations but the number of ON- and OFF-periods that are available for
model building is clearly higher for the longest time period Tm = 12 h. Thus, we
focus our further analysis on the time period from 11:00 to 23:00 since further cutting
the time period does not lower the correlations between close by ON- and OFF-period
lengths but limits the amount of data available for any model parameter extraction.
Figure 6.5 shows the same type of plot as Figure 6.4 based on data gathered in
a GSM1800 DL channel at AB. The autocovariance is clearly higher compared to the
DECT case and the data can hardly be classified as showing completely random be-
haviour. However, such cases are rather rare in our data sets and occur under certain
conditions.
The GSM MAC protocol applies a Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) struc-
ture with a time slot length of 0.577 ms. In our measurements the SA sweeps through
8192 measurement channels during a sweep time of 1 sec giving a measurement time
per measurement channel of ≈0.12 ms. Since the SA measures each channel for a
shorter time than the duration of a single GSM time slot, a GSM call does not have to
cause an ON-period of the same length as the call duration. If the GSM channel car-
ries only little traffic the SA may sometimes measure the allocated time slot but may
sometimes also sweep through the examined measurement channel during an unused
time slot.
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FIGURE 6.6: Cross-covariance of ON- and OFF-period durations ρLON, LOFF(k) over
time based on a DECT-trace of selected time periods of different length. We collec-
ted the underlying measurement data at AB. The investigated channel carried typical
traffic load for a DECT-channel (DC ≈ 50 %).
The described interaction between the measurement setup configuration and the
GSM system parameters may cause some of the detected high autocovariance values.
Therefore, the correlations do not exactly correspond to GSM system properties. Mo-
reover, the DC in the examined channel was below 15 % and single calls may have
considerably changed the statistics of the spectrum use.
In addition to the described situation with correlated OFF-period durations in a
channel with low traffic load, we found similar correlations mostly for the durations
of the ON-periods in channels with very high traffic load.
We do not try to model these rare types of correlations as part of our integrated
time-frequency spectrum model because they do not necessarily describe PU system
characteristics but may have been caused by measurement artefacts. We focus on the
chosen 12 h time periods and assume the durations of ON- and OFF-periods to be i.i.d.
However, a more detailed study of the above discussed phenomena is well motivated
but requires improved measurement methodology. Mainly, the sampling frequency
of the measurement setup has to be higher in order to capture the GSM time slot
structure in detail.
In addition to correlations between different ON- or OFF-period durations, there
may be cross-correlations between ON- and OFF-period lengths. We can easily rewrite
the formulation for ρLON, LON(k) given in (6.5) to the cross-covariance
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FIGURE 6.7: Cross-covariance of ON- and OFF-period durations ρLON, LOFF(k) over
time based on a GSM1800 DL-trace of selected time periods of different length. We
collected the underlying measurement data at AB. The investigated channel carried
low traffic load (DC ≈ 14.4 %).
ρLON, LOFF(k) =

1
NON−|k|
· 1covLON , LOFF(0)
∑NON−k
l=1
(
LON(l+ k) − LON
)
×(LOFF(l) − LOFF), k ∈ [0, NON],
ρLON, LOFF(−k), k ∈ [−NON, −1].
(6.7)
Figures 6.6 and 6.7 show the cross-covariance for the tested time periods for the
same two examples for which we also discussed the autocovariance. We can draw
similar conclusions for the cross-covariance case. For the DECT data as well as for
several other data sets the graphs rarely exceed the randomness thresholds. In the ex-
ceptional case of the rather calm GSM1800 DL channel the cross-covariance is partially
lower than the negative randomness threshold for multiple lags.
Our decision to model ON- and OFF-periods as i.i.d. has also been confirmed in
other context in the literature. In [168] the authors have evaluated traffic traces col-
lected in a wide-area cell of a GSM network located approximately 30 km from Rome,
Italy. The call arrivals and terminations show a clear diurnal trend with peak hours
in the morning and the late afternoon. We found the same behaviour in our spectrum
data as shown in Figure 6.1. The authors have further shown that call arrivals and
call terminations have not been correlated over shorter time periods. Finally, the au-
thors point out that different behaviour could be detected in the case of small user
populations, access congestion, or very frequent handovers. The former two of these
scenarios correspond to situations with very low or very high traffic load, namely the
conditions that resulted in most correlations in our traces.
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6.2.2 ON- and OFF-Period Duration Distributions
Our goal is a spectrum model that accurately reproduces the binary spectrum occu-
pancy as extracted from our measurement data. We aim at establishing a flexible mo-
delling methodology that we can apply to traces collected for different services and at
different locations. Furthermore, we have verified that an i.i.d. modelling of ON- and
OFF-period durations is justified within appropriate accuracy limits.
These prerequisites enable us to use a two-state semi-Markov model as framework
for a single channel. We do not need further states due to the focus on the binary
spectrum occupancy and the semi-Markov structure allows for arbitrary state holding
time distributions.
It has been popular also in other areas of wireless communications research. Most
notably, the error state of a wireless channel has often been modelled using semi-
Markov models, e.g., in [169–171]. Additionally, researchers have used the same fra-
mework to model spectrum occupancy in WLANs [160, 161]. It is also referred to as
alternating renewal process.
A realistic spectrum model requires accurate reproduction of the state holding
times and their distributions. In the literature, exponential as well as its discrete ana-
logue, the geometric distribution, have been proposed as generic cases as discussed
in Section 6.1. Here, we compare three different modelling approaches, namely a
Bernoulli model, a standard two-state Markov model that results in geometric state
holding time distributions, and a semi-Markov model that may use geometric or log-
normal distributions for the two states as appropriate.
The Bernoulli model does not only assume independent ON- and OFF-period du-
rations but assumes that the state of each single occupancy time sample can be mo-
delled independently by a constant occupancy probability. Its state holding times are
geometrically distributed with the Probability Mass Function (PMF) of the geometric
distribution given by
f(k;q) = (1 − q)k−1 · q, k > 0, q ∈ (0, 1], (6.8)
where q is the parameter of the geometric distribution. In the case of the semi-Markov
modelling with geometrically distributed state holding times, the parameters qON and
qOFF for the idle and busy states are independent. In the Bernoulli model qON =
1 − qOFF.
Finally, the PDF of the log-normal distribution is defined as
f(x;µ,σ) =
1
xσ
√
2pi
e
−
(log(x)−µ)2
2σ2 , µ ∈ R, σ ∈ R+, (6.9)
where µ and σ are the mean and the standard deviation of the logarithm of a log-
normally distributed random variable. The log-normal distribution is continuous but
in our modelling framework a period duration is a discrete number of time samples.
We round the log-normal random variates and sort out any zero-sample. These adap-
tations are taken into account during the distribution fitting.
We selected a limited number of models due to few major reasons. First, we do not
want to use multiple different distributions in order to keep the model complexity at
reasonable levels. Second, the measured distributions of the same channel vary bet-
ween measurement days and a very accurate reproduction of specific characteristics
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does not improve the grade of realism that the whole model achieves. Instead, we
focused on identifying and modelling the main properties of the distributions. Ad-
ditionally, we developed an appropriate method for selecting a representative part of
the complete measurement trace for the detailed distribution fitting.
We used three goodness of fit metrics to evaluate which of the models reproduces
the measured state holding times of the occupied and the free state best. The Kullback-
Leibler divergence, also known as information gain or relative entropy,
DKL(f ||g) =
∑
k
f(k) log
f(k)
g(k)
, (6.10)
is an often used goodness of fit metric. The two functions f(k) and g(k) are the two
discrete PDFs to be compared. Here, we use the symmetric version of the Kullback-
Leibler divergence
DKLsym(f,g) = DKL(f ||g) +DKL(g || f). (6.11)
In the figures, we simply refer to it as KL. In addition to the Kullback-Leibler diver-
gence, we use two metrics that compare the CDFs and do not require PDF estimates.
We apply kernel-based techniques in order to compute the PDF but in special cases
the KL-metric is still prone to give misleading results, e.g., if the PDF has narrow and
high peaks.
The first of the two additional metrics is the area-metric A as introduced, e.g.,
in [170]. It is defined as
A(F,G) =
1
J
J∑
j=1
∣∣log(F−1(j/J)) − log(G−1(j/J))∣∣
−
∣∣log(F−1(1/J)) − log(G−1(1/J))∣∣
2J
−
∣∣log(F−1(1)) − log(G−1(1))∣∣
2J
,
(6.12)
where F is the measured CDF and G is the CDF of the fitted model. We denote by
J the maximum measured ON- or OFF-period duration since G of the fitted model
can be determined for any arbitrary duration. The inverse function F−1 for a stepwise
defined distribution function F can be defined as
F−1(k) = inf {q : F(q) > k} . (6.13)
The inverse function G−1 is defined similarly.
The second CDF-based goodness of fit metric is the weighted Kolmogorov-Smirnov
(KSw) statistic as it has been applied, e.g., in [172]:
KSw(F,G) = max
k∈[1, J]
|F(k) −G(k)|√
G(k)(1 −G(k))
. (6.14)
We use the weighted KS-metric because its weighting achieves better consideration of
the differences between the compared CDFs at the extreme ranges of k.
For all three goodness of fit metrics lower values describe better fits. Finally, we
also compare the DC of the measured trace and the model.
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FIGURE 6.8: OFF-period duration distribution for a channel with low traffic load in
the 2.4 GHz ISM-band as measured at AB.
Figure 6.8 shows the CCDF of the OFF-period duration distribution as extracted
from the measurement data taken in a channel in the 2.4 GHz ISM-band. We chose
the semi-logarithmic scaling since it nicely shows the accurate reproduction by the
geometric distribution. The Bernoulli model also provides a good fit but the KLmetric
is slightly worse.
WLANs have been the dominant ISM-band technology deployed at the measure-
ment site at AB. The IEEE 802.11 type of systems apply random backoff at the MAC
layer and do not follow a deterministic time structure. Additionally, the AP perio-
dically sends beacon frames. Both factors explain why very long OFF-periods rarely
occur in our traces and a geometric distribution can reproduce all key properties. We
extracted similar results for DECT, which is another technology that has inherent ran-
dom system properties due to the Dynamic Channel Selection (DCS). Furthermore,
we successfully fitted geometric distributions also to deterministic technologies such
as GSM for channels with an intermediate traffic load of DC ≈ 50 %.
Figure 6.8 confirms the results gathered by Motamedi and Bahai in [162] using a
software packet sniffer. The possible additional presence of other ISM-band devices
such as BT transmitters or microwaves did not change the distribution. Additionally,
no further properties of the WLAN spectrum use could be identified using our traces
with higher sampling rate compared to the frame-based data measured by Motamedi
and Bahai.
If such technology-specific details are required a more specific measurement setup
has to be deployed as done by Geirhofer et al. [160, 161]. Their vector signal analyser
based environment has enabled them to track MAC backoff times and fit a hyper-
Erlang distribution to their traces. We did not aim at capturing these details because
our goal was a more generic modelling framework that could be applied to multiple
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FIGURE 6.9: ON-period duration distribution for a channel with high traffic load in
the GSM1800 UL band as measured at NE.
different technologies.
Figure 6.9 shows an example for a trace that could not be fitted by a geometric
distribution. We switched to a double-logarithmic graph since it is the most common
type of graph used to visualize CCDFs. We continue to use this format also for the
following figures. In contrast to the previous example of a geometric distribution, the
probability of very long ON-periods is not negligible and the distribution is heavy-
tailed.
We fitted the curve to a log-normal distribution because it is one of the most com-
monly used heavy-tailed distributions and the measurement results do not show ty-
pical Pareto-type of behaviour. In the latter case, the CCDF looks like a straight line
in the double-logarithmic plot. In some other measurement traces, that show heavy-
tailed ON- or OFF-period length distributions, a mixture of a Pareto and another dis-
tribution could have matched well but we decided to focus on single distributions
because they provide sufficiently good fits and limit the model complexity.
The underlying data has been collected in a GSM1800 UL channel with high traffic
load. Other cases, which resulted in low goodness-of-fit metrics for log-normal distri-
butions, were other ON-period lengths for channels with high traffic load and OFF-
period durations in channels with low traffic load. In low traffic load environments
the probability is higher that the channel is vacant for long time durations allowing
for very long OFF-periods.
The distributions for the other states in these specific scenarios, namelyOFF-period
lengths in high traffic load scenarios and ON-period durations in channels with low
traffic load, are difficult to fit. The typical length of an OFF-period in traces with high
DC is very short and the type of distribution cannot be clearly identified. However,
due to the very high probability for very short periods the impact of imperfectly fitted
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FIGURE 6.10: Comparison of the OFF-period duration distributions measured during
12 h periods starting either at 11:00 or 23:00. All measurements were taken at AB in a
GSM1800 DL channel with intermediate traffic load (DC ≈ 50 % during daytime).
distribution parameters is not significant.
In order to build a spectrum model, we have to fit distribution parameters that
can be used for, e.g., simulation data generation later on. As prerequisite for these fit-
ting procedures we have to select representative traces that result in more generically
applicable parameter sets. We compare the distributions of the subtraces during all
measurement days with each other using the KSw statistic and choose the day that
results on average in the lowest metric. Usually, we modelled a weekday due to the
slightly special spectrum use characteristics on the weekend.
Figure 6.10 compares the traces measured during each 12 h period during daytime
from 11:00 to 23:00 and the nighttimes from 23:00 and 11:00 on the next day. We chose
this example for visualization reasons. In several other cases, the two groups are not
that clearly separated. Especially, in the cases with very high or very low traffic load
the two groups of distributions partially overlap.
Figure 6.10 also allows for comparison between the selected subtrace and the other
daytime traces. For most OFF-period durations the selected graph is in the middle of
all other traces and it is only less representative for rare durations of probabilities
below 2 %. The differences between the individual distributions are often larger than
in the shown case but the proposed technique to select a representative trace works
also reliably in more diverse scenarios.
The main properties of the distribution may change depending on the time of day
(coarse differentiation being day- and nighttime) and appropriate subtrace selection
is essential for accurate model parameter extraction. Due to our extensive amount of
measurement data collected over multiple days, we are able to select typical examples.
Campaigns lasting only one or two days cannot apply similar sensitivity analysis. Ad-
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ditionally, the distribution may change between consecutive days and capturing speci-
fic details of a single day does not improve the resulting model accuracy. Instead, iden-
tifying and modelling the major characteristics such as the discussed heavy-detailed
behaviour is sufficient.
6.3 CHARACTERISTICS OF SPECTRUM USE IN THE FREQUENCY DOMAIN
We have seen the impact of the channel load on the ON- and OFF-period duration dis-
tributions. Hence, a single fitted distribution per technology does not capture all cha-
racteristics and channels with clearly different traffic load should be described using
different parameter sets and possibly also different distributions. Thus, in frequency
dimension when taking into account not only a single channel but a whole spectrum
band further aspects have to be reproduced by an accurate spectrum model.
However, not always all properties need to be matched and simplicity may be
preferable to accuracy in some cases. We take a step back and assume that the time
structure of spectrum occupancy is not of interest and evaluate only the distribution
of theDC over a spectrum band. First, we also neglect any correlations between adja-
cent channels and model each measurement channel separately. Afterwards, we show
the importance of correlations in the frequency domain and develop our model fur-
ther to capture also these characteristics of spectrum use. Most parts of the following
discussion have been previously published in [129, 130, 158]
6.3.1 Duty Cycle Distribution
The most important property of a channel in the DSA context is its DC because it
gives with a single number the rough potential for secondary use. The lower the DC
the more white space is present in a channel making it more attractive for SUs. In
some studies the detailed time structure of spectrum use may not be of interest. The
major remaining statistic to match is the distribution of theDC in a selected spectrum
band. If the probability of DC = 0 is high it will be much easier to access the band
opportunistically because few channels are completely vacant. If only intermediate
DC-values occur the sensing scheme has to be more reliable because the PU regularly
returns to all channels.
Figure 6.11 shows the CDF of the DC distribution for selected services as mea-
sured at different locations. The graphs show discontinuities because we focus on
the empirical CDF instead of using other CDF or PDF estimation techniques. For
one UMTS DL trace measured at NE we applied an energy detection threshold of
δP = −100 dBm/200 kHz in order to reduce the false alarm rate. Since UMTS base
stations emit continuous signals their spectral shape is usually clearly differentiable.
However, in the slightly noisier environment atNE the more sensitive threshold would
trigger further detections outside the 5 MHz channels. We decided to use the higher
threshold in order to prevent these false detections.
We applied the same methodology as introduced in the previous section for se-
lecting representative subtraces and focused on the same 12 h duration. For all four
technologies shown in Figure 6.11 a certain fraction of channels was fully loaded. Ad-
ditionally, for two technologies there was a significant probability that a channel was
completely vacant. In the UMTS DL case both extremes occurred.
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NE, UMTS DL−band, δP=−100 dBm/200 kHz
AB, GSM1800 DL−band, δP=−107 dBm/200 kHz
FIGURE 6.11: Comparison of differentDC distributions based on measurements taken
at NE and AB using appropriate energy detection thresholds.
As said above, if a UMTS base station is active it will always send a continuous
signal in order to announce its presence to nodes that may try to join the network.
The steady transmission using at least the broadcast code gives a DC ≡ 1 and the
only other case is an unused frequency with DC ≡ 0. Only very few channels gave
intermediate DC-values due to effects at the edges of the 5 MHz technology channels
or due to false detections because of strong noise samples.
Distributions with high probabilities for the minimum DC ≈ 0 and the maximum
DC ≈ 1 can usually be well represented using the beta-distribution, given by
fb(x;α,β) =
1
B(α,β)
xα−1(1 − x)β−1, x ∈ (0, 1), (6.15)
where α and β are two free parameters to control the behaviour of the distribution
and B(α,β) is the beta function
B(α,β) =
∫ 1
0
xα−1(−x)β−1dx. (6.16)
The beta function is configurable to model various behaviours avoiding the need to
differentiate multiple cases and use additional distributions. The beta-function is not
defined for the casesDC ≡ 0 andDC ≡ 1, but we have detected several channels with
these extreme DC-values. We modify the PDF of the beta-distribution to explicitly
reproduce also these two cases and define the PDF of the modified beta distribution
fmb(x;α,β,pDC=0,pDC=1) as
fmb(x;α,β,pDC=0,pDC=1) = pDC=0 · δ(x) + pDC=1 · δ(x− 1)
+ (1 − pDC=0 − pDC=1) · fb(x;α,β), x ∈ [0, 1],
(6.17)
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FIGURE 6.12: Comparison of differentDC distributions and the corresponding modi-
fied beta distribution fits. The shown graphs are based on measurements taken at NE
and AB using the same thresholds as given in Figure 6.11.
where δ(x) is the Dirac delta-function.
In order to evaluate the goodness of fit of the modified beta distribution when
fitted to the DC distributions extracted from our measurement data, we use the area
metric A and the weighted Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic KSw as introduced in Sec-
tion 6.2.2. We do not use the symmetric Kullback-Leibler divergence because, e.g., the
PDF for the UMTS DL band shown in Figure 6.11 has too narrow peaks and the KL
metric is less reliable compared to the other two metrics for these cases.
Figure 6.12 shows the modified beta distribution fits for the same four services
as previously shown in Figure 6.11. The metrics A and KSw show that all CDFs can
be reasonably well approximated by fmb(x;α,β,pDC=0,pDC=1). Especially, the explicit
modelling of the two extreme cases of fully loaded and completely vacant channels
allows for accurate matches of the measurement data.
The KSw metric evaluates the largest distance between the two compared distri-
butions. In the modified beta-fits these distances often occur at the DC-values that
we defined as limit for the beta distribution based modelling and the separate delta-
function for the extreme cases. If this limit was adapted for each technology separa-
tely the KSw would be lower for most of the cases. However, we decided to apply
the same upper and lower limit for all cases and accept the partially suboptimal fits at
these limits.
We provide detailed parameters for the modified beta distribution and a multi-
tude of different services in the Appendix B.2. We also include parameters for all
three examined locations IN, NE, and AB. In the case of the noisier location NE, we
list parameter sets for both energy detection thresholds δP = −100 dBm/200 kHz and
δP = −107 dBm/200 kHz.
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FIGURE 6.13: Normalized and biased autocovariance of the DC plotted over the fre-
quency lag for selected examples. The shown graphs are based on measurements
taken at NE and AB using appropriate energy detection thresholds.
6.3.2 Duty Cycle Correlation
The proposed modified beta distribution allows for generation of realistic DC values
throughout a band but does not model any correlations between the DC of adjacent
measurement channels. When considering that the bandwidth of several technology
channels is wider than our resolution bandwidth Br = 200 kHz such correlations are
to be expected.
In order to investigate the correlation of the DC over frequency we use the biased
autocovariance, a slightly modified version of (6.5):
ρDC,DC(k) =

1
Nf
· 1covDC,DC(0)
∑fservice+Nf−k−1
f=fservice
(
DC(f+ k) −DCservice
)
×(DC(f) −DCservice), k ∈ [0, Nf],
ρDC,DC(−k), k ∈ [−Nf, −1],
(6.18)
where fservice is the first frequency index that belongs to the examined service and
DCservice is the average DC over the whole service spectrum. The difference to the
definition given in (6.5) is the weighting factor at the beginning of the equation, which
has previously been dependent on k in order to enable direct comparison between
weekdays.
Figure 6.13 shows two examples that clearly show that the DC of adjacent mea-
surement channels is correlated. The DECT graph is periodic with the DECT techno-
logy channel bandwidth of ≈1.7 MHz. DECT applies load balancing across all chan-
nels. Instead, UMTS operators rarely change their allocation of frequencies to base
stations. Few intermediate UMTS technology channels have been idle during our
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FIGURE 6.14: Spectrum use in the GSM1800 DL band recorded at AB for about 30 min.
The occupancy was determined using a threshold of δP = −107 dBm/200 kHz.
measurements preventing the autocovariance from being perfectly periodic. Howe-
ver, the UMTS technology channel bandwidth of 5 MHz is clearly recognizable from
Figure 6.13. We conclude that the DC of adjacent measurement channels is clearly
correlated.
6.3.3 Spectrum Occupancy Archetypes
We have accurately matched the time structure of spectrum occupancy using a semi-
Markov model. Additionally, we have introduced a model for the DC distribution
but have determined that it does not capture the DC correlation over frequency. A
complete time-frequency spectrum model should also reproduce the latter property
of spectrum occupancy.
In order to properly do so we have to differentiate between two cases. First, the
previously discussed case of wider technology channel bandwidths such as in the
DECT or the UMTS case. Second, the case of technology channel bandwidths that
are equal to our resolution bandwidth or narrower. Figure 6.14 shows the binary
spectrum occupancy in the GSM1800 DL band as measured at AB for an arbitrarily
selected time period of 30 min during a Friday afternoon in August 2007. Following
the term white space the areas not coloured indicate spectrum opportunities. Although
GSM uses channels of 200 kHz bandwidth and a single technology channel does not
cover multiple measurement channels, we can still see a clear clustering of similar
type of spectrum occupancy.
We model these two types of correlation in the frequency domain differently. For
the former case of wideband channels we adapt the bandwidth of the modelled chan-
nels to the PU technology channel bandwidth. Each artificially generated occupancy
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does not any more describe a measurement channel but a technology channel. We
assume that different PUs act independently and the time structure of each separate
technology channel can be modelled independently. We further assume a fixed tech-
nology channel bandwidth and do not consider technologies such as channel bonding
or multi-channel transmissions.
For the latter case, we can identify a couple of additional properties that should
be modelled when having another look at Figure 6.14. All types of similar use are
clustered. Not only the fully loaded and the completely vacant channels are grouped
but also the channels with intermediate traffic load such as those at F ≈ 1838.7 MHz or
those at F ≈ 1847.5 MHz. Additionally, also channels with low traffic load are grouped
such as at F ≈ 1820.6 MHz. The clustered white space2 in the examined cellular band
is a good example showing the potential of dynamic spectrum sharing scenarios also
for cellular network operators as proposed, e.g., in [63].
Figure 6.14 also shows that fully loaded and completely vacant channels are rarely
adjacent to each other although often only one or two channels are in between. Howe-
ver, these intermediateDC-values in between are most probably a measurement arte-
fact. We configured Br = 200 kHz, which is the same as the GSM channel bandwidth.
Since we cover a frequency span of 1.5 GHz with 8192 measurement channels, adja-
cent measurement channels slightly overlap in order not to miss weak signals centred
at the border of two adjacent measurement channels. Measurement and GSM chan-
nels are not aligned and a measurement channel may sometimes fit exactly to a GSM
channel but more often it covers parts of two different GSM channels. At the border
of a cluster of fully loaded channels only a fraction of the first fully loaded channel of
the cluster may be covered by a measurement channel. If the received signal is weak it
may not be reliably detected because only a fraction of the signal energy is covered by
the measurement channel. These missed detections at the borders of clusters of fully
loaded channels may cause the intermediate DC-values and those do not represent
GSM system properties that should be reproduced.
We have seen that theDC does not vary drastically for the channels that belong to
the same frequency domain cluster. We exploit this fact and fix the DC throughout a
modelled cluster to a constant value. The resulting DC distribution is a step function
with a variable number of discrete steps instead of a continuous function. For most
spectrum bands, five levels provide a good compromise between the number of para-
meters and the model accuracy. We always specify the fully loaded (DC > 0.975) and
the completely vacant type (DC < 0.005) and add further spectrum use archetypes as
appropriate. We often use the types high, intermediate, and low traffic load.
We select representative traces for each of the archetypes and evaluate which com-
bination of distributions for the ON- and OFF-period durations fits best. The flexi-
bility of the semi-Markov framework allows for models that show only heavy-tailed
behaviour for some of the archetypes. We perform the parameter extraction using
MLE-methods supported by the MATLAB framework.
Finally, the spectrum model has to match the measured probabilities of the dif-
2The amount of white space in the shown GSM DL band may be surprising. At the time of writing,
some of the spectrum is considered for re-auctioning although ongoing court cases complicate the matter.
The 5 MHz blocks from 1825.1 MHz to 1830.1 MHz and in the range of 1853.1 MHz to 1858.1 MHz are
probably to be auctioned [173]. Nevertheless, further white spaces exist at the lower and upper end of
the spectrum band and also the channels with intermediate use are clustered.
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ferent archetypes. The number of clusters and the bandwidth of each cluster vary
between spectrum bands and measurement locations. A spectrum model should not
hard code these cluster bandwidths but allow for flexible generation of different sce-
narios. However, the limited number of clusters per spectrum band complicates a
reliable parameter extraction. We decided to use a log-normal distribution also for
the distribution specifying the bandwidth of each cluster independently of the cluster
archetype. The only constraint on the adjacent cluster archetype is that two neighbou-
ring clusters cannot be of the same type. The log-normal distribution was the best fit
for several different services as well as for the data sets measured at different loca-
tions. The parameters of the fitted distributions are listed in Appendix B.3 together
with the configuration for each matched archetype. We provide settings for multiple
services and two different locations.
6.4 TIME-FREQUENCY SPECTRUM OCCUPANCY MODEL
We have introduced the different components of our time-frequency spectrum mo-
del. It separates the time and the frequency domain by modelling each technology
channel individually but considers possible correlations in the frequency domain. We
describe the behaviour over time using a semi-Markov model and use geometric and
log-normal distributions to also enable heavy-tailed behaviour for the ON- or OFF-
period length distributions. On the frequency side, we have defined archetypes that
model the properties of spectrum use in clusters. The bandwidths of these clusters is
also log-normally distributed.
In this section, we give examples on how artificially generated spectrum data com-
pares to the measured occupancy. We provide several examples that visualize the
model characteristics and prove its realism. Additionally, we investigate how much
modelling data is required for reliable parameter extraction. This is an important step
for any empirical study that has not often been employed in earlier studies. We apply
the principle of borrowing strength [174] since we deal with real world, dynamic sys-
tems and cannot apply more formal methods. We show that the amount of data, that
we have available, is sufficient to reliably determine distribution parameters. Finally,
we comment on promising applications of the introduced model.
6.4.1 Model Validation
We validated our model by comparing measured spectrum data and artificial spec-
trum data, generated following the instructions given in Appendix B.3. We show se-
lected examples in this section. Besides, we confirmed that the major properties such
as DC and ON- and OFF-period length distributions were reproduced well.
As first example, we investigate the DECT case. Figure 6.15 shows a white space
map generated from measurement data collected on an arbitrarily selected Saturday
afternoon. Several properties of DECT systems can be identified. All ten channels
are shown and their load is very similar due to the DECT DCS feature. It seems that
the channel load decreases towards the border of each channel. DECT applies FM
with a frequency shift of ∆F = 288 kHz automatically giving lower load at the channel
edges. Additionally, each DECT transmitter has to be designed according to a well
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FIGURE 6.15: Spectrum use in the DECT-band recorded at AB for about 30 min. The
occupancy was determined using a threshold of δP = −107 dBm/200 kHz.
defined spectrum mask and the transmit power of the single carrier of any DECT
signal usually decreases towards the border.
In Figure 6.15, the DECT channel bandwidth of ≈1.7 MHz can rarely be recogni-
zed in single SA sweeps. Instead, the measurement data of multiple minutes is requi-
red. Due to its swept operation, the SA did not measure all measurement channels
that were covered by a single DECT channel at the same time and short frames trigger
detections only in a subset of those.
We do not want to reproduce all of these properties and Figure 6.16 shows an
example for a white space map based on artificially generated DECT spectrum data.
DSA systems will hardly be capable of exploiting white spaces of the durations of
single DECT symbols. Thus, we mark the full channel occupied and do not reproduce
the impact of the modulation scheme. Similarly, a sensitive enough spectrum sensor
will successfully extract the correct DECT channel bandwidth, which should be hard
coded in the spectrum data generation process. Due to the random DCS behaviour we
also do not model any correlation in the frequency domain. In the time domain our
model successfully models the geometric holding times for both states and accurately
matches the distribution parameters.
As second example we come back to the initially discussed GSM1800 DL scena-
rio. The measured data has been shown in Figure 6.14 and we have investigated its
characteristics above. Figure 6.17 shows a white space map that uses the correct pa-
rameter settings in the time domain. Different archetypes and their probabilities are
well reproduced but correlations in the frequency domain are not taken into account
during the data generation process, yet.
Figure 6.18 is an example that reproduces both dimensions properly. It uses the
correct state holding time distributions for the different spectrum archetypes and the
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FIGURE 6.16: Artificially generated spectrum occupancy data based on the statistics
extracted from measurement data taken in the DECT-band recorded at AB.
FIGURE 6.17: Artificially generated spectrum occupancy data based on the statistics
extracted from measurement data taken in the GSM1800 DL band recorded at AB
without taking into account the correlations between different channels.
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FIGURE 6.18: Artificially generated spectrum occupancy data based on the statistics
extracted from measurement data taken in the GSM1800 DL band recorded at AB
while taking into account the correlation between different channels.
cluster bandwidths follow the proposed log-normal distribution. We can find several
major properties that we identified in Figure 6.14 for the measured white space map in
the artificial data set again. The described clusters are present and we can also verify
the reproduction of the log-normal distribution giving non-negligible probability of
very long OFF-periods by, e.g., the low traffic load area at F ≈ 1826 MHz and the long
OFF-periods that occur, e.g., after ≈21 min. Finally, the edge effects that we traced
back to be caused by measurement artefacts are not present in the artificial white space
map.
As third example we chose the ISM-band at 2.4 GHz. Our motivation has been
threefold. First, it was one of the most heavily used bands throughout our measure-
ments and very popular systems such as IEEE 802.11 WLANs and BT networks use
this band. Second, it is one of the rare examples where multiple actively used ser-
vices coexist in the same band. Third, due to the relaxed regulation, which allows for
unlicensed operation of various devices, it is a very good candidate for DSA testbed
operation and experiments.
Figure 6.19 shows the same type of occupancy map as discussed for the other tech-
nologies for an arbitrarily selected data set measured during 30 min of a Thursday
afternoon at AB. Three quite regularly used WLAN channels, namely channel three,
eight, and probably twelve, can roughly be identified around their centre frequencies
F3 = 2422 MHz, F8 = 2447 MHz, and F12 = 2467 MHz. Channel three carried most
traffic but the other channels cannot clearly be identified. The channels partially over-
lap and WLAN frames are too short such that the SA never sweeps through the whole
WLAN channel during a single frame.
The nearly continuous transmission at F ≈ 2410 MHz cannot be unambiguously
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FIGURE 6.19: Spectrum occupancy in the 2.4 GHz ISM-band recorded at AB for about
30 min. The occupancy was determined using an energy detection threshold of δP =
−107 dBm/200 kHz.
identified. Analog audio or video transmissions are possible candidate technologies.
Further unlicensed devices such as BT or WLAN transmitters were probably also
present in the vicinity of the measurement device. The very active period close to
the end of the shown excerpt is another measurement artefact that cannot be clearly
explained. It may be interference caused by a near by microwave oven. All these
examples show that spectrum occupancy in the ISM-band case has significantly more
complicated characteristics compared to those bands with a single active technology
and networks under close management of a commercial or public operator.
We cannot define a fixed technology bandwidth although WLAN was the domi-
nant type of use at all measurement locations. The nearly continuous narrowband
transmission and the wideband interference at the end, both shown in Figure 6.19,
could not be reproduced when using 20 MHz channels as WLANs use. If we use nar-
rower channels a generated cluster may have a similar bandwidth as a WLAN channel
but the different channels belonging to that cluster will be modelled independently.
The state holding time distributions will be same throughout the cluster but it will
only rarely happen that the complete cluster bandwidth is concurrently occupied as it
is the case for a WLAN frame. Figure 6.19 does not show full 20 MHz transmissions
because of the swept analysis as explained for the DECT case.
Figure 6.20 shows an artificially generated example using a channel bandwidth
of 200 kHz as configured during the measurements. The difference to the measured
white space map is obvious and the ISM-band at 2.4 GHz is an example that cannot
be accurately reproduced. Other models available from literature do not reproduce
the multi-system speciality of the ISM-band either. Both, Geirhofer et. al [160, 161] as
well as Motamedi and Bahai [162] do only describe the occupancy statistics of WLAN-
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FIGURE 6.20: Artificially generated spectrum occupancy data based on the statistics
extracted from measurement data taken in the 2.4 GHz ISM-band recorded at AB.
systems.
We provide the model parameters for the different fitted archetypes in Appen-
dix B.3 because they could be used to, e.g., generate single channel traces.
A more realistic spectrum model for the ISM-band would have to integrate the
time and frequency domains into one model. Our divide-and-conquer approach that
investigates both dimensions separately is not able to capture the more complex pro-
perties of the spectrum occupancy of the unlicensed operation. The main complicating
factor are the different bandwidths of the present technologies. Several emerging wi-
reless technologies such as IEEE 802.16, also known as WiMAX, and 3GPP Release
8, also referred to as LTE, allow for flexible transmission bandwidth. The OFDMA
operation in the WiMAX uplink is another scenario where the detected transmission
bandwidth will quickly change if not all subcarriers are continuously assigned.
The developed spectrum model can hardly be extended to properly support these
technology extensions. However, to the best of our knowledge it is the most flexible
model available from literature and enables modelling of spectrum bands of arbitrary
width with different usage patterns.
6.4.2 Estimation of Distribution Parameters
We examine the robustness of the parameter extraction as second aspect of our model
validation. We selected subtraces of our measurement data in order to prevent the
need for explicit modelling of the daily cycle. We decided to use 12 h of data which
correspond roughly to 24 000 binary occupancy time samples. Depending on the ON-
and OFF-period durations the number of state switches may be significantly lower. In
the following, we apply the method of borrowing strength [174] to the parameter fit-
ting: We steadily increase the number of ON- and OFF-period durations, that we take
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FIGURE 6.21: Borrowing strength applied to the parameter estimation for the geome-
tric distributions of the ON- and OFF-period durations in the DECT band at AB.
into account, and reestimate the distribution parameters for each step. Plotting the
fitted parameters over the number of considered duration pairs shows how quickly
the parameters converge towards their final values.
Figure 6.21 shows an example for two geometric distributions. The data was col-
lected in the DECT band. After 1000 samples have been considered the parameter
estimates fluctuate by at maximum 0.01. Adding further duration pairs to the distri-
bution fitting does not further improve the parameter estimates. In the DECT-case, it
takes ≈2 h to collect enough samples that describe 1000 ON- and OFF-periods.
Figure 6.22 shows an example for a combination of a geometric and a log-normal
distribution for the ON- and OFF-period durations. In the given low traffic load case,
very long OFF-periods may occur as modelled by the log-normal distribution. When
taking into account the different y-axes scaling compared to Figure 6.21 the parameter
estimates change slightly more compared to the DECT case also when a large num-
ber of duration pairs is taken into account. We can still confirm that considering 800
samples provides good results for the parameter extraction, which takes ≈4 h for the
shown channel.
As third example we selected one case with high traffic load, as shown in Fi-
gure 6.23. Several long ON-periods occurred during the measurements and we use
a log-normal distribution to reproduce those in our spectrum model. In this case, 500
samples are enough to arrive at very good estimates for the different parameters.
The total number of available duration pairs is lower in the two GSM1800 DL
examples because those describe either the low traffic load or the high traffic load
scenarios. In the DECT exampleDC ≈ 50% and ON- and OFF-periods are on average
shorter giving us more periods as basis for distribution fitting.
All the above examples show that few minutes of measurement data are not suf-
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FIGURE 6.22: Borrowing strength applied to the parameter estimation for the geo-
metric distribution of the ON-period durations and the log-normal distribution of the
OFF-period durations in the GSM1800 DL band at AB. The examined channel carried
low load.
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FIGURE 6.23: Borrowing strength applied to the parameter estimation for the log-
normal distribution of the ON-period durations and the geometric distribution of the
OFF-period durations in the GSM1800 DL band at AB. The examined channel carried
high load.
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ficient with our sampling rate to extract model parameters reliably. Instead, ≈4 h of
measurement data is required to estimate appropriate model parameters. When ta-
king into account that those would be valid for significantly longer time periods an
online estimation scenario becomes realistic. The model parameters could be added to
knowledge databases such as proposed in the REM concept and enable DSA-capable
nodes to get a first impression on which spectrum bands may be especially attractive
for secondary use.
6.4.3 Model Applications
We have presented a flexible and accurate time-frequency model of spectrum occu-
pancy. It successfully reproduces several key properties of spectrum occupancy in
the time- and frequency-domain. Most of these have not been captured by existing
models. Consequently, these characteristics have not been considered in the litera-
ture. Namely, we have confirmed through evaluation of extensive spectrum occu-
pancy measurement data that the assumption of geometrically distributed ON- and
OFF-period durations is not generally applicable. In scenarios with, e.g., low traffic
load, which are especially interesting for DSA applications, a log-normal modelling is
often more appropriate. The DC-distribution is far from uniform and the occupancy
statistics of adjacent technology channels in the frequency domain are often correla-
ted.
Additionally, the developed modelling methodology has been kept general en-
abling its application to future spectrum modelling activities. New data sets can be
analysed similarly and the classification into spectrum occupancy archetypes provides
a basis for comparison between different campaigns. The extensive and successful
model validation proves that the applied methodology is appropriate for the task of
spectrum occupancy modelling.
The introduced model can be used to study various scenarios in the DSA context.
The performance of sensing systems strongly depends on the availability of vacant
spectrum and how it changes over time. We discuss such aspects in detail in the next
chapter. The capacity of a secondary system working in a specific primary spectrum
band could be estimated and the evaluation of any signalling protocol also requires
realistic spectrum scenarios. Tasks such as spectrum management or spectrum mobi-
lity have to be handled in a timely manner upon return of a PU. Another use case are
techniques that track how attractive a spectrum band is for SUs. All these examples re-
quire accurate models for spectrum occupancy in the time- and the frequency-domain.
6.5 POSSIBLE CAUSES FOR THE DETERMINED ON- AND OFF-PERIOD
DURATION STATISTICS
During the analysis of the ON- and OFF-period lengths we have detected few cases
that have shown correlations between adjacent durations. Additionally, the duration
distributions may be heavy-tailed. In this section, we examine the application of re-
sults derived by the network traffic analysis community to the scenario at hand and
provide results on possible causes for the detected behaviour. Most of the following
discussion has been previously published in [159].
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FIGURE 6.24: We model each individual PU using a binary ON-/OFF-process
and aggregate multiple of them based on a binary OR-operation (TX abbreviates
Transmission).
During the extensive analysis of network traffic similar heavy-tailed distributions
have been detected for various characteristics such as the packet inter-arrival time or
the number of packets transferred via the network per time unit, see, e.g., [175, 176].
During the further analysis, it has been shown that the properties of the gathered
network traffic can be accurately reproduced by an aggregated process [177]. Each
of the independent traffic sources is a strictly alternating binary source with Pareto-
distributed ON- and OFF-period durations. We evaluate if a slightly adapted model
may explain some of the statistical results that we have discussed in Sections 6.2.1
and 6.2.2, and if the same technique could be applied to generate spectrum data that
reproduces the measured properties.
In the case of DSA, individual PUs represent the traffic sources. An ON-period
corresponds to an active transmission and an OFF-period describes a silent PU, res-
pectively. SUs are solely interested in the occupancy state of the channel and, thus, the
process that aggregates the activity patterns of all PUs is a simple OR-composition.
As soon as a single PU is active the channel will be classified as occupied. Figure 6.24
shows the OR-operation using an example with three PUs.
The aggregation process is the major difference to the original network traffic ana-
lysis work. A single network traffic source either does not produce any traffic in the
OFF-state or does so with a constant rate in the ON-state. Instead of the OR-operation
studied in the DSA-context, the examined process is the arithmetic sum of the amount
of traffic generated by all individual sources. Networking researchers have shown that
the self-similarity of the aggregated process can be proven by analytical means [178].
Here, we limit our evaluation to numerical simulations and investigate if the different
aggregation method changes the statistical properties of the aggregated process.
In real scenarios the activity patterns of PUs, e.g., different base stations in a cel-
lular system, will most probably be correlated due to similar activity patterns of, e.g.,
the served cellular users. However, we assume PUs to be i.i.d. If a rather uniform
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TABLE 6.1: Simulation parameters.
Scenario Number of DC OFF-period durations ON-period durations
primary users [%] a xm a xm
DL 1. . . 25 24 1.1. . . 2.5 30 2.3 adapted to match
AH 1. . . 70 8.5 1.1. . . 2.5 65 2.3 the selected DC
group of PUs, e.g., all located in a business area, is examined and short enough time
periods without activity changes due to time of day are modelled, the assumption of
i.i.d. PUs should not drastically alter the accuracy of the system model.
Starting from these assumptions, we investigate the statistical characteristics of
the aggregated process. We are mainly interested in the answers to the questions if
the ON- and OFF-period durations of the aggregated process are correlated over time,
and how the ON- and the OFF-period duration distributions of the aggregated process
look like.
In order to provide these answers, we use a straightforward simulation of the ag-
gregated trace. We generate binary traces in discrete time for each PU individually
and compose the aggregated trace by simple OR-composition. As in the case of the
measured traces, we evaluate the ON- and the OFF-period duration distributions and
the autocovariance function of the time series composed of consecutive ON- and OFF-
period durations. We use the unbiased autocovariance as defined in (6.5).
As said above, the activity of each PU follows Pareto distributions for the ON- and
OFF-period durations. The PDF of the Pareto distribution is defined as
f(x) = a
xam
xa+1
, x > xm, (6.19)
where a is usually referred to as the shape parameter, and xm is known as the scale
parameter of the Pareto distribution. We also did tests with log-normal and geometric
distributions because we successfully fitted those to our measurement data. We focus
on the Pareto distribution since it has been applied by the network traffic community
during the initial work on statistics of the aggregated processes. We further focus on
the OFF-periods because they are more important in the DSA scenario and describe
the amount of available vacant spectrum.
Table 6.1 lists the simulation parameters, namely the number of PUs and the dis-
tribution parameters. Each PU behaves same and we apply the given distribution pa-
rameters to generate the individual ON-/OFF-processes. We differentiate two cases,
the Downlink (DL) and the Ad hoc (AH) scenario. The main difference is the lowerDC
in the AH-scenario that allows for more PUs to be added before the channel is fully
saturated.
We used traces of 2.5 million binary samples in the DL-case and 1.5 million samples
in the AH-scenario. Additionally, we ran S = 25 simulations per parameter set and
average the results across all simulation runs, e.g., the average autocovariance is
ρLOFF, LOFF(k) =
1
S
S∑
i=1
ρi, LOFF, LOFF(k), (6.20)
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FIGURE 6.25: Average autocovariance of the time series of consecutive OFF-period
durations simulated for an aggregated ON-/OFF-process. The individual primary
users have each DC ≈ 24% (DL-scenario). The Pareto shape parameter a for the OFF-
periods of the individual primary users is a = 1.1.
where ρi, LOFF, LOFF(k) is the autocovariance of the OFF-period durations of the aggre-
gated process at lag k determined in simulation run i.
Results
Figure 6.25 shows the simulated autocovariance in three different versions. First, Fi-
gure 6.25a shows how it changes with the lag of the autocovariance function. For any
number of more than two PUs a clear correlation between adjacent OFF-period dura-
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tions can be determined when comparing with the also given randomness thresholds
τT . The correlations decrease with the lag which fits to our measured traces, as shown
above in Figure 6.5. Figure 6.25b shows the autocovariance and its dependence on
the number of PUs. Again, we can confirm that no correlations will be present if the
number of PUs is too low. This result was expected because the PUs are assumed to be
independent and a certain amount of aggregated transmissions is required to induce
the correlations.
Figure 6.25c combines the results of both previous graphs and shows the auto-
covariance in a surface-plot. The major characteristics are same as discussed above.
Figure 6.25c confirms that correlations emerge at short time lags and with an interme-
diate number of transmitters. The correlations decrease when we increase either the
number of nodes or the time lag.
Figure 6.26 shows the same three plots for the AH-scenario. The maximum occurs
again when approximately twelve PUs are active. The higher number of nodes in the
AH-case does not change the trend towards lower autocovariance when the numbers
of PUs increases. However, a high number of active transmitters results in a very
fragmented aggregated process with very short OFF-periods. If the channel does not
approach its capacity and the ON-periods are not extremely long, yet, the autocova-
riance will be computed for a large number of OFF-period durations. The randomness
threshold τT depends on the amount of available data and will decrease in the case
of more OFF-periods. Thus, although the autocovariance seems to decrease similarly
quickly as in Figure 6.25 it crosses the graph for the randomness threshold τT at a
much higher number of PUs. The highest correlations were simulated for the same
amount of nodes in the DL- and the AH-scenario but the correlations emerge for a
wider range of numbers of PUs in the AH-case.
For all the discussed results we fixed the Pareto shape parameter a for both states.
In Figure 6.27 we evaluate the autocovariance ρLOFF, LOFF(k) for different values of a as
listed in Table 6.1. If the parameter a is very low more PUs will be needed to induce
the correlation-effect. If we increase a less PUs will be required since we lower the
probability for very long OFF-period durations. The more longer OFF-period lengths
are in the individual traces the higher is also the probability that the aggregated trace
contains very long OFF-periods and those seem to prevent the correlation effect.
This hypothesis will also be valid, although less explicitly, if we replace the Pareto
by a log-normal distribution for the OFF-period durations. Its tail is more heavy-tailed
than a geometric distribution, but the tail is shorter compared to any of the examined
Pareto configurations. Thus, it could be seen as extension of Figure 6.27 for even
higher values for a. The basic effect of emerging correlation is also present for the log-
normal distribution and provides a possible explanation for the correlations detected
in Section 6.2.1. If we exchange the ON-period distribution by a log-normal or a geo-
metric distribution the basic result does hardly change. The OFF-period distribution is
clearly the more important distribution due to the properties of the OR-composition.
We have successfully confirmed that the aggregation of multiple independent PU
processes may result in correlated OFF-period durations. Figure 6.28 shows the dis-
tributions of the ON- and OFF-period durations. The graphs for a single PU clearly
show the straight line in the double logarithmic format, which is the power-law cha-
racteristic of the Pareto distribution. For the OFF-period duration distribution shown
in Figure 6.28b the heavy-tailed property is present for nearly all compared numbers
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FIGURE 6.26: Average autocovariance of the time series of consecutive OFF-period
durations simulated for an aggregated ON-/OFF-process. The individual primary
users have each DC ≈ 8.5% (AH-scenario). The Pareto shape parameter a for the
OFF-periods of the individual primary users is a = 1.1.
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FIGURE 6.27: Average autocovariance at lag 1 of the time series of consecutive OFF-
period durations simulated for an aggregated ON-/OFF-process. The figure com-
pares the impact of the number of nodes and the shape parameter a of the Pareto-
distribution of the OFF-period durations. The individual PUs have each DC ≈ 24%
(DL-scenario).
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(b) OFF-period durations.
FIGURE 6.28: Length distribution of the ON- and OFF-period durations of the aggre-
gated, simulated trace. The individual PUs have each DC ≈ 8.5% (DL-scenario) and
NU is the number of simulated PUs.
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of PUs. Only for the highest numbers the average OFF-period duration is too short to
reliably decide if the graph is still a power-law. The slope of the straight line is signifi-
cantly lower making it very difficult to decide upon the presence of a power-law [172].
For the ON-periods, shown in Figure 6.28a, the shape of the graph changes from
the power-law properties more towards a typical geometric graph with a very high
average duration. Again, the ON-state shows different properties due to the applied
OR-composition.
The presented simulation results are not sufficient to conclude that the detected
correlations emerge from the aggregation of individual traffic streams of different PUs.
However, they certainly motivate further study of the described system model using
both analytical as well as empirical means. In the analytical case, a more careful for-
mulation of the problem at hand and a theoretical analysis should be carried out. In
the experimental case, a refined measurement setup, which enables one to differen-
tiate between multiple PUs, would allow for the comparison of the number of active
PUs and the probability for emerging correlations.
Besides, the described methodology can be applied for modelling purposes. If
the impact of the rarely detected correlations is studied a reliable way of generating
similarly correlated test data will be essential. The proposed approach is of limited
complexity and can be freely configured to represent different types of PUs. Addi-
tionally, it is well integrated with the introduced time-frequency spectrum model due
to the flexibility of the underlying semi-Markov model. The modelling methodology
developed for this thesis proves to be also applicable for the special case of correlated
ON- and OFF-period durations.
7ADAPTIVE SPECTRUM SENSING
In the previous chapter, we have identified several key properties of spectrum occu-
pancy in the time and frequency domains. In this chapter, we discuss techniques how
these insights could be exploited to improve the design and performance of a spec-
trum sensing system.
Most notably, a spectrum sensing system has to decide upon how many and which
channels should be sensed. The goal of possible adaptations will be to reduce the
number of channels that are sensed busy because channels used for active PU trans-
missions are not available for secondary use. The more occupied channels are investi-
gated the more resources must be spent for sensing until the same amount of available
spectrum has been found. We consider two approaches towards the goal of more ef-
ficient spectrum sensing: First, taking advantage of deterministic PU behaviour and,
second, exploiting knowledge on the statistics of PU activity, namely, the DC and the
ON- and OFF-period duration distributions.
Before we investigate algorithms or protocols in detail, we take a step back and
apply further evaluation methods to our measurement data. We do not focus on the
binary spectrum occupancy data any more but use the raw PSD samples as measu-
red by the SA. We show that simple periodicities are rarely present in the data but
more advanced techniques can identify deterministic components. We review these
results together with the statistics of the ON- and OFF-period durations presented in
Section 6.2.2 and estimate the potential of the first approach that exploits deterministic
PU behaviour in Section 7.1.
Afterwards, we compare different approaches that implement the second approach
and take advantage of available PU activity statistics for adaptive spectrum sensing
in Section 7.2. We compare random and adaptive approaches and evaluate the addi-
tional benefit when more than only the DC is known. We also show the importance
of realistic spectrum modelling by using different spectrum models as well as real
measurement traces as basis for the algorithm evaluation.
7.1 DETERMINISTIC PRIMARY USER BEHAVIOUR
Several authors have proposed to take advantage of deterministic PU behaviour [179–
181] in order to forecast when a channel will become available for secondary use and
when the PU will return. However, no empirical evaluation has been provided and
it is not clear which gains can be achieved in practice. Additionally, no minimum
sampling rate or sensing reliability have been specified that are required in order to
successfully identify a given deterministic activity pattern.
Until now, we have focused on binary occupancy traces when analysing the ON-
and OFF-periods over time. Instead, we investigate the continuously measured PSD
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traces and estimate the complexity of these traces in this section. Although we study
whole spectrum bands allocated to single services, we perform the analysis on each
individual channel separately. First, we look for periodicities in the measurement
data in Section 7.1.1 because such regular behaviour would be rather easily exploi-
table. Second, we more formally examine the complexity of our measurement traces
in Section 7.1.2 and also take into account the time scale at which we run the analysis.
Third, we review some of our previous results commenting on their consequences on
the question of possibly exploitable patterns in Section 7.1.3. Finally, we summarize
the potential of utilizing deterministic PU behaviour in Section 7.1.4.
7.1.1 Periodicities in Spectrum Use
If a PU follows a periodic transmission pattern and occupies the channel only during
these regular periods a SU could access the channel during the remaining PU OFF-
periods. Such behaviour may occur, e.g., if measurement data or status information
has to be transferred to a central database on a regular basis or if other network mana-
gement or configuration tasks follow a fixed time pattern. We examined our measure-
ment data and searched for such periodic PU activity patterns. We have published
most of the following results in [182, 183].
Spectral analysis is the most commonly used technique for identifying periodi-
cities in empirical data. Our first focus was on clear periodicities and we did not
consider techniques that are able to extract more complex time patterns. We applied
the FFT to the normalized and symmetric autocovariance of our measurement traces,
as defined in (6.5), since uncorrelated noise components do not contribute to the au-
tocovariance at higher lags and the periodicities can be estimated slightly clearer.
The inter-sample time during our measurements was not constant due to instru-
ment realignments and the data transfer between the SA and the controlling notebook.
Even a very clear periodicity does not contribute to a single Fourier coefficient but a
small group of coefficients around a local maximum shows higher values. Since we are
interested in the strongest independent periodicities we apply a windowing technique
in the frequency domain. The window size is proportional to the Fourier frequency
and has a minimum size. After we have selected one strong Fourier coefficient no
further coefficients in the window around the local maximum are selected.
Following this approach, we determine the 15 strongest independent periods and
save the corresponding Fourier coefficients for each measurement channel. The shor-
test possible period is our inter-sample time of ≈1.8 sec and we do not evaluate period
durations that are longer than 60 % of the considered measurement time. Shorter pe-
riods such as the TV blanking interval cannot be tracked by our measurement setup.
We assume that exploiting those is less interesting for SUs. The involved complexity
is significantly higher due to the requirements on synchronization and sensing speed.
Figure 7.1 shows the detected periodicities for the complete first subband and the
whole measurement data collected at NE. Each shown dot describes one of the 15
strongest periodicities extracted for each measurement channel. The size of the dot
corresponds to the value of the FFT coefficient although we applied an upper limit in
order to guarantee a good visual outcome. We set the y-axes to logarithmic scale in
order to study short periods but also to examine long periods of multiple days.
Several horizontal lines, e.g., for 10 min, 1 h, or one day, can be identified showing
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FIGURE 7.1: Periods represented by the 15 strongest FFT coefficients for each mea-
surement channel of the first subband (20 MHz-1520 MHz) as measured at NE.
that the same periods were determined for numerous different measurement chan-
nels. A part of the regular structure with rather clear parallel horizontal lines is due
to the windowing process. If adjacent measurement channels show the same local
maxima the same area will be defined, out of which no additional coefficients will be
selected.
The strongest periods are roughly one or multiple days long and describe more
general trends such as the daily cycle that we have also seen in Section 6.2. Only
few channels show periodicities shorter than five minutes. For almost all frequencies
the absolute values of the FFT coefficients for these short periodicities are quite small.
Thus, they do not describe very strong periodic components and could even be caused
by coloured measurement noise processes. Since the maximum size of a single dot has
been limited for visualization reasons comparing the size of a dot of maximum size
and one of minimum size does not properly describe the proportion of the respective
FFT coefficients. We conclude that the periodicities indicated by the low FFT com-
ponents for periodicities shorter than five minutes do not describe structures that are
clear enough to be reliably exploited by smart SUs.
One of the few exceptions is the measurement channel at F = 465.7 MHz, which
has a strong regular component with a period of ≈1.4 min. Our hypothesis is that we
detected a former pager service, which was changed to broadcast weather information
to consumer weather stations. It was switching between three frequencies with a fixed
pattern that we detected during our measurements.
Figure 7.2 shows an excerpt of the time data gathered in that measurement chan-
nel. The period of ≈1.4 min can be clearly identified. The discussed example can
be seen as validation of our analysis methodology because we successfully detected
the present periodicity. Since almost all other detected regular patterns with shorter
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FIGURE 7.2: Extract of the measurement data collected at NE for ≈1 h of time in the
measurement channel at F = 465.7 MHz.
periods resulted in considerably lower FFT coefficients we conclude that only a very
limited number of periodic services was active in the first measured subband during
our measurements.
Figure 7.3 shows the same plot as discussed above for the second subband. Again,
the strongest periods are clearly the patterns that last multiple hours or days. These
describe the daily cycle and further underlying trends but cannot be exploited for de-
tailed forecasting of the PU behaviour. Those FFT coefficients that describe periods of
shorter than five minutes almost all belong to the most successful commercial services
such as GSM1800 or IEEE 802.11 WLANs. Some of these technologies have inherent
deterministic characteristics such as the GSM time slot structure that could partially
be detected by our measurement setup. A more detailed evaluation and reliable iden-
tification of this type of behaviour would require a higher sampling rate.
The results for the two other measurement locations are very similar. We also
examined 12 h time periods instead of the whole multi-day traces but no additional
strong periods were detected.
7.1.2 Complexity of Spectrum Use
The FFT-based evaluation in the previous section has shown that simple and clear
deterministic PU patterns can only be detected for very few channels. However, more
complex behaviour may very well be present in our measurement data but could not
be identified using the FFT. In the following, we use modern entropy metrics in order
to examine the complexity of the gathered measurement traces. Most of this work has
been presented by us in [184]. Furthermore, we have applied the same methodology
in a more networking-focused context in [185, 186].
In the DSA context, to the best of our knowledge only the information theoretical
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FIGURE 7.3: Periods represented by the 15 strongest FFT coefficients for each mea-
surement channel of the second subband (1500 MHz-3000 MHz) as measured at NE.
entropy has been applied. In [58], researchers have applied it as measure for the pre-
dictability of the process generating the ON- and OFF-period durations. The history
of the process or sequences of multiple durations have not been considered.
In [186] we have further considered the Hurst parameter and the fractal dimension
as additional metrics that study the self-similarity, and short and long range depen-
dence. Those describe specific statistical characteristics of the studied time series but
do not similarly well capture the complexity of the random process which is the main
property we are interested in here.
By far the most often used entropy metric is the classical information theoreti-
cal entropy introduced by Shannon, which we refer to as Shannon entropy. Given
a discrete random variable X that takes the values {x1, . . . , xN} with the probabilities
{p1, . . . ,pN}, the Shannon entropy is defined as
H(X) ≡ −
N∑
i=1
pi logpi, (7.1)
where N is the number of different values that the random variable X may take. The
information content of a sample xi is − logpi and is the higher the less often the sample
occurs. The Shannon entropy is the average information content of a single sample
across all possible values. We used the natural logarithm in our evaluation and grou-
ped all available samples to a fixed number of equidistant bins in order to determine
the probabilities for each bin.
The Shannon entropy is usually applied to the probabilities of single samples
without taking into account the history of the process. This approach has turned out to
be very useful in multiple different areas of communication, compression, and other
fields. Here, we are interested in the complexity of our measurement traces and want
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to know if certain multi-sample patterns occur more often than others. The modern
entropy metrics achieve this goal by examining not only the probability of individual
samples but the probability of specific sequences of samples of different length.
Even if each possible value occurs with the same probability the time series may
show deterministic behaviour. It will do so if adjacent samples are not independent of
each other and the process has a non-zero memory. We refer to such behaviour as less
complex. In the following, we introduce different statistics that assess the complexity
of a time series and give a good estimate on how regular it behaves. We could also
interpret them as a measure of how difficult it would be to exploit possibly present
deterministic behaviour.
Pincus has introduced the approximate entropy as a metric that applies a sequence-
based evaluation [187]. We use a measured time series U with elementsU(1) toU(Nt)
and form a sequence X(i) = [U(i), . . . ,U(i + s − 1)] with s ∈ N being the length of the
sequence. Let us denote by d
(
X(i), X(j)
)
the distance between two sequences defined
as
d
(
X(i), X(j)
)
= max
k∈[0,s−1]
{∣∣U(i+ k) −U(j+ k)∣∣}. (7.2)
We define two sequences to be similar if d
(
X(i), X(j)
)
6 r, where r is a tolerance mea-
sure to control how close the two sequences have to be to each other to be classified
as similar. If not mentioned otherwise we use r = 0.15 · σU, where σU is the standard
deviation of the measured time series U. We carefully examined the sensitivity of the
results to the value of r and the chosen value gave good results as it has also been the
case in [188]. Let us now compare the sequence X(i) to all vectors of the same length
and count how many similar sequences we find:
Csi (r) ≡
1
Nt − s+ 1
#{j | d
(
X(i), X(j)
)
6 r}. (7.3)
More accurately, Csi (r) is not a count but, due to the normalization by Nt − s + 1, it
is the probability that any sequence X(j) is similar to the tested sequence X(i). In the
next step, we define
Φs(r) ≡ 1
Nt − s+ 1
Nt−s+1∑
i=1
logCsi (r), (7.4)
which could be seen as the average information content of a single sequence. In Shan-
non’s initial definition of the information theoretical entropy in (7.1) each possible
value xi and its probability pi are only considered once. In (7.4) we average over all,
possibly repeating, sequences of length s. Thus, the probability for each sequence is
the same, equals 1/(Nt−s+1), and can be moved out of the summation. We continue
to use the natural logarithm.
Finally, we define the approximate entropy as
ApEn(s, r) ≡ lim
Nt→∞
(
Φs(r) −Φs+1(r)
)
. (7.5)
The statistic ApEn does not describe the average information content of a sequence of
certain length. Instead, it describes the average information content of the conditional
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probability of two similar sequences of length s to continue to be similar when one
more sample is compared.
In practical applications the infinite limit of the number of considered samples has
to be relaxed and is usually modelled as third parameter of ApEn as
ApEn(s, r,Nt) ≡ Φs(r) −Φs+1(r). (7.6)
The meaning of the values of ApEn is the same as for the Shannon entropy. A value
of zero describes perfect regularity and a higher value indicates higher complexity at
the considered pattern length s.
In (7.3) self-matches are allowed and Csi (r) > 0 always holds. Pincus decided to
include self-matches in order to ensure that the logarithm of the count is always defi-
ned. However, the self-matches make the approximate entropy a biased metric as has
been pointed out by several researchers, among those Richman and Moorman [189].
The expected value of the metric is not equal to the estimated parameter. Additionally,
ApEn is sensitive to the number of available samples Nt and will underestimate the
complexity of the studied signal if Nt is too low.
Richman and Moorman have proposed the sample entropy, denoted by SampEn,
in order to compensate for these disadvantages. They have excluded self-matches
and have taken appropriate measures to handle the cases without any matching se-
quences that would result in an undefined logarithm. The detailed enhancements are
discussed in [189]. The interpretation of the sample entropy is the same as for the
approximate entropy.
Costa et al. have used the SampEn as starting point for their multiscale exten-
sions [188, 190]. They have studied time series consisting of the time spans between
two consecutive heartbeats measured over 24 h. Using the Multiscale Sample Entropy
(MSE) they have successfully shown differences between time series collected from
healthy persons and from other groups with different heart failures. They have inves-
tigated the complexity of the measured time series on different time scales. One type
of heart failure has shown normal characteristics when using the unchanged time se-
ries but has resulted in abnormal properties at coarser time resolutions. When using
ApEn or SampEn the complexity of the detected time patterns can be controlled by
configuring the length of the compared sequences s appropriately. However, the time
resolution of the studied random process is the same as defined in the measurement
configuration.
Costa et al. have extended the entropy analysis to additional time scales by coarse-
graining the time series and applying the entropy statistics to each coarser time series
again. Let us denote by g the scale factor which gives the number of time samples that
are combined to a new sample of the coarse-grained time series by
Yg(j) ≡ 1
g
jg∑
i=(j−1)g+1
U(i), 1 6 j 6 Nt
g
. (7.7)
Any of the above discussed entropy metrics can be applied to the time series Yg(j) and
gives the complexity on a coarser time resolution.
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TABLE 7.1: Shannon and approximate entropy results for artificial data sets.
Data set Shannon entropy Approximate entropy
32 bins 512 bins s = 1 s = 2 s = 3 s = 4 s = 5
Logistic map, R = 3.9 3.26 5.96 0.60 0.50 0.48 0.48 0.48
(chaotic behaviour)
Logistic map, R = 3.7 3.21 5.91 0.48 0.38 0.36 0.36 0.35
(slightly chaotic beh.)
Logistic map, R = 3.5 1.39 1.39 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
(oscillating behaviour)
White Gaussian noise 2.80 5.56 2.61 2.48 1.77 0.53 0.06
P=1 W
Artificial Data Sets
In order to enable a better understanding of the characteristics of the introduced me-
trics and their differences compared to the well-known Shannon entropy we apply
them to artificial example time series. Namely, we use real valued white Gaussian
noise and the iterates of the logistic map
xk+1 = Rxk(1 − xk). (7.8)
The Gaussian noise describes the voltage measured periodically over a resistor of 1Ω
for a noise process with a power of 1 W. The logistic map is a well studied example
and its behaviour can be changed from deterministic to chaotic using the parameter
R. We use three different values: The lowest one R = 3.5 results in oscillating beha-
viour and represents an example of a process with perfectly deterministic properties.
The trace generated with the second parameter value R = 3.7 shows slightly chaotic
behaviour and the highest parameter value R = 3.9 gives the most complex behaviour
of the three logistic map traces.
Figure 7.4 shows the MSE for the four different examples. Additionally, Table 7.1
lists the results for the Shannon and the approximate entropy for the same artificial
data sets. For the logistic map with oscillating behaviour, R = 3.5, both the ap-
proximate and the sample entropy (scale factor g = 1) result in negligible values and
confirm the expected deterministic behaviour. For higher R-values both statistics in-
crease and both metrics are able to differentiate between both cases. In contrast, the
Shannon entropy gives very similar values for both cases because the logistic map re-
sults in a rather uniform distribution of the individual samples for higher R-parameter
values.
Another significant difference between the classical and the modern entropy me-
trics can be identified when also taking into account the white Gaussian noise. The
Shannon entropy is slightly lower compared to the logistic map with chaotic beha-
viour but the approximate and the sample entropy are significantly higher due to the
complete randomness of the noise process. The dependence between consecutive lo-
gistic map samples, given in its definition (7.8), can be seen by the nearly constant
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FIGURE 7.4: Multiscale sample entropy of several selected artificial example time se-
ries (s = 2).
approximate entropy when higher values for the sequence length s are taken into ac-
count.
The coarse-graining applied during the multiscale analysis lowers the variance
of the white Gaussian noise process. At the same time also the MSE significantly
decreases with the scale factor. The graphs for the logistic map also result in lower
MSEs for higher scale factors but the decrease is smaller.
Results
We have seen the main characteristics of the modern entropy metrics. Next, we apply
them to our measurement data. We study if the measured traces are similarly complex
as the discussed noise process or if deterministic components can be identified for
selected technologies. The latter would indicate regular behaviour in our traces that
could be exploited for more efficient spectrum sensing. If not said otherwise we focus
on the results for short patterns with s = 2.
We start with studying different GSM traces. GSM is a TDMA system with a well
specified time slot structure. However, due to varying traffic load and frequency hop-
ping, time slot allocations of running connections may change over time and change
the spectrum use. Additionally, our sampling rate was too low to enable reliable iden-
tification of the time slot structure.
Figure 7.5 shows the multiscale sample entropy for four selected GSM900 DL
traces, all measured at AB. We used the same 12 h subtraces that we introduced in
Section 6.2.1. The complexity of the traces is significantly lower than the white noise
trace discussed above. All traces show certain amount of structure that could possi-
bly be exploited for more efficient secondary system design. Few of the graphs are
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FIGURE 7.5: Multiscale sample entropy of the time series measured at AB throughout
the selected 12 h time period for selected example frequencies in the GSM900 DL band.
slightly increasing for higher scale factors but when averaging more than 30 samples
the complexity decreases for all traces. The highest entropies for intermediate scale
factors indicate that correlations seem to be present over rather short time periods.
During the coarse-graining these structures will vanish if all correlated samples are
combined to a single sample in the coarse-grained time series.
The legend of Figure 7.5 also lists the DC of the investigated traces. Similar be-
haviour occurred in channels with different load and no relation between the average
DC throughout the considered time period and the type of multiscale sample entropy
graph can be identified. The only exceptions, which are not shown, are fully loaded
channels. Those often show noise-like behaviour, because their PSDrx never drops to
the background noise level but varies around the average PSDrx.
We got similar results for UL cases and the GSM systems working in the 1800 MHz
band. Nearly all channels result in significantly lower entropy values than the white
noise example studied above.
Figure 7.6 shows the multiscale entropy of the complete measurement trace col-
lected at AB for the pager service which we identified in Section 7.1.1 as being one of
the rare examples showing clear periodicity. The period is also visible in the multis-
cale sample entropy plot. The scale factors at the local minima of the shown graph
correspond to multiples of the previously determined period.
We have seen that the periodicity is very strong in the given example but the com-
puted multiscale sample entropy at the first multiple of the period is still not close
to zero. The value is much lower than for other scale factors but surprisingly high
compared to the GSM cases.
Sometimes we did not detect the signal at the expected points in time and the
PSDrx varied more over time than expected. Both facts indicate a not continuously
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FIGURE 7.6: Multiscale sample entropy of the time series measured at AB throughout
the whole measurement time for a selected example frequency in the pager band,
F ≈ 465.7 MHz.
transmitted service and the SA may have sometimes swept through the measurement
channel when the service was active and may have sometimes missed it. Additionally,
the SA will measure lower PSDrx if the signal starts or stops during the measurement
period. The changing PSDrx and the missed detections lower the regularity of the
measurement trace and increase the computed entropy value.
We chose the UMTS system as third example since it is based on the spread spec-
trum technology. Hence, a DL signal has significantly different characteristics compa-
red to a TDMA system and we expect a DL signal to have properties close to white
noise. Figure 7.7 shows the sample entropy for the whole UMTS DL band as measured
at AB for the scale factor one. Figure 7.7 also shows theDCwhich enables us to easily
differentiate between busy and idle channels. Although the sample entropy for the
used UMTS DL channels is still high in comparison with the other services, each busy
channel can clearly be identified by its lower entropy results compared to the vacant
channels in between. The entropy analysis does still find limited amount of structure
and enables us to also differentiate spread spectrum signals from noise.
The differences between the active UMTS channels are due to power control, which
changes the transmit power slightly more often in the channel at F ≈ 2157.5 MHz.
Although the standard deviation of the values measured in the UMTS channel with
lower sample entropy is similar to the standard deviation of the samples in the other
UMTS channels, the APD is flatter and a wider range of values could be measured.
The more uniform distribution gives a lower Shannon entropy. Additionally, it also
gives, in general, lower sample entropy because the similarity threshold r depends on
the standard deviation of the underlying time series. As said, the standard deviation
of the measured time series is similar for most UMTS channels giving similar r-values
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FIGURE 7.7: Duty cycle and sample entropy of the time series measured at AB
throughout the selected 12 h time period for all measurement channels that belong
to the UMTS DL band.
TABLE 7.2: Entropy metrics for selected measurement traces based on the selected
12 h time period.
Service Location Frequency DC Shannon entropy Sample entropy
[MHz] [%] 32 bins 512 bins s = 2 s = 3 s = 4
Pager AB 465.7 70.1 1.52 3.55 0.13 0.11 0.11
GSM900 DL AB 958.7 97.0 0.43 1.76 0.26 0.26 0.25
GSM900 DL AB 935.6 96.3 0.72 2.52 0.32 0.31 0.30
GSM900 DL AB 957.1 60.0 0.31 0.67 0.09 0.09 0.09
GSM900 DL AB 959.1 46.9 0.65 1.87 0.37 0.37 0.35
UMTS DL AB 2132.5 100.0 2.69 5.45 2.17 2.12 2.04
UMTS DL AB 2157.5 100.0 2.15 4.89 1.62 1.51 1.42
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(a) GSM1800 DL with high traffic load.
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(b) GSM1800 DL with low traffic load.
FIGURE 7.8: Sample entropy (dashed line) andDC (solid line) evaluated over 3 h time
periods taken from the whole measurement trace of 14 days. The shown measurement
data was collected in two selected channels with either high or low traffic load in the
GSM1800 DL band at AB.
but less matched patterns if more diverse measurement values occur.
Table 7.2 shows also the Shannon entropy and the sample entropy for more com-
plex patterns, i.e., s > 2. The trend is similar to the results discussed for s = 2. The
UMTS channel with a flatter APD gives lower sample entropy values since the stan-
dard deviation of all channels is similar.
The decrease in sample entropy with increasing s is higher for the more noise-like
UMTS signals. The sample entropy hardly changes with s for the GSM and the pager
services showing that also more complex patterns are present in our measurement
data.
The slight difference in sample entropy for the pager service compared to the value
shown in Figure 7.6 for s = 2 and scale factor g = 1 is due to the different considered
time periods. The graph is based on the whole measurement trace whereas Table 7.2
shows results from the analysis of the selected 12 h time period.
We also compared the entropy results evaluated over different time periods for
other measurement traces. The shape of the graph usually looks similar with small
differences in the total entropy values. Those are usually caused by higherDC during
the daytime and periods of very little traffic during the nighttimes.
In order to study these changes over time in more detail we computed the sample
entropy for subtraces of three hours durations. We moved the three hour window
by one hour before computing the next sample entropy value. Figure 7.8 shows an
example for two selected GSM1800 DL channels with different traffic load.
In Figure 7.8a, which shows the channel with high traffic load, a clear correlation
between the sample entropy and the DC can be seen. The higher the DC the higher
the sample entropy meaning the less structure can be detected. In the case with low
traffic load in Figure 7.8b, the relation is different. During the night times the channel
did most probably carry no traffic at all and we measured only the background noise
process giving a sample entropy value similar to the one we determined for the noise
example discussed above. If the DC increases during the day the complexity of the
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measurement trace significantly drops to similar values as determined for the channel
with high traffic load. If traffic is present on the channel it will always show significant
amount of structure. We got similar results for other technologies such as WLANs or
UMTS although the scale of the drops in sample entropy depends on the technology.
The applied entropy metrics revealed that our measurement traces with low sam-
pling rate are also of limited complexity and show deterministic structures. We com-
puted significantly lower entropy values not only for the presented examples but also
for several further services. However, the present structure cannot be easily exploited
because most of the technology-specific characteristics such as time slot structures or
beacon periods cannot be identified due to the low sampling rate. Only rather com-
plex approaches may be able to recognize the deterministic behaviour and exploit it
for increased system efficiency.
7.1.3 ON- and OFF-period Duration Correlations
Our previous evaluation has uncovered correlations between adjacent ON- and OFF-
period durations in some measurement traces in Section 6.2.1. We have identified
those in the autocovariance of both the ON- and the OFF-period durations and the
cross-covariance between both lengths. However, they occurred only in a subset of
our measurement data and we have shown in Section 6.5 that the aggregation of traffic
sent by independent PUs may result in similar correlations.
We have also seen that the modern entropy metrics have detected clearly regular
behaviour for some traces. Although the deterministic features get altered by the slow
sampling rate, that we applied during our measurements, the more powerful statistics
have still identified deterministic patterns.
When taking both results into account, the covariance-analysis and the entropy
metrics, it seems clear that deterministic characteristics are present also in our consi-
derably under-sampled measurement traces. However, identifying those reliably for
different load levels requires complex analysis metrics that could hardly be applied
during runtime. Additionally, the origin of the behaviour is probably a fixed time slot
structure or similar technology-specific features but it cannot be verified that no other
reasons have considerable impact. Further measurements with different configuration
are required.
7.1.4 Potential of Exploiting Deterministic Behaviour
It is well known that several technologies apply deterministic time structures. Most
notably, GSM uses a well defined time slotted MAC protocol. Other TDMA systems
such as TETRA have similar properties. In our measurements, we have also seen a
narrow band service that regularly switches between three channels. Other systems
have more random characteristics ranging from random channel switching such as
performed by DECT to spread spectrum properties such as present for UMTS.
In our measurement results we have identified some of these characteristics but
not all of them similarly clearly. The more random behaviour has been confirmed,
e.g., the entropy metrics have given high results for measurement traces collected in
UMTS DL channels. The time structure of GSM channels has been detected using the
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powerful entropy statistics but the simpler periodicity analysis did not find regular
patterns.
We can conclude that, as expected, potential for more efficient spectrum sensing
and access exists for a subset of the investigated services. It has also been shown in
literature that there exist methods that can benefit from such deterministic PU beha-
viour without having detailed a priori knowledge. Yarkan et al. have reported that
time series analysis can identify the deterministic structures on a GSM time slot level.
They have also shown that the efficiency of the studied system has been increased by
exploiting the gained knowledge [181].
In [191], the authors have shown that predictive DSA will work very well if PU
signals with clear periodicities are present. The described system has been able to
learn about the present periodicity and to access the spectrum only during the trans-
mission pauses of the PU. Additionally, the authors propose to apply Hidden Markov
Models (HMMs) to the challenge of predicting the PU’s behaviour but detailed eva-
luation has been left for a future paper, which has not been published, yet.
When taking into account our measurement results both scenarios seem less rea-
listic. The GSM scenario requires a very high sampling rate in order to reliably capture
the time slot structure and we have rarely detected periodicities in our measurement
data. Although the discussed approaches certainly have the potential to improve spec-
trum sensing and access, the involved requirements on the hardware do not seem to
be adequate for the expected gain. If DSA capable nodes have to sense the spectrum
very fast only limited time will be left for secondary data transmission. Instead, a more
appropriate system design may use two radio interfaces as proposed, e.g., in [53] but
two interfaces inherently increase the cost of each device.
In our opinion, exploiting the properties of the PUs on a pure statistical basis seems
more promising. We have seen specific characteristics such as the heavy-tailed ON-
and OFF-period durations or an only slowly changingDC. Such aspects can be descri-
bed using a few parameters that may easily be shared between cooperative SUs. Pro-
babilistic approaches will rarely estimate the system state with very high confidence.
Therefore, we do not consider approaches that skip the sensing step and access PU
spectrum solely based on the spectrum use forecast. Instead, we focus on approaches
that exploit knowledge on the spectrum use in order to better schedule the spectrum
sensing and to improve the probability that a sensed channel is free.
Additionally, these approaches can be applied in order to lower the probability
of harmful interference to the PU. A proactive channel switch could be initiated if
the probability of the return of the PU is lower in other available channels [164, 192].
We investigate the detailed potential of these approaches in the remaining chapter. In
order to do so we take advantage of the realistic spectrum model that we developed
based on our extensive spectrum measurement data.
7.2 EXPLOITING SPECTRUM SENSING STATISTICS
We have presented results showing that it is not reasonable to build secondary sys-
tems that solely rely on forecasting the behaviour of the PU and proactively access the
licensed spectrum without preceding spectrum sensing. First, the number of systems
that show deterministic behaviour is limited. Second, the overhead that is needed to
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identify the detailed behaviour is significant and most probably not acceptable.
Instead, we focus on the exploitation of knowledge on the PU spectrum use sta-
tistics for more efficient spectrum sensing. In detail, we study ways to improve the
scheduling of which and how many channels should be sensed. Our goal is to pro-
vide results specifying which gains can be achieved by using available PU spectrum
use statistics. We compare three cases:
1. The reference scenario assumes that the SU does not know anything on the spec-
trum use statistics of the PUs.
2. In the intermediate case the SU has access to the DC measured with a per chan-
nel granularity. We assume theDC to be constant throughout the evaluated time
period.
3. Finally, the SU knows the parameters of the ON- and OFF-period duration dis-
tributions and their distribution types for each channel. We consider both geo-
metric and log-normal distributions. We can divide this case into two different
subtypes:
a) In the ideal case, the SU knows for each channel if it has been busy or idle
in the previous time slot.
b) In the realistic scenario, the SU can only sense a subset of the available
channels and the last available channel state may have been determined
more than one time slot ago.
We split our evaluation in two parts. First, in Section 7.2.3 we focus on the pro-
bability that the whole sensed band is idle. Afterwards, we extend our approach in
Section 7.2.4 to the case where the SU senses more channels in order to find a sub-
set of those to be free. The latter study includes the question on how many channels
should be investigated and the trade-off between the resources spent for sensing and
the amount of identified vacant spectrum.
Throughout the whole section, we consider several different spectrum use models
and point out shortcomings of existing models. We also mention scenarios where sim-
pler models are sufficient. For some scenarios, we also consider the binary occupancy
extracted from the raw measurement data using the previously discussed energy de-
tection and the threshold of δP = −107 dBm/200 kHz. We reuse some of the existing
analytical results and extend those to also cover more realistic spectrum use patterns.
Before we introduce the applied system model we review related work in Section 7.2.1
and introduce the problem formulation in Section 7.2.2. The presented results have
been previously published or submitted for publication in [130, 182, 183, 193].
7.2.1 Related Work
Several different aspects of a spectrum sensing system have been proposed for adap-
tive parameter optimization. In some solutions, a subset of channels is selected for
sensing because those have the highest estimated probability of being vacant. In other
approaches the sensing rate is adapted in order to minimize the amount of resources
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spent for sensing that does not provide significant new information. We discuss seve-
ral of the published approaches and problem formulations and continue in the next
section with introducing the formulation that we used as basis for our evaluation.
Datla et al. have presented results using a variable sensing rate in [163]. They
have proposed to perform a backoff each time a channel has been detected to be oc-
cupied. The backoff may be linear or exponential and quickly decreases the sensing
rate for channels that are rarely vacant. The backoff for those channels that are more
often free remains shorter and the sensing actions focus on these channels with higher
probability of channel availability.
During the algorithm evaluation, Datla et al. have used exponentially distributed
ON-period lengths and a uniformly distributed DC per primary channel. We have
seen that these conditions do not describe a very realistic spectrum use scenario but
the goal of the paper has been to show the basic advantage of adaptive spectrum
sensing parameter selection compared to schemes with fixed settings. The idea of ap-
plying a simple sensing rate adaptation for each channel separately instead of running
an algorithm that selects the channel sensing order has the advantage of low com-
plexity but does not exploit information on the spectrum use characteristics besides
the instant sensing results.
Zhao et al. have used the framework of a Partially Observable Markov Deci-
sion Process (POMDP) in order to model the problem of spectrum sensing schedu-
ling [194]. They have modelled each technology channel using a two-state Markov
chain and have assumed that the SU can sense one channel per time unit. Further-
more, the time slot structure has been assumed to be synchronized between PUs and
SUs.
Using the POMDP framework, they have derived the optimal strategy for selecting
the channel to sense. The complexity of the optimal scheme increases exponentially
with the number of considered channels. Additionally, they have also proposed a sub-
optimal strategy that has linearly growing complexity with the number of channels
and has achieved very good performance. The applied heuristic has been based on
the assumption of independent evolution of the states of the individual channels over
time. The SU selects the channel for sensing with the highest probability of being
vacant. The probability of being vacant for all not sensed channels is updated using
the state transition probabilities of the underlying two-state Markov model that have
been assumed to be known.
The considered ON- and OFF-period durations have been geometrically distribu-
ted and the authors have also pointed out the significant impact of the parameters of
the geometric distributions on the algorithm performance.
In [195] the authors have followed a similar approach and have also used a two-
state Markov chain model for the PU activity. However, they have relaxed the as-
sumption of a time slotted PU model and have used continuous time with exponen-
tially distributed ON- and OFF-period durations1. The continuous PU time model
significantly increases the complexity of an optimal solution because the PU may re-
turn during a secondary time slot and, although the channel has initially been sensed
1The work presented in [194] has been authored by Qing Zhao et al. and the results published in [195]
have been achieved by Qianchuan Zhao et al. However, Lang Tong is a co-author of both papers and [195]
can partially be seen as extension of [194] since it has provided a solution for a problem with more generic
assumptions.
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to be idle, the secondary transmission may still cause interference to the primary com-
munication.
In order to lower the complexity of the problem the authors have applied periodic
sensing of all channels in order to remove the partial observability of channel states.
All channels are sensed in a round-robin manner and the authors have formulated the
problem as Constrained Markov Decision Process (CMDP). The optimal solution has
been derived using a linear program and two suboptimal heuristics have also been
evaluated. First, the SU will transmit on the previously sensed channel if it is sensed
to be free. Second, the SU will transmit using the channel with maximum probability
of still being vacant although the channel may have been sensed as being idle several
time slots ago. The state transition probabilities of the continuous time binary Markov
chains have been used to compute these probabilities. The first heuristic has caused
less interference to the PU at the price of lower SU throughput. The second approach
has behaved inversely while still fulfilling the PU interference constraint. Both algo-
rithms achieve close to optimal performance.
The continuous PU model is certainly an improvement towards a more realistic
modelling but we stick to a slotted model in the following due to our underlying
spectrum model. Our measurements were taken in a swept manner and allow only
for accurate modelling of discrete ON- and OFF-period distributions. Additionally,
our focus is on the evaluation of the impact of these distributions on the sensing per-
formance and the periodic sensing assumed in [195] does not allow for exploiting
knowledge on these distributions similarly flexibly.
In [196] Höyhtyä et al. have proposed and evaluated an algorithm that estimates
the remaining OFF-period lengths and will switch to the channel with the longest pe-
riod left if the PU returns. Additionally, the authors have investigated an algorithm
that tries to recognize a periodic PU access pattern and to exploit such knowledge
for more efficient spectrum access. The evaluation assumes a rather fast sensing rate
which may not be realistic. The random PU behaviour has been modelled using expo-
nentially distributed ON- and OFF-period durations and the estimation of the remai-
ning OFF-period lengths has been shown to improve the system.
Partially related problems have been studied in the context of multi-channel or
multi-band MAC protocols, e.g., in [197]. Out of a large number of available spectrum
bands transmitter and receiver have to choose the channel yielding optimal perfor-
mance. Since no channel state information is available probing messages have been
proposed in order to identify the best channel. Although probing and sensing fulfil
similar tasks both problems are different. In multi-channel MAC protocols the quality
of a channel is given by the SNR measured during the probing. In the DSA scena-
rio the main quality metric is the remaining idle time. Additionally, in the DSA case,
channels with active PU transmissions are taboo and must not be used. Instead, in
multi-channel MAC scenarios multiple transmitter and receiver pairs may share the
capacity of individual channels. Due to these distinct differences we do not list multi-
channel MAC approaches in further detail.
However, some of the problem formulations have been extended to the DSA sce-
nario. Jia et al. have stated the adaptive sensing process as an optimal stopping pro-
blem in [110] building on the optimal stopping formulation of multi-channel MAC
systems by Sabharwal et al. in [197]. The DSA system relies on the availability of
a common channel for protocol message exchange between competing stations and
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synchronization between transmitter and receiver. Multiple transmitter and receiver
pairs participate in a contention phase and the winning pair reserves a set of channels
and starts synchronous spectrum sensing. The sensing time lasts until either a maxi-
mum number of channels has been sensed or a predefined reward has been achieved.
The authors have shown that their proposed look-ahead algorithm outperforms fixed
channel allocation. However, their approach has not been compared to any other of
the discussed algorithms and the underlying system model is clearly different from
our model.
Lee and Akyildiz have taken a more generic approach and have considered mul-
tiple aspects in their problem formulation [198]. First, they have derived optimal
sensing parameters in terms of sensing time and transmission time using the error
characteristics of energy detection as presented in Section 3.2.2. Second, they have
extended their formulation to also include the sensing scheduling problem. However,
they have considered only the DC per channel and have not taken into account the
ON- and OFF-period durations.
Third, they have added the multi-user aspect to their solution and have proposed
to trade-off the two scenarios of interference to the PU: A missed PU transmission
or a PU returning during an ongoing secondary transmission. If a cooperative detec-
tion process results in lower pmd than required by the regulations the transmission
time could be extended and an increased probability of the second type of interfe-
rence could be afforded. The synchronization between multiple SUs has been solved
by introducing a base-station as central entity of the secondary network. In our dis-
cussions, we focus on the sensing characteristics of a single user and do not take into
account the multi-user case.
Liu et al. have investigated the multi-user aspect of spectrum sensing in a scenario
without synchronization via a central entity in the network [199]. They have assumed
that each SU senses one channel per sensing step. If individual SUs have extracted
similar spectrum use statistics from previous sensing actions they may all sense the
same channel and collide when accessing the vacant spectrum later on. Liu et al. have
integrated the resulting trade-off between the selection of those channels with highest
probability of being idle and the probability that other SUs choose the same channel
with the POMDP framework. As possible solution, they have proposed a randomized
policy in order to avoid the scenario with multiple SUs sensing and accessing the same
idle channels synchronously.
Willkomm et al. have taken a different perspective on related problems [127]. They
have started from extensive measurement data collected inside a cellular network and
have evaluated how spectrum sensing should be optimally configured. They have
found that the call arrival rate in the examined cellular network varies significantly
even over a time period of one hour. Based on an accurate model for the call arrival
rate they have derived the relation to the probability of harmful interference by the SU
and have shown that an optimal sensing cycle time may vary between Tc = 0.03 sec
and Tc = 18 sec. They have not only focused on scenarios with network support but
have also considered the case that parameters such as the call arrival rate may be
assessed via spectrum sensing. Secondary access to cellular bands is certainly quite
improbable when considering the current economical and regulatory situation. Ho-
wever, due to the extensive logging and management functionality and the centralized
architecture, cellular networks are an interesting study item.
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7.2.2 Renewal Theory based Problem Formulation
Several further papers use a renewal theory based problem formulation [200], which
has first been applied to DSA related problems by Kim and Shin [201, 202]. In the fol-
lowing, we introduce the approach in detail because we apply the same formulation.
We assume a random variable X to characterize the lifetime of a studied com-
ponent and the variates, ti, to be sampled from the random variable. In this context,
the basic functions of probability theory have very meaningful interpretations:
• The PDF f(t) of the random variable gives the probability that the lifetime is of
duration t.
• The CDF F(t) =
∫t
0 f(u)du gives the probability that the component will fail until
time t.
• The CCDF F(t) = 1 − F(t) gives the probability that the component will still
work correctly after the time t. It is also referred to as survival function.
Upon failure or expiration of the lifetime of the first component, t1, the component
is immediately replaced and the lifetime of the spare part is the next independent
variate t2 of the random variable X. The underlying process is called normal renewal
process and we define two additional functions in order to study its properties.
The renewal function
H(t) = E(NX, t), (7.9)
where NX, t is the number of renewals, meaning the number of component replace-
ments, that have happened until time t. We can extend the definition ofNX, t toNX, t1, t2
as the number of renewals that have occurred between time t1 and time t2,
E(NX, t1, t2) = H(t2) −H(t1). (7.10)
The renewal density
h(t) = lim
∆t→0+
E(NX, t, t+∆t)
∆t
= H ′(t) (7.11)
describes how many renewals occur in the small time interval ∆t.
If we slightly relax the requirements for the normal renewal process we can apply
the results to further, more practical scenarios. Often, we start investigating a process
during its runtime instead of at the beginning of the process. Thus, the distribution of
the first component lifetime may be different from the distribution of all following life-
times because the first component is not tracked throughout its complete lifetime. We
get a modified or delayed renewal process with f1(t) describing the lifetime distribution
of the first component, which becomes active before the beginning of the evaluation,
and f(t) giving the distribution of all following component lifetimes.
In renewal theory, it has been shown that the Laplace transform enables us to pro-
vide the following relation between the renewal function H(t) and the PDF f(t) [200]:
H∗(s) =
f∗(s)
s
(
1 − f∗(s)
) , (7.12)
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where s is the Laplace frequency, H∗(s) is the Laplace transform of H(t), and f∗(s)
is the Laplace transform of f(t). Additionally, in the case of a modified renewal pro-
cess (7.12) becomes
Hm(s) =
f∗1(s)
s
(
1 − f∗(s)
) , (7.13)
where f∗1(s) is the Laplace transform of the PDF giving the lifetime distribution of the
first state and H∗m(s) is the Laplace-transform of the renewal function of the modified
renewal process. Numerous further aspects of renewal processes have been discussed
in the literature but we limit the short introduction to those characteristics that we
apply to the DSA scenario.
We assume the system under study to have two states, ON and OFF, and the state
holding times of both states to be variates of two independent discrete random va-
riables. In the renewal theory, this model is referred to as alternating renewal process
because both states are strictly alternating and independent. We apply this model to
each technology channel with the ON-state indicating an active PU transmission and
a busy channel. The OFF-state describes an inactive PU or a spectrum opportunity.
We are now interested in pOFF(t) giving the probability that the channel is in the
OFF-state at time t. Either the initial state has been the OFF-state and the state holding
time has not expired, yet, or a state change has occurred but the state holding time of
the intermediate ON-state has also elapsed before time t and the state holding time of
the following OFF-state is still ongoing. The latter case can naturally be extended to
multiple intermediate ON-states as long as their lifetimes do expire before time t and
the lifetime of the last OFF-period lasts longer than time t:
pOFF(t) = FOFF(t) +
∫t
0
hON(u)FOFF(t− u)du, (7.14)
where the renewal function hON of the ON-state in the integral gives the probability
that the last state transition before time t to the OFF-state has happened at time u. The
CCDF FOFF(t − u) gives the probability that the last OFF-state is longer than the time
period t − u resulting in an OFF-state at time t. We apply the Laplace transform and
get
p∗OFF(s) =
1 − f∗OFF(s)
s
+
(
1 − f∗OFF(s)
)
h∗ON(s)
s
=
(
1 − f∗OFF(s)
)(
1 + h∗ON(s)
)
s
.
(7.15)
Using (7.12) and (7.11), which gives us h∗ON(s) = sH
∗
ON(s), we can rewrite (7.15) to
p∗OFF(s) = H
∗
ON(s) −H
∗
OFF(s) +
1
s
, (7.16)
which we transform back to
pOFF(t) = HON(t) −HOFF(t) + 1. (7.17)
In order to estimate the parameters and the types of the ON- and OFF-period du-
rations the SU has to sense each channel at least for a limited number of times during
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a parameter estimation phase. If the SU retrieves the parameters from a central data
structure or via other means of cooperation he will probably still want to try few times
in order to confirm that the parameters are valid at his location. Therefore, the SU has
further a priori knowledge because he knows the state of the channel at the time of
the last sensing action. If we assume that the channel has been in OFF-state during the
last sensing action we will be interested in the probability that it will be again idle in
the upcoming time slot. Let us denote this probability as pOFF,OFF(t).
If we assume that the channel has been idle during the last sensing action at time
t = 0 we can again differentiate two cases how the channel could arrive at the OFF-
state in the next time slot at t = ∆t. It may have never left the OFF-state or may have
switched to the ON-state at least once but switched back to the OFF-state latest in the
previous time slot. We model this scenario using a modified renewal process with
a renewal density of FOFF(t)LOFF
for the first state where LOFF is the average OFF-period
duration. As for (7.15) we get an equation with two addends,
pOFF,OFF(∆t) =
∫∞
∆t
FOFF(u)
LOFF
du+
∫∆t
0
hOFF,ON(u)FOFF(∆t− u)du. (7.18)
We transform (7.18) and get
p∗OFF,OFF(s) =
sLOFF − 1 + f∗OFF(s)
s2LOFF
+ h∗OFF,ON(s)
1 − f∗OFF(s)
s
. (7.19)
In order to express h∗OFF,ON(s) we again use the relation h
∗(s) = sH∗(s). Additio-
nally, we describe the whole alternating renewal process as a single modified but non-
alternating renewal process. After the first incompletely tracked lifetime each rene-
wal cycle consists of a pair of OFF- and ON-period without considering the switch
between them. The distribution of the combined lifetime is the convolution of the se-
parate lifetime distributions fOFF(t) and fON(t). We apply the Laplace transform and
get f∗OFF(s)f
∗
ON(s). For the first cycle, we replace fOFF(t) by the above assumed lifetime
distribution in the stationary state of FOFF(t)LOFF
and get
1−f∗OFF(s)
sLOFF
f∗ON(s). Using (7.13) we
get
h∗OFF,ON(s) = sH
∗
OFF,ON(s)
= s
1−f∗OFF(s)
sLOFF
f∗ON(s)
s
(
1 − f∗OFF(s)f
∗
ON(s)
)
=
f∗ON(s)
(
1 − f∗OFF(s)
)
sLOFF
(
1 − f∗OFF(s)f
∗
ON(s)
) ,
(7.20)
which we insert to (7.19) and end with
p∗OFF,OFF(s) =
sLOFF − 1 + f∗OFF(s)
s2LOFF
+
f∗ON(s)
(
1 − f∗OFF(s)
)
sLOFF
(
1 − f∗OFF(s)f
∗
ON(s)
) · 1 − f∗OFF(s)
s
=
1
s
−
(
1 − f∗OFF(s)
)(
1 − f∗ON(s)
)
s2LOFF
(
1 − f∗OFF(s)f
∗
ON(s)
) . (7.21)
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FIGURE 7.9: Transition probabilities pOFF,OFF(∆t) and pOFF,ON(∆t) for different artifi-
cial spectrum occupancy traces with constant DC but various parameter sets for the
geometric distribution.
When switching the roles of OFF- and ON-state we can also derive
p∗ON,ON(s) =
1
s
−
(
1 − f∗ON(s)
)(
1 − f∗OFF(s)
)
s2LON
(
1 − f∗ON(s)f
∗
OFF(s)
) . (7.22)
The probabilities pON,OFF(∆t) and pOFF,ON(∆t) can be determined by inverse Laplace
transform and the simple relation pON,OFF(∆t) = 1 − pOFF,OFF(∆t) and pOFF,ON(∆t) =
1−pON,ON(∆t). However, the inverse transform of (7.21) and (7.22) to the time domain
cannot be achieved for all types of lifetime distributions in closed form. For most
distributions the probabilities have to be estimated numerically.
If we assume exponentially distributedON- andOFF-period durations with fON(t) =
λONe
−λONt and fOFF(t) = λOFFe−λOFFt we can accomplish a closed form solution. We
get the duty cycle in the exponential case DCexp =
λOFF
λON+λOFF
and the following set of
probabilities for a technology channel:
pOFF,OFF(∆t) = (1 −DCexp) +DCexpe−(λON+λOFF)∆t,
pON,OFF(∆t) = DCexp −DCexpe
−(λON+λOFF)∆t,
pOFF,ON(∆t) = (1 −DCexp) − (1 −DCexp)e−(λON+λOFF)∆t,
pON,ON(∆t) = DCexp + (1 −DCexp)e−(λON+λOFF)∆t.
(7.23)
The a priori information on the channel state at time t = 0 is of less and less signifi-
cance with increasing ∆t and all probabilities will solely depend onDCexp if ∆t→∞.
Figure 7.9 shows three examples for different sets of distribution parameters and the
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FIGURE 7.10: Transition probabilities pOFF,OFF(∆t) and pOFF,ON(∆t) for different arti-
ficial spectrum occupancy traces with constant DC but various parameter sets for the
log-normal distribution.
transition probabilities plotted over the time shift ∆t. The asymptote of all graphs is
pOFF,OFF(∆t→∞) = pOFF,ON(∆t→∞) = 1 −DC = 0.75 and the impact of the lower
distribution parameters on the memory of the process is clearly visible. Figure 7.9
gives the parameters of geometric distributions, which are the discrete analogue of
exponential distributions. If X is an exponentially distributed random variable with
parameter λ, Y = bXc will be a geometrically distributed random variable with para-
meter q = 1 − eλ, where b·c gives the largest integer not greater than the argument.
Figure 7.10 shows two further examples based on the log-normal distribution for
ON- and OFF-period durations. The scale of the x-axes is larger and the memory of
the process is significantly longer compared to the geometric distribution. Although
theDC should theoretically be same for both examples it is not met accurately during
the trace generation due to the heavy-tailed nature of the distribution and the high
impact of single long ON- or OFF-periods on the overallDC. The shown graphs were
estimated from traces with 130 000 binary samples but the numerical estimates of the
transition probabilities still slightly fluctuate over the time shift and are not mono-
tonically increasing or decreasing. In the following, we address this shortcoming by
running multiple simulations with different sets of estimated transition probabilities
in order to enable averaging across multiple simulation runs.
As shown above, the memory of the process depends on the configured distribu-
tion parameters. Additionally, it also strongly depends on the type of distribution and
it is, in general, significantly longer in the case of the log-normal distribution compa-
red to the geometric distribution.
The renewal theory-based formulation given in (7.23) has been used by Kim and
Shin to describe the probability for each channel to be idle and to derive a channel
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selection algorithm for sensing which maximizes the probability to find vacant chan-
nels [202]. In [164, 192] the authors have used the same formulation, but do not only
select a subset of channels for sensing but also trigger proactive channel switches. If
the estimated remaining idle time of the channel currently used in secondary manner
is lower compared to other idle channels the SU should proactively switch to these
better opportunities while considering a certain switching threshold in order to take
the involved channel switching overhead into account.
All above studies have focused on exponentially distributed ON- and OFF-period
durations. Additionally, the focus has been on algorithm development and inde-
pendent and more or less arbitrary duty cycles have been defined for the evaluated
scenarios. In the following, we exploit the spectrum models introduced in Chapter 6
and provide more realistic estimates on the gain that an adaptive sensing system may
achieve compared to simpler random sensing schemes.
We do not consider the problem of parameter estimation in detail. An approach
based on MLE has been proposed in [202] and a more complex but also more accurate
approach using Bayesian estimation has been presented in [203]. Both papers provide
detailed descriptions and sufficiently efficient solutions to the problem of parameter
estimation.
7.2.3 Probability of Finding Idle Spectrum
We split the evaluation of adaptive sensing schemes to two large parts. First, we focus
on the probability that the whole spectrum selected for sensing is vacant. Second,
we investigate the trade-off between the number of sensed channels and the amount
of detected idle spectrum. We investigate the latter problem in Section 7.2.4. In this
section, we elaborate on the probability to find a certain amount of idle spectrum when
sensing exactly the same amount.
We discuss the four considered algorithms shortly introduced in the beginning
of Section 7.2 in more detail and specify the gain that adaptive sensing systems can
achieve by exploiting more and more a priori information. We perform this compari-
son using different spectrum use scenarios described by few selected spectrum models
in order to show the impact of spectrum modelling on the performance evaluation re-
sults of adaptive sensing schemes.
When selecting which channels should be sensed we have to take few hardware
characteristics into account. If the SU uses a single carrier transmission system the
available spectrum has to be consecutive without any intermediate channel being ac-
tively used by a primary signal. Instead, if the SU adopts multi-carrier transmission
single subcarriers could be nulled out in order not to cause interference to narrow-
band PU signals. The latter case of fragmented white spaces could also be exploited
by multiple SUs with single-carrier transmission systems by allocating different spec-
trum opportunities to different SU connections. We consider both cases and refer to
them as consecutive and non-consecutive spectrum. We do not take into account fur-
ther hardware capabilities or limitations in the case of non-consecutive spectrum but
assume that all detected spectrum holes could be exploited for secondary transmis-
sions.
As said above, we consider four different algorithms for selecting the channels for
sensing. We focus the evaluation to a subband ofKa channels that may be available for
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secondary use. The input to the algorithms is the number of channels that should be
sensed, referred to as Ks, a binary flag Θ differentiating between consecutive (Θ = 1)
or non-consecutive (Θ = 0) requested spectrum, and a set of a priori information, that
depends on the algorithm. The output is a vector of frequency indices s of length Ks
with elements si selected for sensing. We refer to the complete bandwidth spanned by
all selected channels asWs. The main performance metric that we use for comparison
of the algorithms is the probability that the selected spectrum is completely vacant
palgorithm(idle, s).
Reference case
The algorithm used as the reference case does not exploit any a priori information and
randomly selects the frequency indices si for sensing.
We start with the consecutive case, Θ = 1,
s1 ← Uint
(
[1,Ka − Ks + 1]
)
,
∀i ∈ [2,Ks] : si ← si−1 + 1,
(7.24)
and continue with the non-consecutive case, Θ = 0,
s1 ← Uint
(
[1,Ka]
)
,
∀i ∈ [2,Ks] : si ← Uint
(
[1,Ka] \ [s1, . . . , si−1]
)
,
(7.25)
where Uint gives a uniformly distributed random variate from a discrete distribution
over the provided range. Due to the random channel selection the probability of fin-
ding the whole sensed spectrum vacant solely depends on the average DC and the
number of sensed channels Ks:
pref(idle, s) =
(
1 − E(DC)
)Ks . (7.26)
DC-based sensing
The second algorithm exploits information on the duty cycle DC(f) per frequency
index f. We assume that all duty cycles are constant throughout the evaluated time
period and are known a priori. The SU may have measured them on his own or may
have retrieved them from other cooperative nodes or a central entity. We differentiate
between the consecutive case, Θ = 1,
s1 ← f, such that
f+Ks−1∏
k=f
DC(k) ≡ min
j∈[1,Ka−Ks+1]
j+Ks−1∏
k=j
DC(k),
∀i ∈ [2,Ks] : si ← si−1 + 1,
(7.27)
and the non-consecutive case, Θ = 0,
s1 ← f, such that DC(f) ≡ min
k∈[1,Ka]
DC(k),
∀i ∈ [2,Ks] : si ← f, such that DC(f) ≡ min
k∈[1,Ka]\[s1,...,si−1]
DC(k).
(7.28)
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The algorithm provides a sorted list giving the order in which the channels should
be sensed. The probability to find all sensed channels idle depends on the product of
the individual probabilities:
pDC(idle, s) =
Ks∏
i=1
(1 −DC(si)). (7.29)
Ideal distribution-based sensing
The third algorithm exploits a priori knowledge on the ON- and OFF-period duration
distributions and their distribution types. These most probably differ between the
ON- and OFF-states and previous sensing results are required in order to base the
sensing channel selection on the correct distributions. We have discussed a renewal
theory based formulation of the underlying problem in Section 7.2.2 and apply these
results now.
First, we assume that the SU has access to a perfect sensing history giving the
occupancy state Ω(t = t0, f ∈ [1,Ka]) of all channels in the evaluated subband in the
previous time slot with time index t0. Thus, the time shift ∆t always corresponds to
one time slot: ∆t = Tsl, where Tsl is the duration of one time slot. As above we consider
the consecutive case, Θ = 1,
s1 ← f, such that
f+Ks−1∏
k=f
[
Ω(t0,k)pOFF,ON(k, Tsl) +
(
1 −Ω(t0,k)
)
pOFF,OFF(k, Tsl)
]
≡ max
j∈[1,Ka−Ks+1]
j+Ks−1∏
k=j
[
Ω(t0,k)pOFF,ON(k, Tsl) +
(
1 −Ω(t0,k)
)
pOFF,OFF(k, Tsl)
]
,
∀i ∈ [2,Ks] : si ← si−1 + 1,
(7.30)
and the non-consecutive case, Θ = 0,
s1 ← f, such that
[
Ω(t0, f)pOFF,ON(f, Tsl) +
(
1 −Ω(t0, f)
)
pOFF,OFF(f, Tsl)
]
≡ max
k∈[1,Ka]
[
Ω(t0,k)pOFF,ON(k, Tsl) +
(
1 −Ω(t0,k)
)
pOFF,OFF(k, Tsl)
]
,
∀i ∈ [2,Ks] : si ← f, such that
[
Ω(t0, f)pOFF,ON(f, Tsl) +
(
1 −Ω(t0, f)
)
pOFF,OFF(f, Tsl)
]
≡ max
k∈[1,Ka]\[s1,...,si−1]
[
Ω(t0,k)pOFF,ON(k, Tsl) +
(
1 −Ω(t0,k)
)
pOFF,OFF(k, Tsl)
]
,
(7.31)
where pOFF,ON(k, Tsl) is the state transition probability from the ON- to the OFF-state
for channel k. The probability pOFF,OFF(k, Tsl) is defined accordingly. The probability
to find all sensed channels idle is
pdistI(idle, s) =
Ks∏
i=1
[
Ω(t0, si)pOFF,ON(si, Tsl) +
(
1 −Ω(t0, si)
)
pOFF,OFF(si, Tsl)
]
. (7.32)
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Realistic distribution-based sensing
The third algorithm assumes full knowledge of the spectrum occupancy during the
previous time slot. However, our goal is a system which performs only as much spec-
trum sensing as required to identify sufficient amount of white space. Such a sys-
tem does not sense all channels in each time slot. It may also not be able to retrieve
the spectrum occupancy information from other nodes or the involved overhead may
render such signalling unattractive.
For the fourth algorithm we assume to have spectrum occupancy information
available for each channel but it may have been gathered more than a single time
slot ago. The vector T and its elements Tf give the additional time duration compa-
red to a single time slot since each frequency index f has been sensed last time. If the
frequency index has been sensed during the previous time slot Tf = 0.
Most of the remaining definition of the fourth adaptive spectrum sensing algo-
rithm corresponds to the third ideal case. For the consecutive case, Θ = 1, we get
s1 ← f, such that
f+Ks−1∏
k=f
[
Ω(t0 − Tk,k)pOFF,ON(k, Tsl + Tk)
+
(
1 −Ω(t0 − Tk,k)
)
pOFF,OFF(k, Tsl + Tk)
]
≡ max
j∈[1,Ka−Ks+1]
j+Ks−1∏
k=j
[
Ω(t0 − Tk,k)pOFF,ON(k, Tsl + Tk)
+
(
1 −Ω(t0 − Tk,k)
)
pOFF,OFF(k, Tsl + Tk)
]
,
∀i ∈ [2,Ks] : si ← si−1 + 1,
(7.33)
and for the non-consecutive case, Θ = 0, we end with
s1 ← f, such that
[
Ω(t0 − Tf, f)pOFF,ON(f, Tsl + Tf)
+
(
1 −Ω(t0 − Tf, f)
)
pOFF,OFF(f, Tsl + Tf)
]
≡ max
k∈[1,Ka]
[
Ω(t0 − Tk,k)pOFF,ON(k, Tsl + Tk)
+
(
1 −Ω(t0 − Tk,k)
)
pOFF,OFF(k, Tsl + Tk)
]
,
∀i ∈ [2,Ks] : si ← f, such that
[
Ω(t0 − Tf, f)pOFF,ON(f, Tsl + Tf)
+
(
1 −Ω(t0 − Tf, f)
)
pOFF,OFF(f, Tsl + Tf)
]
≡ max
k∈[1,Ka]\[s1,...,si−1]
[
Ω(t0 − Tk,k)pOFF,ON(k, Tsl + Tk)
+
(
1 −Ω(t0 − Tk,k)
)
pOFF,OFF(k, Tsl + Tk)
]
.
(7.34)
Finally, the probability to find all sensed channels idle for the realistic case of limited
knowledge on previous spectrum occupancy is
pdistR(idle, s) =
Ks∏
i=1
[
Ω(t0 − Tsi , si)pOFF,ON(si, Tsl + Tsi)
+
(
1 −Ω(t0 − Tsi , si)
)
pOFF,OFF(si, Tsl + Tsi)
]
.
(7.35)
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Impact of the DC-distribution
Before we present detailed results on the comparison of the four algorithms, we start
our evaluation with simpler spectrum models and study the impact of the DC-dis-
tribution on the adaptive sensing performance. We focus on the second algorithm,
namely the DC-based sensing, because the compared spectrum models do not consi-
der the ON- and OFF-period duration distributions. Additionally, we focus on non-
consecutive spectrum, Θ = 0, because the correlation of the DC in the frequency
domain is not reproduced by any of the models considered for the first evaluation
scenario.
We compare the following three spectrum models that all give the same average
DC: DC = 0.25:
1. Constant DC:
The duty cycle is the same for all channels:
DC(f) = DC = 0.25, f ∈ [1,Ka].
2. Uniform DC:
The duty cycle is uniformly distributed. This model has been applied, e.g.,
in [163]:
DC(f) = U([0, 2×DC]) = U([0, 0.5]), f ∈ [1,Ka],
whereU(·) gives a uniformly distributed random variate from a continuous dis-
tribution over the provided range.
3. Modified beta distribution:
The duty cycle is modelled using the modified beta distribution as introduced
in Section 6.3.1 using the parameters:
pDC=0 = 0.1, pDC=1 = 0.1, α = 0.5, and β = 2.167.
We generated occupancy data for Ka = 500 channels and averaged the results over
ten simulation runs. The standard deviations across simulation runs were negligible
and are not shown in the following. Figure 7.11 compares the probability to find all
sensed channels idle when using theDC-based sensing. The impact of the underlying
spectrum model is significant although the adaptive sensing algorithm as well as DC
are same in all three cases. In the simplest case with constant DC, all channels are
equally probable to be vacant and the probability to find more spectrum idle decreases
quickly with the number of sensed channels.
If we use a uniform distribution for DC-modelling several channels will have low
DCs and will be more attractive for secondary use. The DC-based sensing chooses
those channels for sensing and a higher probability to find wider spectrum opportu-
nities can be achieved. However, the unrealistic DC-distribution still results in signi-
ficantly too low probabilities.
The third case based on the modified beta distribution as introduced in Section 6.3.1
explicitly models the probability of completely vacant and fully loaded channels. The
configured probability of a completely vacant channel pDC=0 = 0.1 results in≈ 50 idle
channels that theDC-based sensing successfully detects. The computed probability is
the highest of all three models across the whole simulated range of sensed spectrum.
As second evaluation case we apply theDC-based sensing to spectrum occupancy
data that has been generated with parameters that were fitted to the occupancy mea-
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FIGURE 7.11: The probability pDC(idle, s) to find all sensed channels idle plotted over
the number of sensed channels, Ks, and evaluated for three different artificial DC-
models.
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FIGURE 7.12: The probability pDC(idle, s) to find all sensed channels idle plotted over
the number of sensed channels, Ks, and evaluated for selected artificial DC-models
and GSM1800 DL traces measured at AB.
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sured during the 12 h period selected in Section 6.2.1 in the GSM1800 DL band at AB.
Additionally, we take into account the measured occupancy data. Figure 7.12 com-
pares the probability to find the whole sensed spectrum idle for the measured data as
well as for the two spectrum models that do allow for variable duty cycles.
The probability graph computed for the uniform distribution is significantly below
the other two graphs. The other two curves fit rather well to each other showing that
our model for theDC-distribution successfully reproduces the main characteristics of
the measurement data. The slight deviations are due to model inaccuracies that we
consider as acceptable because the same model structure of limited complexity can be
applied to various different wireless technologies.
The above examples show the importance of accurate reproduction of a simple
spectrum use property, namely the DC-distribution over frequency. The differences
between the compared spectrum models and the measurement data are very large and
misleading conclusions could easily be drawn if inaccurate models would be used
for detailed algorithm evaluation. Instead, the introduced modified beta distribution
reproduces several key characteristics of the measured spectrum use and enables re-
liable system evaluation. However, the known shortcomings, that we also discussed
in Section 6.3.1, of this comparably simple model should be kept in mind: The struc-
ture of the occupancy over time and the correlation in the frequency domain are not
reproduced.
Results
Next, we compare the four introduced sensing algorithms and discuss how they per-
form in different spectrum use scenarios. We always use several spectrum models of
increasing realism. Less accurate but simplified models enable us to point out the rea-
sons for specific results and the developed accurate time-frequency spectrum model
allows for good estimates of the gains that can be achieved in practice.
We start with an artificial model with a uniformly distributed DC across all si-
mulated channels and geometrically distributed ON- and OFF-period durations. Fi-
gure 7.13 shows the probability to sense a given number of channels idle when sensing
exactly the same number of channels consecutively. The simulation parameters for all
fully artificial simulation scenarios are listed in Table 7.3. For the distR algorithm,
we used 30 % of the occupancy trace and at maximum 500 time slots as initialization
phase in order to start the detailed evaluation with realistic estimates for the state
transition probabilities.
It is clearly visible that the sensing algorithms using a priori information on the
previous spectrum occupancy outperform the random reference case. The more a
priori information is considered the higher is the probability to detect the requested
amount of channels, meaning, the higher is the performance of the sensing algorithm.
The random scheme gives pref(idle, s) = 1 − DC when asking for a single idle
channel as defined in (7.26) but the probability drops rapidly with increasing num-
ber of channels. For very few channels the other three schemes perform compara-
bly well but the more channels are sensed the larger gets the gap between the ideal
distribution-based sensing and the other two algorithms. The known channel state in
the distR-case gets more and more outdated for some channels and the performance
drops. This difference starts to decrease again when looking for 15 or more channels
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TABLE 7.3: Simulation parameters used during the evaluation of the probability of
finding idle spectrum (200 channels, 25 000 time slots).
Type of ON/ DC-distribution Distribution Shown in
OFF-period parameters
duration
distribution
geometric/ uniform, qOFF = 0.04, Figure 7.13
geometric DC(f) = U([0.05, 0.45]), qON(f) has been adapted
DC = 0.25 to the generated DC.
geometric/ uniform, qOFF = 0.10, Figure 7.14a
geometric DC(f) = U([0.05, 0.45]), qON(f) has been adapted
DC = 0.25 to the generated DC.
geometric/ uniform, qOFF = 0.04, Figure 7.14b
geometric DC(f) = U([0.05, 0.45]), qON(f) has been adapted
DC = 0.25 to the generated DC.
geometric/ uniform, qOFF = 0.02, Figure 7.14c
geometric DC(f) = U([0.05, 0.45]), qON(f) has been adapted
DC = 0.25 to the generated DC.
log-normal/ uniform, µON = 1.00, σON = 0.64, Figure 7.15a
log-normal DC(f) = U([0.05, 0.45]), µOFF = 1.00, σOFF(f) has been
DC = 0.25 adapted to the generated DC.
log-normal/ uniform, µON = 1.00, σON = 1.50, Figure 7.15b
log-normal DC(f) = U([0.05, 0.45]), µOFF = 2.00, σOFF(f) has been
DC = 0.25 adapted to the generated DC.
log-normal/ uniform, µON = 1.00, σON = 1.90, Figure 7.15c
log-normal DC(f) = U([0.05, 0.45]), µOFF = 2.00, σOFF(f) has been
DC = 0.25 adapted to the generated DC.
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FIGURE 7.13: The probability palgorithm(idle, s) to find all sensed channels idle plot-
ted over the number of consecutively sensed channels, Ks, and evaluated for all four
different sensing algorithms. The ON- and OFF-period durations were geometrically
distributed for all channels with a uniformly distributed DC over all channels. The
detailed simulation parameters are listed in Table 7.3.
because the probability to find 15 consecutive idle channels is very low and more a
priori information does not help significantly to identify these rare events.
The standard deviation is higher in the case of the DC-based sensing because
the sensing algorithm always chooses the same channels due to the constant DCs
throughout the simulation time. Both distribution-based sensing schemes switch bet-
ween channels and achieve more stable performance.
Figure 7.14 shows similar plots for the non-consecutive sensing scenario. The three
graphs differ by the configured parameters for the geometric ON- and OFF-period
duration distributions while all of them have the same DC. The average OFF-period
duration increases from LOFF = 10 in Figure 7.14a to LOFF = 50 in Figure 7.14c. The
standard deviations are similar for all parameter sets and sensing algorithms and are
not shown for visualization clarity reasons.
The performance of the random and theDC-based schemes hardly differs between
the shown parameter sets because it solely depends on the DC, whose distribution is
the same in all three cases. Only the performance of the distribution-based strategies
decreases with shorter average OFF-period lengths. If the OFF-periods are shorter also
the ON-periods will decrease in length due to the fixedDC and more state transitions
will occur during a given time period. The less stable behaviour is more difficult
to forecast and the performance gain of the distribution-based schemes compared to
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(a) qOFF = 0.1, LOFF = 10.
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(b) qOFF = 0.04, LOFF = 25.
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(c) qOFF = 0.02, LOFF = 50.
FIGURE 7.14: The probability palgorithm(idle, s) to find all sensed channels idle plotted
over the number of non-consecutively sensed channels, Ks, and evaluated for all four
different sensing algorithms. The ON- and OFF-period durations were geometrically
distributed for all channels with a uniformly distributed DC over all channels. The
parameter for the OFF-periods has been fixed to a given value and the parameter for
the ON-periods has been adapted in order to match the randomly generated DC for
each channel. The detailed simulation parameters are listed in Table 7.3.
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(a) LOFF = 10.
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(b) LOFF = 25.
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(c) LOFF = 50.
FIGURE 7.15: The probability palgorithm(idle, s) to find all sensed channels idle plotted
over the number of non-consecutively sensed channels, Ks, and evaluated for all four
different sensing algorithms. The ON- and OFF-period durations were log-normally
distributed for all channels with a uniformly distributed DC over all channels. The
detailed simulation parameters are listed in Table 7.3.
the other schemes decreases. Additionally, also the advantage of perfect spectrum
occupancy knowledge present in the distI-case is lower in the cases with on average
shorter OFF-periods.
Using Figure 7.13 and Figure 7.14b the performance of the consecutive and the
non-consecutive sensing can be compared. As expected, the non-consecutive sen-
sing considerably outperforms the consecutive scheme because a multitude of channel
combinations can be chosen for sensing.
Figure 7.15 shows a similar set of graphs based on a slightly modified spectrum
model. Instead of geometrically distributed ON- and OFF-period durations we used
log-normally distributed lengths while keeping DC, LOFF, and LON same as in the
geometric case.
Since the duty cycle distribution is same as previously, the reference and the DC-
based algorithm result in the same performance. However, the impact of the heavy-
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(a) Measured traces.
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(b) Time-frequency model.
FIGURE 7.16: The probability palgorithm(idle, s) to find all sensed channels idle plotted
over the number of sensed channels, Ks, and evaluated for all four different sensing
algorithms. Both cases, consecutive as well as non-consecutive bandwidth, are shown.
The spectrum occupancy data was either taken from the measured traces or genera-
ted using our time-frequency model. In both cases, we selected the location AB and
GSM1800 DL as wireless technology.
tailed nature of the log-normal distribution is clearly visible for both distribution-
based algorithms. In all three graphs the performance advantage between those tech-
niques that consider the distributions and those that do not consider them is much
larger compared to the geometric case. Even in the case with significantly more state
transitions shown in Figure 7.15a the distR- and distI-methods are significantly bet-
ter. Often, the probability to successfully find a given number of idle channels is more
than twice as high in the log-normal case as in the geometric case.
Due to the heavy-tailed behaviour of the log-normal distribution few OFF-periods
are very long and focusing the sensing on these channels enables high success rates
and high amount of detected idle spectrum. Although the average OFF-period length
was configured to the same values the log-normal distribution allows for more effi-
cient spectrum sensing since state transitions are less evenly distributed over time.
Using only artificial spectrum models, we have seen that short ON- and OFF-
period durations may result in almost negligible performance gains for the distribu-
tion-based sensing schemes. At the same time, log-normally distributed ON- and
OFF-period lengths allow for significant performance improvements also in the case
of shorter period durations. In the following, we use measured spectrum occupancy
traces as well as data generated using our time-frequency spectrum model in order to
evaluate the performance of the sensing algorithms in more realistic scenarios. This
second step is essential in order to study if similar gains can be accomplished when
using accurate spectrum models and to prevent the situation where selected theoreti-
cal examples cause us to arrive at misleading conclusions.
We use the measurement data collected during the selected 12 h period in the
GSM1800 DL band measured at the location AB as an example. Few subbands were
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completely vacant and several other subbands were fully loaded. Figure 7.16 com-
pares the results computed for the raw measurement traces to the probabilities deter-
mined from traces generated using our fitted time-frequency model. The consecutive
and the non-consecutive sensing schemes are shown.
For the reference algorithm, the result is slightly surprising. Counterintuitively, the
probability to sense consecutive idle spectrum is higher than to sense non-consecutive
idle spectrum. The number of different combinations to sense a given number of chan-
nels is significantly higher in the non-consecutive case. However, those combinations
that result in idle spectrum are mostly consecutive channel sets due to the correlation
in the frequency dimension pointed out in Section 6.3.3. Thus, the number of idle
channel sets is roughly similar for both schemes but the overall number of possible
sets is higher for the non-consecutive sensing. Besides, the random sensing is again
clearly outperformed by all other sensing strategies.
For the other algorithms non-consecutive sensing performs better because the sen-
sing is focused on the most promising channel sets across multiple subbands. The
computed probabilities are slightly higher for the measurement traces but are similar
also for the time-frequency model. The performance advantage of the distribution-
based sensing compared to the DC-based algorithm is negligible because interme-
diate DC values occur less often as we have also discussed in the context of the DC
distribution in Section 6.3.1. Additionally, the spectrum archetypes that were fitted
best by log-normal distributions occur less often than the other cases with geometric
distributions or fully loaded and completely vacant channels. The detailed model
parameters are listed in Table B.4 in Appendix B.3. Most of the sensed channels have
properties giving rather short ON- and OFF-period durations and, as discussed above,
such channels show only negligible performance improvements when also taking into
account the ON- and OFF-period length distributions.
If consecutive sensing is applied no performance difference will be present. The
probability graphs show step-function behaviour because the DC is very similar in
several subbands, each multiple channels wide. This correlation characteristic is also
reproduced by our spectrum model. All sensing algorithms successfully choose at first
the widest subband of completely vacant channels and try to add further subbands
with very lowDC. However, some intermediate channels with higherDC have also to
be added to the sensed channel set causing the sharp drop of the probability between
adjacent steps.
We could not include standard deviations for the measured data because only a
single dataset is available for the selected measurement duration. In the case of the
time-frequency spectrum model, we do not show the standard deviations for visua-
lization reasons. The sensing algorithms that use a priori information are capable of
identifying the vacant subbands but the width of the vacant subbands varies between
simulation runs. Due to the sharp drop in recovered bandwidth for sensed band-
widths wider than the widest vacant subband the standard deviations across simula-
tions are very large for few bandwidth values and would render some of the graphs
to be hardly readable.
Figure 7.17 shows an example for the selected measured traces of 12 h duration
and spectrum data generated from our time-frequency model for the GSM900 UL
band at the location NE. We fitted log-normal ON- and OFF-period duration distri-
butions to several of the spectrum use archetypes identified in these measurement
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(a) Measured traces.
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(b) Time-frequency model.
FIGURE 7.17: The probability palgorithm(idle, s) to find all sensed channels idle plotted
over the number of sensed channels, Ks, and evaluated for all four different sensing
algorithms. Both cases, consecutive as well as non-consecutive bandwidth, are shown.
The spectrum occupancy data was either taken from the measured traces or genera-
ted using our time-frequency model. In both cases, we selected the location NE and
GSM900 UL as wireless technology.
data. For the measured data, the computed probabilities are up to 10 % higher for the
distribution-based sensing compared to theDC-based sensing. For the simulated data
the improvement goes up to 20 %. For the measured data five non-consecutively sen-
sed channels are found idle with 50 % probability with the DC-based sensing. When
using any of the distribution-based sensing algorithms at least one more channel is
detected vacant, which is an improvement of 20 %.
The above results show that using a priori information significantly improves the
sensing also in more realistic scenarios. However, the specific characteristics of spec-
trum use, namely the clustered occupancy in the frequency dimension and the some-
times short ON- and OFF-period durations in the time domain, limit the performance
gain that more advanced sensing algorithms such as the distribution-based sensing
may achieve. A simpler system which tracks the DC of all channels and selects the
channels for sensing based solely on the DC may accomplish similarly good perfor-
mance in several scenarios. If the SU has access to information on the ON- and OFF-
period length distributions, possibly via a cooperatively maintained world model, the
sensing system may also adaptively switch between sensing algorithms and focus on
the simpler DC-based sensing if appropriate.
Figure 7.18 shows results for the GSM900 UL band as measured during the selec-
ted 12 h period at AB. We focus on the measured data in order to point out another
result of the sensing algorithm analysis. All previous results have been based on the
theoretical formulation of the algorithms as introduced at the beginning of this sec-
tion. Instead, we can also numerically estimate the studied probabilities by imple-
menting the different algorithms and evaluating their success rate across the whole
measurement traces of more than 20 000 time slots. If an algorithm decides to sense a
channel that is marked idle in the measured trace the success rate will increase and it
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(a) Consecutively sensed bandwidth.
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(b) Non-consecutively sensed bandwidth.
FIGURE 7.18: The probability palgorithm(idle, s) to find all sensed channels idle plotted
over the number of sensed channels, Ks, and evaluated for all four different sensing
algorithms. Both cases, consecutive as well as non-consecutive bandwidth, are shown.
The spectrum measurement data was taken at AB and in the GSM900 UL band.
will decrease if the channel is marked as occupied. We call this evaluation method the
numerical solution.
In contrast, the analytical solution uses the detailed spectrum occupancy only to es-
timate the state transition probabilities and the probability to sense the whole selected
subband idle is computed as derived above.
Both solutions are very close to each other for spectrum data generated from any
artificial model. However, Figure 7.18 shows that both solutions differ in the case of
binary spectrum occupancy that has been extracted from the raw measurement data.
The underlying effect can be explained best using the reference case. The numeri-
cal and the analytical solutions are very close in the non-consecutive scheme but they
differ from each other when sensing only consecutive bandwidth. In the latter case
the probability to recover idle spectrum is higher for the numerical solution.
The probability to find further idle channels next to already identified vacant chan-
nels is higher than specified by the DC of the sensed channels. Thus, the occupancy
between these channels is correlated but the derivation of the analytical solution is ba-
sed on the assumption of independent behaviour of all channels over time. Figure 7.18
is an example showing that this assumption is not perfectly appropriate for our mea-
surement data.
The same property of the spectrum occupancy also results in higher probabilities
computed using the numerical approach for all other sensing algorithms. Further-
more, the performance gain of the distribution-based sensing is also smaller in the
numerical solution. The spectrum occupancy seems to rarely show complex patterns
across multiple channels in the time domain. Instead, adjacent channels seem to of-
ten switch state in parallel and the DC is often sufficient to identify the channels with
highest probability of being idle.
Reasons for the correlation in the frequency domain may be the fact that measure-
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FIGURE 7.19: The relations between the available, the sensed, and the required band-
width and the corresponding channel indices.
ment channels often cover parts of two GSM channels due to the misalignment of
the centre frequencies. Time-synchronized transmissions of signalling information in
multiple GSM channels or deterministic frequency hopping patterns are further pro-
perties that possibly cause the detected correlations.
As discussed for the measurement data collected in the ISM-band at 2.4 GHz in
Section 6.4.1, the divide-and-conquer methodology applied to separate the time and
frequency dimension does not capture all measured spectrum use characteristics. Ne-
vertheless, the achieved results have proven to be very useful and have enabled us
to gain meaningful and important insights. The assumption of independent deve-
lopment over time has also allowed for detailed analytical evaluation of the sensing
algorithms. Additionally, it is important for the next step which considers the sensing
of further channels in order to improve the probability to find the required amount of
idle spectrum.
7.2.4 Trade-off between Sensed Bandwidth and Detected Idle Spectrum
Until now we have focused on the probability that the whole sensed band is available
for secondary use. However, in most realistic scenarios SUs sense more channels than
they need for communication. Some of the channels may be actively used by PUs and
SUs also need backup channels in the case a PU returns to one of the channels pre-
viously used by the SUs. The question arises how much spectrum should be sensed?
In this section, we investigate this question revealing the trade-off between the
resources spent for sensing and the amount of detected white space. If the SU has
very high requirements on the availability of idle spectrum he will have to sense more
spectrum while a SU using a delay-tolerant application may sense less spectrum and
may accept intermediate connection breakdowns.
We assume that each SU can specify a required bandwidthWr based on the proper-
ties of its transmission system and the QoS requirements of the running applications.
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In this context, we focus on the case of consecutive bandwidth, Θ = 1. The sensing
task performed once in each time slot provides the detected maximum continuous
amount of idle spectrum Wd. If Wd < Wr we assume that the SU is not able to fulfil
the QoS requirements and is in outage. The more seldom the SU is in outage the more
reliable is the secondary communication although additional outage events may be
caused by transmission errors due to, e.g., channel fading.
We define Kr ∈ [1,Ka] as the number of consecutive channels that span the re-
quested bandwidthWr starting at frequency index r1 ∈ [1,Ka−Kr+ 1]. As above, the
sensed bandwidthWs consists of Ks channels starting at s1 ∈ [1,Ka −Ks + 1]. Finally,
we denote by Ka the number of all channels in the examined band of bandwidthWa.
All different bandwidths are shown in Figure 7.19. The detected spectrum opportu-
nity Wd, not shown in Figure 7.19, is the widest completely vacant subband inside
the sensed bandwidthWs. The following inequality chains also describe the relations
between the introduced variables:
Wa >Ws >Wr, (7.36)
Ka > Ks > Kr. (7.37)
We assume Ka to be a given system property and Kr to be also available from the QoS
analysis of the running applications. The goal is to adaptively select the number of
sensed channels Ks and the channel index of the first sensed channel s1 such that we
minimize the probability of outage pout:
pout(Kr) = 1 − palgorithm(idle, s,Θ = 1,Kr), (7.38)
where the identifiers of the Ks sensed channels are given in s and palgorithm(idle, s,Θ =
1,Kr) is the probability to find Kr adjacent idle channels inside the sensed Ks channels
using the specified adaptive sensing algorithm. In the following, we leave the diffe-
rentiation between consecutive and non-consecutive spectrum out because we focus
on the consecutive case and rewrite (7.38) as
pout(Kr) = 1 − palgorithm(idle, s,Kr). (7.39)
The minimum pout is always achieved when sensing the whole available bandwidth
Wa. Instead, we want to sense as little spectrum as possible while still fulfilling the
QoS requirements. We assume that those also specify a maximum outage probability
pout, max that we use as condition for the underlying optimization problem
Kˆs = min
Ks∈[1,Ka]
Ks, such that ∃Wr ∈ [W(Ks)s (s1), . . . ,W(Ks)s (sKa−Ks+1)],
which satisfies pout(Kr) 6 pout, max,
(7.40)
where W(Ks)s (si) is the sensed bandwidth covering Ks channels starting at channel
index si.
After we have selected the optimal number of sensed channels Kˆs we have to
decide upon the optimal starting frequency for sensing sˆ1. We select the index that
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maximizes the probability to find the requested spectrum Wr free across all possible
subbands of the previously selected bandwidthWs:
sˆ1 = max
s1∈[1,Ka−Kˆs+1]
palgorithm(idle, s,Kr). (7.41)
In order to determine Kˆs for a given pout, max and Kr we first compute pout(Kr),
which is equivalent to calculating palgorithm(idle, s,Kr) as given in (7.39). We define
S(Kr)(k) as the subband comprising Kr consecutive channels starting at channel index
k. We further define palgorithm
(
idle,S(Kr)(k)
)
as the probability for this subband to
be completely vacant estimated using the specified adaptive sensing algorithm. The
sought probability palgorithm(idle, s,Kr) corresponds to the probability that at least one
of the subbands S(Kr)(k) ∈W(Ks)s (s1) is completely idle, that is
palgorithm(idle, s,Kr) = palgorithm
(
idle,Wr ∈
s1+Ks−Kr⋃
k=s1
S(Kr)(k)
)
. (7.42)
Evaluating (7.42) is challenging for large Ks and Kr and requires simplifications. We
exploit that the behaviours over time for each channel in our model are independent
from one and another. We decided in Section 6.4 to describe technology channels
and reproduce clusters of similar behaviour by ensuring similar distribution parame-
ters for adjacent channels but the detailed behaviour over time is generated indepen-
dently. If the SU applies, e.g., the realistic distribution-based sensing the estimated
parameters for the ON- and OFF-period duration distributions may be same for adja-
cent channels but the probabilities to be idle will still be independent.
The events in (7.42) are not mutually exclusive because the subbands are partially
overlapping. For instance, S(Kr)(1) and S(Kr)(2) share all channel indices but one. We
consider such relations between the probabilities of each individual subband to be idle
in order to rewrite (7.42) to
palgorithm
(
idle,Wr ∈
s1+Ks−Kr⋃
k=s1
Sk
)
=
s1+Ks−Kr∑
i1=s1
palgorithm
(
idle,S(Kr)(i1)
)
−
s1+Ks−Kr−1∑
i1=s1
s1+Ks−Kr∑
i2=i1+1
palgorithm
(
idle,S(Kr)(i1) ∩ S(Kr)(i2)
)
+
s1+Ks−Kr−2∑
i1=s1
s1+Ks−Kr−1∑
i2=i1+1
s1+Ks−Kr∑
i3=i2+1
palgorithm
(
idle,S(Kr)(i1) ∩ S(Kr)(i2) ∩ S(Kr)(i3)
)
...
+ (−1)j−1
s1+Ks−Kr−j+1∑
i1=s1
s1+Ks−Kr−j+2∑
i2=i1+1
· · ·
s1+Ks−Kr∑
ij=ij−1+1
palgorithm
(
idle,
ij⋂
l=i1
S(Kr)(l)
)
...
+ (−1)s1+Ks−Kr−1palgorithm
(
idle,
s1+Ks−Kr⋂
k=s1
S(Kr)(k)
)
.
(7.43)
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The number of terms in (7.43) is
Ks − Kr + 1 + (Ks − Kr + 1)× (Ks − Kr) . . .
+ (Ks − Kr + 1)× (Ks − Kr)× (Ks − Kr − 1) . . .
+ (Ks − Kr + 1)× · · · × (Ks − Kr − j+ 2) + · · ·+ 1 ∼= O
(
(Ks − Kr + 1)!
) (7.44)
Therefore, an exhaustive search for the optimal Kˆs and sˆ1 is not possible for large Ks,
Ks > Kr. Instead, the problem could be further simplified by taking into account only
a subset of b subbands S(Kr)(k), k ∈ [1,Ks − Kr + 1]. The considered b subbands
should be selected such that they maximize palgorithm
(
idle,S(Kr)(k)
)
. The underlying
heuristic assumes that those subbands with high palgorithm
(
idle,S(Kr)(k)
)
contribute
the most in (7.43). We have shown the applicability of this approximation in [183].
For the optimization problem given in (7.40), the probabilities introduced in Sec-
tion 7.2.3 and the described approximation are sufficient in order to compare the dif-
ferent adaptive sensing algorithms. For the problem of selecting sˆ1 given in (7.41) we
compare the following three heuristics:
1. Reference strategy:
In the reference case we randomly select sˆ1 ∈ [1,Ka − Ks + 1]. It is the only
strategy that can be applied for the random sensing because it does not require
any spectrum occupancy statistics. In the following, we name this case as the
RandS1-result.
2. Best-requested bandwidth Kr strategy:
We determine the subband S(Kr)(x) that maximizes palgorithm
(
idle,S(Kr)(x)
)
ba-
sed on the specified adaptive sensing algorithm. Afterwards, we sense S(Kr)(x)
and the Ks − Kr channels around it: (Ks − Kr)/2 channels on the left and (Ks −
Kr)/2 on the right side. If S(Kr)(x) is located close to the border of the available
bandwidth Wa we extend the sensed bandwidth to the border of the band and
add all further channels on the other side.
SinceKr is given in the application’s QoS requirements it does not change through-
out the system operation and pout(Kr) monotonically decreases with respect to
the number of sensed channels Ks. We refer to this strategy as the BestReq-
strategy.
3. Best-sensed bandwidth Ks strategy:
The third strategy does not select the subband of bandwidth Wr with the high-
est probability of being idle. Instead, we select the subband of bandwidth Ws
that maximizes palgorithm
(
idle,S(Ks)(x)
)
using the specified adaptive sensing al-
gorithm. The selected subband S(Ks)(x) depends on Ks and changes with increa-
singKs. For the best-sensed bandwidth strategy, the probability palgorithm(idle, s,Kr)
may not be proportional to palgorithm
(
idle,S(Ks)(x)
)
. Hence, pout(Kr) does not
automatically monotonically decrease when more channels are sensed. We call
this approach the BestSens-strategy.
Comparison of Different Strategies to Determine sˆ1
We start by comparing the described strategies for selecting the start index of the sen-
sed band sˆ1. We use an artificial example as the first use case and generate spectrum
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(a) qOFF = 0.1, LOFF = 10.
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(b) qOFF = 0.04, LOFF = 25.
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(c) qOFF = 0.02, LOFF = 50.
FIGURE 7.20: The probability pout(Kr = 4) to be in outage when increasing the num-
ber of sensed channels, Ks, for all three strategies to select s1. The ON- and OFF-period
durations were geometrically distributed for all channels with a uniformly distribu-
tedDC over all channels. The parameter for the OFF-periods has been fixed to a given
value and the parameter for the ON-periods has been adapted in order to match the
randomly generated DC for each channel. The detailed simulation parameters are
listed in Table 7.4.
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TABLE 7.4: Simulation parameters used during the evaluation of the trade-off bet-
ween sensed bandwidth and detected idle spectrum (20 channels, 12 000 time slots,
number of considered subbands b = 20).
Type of ON/ DC-distribution Distribution Shown in
OFF-period parameters
duration
distribution
geometric/ uniform, qOFF = 0.10, Figure 7.20a
geometric DC(f) = U([0.05, 0.45]), qON(f) has been adapted
DC = 0.25 to the generated DC.
geometric/ uniform, qOFF = 0.04, Figure 7.20b
geometric DC(f) = U([0.05, 0.45]), qON(f) has been adapted
DC = 0.25 to the generated DC.
geometric/ uniform, qOFF = 0.02, Figure 7.20c
geometric DC(f) = U([0.05, 0.45]), qON(f) has been adapted
DC = 0.25 to the generated DC.
occupancy data assuming a uniformly distributed DC across the studied spectrum
band and geometrically distributed ON- and OFF-period durations. In comparison
to the simulation parameters used previously, listed in Table 7.3, we only lowered
the number of channels and timeslots as given in Table 7.4. The reduced number of
channels enables us to fully evaluate the analytic solution without relying on the in-
troduced approximation.
We used different values for the requested number of channels Kr. However, we
show results for a rather low number Kr = 4 in order to better visualize the impact
of an increased number of sensed channels Ks. We focus our evaluation on the distR-
sensing algorithm, since it is the most advanced but still realistic case. However, for
the reference strategy RandS1, the distR-algorithm does not perform better than the
random sensing algorithm because in the case of continuous spectrum only the first
channel index has to be selected by the sensing algorithm and the reference strategy
selects sˆ1 randomly despite a smarter sensing algorithm.
Figure 7.20 compares the different strategies when applied to three scenarios with
uniformly distributed DCs but different lengths of ON- and OFF-periods. Obviously,
the system has to sense at least Ks = Kr = 4 channels in order to achieve an outage
probability pout(Kr = 4) < 1. The reference strategy RandS1 is clearly outperformed
by both other strategies because the simulated outage probability pout(Kr = 4) will be
higher for RandS1 if Ks > Kr.
As expected, adding further resources for spectrum sensing, meaning sensing more
channels, can lower pout(Kr). If we assume the scenario shown in Figure 7.20a and the
BestReq-strategy the adaptive sensing can lower pout(Kr) by ≈15 % when increasing
the number of sensed channels from five to ten. When adding another five channels
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the enhancement is ≈25 %. We refer to this relation as the trade-off between the sen-
sed bandwidth and the detected idle spectrum.
The advantage of the strategies that exploit occupancy statistics is higher for on
average longer ON- and OFF-period durations. In order to fulfil pout(Kr) < 0.1 14
channels have to be sensed when using the BestReq-strategy and the spectrum occu-
pancy is distributed as assumed for Figure 7.20a. In the case with the longest ON-
and OFF-period lengths, Figure 7.20c, only seven channels are required to achieve the
same secondary QoS.
The slope of all curves is steeper in the case of the shorter ON- and OFF-periods.
Thus, sensing further channels helps more in these scenarios. We have seen that the
exploitation of spectrum occupancy statistics helps less when ON- and OFF-periods
tend to be shorter. However, the addition of further resources for sensing can help to
compensate this effect. This means, also the trade-off between the resources spent for
sensing and the recovered white space changes with the spectrum use statistics.
If ON- and OFF-periods are on average longer more advanced spectrum sensing
algorithms will achieve a high gain compared to random sensing but increasing the
sensed bandwidth does not decrease pout(Kr) similarly significantly. In contrast, if
ON- and OFF-periods are often short spectrum sensing that exploits occupancy statis-
tics will not give significantly better results than simpler sensing schemes but inves-
ting more resources to sensing results in a considerably more reliable system.
When comparing the two adaptive strategies to select sˆ1 the BestReq-approach is
constantly better than the BestSens-strategy. The advantage is larger when going for
longer ON- and OFF-period durations. As expected the performance of the BestReq-
strategy monotonically increases with Ks but the performance of the BestSens-strate-
gy may in few cases also decrease when more channels are sensed. Since the DC is
uniformly distributed no subbands of very similarDC exist in the evaluated spectrum
band. In this scenario, no wider spectrum subbands exist that have higher probability
of being idle than others and it makes more sense to focus on the Kr best channels.
Next, we investigate if the above results also apply in more realistic scenarios.
Figure 7.21 shows the outage probability results simulated for spectrum occupancy
data generated using our time-frequency model as well as for the occupancy data
extracted from the fitted measurement traces.
For both scenarios, the two adaptive strategies are significantly better compared
to the reference scheme. Exploiting spectrum occupancy statistics can significantly re-
duce the number of channels that have to be sensed in order to guarantee a predefined
pout, max. If we assume a delay-tolerant application with pout, max = 0.1 approximately
20 channels less have to be sensed for both the time-frequency model as well as the
measurement data scenario. This reduction saves ≈50 % of the resources spent for
sensing when applying the BestReq-strategy in the averaged time-frequency model
case.
The BestReq-strategy performs well and reliably. The decrease of the curve is par-
tially non-monotonic because the results were achieved using the numerical solution
that allows for slight fluctuations due to occupancy traces of limited length.
For the time-frequency model results, the curve for the BestSens-strategy has a
less conventional shape. First, for low Ks it performs best. For intermediate Ks it is
the worst and for high Ks it is again the best. The subbands chosen for sensing change
because the evaluated metric palgorithm
(
idle,S(Ks)(x)
)
does not depend on the constant
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(a) Time-frequency model: AB, GSM900 UL.
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(b) Measurement data: AB, GSM900 UL.
FIGURE 7.21: The probability pout(Kr = 8) to be in outage when increasing the num-
ber of sensed channels, Ks, for all three strategies to select s1. The spectrum occupancy
has either been generated using the time-frequency model or extracted from the mea-
surement data. In the former case, the model parameters have been adapted in order
to fit to a specific measurement scenario. The results have been computed using the
numerical approach described at the end of Section 7.2.3. For the time-frequency mo-
del simulation, we used 120 channels and 25 000 time slots and averaged the results
over ten simulations runs. The considered GSM900 UL band covered 137 measure-
ment channels in Germany and we used measurement traces of 24 121 samples.
Kr as in the BestReq-case but on the increasing Ks.
Due to the clustering in the frequency domain, which is reproduced by our time-
frequency model, the selected subband S(Ks)(x) may cover different subbands depen-
ding on Ks. For instance, the studied spectrum may comprise a subband of bandwidth
similar to Wr with very low DC. However, all channels around this subband show
very high DC. The BestReq-strategy will still focus on this subband. Instead, the
BestSens-strategy may find another wider band with slightly higher average DC but
out of the selected Ks channels multiple groups consisting each of Kr channels may be
available. In total, the probability to successfully find free spectrum decreases. When
Ks increases further also this subband may be too narrow and the possibly also high
DC values around it may force the BestSens-strategy to switch to another subband.
However, this subband may provide the lowest outage probability for the whole sen-
sed subband but the requested band is narrower and sticking to the narrow subband
as done by the BestReq-strategy may be a better choice.
This example shows that the more flexible selection of the sensed bandwidth per-
formed by the BestSens-approach may result in higher performance but may also
give a considerably higher outage probability. Due to the very fluctuating perfor-
mance we conclude that the BestReq-strategy is the preferred scheme and we will
focus our further analysis to this approach. Additionally, it has performed best in the
artificial spectrum occupancy scenarios discussed above.
Similar steps as shown in Figure 7.21a for the BestSens-strategy occurred in the
results for almost each simulation run. Since the number of sensed channels at which
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they occur varies between the simulation runs the standard deviation of the results
was too high to be appropriately visualized.
In the measurement data case, shown in Figure 7.21b, no standard deviations can
be computed because only one dataset is available. Both strategies that exploit spec-
trum occupancy information successfully identify the subband that has the lowestDC.
Since all channels around it showed high network load during our measurements ex-
tending the sensed bandwidth does hardly improve the outage performance.
The time-frequency model does not specify which spectrum archetype may oc-
cur next to which other type. Sometimes, subbands with very low DC may be next
to fully loaded subbands. In other simulation runs, the adjacent subband will have
intermediate traffic load. Hence, the averaged performance simulated using the time-
frequency model shows less rapid steps and smoother reduction of pout(Kr) with in-
creasing Ks.
Comparison of Sensing Algorithms
After we have determined the BestReq-strategy to be the preferred choice we com-
pare the performance of the four sensing algorithms. The random sensing scheme
corresponds to the RandS1-strategy that we show as reference. We focus on realistic
scenarios and continue to compare the time-frequency model to binary occupancy ex-
tracted from raw measurement data. Figure 7.22 shows the results for the GSM900 UL
band for the measurement location AB as well as for the site in the Netherlands.
The random reference case is the worst scheme in all four shown graphs. As can
be seen significant resources can be saved when spectrum occupancy statistics are
exploited for improved spectrum sensing.
As pointed out above, the measurement case gives more drastic changes in the
outage probability with increasing Ks due to the fact that no averaging is applied over
multiple simulation runs. However, the performance is similar for the time-frequency
model scenarios as for the measured data sets.
The results achieved for NE show only small advantages for the distribution-based
sensing algorithms compared to the scheme that only considers the DC. We have
previously seen that the spectrum occupancy characteristics do not allow for large
performance gains when consecutive spectrum is required.
The benefit of having perfect information on the spectrum occupancy history is
almost negligible in all four scenarios. Sometimes, even the distR-scheme is superior.
The probability to be in the OFF-state converges to 1 −DC with increasing time since
the last sensing action. The distR-algorithm will focus the sensing on channels with
low DC when no recent occupancy information is available for all channels. This
approach is superior in specific scenarios compared to the distI-scheme that always
strongly considers the distribution parameters.
For the data collected at AB the achievable gains using the distribution-based sen-
sing compared to the DC-based sensing are larger. Improvements up to 10 % lower
outage probability and more than ten less channels to be sensed can be achieved in the
time-frequency model case. Due to the step-function behaviour the resource savings
are larger in the scenario based on measurement data.
The evaluation of the trade-off between the resources spent for sensing and the
recovered idle bandwidth shows again the impact of the spectrum occupancy proper-
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(a) Time-frequency model: NE, GSM900 UL.
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(b) Measurement data: NE, GSM900 UL.
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(c) Time-frequency model: AB, GSM900 UL.
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(d) Measurement data: AB, GSM900 UL.
FIGURE 7.22: The probability pout(Kr) to be in outage when increasing the number
of sensed channels, Ks, for all four sensing algorithms. The spectrum occupancy has
either been generated using the time-frequency model or extracted from the measure-
ment data. In the former case, the model parameters have been adapted in order to fit
to a specific measurement scenario. The results have been computed using the nume-
rical approach described at the end of Section 7.2.3. For the data based on the measure-
ment location AB, we used the same simulation parameters as given for Figure 7.21.
For the NE case, we also generated occupancy for 120 channels and 25 000 time slots
when using the time-frequency model. The considered GSM900 UL band comprised
187 measurement channels in the Netherlands and the selected measurement traces
consisted of 24 123 samples. We ran 10 simulations for both time-frequency models.
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ties. In all considered scenarios the distribution-based sensing was superior compa-
red to the DC-based sensing. However, in few scenarios the additional complexity
is hardly worthwhile. The latter result occurs mostly in settings with short ON- and
OFF-period durations. The durations of the ON- and OFF-periods have also impact on
the outage probability improvement that can be accomplished when sensing further
channels. If the durations tend to be shorter a larger decrease in outage probability
can be achieved.
The ON- and OFF-period lengths can be freely configured in completely artificial
spectrum scenarios. Depending on the selected configuration the performance impro-
vement given by a more advanced sensing algorithm or an increased number of chan-
nels is significantly higher compared to realistic spectrum scenarios. These results
show the importance of accurate spectrum modelling in order to ensure meaningful
insights.
8CONCLUSIONS
The starting point of this work was to correct the situation of the limited understan-
ding on how spectrum use changes over time, frequency, and space. We believe that
the achieved results are a large step towards filling this gap, provide meaningful and
interesting analysis and insights in various aspects of DSA systems. The developed
models constitute a valuable basis for further research.
Using specifically designed and controlled measurement setups we performed ex-
tensive spectrum measurements and collected data of spectrum use. The developed
modelling methodology and the generated models provide efficient means to describe
how spectrum use changes and reproduce the main properties reliably and accura-
tely. As model application we studied adaptive spectrum sensing in detail. Every
DSA node that relies on a single radio interface has to pause data transmission during
spectrum sensing. The introduced schemes for adaptive sensing reduce the required
sensing time and enable enhanced system performance in terms of delay and through-
put. We review the gained insights in detail in Section 8.1 and discuss possible items
for future work in Section 8.2.
8.1 SUMMARY OF RESULTS
As background, we have introduced the spectrum regulatory framework and recent
policy trends as important determining factors for more flexible use of radio spec-
trum. On the technical side, we have also discussed the relevant literature and have
reviewed the current state-of-the-art for spectrum sensing and related DSA techno-
logies with a special focus on measurement- and modelling-aspects. It is the most
comprehensive review of this subtopic that we are aware of.
For the whole spectrum modelling activities we have followed an empirical ap-
proach using measurement data as basis for accurate model building. Since no raw
spectrum data has been available at the beginning of this work we have designed a
flexible measurement setup for an extensive spectrum use evaluation campaign. The
performed measurements have been, to the best of our knowledge, the first wideband
spectrum measurements in a DSA context that have lasted multiple days up to two
weeks each. Using the gathered data, we have successfully confirmed for multiple
locations in Germany and the Netherlands that large fractions of the radio spectrum
were underutilized. The investigated sites range from calm indoor locations to ex-
treme scenarios such as the CeBIT 2008, the world’s largest industry fair on informa-
tion and communication technologies.
In order to examine also the spatial domain of spectrum use, such as the perfor-
mance of cooperative sensing systems, we have improved the measurement metho-
dology and have developed an autonomous two-node spectrum use measurement
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system for spatially distributed measurements and have conducted measurements in
two different environments. Based on these data, we have confirmed several analyti-
cal results, namely that cooperation can improve sensing reliability and can compen-
sate for less sensitive spectrum sensors and that cooperation gain increases with the
distance between the spectrum sensors. In addition to the verification of previous re-
sults, we have also provided first quantitative evaluation of the examined properties
of cooperation.
We have also presented a metric that captures the correlation between sensing re-
sults taken by different sensors, that is applicable to wireless systems with various
properties, and that can be reliably assessed through spectrum measurements. Ad-
ditionally, we have introduced spatial statistics as flexible and generic framework for
concise and accurate spatial spectrum modelling. We have validated the approach
using model parameters extracted from our empirical measurement data as well as
commonly used propagation modelling techniques. In this context, we have deter-
mined that the number of active transmitters, their spatial distribution, and the pro-
pagation environment are the most important impact factors on the characteristics of
spatial spectrum use.
Taking advantage of our measurement data, we have also pointed out the main
properties of spectrum occupancy in the time and frequency domains. In the time
domain, we have shown that ON- and OFF-period durations are not always geo-
metrically or exponentially distributed as has been commonly assumed. For seve-
ral traces we have fitted log-normal distributions to our measurement data. In most
cases, no correlations between consecutive durations have been present allowing for
independent modelling and treatment of single durations.
In the frequency domain, we have determined that intermediate duty cycles have
been less probable than fully loaded or completely vacant channels and we have clas-
sified channels into few representative spectrum use archetypes. Our novel proposal
to define archetypes for modelling has also the potential to allow for comparison of
results between existing and future spectrum measurement campaigns. Channels be-
longing to the same archetype have been found to be often grouped in the frequency
domain. We have introduced an accurate time-frequency spectrum model that repro-
duces these main characteristics while keeping the model complexity at a reasonable
level.
The applied divide-and-conquer modelling approach has been appropriate for se-
veral wireless technologies. In the ISM-band at 2.4 GHz various wireless systems co-
exist and no dominant technology channel bandwidth can be determined. An integra-
ted time-frequency modelling approach that breaks the assumption of independent
modelling of each technology channel has to be developed. Such an approach en-
ables the accurate reproduction of combined time-frequency spectrum use properties.
However, it also prevents analytical evaluation on a per-channel basis because the cor-
relations between adjacent technology channels have to be considered. This study has
been left for future work.
Before evaluating the efficiency of adaptive spectrum sensing schemes we have in-
vestigated the potential of adaptations using our measurement data. We have shown
that simple structures such as periods can hardly be identified in spectrum occupancy
data when assuming realistic parameters for the sensing configuration. We have also
discovered that more powerful techniques, such as the studied modern entropy me-
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trics, can, in contrast, extract deterministic behaviour that could be exploited for more
efficient system operation. However, none of the techniques allows for very reliable
detection of deterministic PU behaviour when assuming reasonable sensing configu-
rations. Therefore, we have concluded that taking advantage of spectrum occupancy
statistics on a solely probabilistic basis is the more promising approach.
Starting from these insights and the developed time-frequency spectrum model,
we have evaluated the performance of different partially adaptive spectrum sensing
schemes: Exploiting spectrum occupancy statistics can significantly improve the spec-
trum sensing efficiency and using information on the duty cycle is always worthwhile.
In most of the scenarios the application of techniques that also consider the ON-
and OFF-period length distributions further improves the spectrum sensing. When
these durations tend to be longer the achievable gains are larger. Especially the log-
normal distribution often results in longer ON- and OFF-period durations. If the ON-
and OFF-period durations are shorter the gain of the distribution-based sensing will
be smaller and a sensing scheme solely depending on the measured DC will achieve
similarly good performance.
In the next step, we have extended the renewal theory based problem formulation
to evaluate how much the probability to find sufficient white space can be increa-
sed when sensing further channels. If a SU uses only one radio interface the number
of sensed channels will usually be proportional to the sensing time, which cannot be
used for data communication. Thus, an adaptive sensing scheme that ensures that suf-
ficient spectrum opportunities are discovered but prevents sensing further channels
enables optimal system performance.
The analysis of the trade-off between the sensed bandwidth and the detected idle
spectrum has revealed that the system behaviour should be adapted to the spectrum
occupancy statistics. If the ON- and OFF-period durations tend to be longer more
advanced spectrum sensing algorithms such as the distribution-based sensing can si-
gnificantly improve the performance and the sensed bandwidth does not need to be
considerably wider than the required bandwidth. However, in the case of shorter ON-
and OFF-period lengths the achievable gain of the superior sensing algorithms is limi-
ted. The reliability of the system has to be increased by spending more resources for
spectrum sensing. In the latter case, the addition of more resources results in greater
performance enhancements partially compensating for the limited advantage of the
improved spectrum sensing algorithms.
Throughout the whole analysis of the adaptive spectrum sensing the importance
of accurate spectrum modelling has been evident. If only artificial spectrum scenarios
are taken into account the determined improvements may be significantly larger than
under realistic conditions. Such enhancements may not be achievable in practice ques-
tioning the general applicability of many earlier results. Analytical studies as well as
evaluations of specific details may be more difficult or even impossible without using
artificial and analytically tractable models but the second step, investigating the per-
formance under more realistic conditions, must not be left out. The spectrum models
developed in this thesis allow for such combined research.
Finally, we have listed all fitted model parameters in the Appendix to this thesis.
Large parts of the collected measurement data have been made publicly available for
download in order to enable other researchers to confirm our results and evaluate
further aspects of the gathered data.
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Several of our results have been based on spectrum use in cellular networks that
admittedly represent one of the less probable scenarios for the opportunistic spectrum
access architecture. However, cellular networks show quickly fluctuating traffic loads
and emit on average stronger signals than several other wireless systems. The former
aspect makes cellular network an interesting case for study because the exploitation
of the more complex usage pattern is more difficult than for, e.g., broadcasting tech-
nologies. The latter facet is important for reliable extraction of the binary occupancy
pattern. Short-range devices such as wireless microphones, which are especially inter-
esting due to the ongoing discussion on secondary use of TV spectrum bands, require
more specific measurement methodology in order to ensure reliable detection and
reasonable false alarm rates. Nevertheless, more detailed studies of these bands in the
future are well motivated and will benefit significantly from the presented analysis
methodology.
Additionally, several of the gained insights can also be interpreted in scenarios
without clear assignments of the roles of PU and SU but where coexistence of different
wireless systems in the same spectrum band becomes reality. The issue of inter-system
interference between multiple wireless systems is becoming more and more important
which is also proven by the recently started standardization activities in this field.
Thus, the results of this thesis are not limited to the domain of DSA, but are applicable
to a wider range of systems and problems in the area of wireless communications.
8.2 FUTURE WORK
The presented work can be pursued and extended in multiple directions. In the follo-
wing, we focus on tangible research tasks. Further more generic research on spectrum
policy, spectrum etiquette, and more dynamic use of spectrum is certainly also moti-
vated.
We have split the modelling of spectrum use in the time and frequency dimensions
and the spatial domain. In the spatial statistics community also combined time-space-
models have been proposed [143] that could be a promising basis for integrated time-
frequency-space spectrum modelling.
In the spatial domain, we have mainly focused on the validation of analytical re-
sults for cooperative sensing and the development of the spatial spectrum modelling
methodology. The application of the provided models to various problems in the wi-
reless communication area is the obvious next step. Examples are the evaluation of
cooperative sensing or the study of more adaptive mobile nodes that trigger parame-
ter optimization when entering a different radio environment that can be identified
using the semivariogram parameters.
For the modelling over time, the combination of the scheduling when to sense
which channels, the so-called MAC-layer sensing, and the Receiver Operating Charac-
teristics (ROC) of the spectrum sensing implementation enable the evaluation of the
complete system and a more thorough analysis of the detection of non-continuously
transmitting PUs. We have made first steps towards this aim in Section 7.2 and further
results have been published in [198, 204, 205]. Although a longer sensing time usually
improves the sensing reliability it may still be beneficial to sense more often for shorter
times in order to track the activity of non-continuous transmitters more closely. In
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order to address this issue the modelling ofON- andOFF-periods should be integrated
with the modelling of the ROC.
Revisiting the modelling of the spectrum use in the ISM-band at 2.4 GHz is ano-
ther topic in the modelling work. We have seen the impact of the correlation between
adjacent channels also during the evaluation of the adaptive sensing. An integrated
time-frequency-modelling approach may further increase the model accuracy and en-
able realistic evaluation of the spectrum sharing in the ISM-band. However, also the
discussed modelling methodology can be applied to other scenarios if further raw
measurement data sets become available.
For the adaptive sensing algorithms, we propose to extend the considered scenario
to the network level. Usually, sensing has to be synchronized among SUs in order to
prevent missinterpreting secondary signals as active PUs. The cooperating SUs have
to agree on the duration of a quiet period for sensing. It has to be long enough to
enable all SUs to detect sufficient white space that suites their needs. Appropriate
protocols for these negotiations are to be developed.
On the measurement side, several further items should be studied. We set the
measurement parameters to a fixed set and did not investigate the detailed impact
of each parameter when examining different wireless technologies. A more detailed
evaluation of, e.g., the sensing time, the detector type, and the resolution bandwidth
would be interesting.
Furthermore, the measurement methodology should be further developed to com-
bine different approaches in an integrated setup. In addition to the SA-based setup
either a vector signal analyser or network support should be exploited. The vector si-
gnal analyser allows for very high sampling rates and the application of coherent and
feature detection. Therefore, the sensing performance can be improved but also spec-
trum occupancy statistics on a symbol level can be computed. Current wireless net-
works provide extensive information on PU activity through advanced logging and
maintenance interfaces. Such network support can provide the ground truth in terms
of which node emitted energy at which time in which frequency band and allows for
performance evaluation of spectrum sensing systems using live network transmis-
sions.
Finally, we propose to investigate specific use cases. The DSA community has
studied a variety of properties of DSA networks and has developed generic algorithms
and performance metrics. However, no regulator will change the spectrum access
rules without a thorough analysis of all aspects of a policy change and the technical
consequences.
We have seen that too low sampling rate may prevent the SU from extracting de-
terministic PU behaviour. At the same time, the spectrum occupancy statistics turned
out to be important for the choice of the sensing algorithm. Thus, generic studies
enable valuable insights but are limited when it comes to detailed policy or design
decisions. A more detailed study of specific scenarios including the deployment of
specialized measurement setups at properly selected measurement sites allows for a
more concrete discussion of algorithms, protocols, and system performance. Additio-
nally, such extensive evaluations of selected scenarios can provide sufficient results in
order to also reasonably discuss on details of spectrum policy improvements.
The question is how such use cases are to be selected. The available measurement
data is sufficient to indicate the current spectrum use of a specific band and estimate
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the potential of secondary use. The primary systems have to be robust against in-
termittent interference after powering up. For example, polling schemes that do not
transmit for longer time periods can hardly stand interference at the beginning of their
operation. The loss of the first sent messages is wrongly interpreted as a not answe-
ring node that seems to be switched off. Similarly, some of the use patterns that we
detected in our measurements, such as the very short ON- and OFF-periods found in
the DECT band, render transparent secondary access more or less impossible.
One possible topic is the detailed study of wireless microphones. They work in the
TV bands that are the most prominent candidate band for secondary access. Envisio-
ning that every TV transmitter is correctly listed in a PU database is realistic but every
wireless microphone possibly operated by amateurs may not be appropriately regis-
tered. Therefore, the need for spectrum sensing to prevent interference from these
short-range and non-continuously active transmitters may be present. Thus, studying
their activity patterns in order to optimize spectrum sensing for wireless microphones
is a well motivated research project.
ANOTATION
In the following we will list the used notation in an alphabetical order with a short
explanation for each variable. We start with Latin letters and continue with the Greek
alphabet. We always list capital letters first.
TABLE A.1: Notation in capital Latin letters used throughout this thesis, Part 1.
Symbol Meaning
A(·) Area metric
Br Resolution bandwidth
B(·) Beta function
C(·) Spatial autocovariance
Csi Count of vectors of length s that are similar
to the vector starting at time index i
DKLsym(·) Symmetric Kullback-Leibler divergence
DC Duty cycle
DC Average duty cycle
DCservice Duty cycle averaged over the spectrum band
allocated to the studied service
E(·) Expectation of the process
F Continuous frequency
Fc Centre frequency
F(·), G(·) Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF)
F(·) Complementary Cumulative Distribution Function (CCDF)
F−1(·), G−1(·) Inverse cumulative distribution function
H(·) Shannon entropy of a random variable (in Section 7.1.2)
H(·) Renewal function (in Section 7.2)
H∗(·) Laplace-transform of the renewal function
H∗m(·) Laplace-transform of the renewal function of a modified renewal process
H0 Hypothesis of a vacant channel
H˜0 Hypothesis indicating a vacant channel provided by the spectrum sensor
H1 Hypothesis of a busy channel
H˜1 Hypothesis indicating a busy channel provided by the spectrum sensor
J Number of bins used to empirically determine
the cumulative distribution function
Kκ(·) Modified Bessel-function of the second kind
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TABLE A.2: Notation in capital Latin letters used throughout this thesis, Part 2.
Symbol Meaning
Ka Available number of channels
Kr Required number of channels for transmission
Ks Sensed number of channels
KSw(·) Weighted Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic
L(·) Set of samples per distance bin
LOFF Length of an OFF-period in number of samples or
number of samples during an OFF-period
LOFF Vector of OFF-period durations
LOFF Average OFF-period length
LON Length of an ON-period in number of samples or
number of samples during an ON-period
LON Vector of ON-period durations
LON Average ON-period length
M Number of time periods building up a complete trace
N Number of different values, that a random variable may take
Nf Number of channels in the frequency domain
Nn Number of samples in the time domain taken during a single detection process
Nt Number of samples in the time domain on a per-detection level
NU Number of primary users
NOFF Number of separate OFF-periods in a measurement trace
NON Number of separate ON-periods in a measurement trace
NX, t Number of renewals until time t
NX, t1, t2 Number of renewals between time t1 and time t2
P Power
∆Prx(·) Absolute difference between the received power
measured at two spectrum sensors
Ptx Transmit power
PSDrx Received power spectral density
Q Quality of fit metric
Q(·) Standard Gaussian CCDF
R Parameter of the logistic map
R(·) Cross-correlation
S Number of simulation runs
S(Kr)(k) Consecutive subband comprising Kr channels
and starting at frequency index k
S(Kr)(x) Core subband selected using the best-requested bandwidth strategy
Sm Number of samples in them-th time period (in Section 6.2)
SNR Signal to Noise Ratio
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TABLE A.3: Notation in capital Latin letters used throughout this thesis, Part 3.
Symbol Meaning
T(·) Test statistic used for detection during the spectrum sensing
Tf Elapsed time duration since frequency index f has been sensed last time
Tm Time duration of them-th time period
Tsl Time duration of one time slot
T Vector of elapsed time durations since each channel has been sensed last time
U, V Vector of measurement results
U(·), V(·) Element of vector U or V of measurement results
U, V Average of vector U or V of measurement results
U([·, ·]) Uniformly distributed random variate from a
continuous distribution over the provided range
Uint[·, ·] Uniformly distributed random variate from a
discrete distribution over the provided range
Var(·) Variance of the process
Wa Available bandwidth
Wd Detected idle bandwidth available for secondary transmission
Wr Required bandwidth for transmission
Ws Sensed bandwidth
X Random variable
X Vector of measurement results
X(t) Element of the measurement results vector X measured at time index t
Y Random variable
Yg(·) Time series after coarse-graining using the scale factor g
Z(·) Random field
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TABLE A.4: Notation in small Latin letters used throughout this thesis, Part 1.
Symbol Meaning
a Shape parameter of the Pareto distribution
b Number of considered subbands during the adaptive sensing
c Technology channel index
cAND Normalization constant
cXOR Normalization constant
cov(·) Not-normalized cross-covariance
d(·, ·) Distance between two sequences
dcorr Decorrelation length
f Discrete frequency index
fch First frequency index belonging to the studied technology channel
fservice First frequency index belonging to the studied service
f(·), g(·) Probability Density Function (PDF)
f∗(·) Laplace-transform of the PDF
f1(·) PDF of the lifetime of the first state of a modified renewal process
fb(·) PDF of the beta distribution
fmb(·) PDF of the modified beta distribution
g Scale factor used during coarse-graining
h Distance vector
h Norm of the distance vector
hrx Receiver antenna height
htx Transmitter antenna height
h(·) Renewal density
i Index
j Index
k Index
k Vector of consecutive indices
l Index used for ON- and OFF-periods
m Time period index
n Time index identifying a sample during a detection process
p(·) Probability of the argument
palgorithm(idle, s) Probability to find the whole sensed spectrum idle
when using the specified sensing algorithm
palgorithm(idle, s,Kr) Probability to find Kr consecutive channels idle
when using the specified sensing algorithm
palgorithm
(
idle,S(Ks)(x)
)
Probability to find the whole subband S(Ks)(x) idle
comprising Ks consecutive channels starting at frequency index x
pd Probability of detection
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TABLE A.5: Notation in small Latin letters used throughout this thesis, Part 2.
Symbol Meaning
pDC=0 Probability of DC ≈ 0
pDC=1 Probability of DC ≈ 1
pDC(idle, s) Probability to find the whole sensed spectrum idle
when using the DC-based sensing algorithm
pDC(idle, s,Kr) Probability to find Kr consecutive channels idle
when using the DC-based sensing algorithm
pdistI(idle, s) Probability to find the whole sensed spectrum idle
when using the ideal distribution-based sensing algorithm
pdistI(idle, s,Kr) Probability to find Kr consecutive channels idle
when using the ideal distribution-based sensing algorithm
pdistR(idle, s) Probability to find the whole sensed spectrum idle
when using the realistic distribution-based sensing algorithm
pdistR(idle, s,Kr) Probability to find Kr consecutive channels idle
when using the realistic distribution-based sensing algorithm
pfa Probability of false alarm
pi Probability that random variable X takes value xi
pmd Probability of missed detection
pOFF(·) Probability to be in the OFF-state
pOFF,OFF(·) Probability to stay in the OFF-state
pOFF,ON(·) Probability to switch from the ON-state to the OFF-state
pON(·) Probability to be in the ON-state
pON,OFF(·) Probability to switch from the OFF-state to the ON-state
pON,ON(·) Probability to stay in the ON-state
pout(·) Outage probability
pref(idle, s) Probability to find the whole sensed spectrum idle
when using the reference sensing algorithm
pref(idle, s,Kr) Probability to find Kr consecutive channels idle
when using the reference sensing algorithm
q Parameter of a geometric distribution
qOFF Parameter of a geometric distribution of OFF-period durations
qON Parameter of a geometric distribution of ON-period durations
r Tolerance for two sequences to be considered similar
r1 First frequency index of the required subband for transmission
ri i-th frequency index inside the required subband for transmission
s Length of a sequence (Section 7.1)
s Laplace frequency (Section 7.2)
s Vector of frequency indices of the sensed subband
s1 First frequency index of the sensed subband
si i-th frequency index inside the sensed subband
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TABLE A.6: Notation in small Latin letters used throughout this thesis, Part 3.
Symbol Meaning
t Discrete time index on a per-detection level
u Continuous variable (Section 7.2)
u, v Vectors of coordinates specifying points in a given domain
w(·) Samples of the background noise process considered during the detection process
x Continuous variable (throughout most of the thesis) and
first spatial coordinate in a cartesian coordinate system (Chapter 5)
xi Possible value of random variable X
xm Scale parameter of the Pareto distribution
x(·) Samples of the PU signal of interest during the detection process
xmf(·) Samples of the matched filter
y Second spatial coordinate in a cartesian coordinate system
y(·) Signal samples received at the SU during the detection process
y Vector of received signal samples
TABLE A.7: Notation in capital Greek letters used throughout this thesis.
Symbol Meaning
∆F Frequency shift as applied, e.g., by FM
∆t Time interval
Γ(·) Gamma-function
Θ Binary flag differentiating between consecutive (Θ = 1)
and non-consecutive (Θ = 0) spectrum
Φ(·) Weighted AND/OR-metric
Φservice Weighted AND/OR-metric averaged over the spectrum
allocated to the studied service
Φs(·) Average information content of a sequence of random samples of length s
Ω(·) Binary spectrum occupancy
Ωmob(·) Binary spectrum occupancy detected at the mobile SA
Ωsta(·) Binary spectrum occupancy detected at the stationary SA
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TABLE A.8: Notation in small Greek letters used throughout this thesis, Part 1.
Symbol Meaning
α First parameter of the beta-distribution
β Second parameter of the beta-distribution
γ(·) Semivariance
δ(·) Dirac delta-function
δP Energy detection threshold
(·) Random residual
ζ Directed cooperation gain
ζsta, service Probability that the mobile SA receives new information from the stationary SA
averaged over the whole spectrum band allocated to the studied service
ζmob, service Probability that the stationary SA receives new information from the mobile SA
averaged over the whole spectrum band allocated to the studied service
η(·) Probability of AND-events in two vectors measured
at a specific measurement location pair
ηservice Probability of AND-events at a specific measurement location pair
averaged over the whole spectrum band allocated to the studied service
κ Forth parameter of few semivariogram models
λ Parameter of an exponential distribution
λON Parameter of an exponential distribution of ON-period durations
λOFF Parameter of an exponential distribution of OFF-period durations
µ Mean and first parameter of a log-normal distribution
being the mean of the random variable’s logarithm
µOFF First parameter of a log-normal distribution of OFF-period durations
µON First parameter of a log-normal distribution of ON-period durations
µC Parameter of the Poisson distribution giving the number of
clusters in a Thomas point process
µM Parameter of the Poisson distribution giving the number of
nodes per cluster in a Thomas point process
ξ(·) Probability of XOR-events in two vectors measured
at a specific measurement location pair
ξservice Probability of XOR-events at a specific measurement location pair
averaged over the whole spectrum band allocated to the studied service
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TABLE A.9: Notation in small Greek letters used throughout this thesis, Part 2.
Symbol Meaning
ρ Noise uncertainty factor
ρ(·) Normalized auto- and cross-covariance and correlogram
σ Standard deviation of a process and second parameter of a log-normal
distribution being the standard deviation of the random variable’s logarithm
σOFF Second parameter of a log-normal distribution of OFF-period durations
σON Second parameter of a log-normal distribution of ON-period durations
σ2 Variance of a process (throughout the whole thesis) and
sill of a semivariogram (Section 5.2)
σ2T Parameter of the two-dimensional normal distribution giving
the coordinates inside a cluster in a Thomas point process
σ2u Variance of the noise process when accounting for noise uncertainty
σ2w Variance of the noise process considered during the detection process
σ2x Variance of the PU signal of interest considered during the detection process
τ2 Nugget variance of a semivariogram
τT Threshold to test for randomness
φ Range of a semivariogram
ωAND(·) Weighting function used to adapt the weights of different AND-events
ωXOR(·) Weighting function used to adapt the weights of different XOR-events
BSPECTRUM MODEL PARAMETERS
Several parts of the thesis at hand have dealt with model development and extraction
of model parameters from extensive measured data sets. In this Appendix, we list
the fitted and extracted model parameters and discuss how artificial data could be
generated for simulation or other research work.
B.1 SPATIAL SPECTRUM MODEL PARAMETERS
We have introduced a spatial spectrum model using spatial statistics techniques in
Section 5.2. We list the model parameters that we fitted to our measurement data in
Table B.1. Due to the least squares based fitting algorithm lower values for the given
quality of fit metricQ indicate preferable parameter sets. We focus on the exponential,
the Matérn, and the Cauchy models because the Gaussian model resulted always in
a worse fit than the exponential model, which also requires only three parameters.
We list both four-parameter models because the Cauchy model may sometimes give
worse performance than the Matérn model but offers better analytical tractability due
to its simpler mathematical formulation.
The RandomFields package [206] for the R environment [152] is one possible
platform for generating artificial data sets using the listed parameters. For most data
sets we list parameter fits for a variable nugget variance τ2 and the case τ2 = 0, which
has been forced during the fitting process.
In addition to the correlation properties of the random field described by the se-
mivariogram parameters, the absolute PSDrx level is required for creation of artificial
data sets. During the preprocessing steps, we average PSDrx over all frequency and
time samples belonging to a technology channel:
PSDrx, ch =
1
Nt
1
Nf, ch
Nt∑
t=1
fch−1+Nf, ch∑
f=fch
PSDrx(t, f), (B.1)
where PSDrx, ch is the PSDrx averaged over all samples received at one location in
one technology channel. The variable Nf, ch gives the number of measurement chan-
nels that belong to each technology channel and fch is the first frequency index of the
technology channel. Finally, PSDrx(t, f) denotes the PSD received at time index t at
frequency index f.
Afterwards, we averaged the empirical semivariogram across all technology chan-
nels. Instead, we may also further average PSDrx over all channels. Let PSDrx, service
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denote the average over all measurement channels belonging to one service:
PSDrx, service =
1
Nt
1
Nf
Nt∑
t=1
fservice−1+Nf∑
f=fservice
PSDrx(t, f)
=
1
Nch, service
Nch, service∑
c=1
PSDrx, c,
(B.2)
where PSDrx, service is the PSDrx averaged over all time samples and frequency chan-
nels belonging to the specified service and Nch, service is the number of technology
channels for the given service. Here, Nf ≡ Nf, service as introduced earlier.
Additionally, we compute the standard deviation over all channel specific average
PSDrx values
std(PSDrx, ch) =
√√√√√Nch, service∑
c=1
(
PSDrx, c − PSDrx, service
)2, (B.3)
where std(·) denotes the standard deviation. It enables to generate multiple channels
with different PSDrx, ch assuming a normal distribution of PSDrx, ch over all technology
channels. Table B.1 provides both the average over the whole technology PSDrx, service
and the standard deviation over the channel specific averages std(PSDrx, ch).
We investigated multiple technologies during our measurements but the sampling
grid turned out to be appropriate only for those technologies for which it was desi-
gned. The hope that technologies with larger ranges could also be examined reliably
did not come true. We list model parameters only for those technologies, for which the
sampling grid was sufficient. Additionally, some of the parameters listed in Table B.1
are surprising. In the literature, the fourth parameter κ is often limited to the range
κ ∈ [0.5, 3.5]. Since the parameter fitting provided better results for several data sets
with an unrestricted κ we did not enforce this limitation. Thus, at the price of few
parameter values for the sill σ2 and the range φ loosing their direct interpretation, we
could improve the accuracy of the fitted models.
B.2 DUTY CYCLE DISTRIBUTION MODEL PARAMETERS
Tables B.2 and B.3 list the parameters of the modified beta distribution fits introdu-
ced in Section 6.3.1. The modelled channel bandwidth corresponds to our resolution
bandwidth of Br = 200 KHz. For only few services the goodness of metrics A and
KSw indicate less accurate fits. In most of these cases, clear steps can be identified in
the CDF that cannot be reproduced by the modified beta distribution.
The given parameters enable straightforward generation of realistic DC distribu-
tions for simulation purposes and other DSA research. We list a variety of services
and different measurement locations. Additionally, we include parameter sets for the
lower two complete subbands.
The two measurement locations IN and AB describe calm radio environments. We
received more noise at the third location NE and list parameters for two different
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208 B. SPECTRUM MODEL PARAMETERS
energy detection thresholds. The configurations for AB characterize a calm radio en-
vironment but the number of false detections is considerably lower compared to the
location in the Netherlands making the AB parameter sets slightly preferable.
B.3 TIME-FREQUENCY MODEL PARAMETERS
In the Sections 6.2 and 6.3, we have evaluated various properties of spectrum use in
the time and the frequency domain. We have extracted realistic model parameters
from our measurement data in order to enable artificial generation of spectrum data.
The distribution fitting was based on MLE-based functions supported by the MATLAB
environment.
In this appendix, we list the matched parameter sets and explain how to generate
spectrum data. Tables B.4 and B.5 list the configuration for the spectrum modelling
over time. We provide settings for different services and measurement locations. For
some services, the traffic load in the allocated band was either too high or too low
and no reliable distribution fitting could be performed. Additionally, in some bands
external interference could be identified during the data analysis. Since our goal is
to provide realistic models for various PU services instead of interference and noise
patterns, we do not list parameter sets for these spectrum bands. We differentiate up
to five spectrum archetypes and give their probabilities.
Table B.4 provides the parameters extracted from the AB data sets and Table B.5
gives the results for the location NE. Comparing them gives few further insights. First,
the type of distribution fitted to the different traffic load levels and technologies is
same for most cases. We can confirm that the type of distribution does not only de-
pend on the traffic load of a channel but also on the deployed PU technology. Second,
the traffic load in the GSM900 UL band was higher at NE but the traffic load in the
ISM-band at 2.4 GHz was higher at AB. The location AB is in a residential area with
several privately owned APs around. Since we installed the measurement setup on a
balcony it is less exposed compared to the installation in the Netherlands. The latter
one receives more cellular activity due to its rooftop location but less WLAN traffic
because less WLANs were present in the surroundings. Third, the fact that heavy-
tailed distributions occur with higher probability for the OFF-period durations in low
traffic load scenarios and the ON-periods in the high traffic load case is valid for both
measurement locations showing the generality of this result.
The modelling across the frequency domain can be achieved using the parameters
listed in Table B.6. We also include the exact number of channels and channel centre
frequencies as specified by the national regulators for the covered services. However,
those do not have to be used and arbitrary spectrum bands can be created. In the
DECT-case no clustering in the frequency domain has to be considered because each
transmitter is assumed to be independent. Thus, no parameters for the log-normal
distribution of the cluster bandwidths are listed in the DECT-line. For the ISM-band
at 2.4 GHz no dominant channel bandwidth could be determined and we use the mea-
surement channel bandwidth. We list the fitted configuration although we pointed out
some shortcomings of the multi-system case in Section 6.4.1.
Finally, we go through the steps to be performed for data generation. They consi-
der both the time and frequency domains and ensure that no spectrum archetype oc-
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curs significantly more often than specified in the Tables B.4 and B.5. The process
generates clusters of channels, that belong to the same spectrum archetype, until the
given amount of spectrum is reached. For the DECT-case without correlation in the
frequency domain few steps can be simplified or skipped.
1. Specify the bandwidth of the spectrum band for which data is to be generated
and choose the underlying technology. Additionally, decide upon the number
of time samples that are to be generated for each individual channel.
2. Use a uniformly distributed random variate and the probabilities of the different
spectrum archetypes to select the archetype of the new group of channels.
3. If the newly created group is not the first created group check if the selected
spectrum archetype differs from the type of the previous group. If it is the same
repeat the previous step until the selected type differs from the spectrum arche-
type of the previous group.
4. Generate a random variate from the log-normal distribution of the cluster band-
width as specified in Table B.6. Repeat this step until the rounded variate is
larger than zero and can be used as number of channels in the current group.
5. Compute the fraction of the cumulative bandwidth of all clusters that belong to
the current spectrum archetype and the overall specified bandwidth. If the frac-
tion is more than 10 % higher than the corresponding probability of the spectrum
archetype listed in Tables B.4 and B.5 the bandwidth of the newly generated
group has to be reduced accordingly.
6. Use the listed distribution parameters for the current spectrum archetype and
model the behaviour for each channel separately. The initial state can be com-
puted using the DC and a uniformly distributed random variate. Sample from
both distributions in turn until the sum of the generated ON- and OFF-period
durations is higher than the number of time samples as specified in step 1. If
the spectrum archetype is either vacant or full generate the specified number of
samples in the idle or busy state.
7. Cut away unnecessary time samples.
8. The probabilities of the different spectrum archetypes should be recomputed be-
fore generating the next cluster. The more channels already belong to a spectrum
archetype and the lower the initial probability of the type is, the lower should
be the adapted probability. These periodically updated probabilities should be
used during step 2. In contrast, during step 5 always the initial probabilities
have to be used to decide if a new group adds too many channels belonging to
the selected spectrum archetype.
9. Compare the number of channels specified in step 1 and the number of channels
generated up to now. If more channels are needed continue with step 2 and
create the next cluster of channels.
10. Cut away unnecessary frequency channels.
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TABLE B.6: Parameters per wireless technology to model spectrum use over fre-
quency.
Wireless Measurement Number of Channel Center frequency Parameters of the
technology location channels bandwidth fc [MHz] log-normal group
B [MHz] distribution
GSM900 UL AB 124 0.20 890.2 + (k− 1)B µ = 1.2, σ = 0.9
GSM1800 DL AB 277 0.20 1820.2 + (k− 1)B µ = 1.2, σ = 1.3
DECT AB 10 1.73 1881.8 + (k− 1)B -
ISM (2.4 GHz) AB 417 0.20 2400.1 + (k− 1)B µ = 2.3, σ = 1.5
GSM900 UL NE 174 0.20 880.2 + (k− 1)B µ = 0.8, σ = 0.7
GSM1800 UL NE 374 0.20 1710.2 + (k− 1)B µ = 1.3, σ = 0.8
ISM (2.4 GHz) NE 417 0.20 2400.1 + (k− 1)B µ = 1.6, σ = 1.3
CPUBLICATION OF MEASUREMENT DATA
The raw measurement data collected during the static campaign was made publicly
available for download. Interested researchers can register using an online form and
will receive login information afterwards. After logging into the system, the data files
can be downloaded using any web browser. Detailed information on the measure-
ments is also provided.
The complete measurement traces collected at all three locations of the static spec-
trum occupancy measurement campaign, described in Chapter 4, are available. The
download page is hosted at http://download.mobnets.rwth-aachen.de.
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DABBREVIATIONS
3G Third Generation Mobile Radio
3GPP Third Generation Partnership Project
ACV Autocovariance function
AGM Absorbent Glass Mat
APD Amplitude Probability Distribution
AH Ad hoc
AP Access Point
ARIMA Auto Regressive Integrated Moving Average
ATSC Advanced Television Systems Committee
AWGN Additive White Gaussian Noise
BNetzA Bundesnetzagentur
BS Base Station
BT Bluetooth
CA Collision Avoidance
CCA Clear Channel Assessment
CCC Common Control Channel
CCDF Complementary Cumulative Distribution Function
CDF Cumulative Distribution Function
CDMA Code Division Multiple Access
CE Cognitive Engine
CMDP Constrained Markov Decision Process
CORVUS Cognitive Radio Approach for Usage of Virtual Unlicensed Spectrum
CPC Cognitive Pilot Channel
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218 D. ABBREVIATIONS
CPE Customer Premise Equipment
CR Cognitive Radio
CRM Cognitive Resource Manager
CSMA Carrier Sense Multiple Access
DAA Detect and Avoid
DANL Displayed Average Noise Level
DARPA Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
DC Duty Cycle
DCS Dynamic Channel Selection
DL Downlink
DECT Digital Enhanced Cordless Telecommunications
DFS Dynamic Frequency Selection
DIMSUMnet Dynamic Intelligent Management of Spectrum for Ubiquitous Mobile-
access network
DSA Dynamic Spectrum Access
DSL Digital Subscriber Line
DVB-T Digital Video Broadcasting - Terrestrial
EIRP Effective Isotropic Radiated Power
E2R End to End Reconfigurability
E2R II End to End Reconfigurability, phase II
ETSI European Telecommunications Standards Institute
FCC Federal Communications Commission
FDD Frequency Division Duplex
FFT Fast Fourier Transform
FM Frequency Modulation
GPS Global Positioning System
GSM Global System for Mobile communications
GUI Graphical User Interface
HMM Hidden Markov Model
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IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
i.i.d. independent and identically distributed
IIT Illinois Institute of Technology
IP Internet Protocol
ISM Industrial, Scientific, and Medical
kbps kilobit per second
KNOWS Kognitive Networks Over White Spaces
LOS Line Of Sight
LRD Long Range Dependence
LTE Long Term Evolution
MAC Medium Access Control
Mbps Megabit per second
MIIT Ministry of Industry and Information Technology
MLE Maximum Likelihood Estimation
MS Mobile Station
MSE Multiscale Sample Entropy
MSR Microsoft Research
NSA Network Sharing Agreement
NSF National Science Foundation
NTIA National Telecommunications and Information Administration
NTSC National Television System Committee
OFDM Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing
OFDMA Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access
PDF Probability Density Function
PHY Physical layer
PMF Probability Mass Function
POMDP Partially Observable Markov Decision Process
PSBL Public Safety Broadband Licensee
PSD Power Spectral Density
220 D. ABBREVIATIONS
PU Primary User
QoS Quality of Service
RAN Radio Access Network
RANMAN Radio Access Network Manager
RAT Radio Access Technology
REM Radio Environment Map
ROC Receiver Operating Characteristics
RRS Reconfigurable Radio Systems
RWTH Rheinisch-Westfälische Technische Hochschule
SA Spectrum Analyser
SCC Standards Coordinating Committee
SDR Software Defined Radio
SNR Signal to Noise Ratio
SPTF Spectrum Policy Task Force
SSC Shared Spectrum Company
SSF Spectrum Sensing Function
SU Secondary User
TCP Transport Control Protocol
TDD Time Division Duplex
TDMA Time Division Multiple Access
TD-SCDMA Time Division Synchronous Code Division Multiple Access
TETRA Terrestrial Trunked Radio
TUB Technical University Berlin
TPC Transmit Power Control
TV Television
TX Transmission
UK United Kingdom
UL Uplink
UMTS Universal Mobile Telecommunications System
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USA United States of America
UWB Ultra-Wideband
VISA Virtual Instrument Software Architecture
WAPECS Wireless Access Policy for Electronic Communications Services
WCDMA Wideband Code Division Multiple Access
WG Working Group
WiMAX Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access
WLAN Wireless Local Area Network
WLSE Weighted Least Squares Estimation
WNaN Wireless Network after Next
WPAN Wireless Personal Area Network
WRAN Wireless Regional Area Network
WRC World Radiocommunication Conference
WSD White Space Device
XG Next Generation Communications
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